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SPRAT DING POST 

Vacq 
Your Own Swap, Buy or Sell 

Advertisement Run FREE -Send it in today! 
Have you any parts or equipment you'd like to trade 
or sell to some other radio man who could put them 
to good use? 

Are there any hard -to -get items you'd like to buy? 
Want to get a radio job - or to hire a helper? 
If so, write up your advertisement in brief form, 

rush it to Sprague. We'll run it ABSOLUTELY 
FREE OF CHARGE in the famous Sprague Trading 
Post that will start again next month in seven lead- 
ing radio publications: RADIO NEWS, RADIO 
CRAFT, QST, SERVICE, RADIO SERVICE 
DEALER, RADIO MAINTENANCE and RADIO 
& TELEVISION RETAILING. 

This famous Sprague service needs no introduc- 
tion. During the war over 12,000 individual free 
classified advertisements were run for our friends. 
Everything, from parts and equipment to complete 
radio shops, was bought, sold and exchanged as a 

result. 

In discontinuing The Sprague Trading Post at the 
close of the war, we thought there was no longer 
any need for it. But we were wrong! Hundreds of 
letters flooding in from all parts of the country tell 
us so. "We need this sort of thing now as much as ive 
ever did!" is the gist of what our service and ama- 
teur friends say, "Start it going again!" 

And so we're doing it! Send in your swap, buy or 
Sell advertisement today! 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry Kolker 
Soles Manager 

INSTRUCTIONS: Print or type your advertisement CLEARLY, 
Hold it to 40 words or less including name and address. Confine it to 
radio subjects only. MAKE IT EASILY UNDERSTANDABLE! No corn= 
mercial advertisements are acceptable. Sprague reserves the right 
to reject any copy that, in our opinion, does not fit in with the spirit 
of this free service. Your advertisement will be run in the first possible 
Issue of at least one of the seven magazines on our list. 

Write it now. Mail it to 
Dept. RC -126 

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY 
North Adams, Mass. 

.m`es 

CAPACITORS AND *KOOLOHM RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO SERVICE AND AMATEUR NEED 
tndemarlr 
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I send you Soldering Equipment and Radio parts; 
show you how to do Radio soldering; how 
to mount and connect Ralio parta; give you 
practical experience. 

Early in my course I show you how to build this 
N.R.I. Tester with parts I send. It soon helps you 
fix neighborhood Radios and earn EXTRA money 
in spare time. 

You get parta to build Radio Circuits; then test 
them: see how they work -learn how to design 
special circuits; how to locate and repair circuit 
defects. 

You get parts to build this Vacuum Tube Power 
Pack; make changes which give you experience 
with packs of many kinds; learn to correct power 
pack troubles. 

Building this A. M. Signal Generator given 
you more valuable experience. It provides 
amplitude -modulated signals for many tests and 
experiments. 

You build this Superheterodyne Receiver which 
brings in local and distant stations -and gives 
you more experience to help you win success 
in Radio. 

I Will Train You at Home-SAMPLE LESSON -FREE 
Do you want a good -pay job in 

Radio - or your own money-mak- 
ing Radio Shop? Mail Coupon for 
a FREE Sample Lesson and my 
FREE 64 -page book, "Win Rich Re- 
wards in Radio." See how N.R.I. 
gives you practical Radio experience 
at home -building, testing, repair- 
ing Radios with 6 BIG KITS OF 
PARTS I send! 
Many Beginners Soon Make Good 

Extra Money In Spare Time 
While Learning 

The day you enroll I start sending 
EXTRA MONEY JOB SHEETS. You 
LEARN Radio principles from my easy - 
to- grasp, illustrated lessons -PRAC- 
TICE what you learn with parts I send 
-USE your knowledge to make 
EXTRA money fixing neighbors' Radios 
in spare time while still learning! From 

My Radio Course Includes 
TELEVISION ELECTRONICS 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

here it's a short step to your own full - 
time Radio Shop or a good Radio job! 
Future for Trained Men Is Bright 
in Radio, Television, Electronics 
It's probably easier to get started in Radio now 

than ever before because the Radio Repair busi- 
ness is booming. Trained Radio Technicians also 
find profitable opportunities in Police, Aviation, 
Marine Radio, Broadcasting, Radio Manufactur- 
ing. Public Address work. Think of even greater 
opportunities as Television and Electronics be- 

Our 32nd Year of Training Men for 

come available to the public I Send for free books 
now I 

Find Out What N.R.I. Can Do for You 
Mail Coupon for Sample Lesson and my 64-page 

book. Read the details about my Course. Read 
letters from men I trained, telling what they are 
doing, earning. See how quickly, easily you can 
get started. No obligation! Just MAIL COUPON 
NOW in an envelope or paste it on a penny postal. 
J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 6NX National 
Radio Institute, Pioneer Home Study Radio School, 
Washington 9, D. C. 

Success in Radio 

Mr. I. E. SMITH. President, Deut. 6NX 
National Radio Institute. Washington 9. D. C. 
Mau me FREE. without obligation. Sample Lesson and 64.page book about how to in success in Radio and Television- Elecüonlcs. (No salesman will call. Please write plainly.) 

Ar. 

Name 

Address 

City 
(Please Include Post Office zone nusnberel 

ws 
APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER GI BILL 
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PUBLIC ADDRESS SnSPURPOSE 
AND 

EVERY NEED 

No matter what your urp public 
has 
ad- 

d needs may b 

the outfit that will do the job 

for You. All the well known, 

stanc.ird makes are carried in 

stock. Delivery i is 
and and 

de- 

pendable .. in 

Chicago we maintain our own 

delivery system for out-of- 

town customers we ship oders 

the same day they are are rceiv 

All our stores are staffed 
c 

trained men who know public 

address needs and can help you 
best 

serve your purpose. If yourineeds 

are unusual, they know how to 

make up special combinations to 

satisfy them efficis ntlyy^e 
of our 

If you can, 

stores. If you can't come to see 

us, write, phone or telegraph and 

your inquiry will be answered 

promptly and fully. Newark has 

the stock, Newark has the 'know 

how', Newark can help you. 

Three big stores, each carrying 

tremendous stocks, are ready to 

serve you with tools, replace- 

ment parts, test equipment, sets 

or anything else you need. Wire, 
can't 

write or telephone if you 

visit one of our stores. If you can 

visit with us you'll find our trained 

staff of tremendous help to you. 

SERVICE 
Mail orders are shipped the same 

day they are received. You don't 

have to wait when you buy from 

Newark. On special inquiries, we 

es 

give you full informatio,p 

and delivery dates promptly. 

Newark will give you service that 

will help you serve your customers 

better. 

2 

FOR GOOD BUYS AND A GOOD TIME 

VISIT OUR BIG BARGAIN COUNTERS 

These big bargain counters in all our stores, 

are loaded down with special items available 
in quantities foo small fo advertise. Marvelous 
war -time sets, new small gadgets you can have 

fun with . . . all sorts of new 

parts and special things you'll 
want to see. Come in, look around 
and ask all the questions you 
wish. Come in often you'll have 
e wonderful time. 

NEW YORK 
2t7 SO W SS51, Si 

1 

With Newark's kits and parts you 

can easily build radio receivers, 

transmitters, amplifiers, and 

other exciting radio and elec- 

tronics devices. 

Make a good radio receiver 

for yourself or a fine record 

player with automatic changer at 

tremendous savings. You can con- 

struct these and many other radio 

and electronics devices easily. 

Our men know how to make them 

and will gladly show you if you 

can visit one of our stores -or 

will explain clearly by mail. 

WRITE FOR OUR BIG BARGAIN BULLETIN 

LISTING THE LATEST AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT 

Magazines are printed months before you read 
them, stocks change, new things are developed 
and made, so we give you the very latest news 
about the very newest things in radio and 

electronics in our Big Bargain 
Bulletin. Send for your copy to- 
day and know all about the latest 
equipment first. When writing 

address Dept. F -2 

CHICAGO 
373W Ya Eran SI. 

(hno,a S. III. 

N.Y.C. Stores: 115 W. 45th St. & 212 Fulton St. Office 242 W. 55th St. N.Y. 19 
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NOW SPRAYBERRY 
RADIO TRAINING 

GIVES YOU 8 BIG KITS OF RADIO EQUIPMENT 
WA H COMPLETE 6 TUBE HE ERODYNE RECEIVER 

YOU DO EXPERIMENTS, 

CONSTRUCTION, 

TROUBLE -SHOOTING 
I'll show you how to perform over 175 Instructive Ex- 
periments -how to build countless Rodio Circuits. 
You'll learn a new, fast way to test Radio Sets with- 
out mfg. Equipment. 

1 give you o fine, moving-coil type 
Meter Instrument on Jewel Bear- 
ings-with parts for a complete 
Analyser Circuit Continuity Tester. 
You learn how to check and correct 
Receiver defects with professional 
accuracy and speed. 

You'll get valuable experience 
and practice building this Sig- 
nal Generator and multi- purpose 
T . Makes o breeze out of 
fixing Radios and you don't hove 

spend money on outside, 
ready-made equipment. 

Soldering, wiring, connecting 
Radio parts . building circuits 

I with your own hands-you can't 
beat this method of learning. When 
you construct this Rectifier and Fil- 
ter, Resistor Condenser Tester, 
s gee a really practical 
slant 

you 
t Radio that leads to 

money -making future. 
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HERE'S THE LATEST, SIMPLEST WAY TO 
TRAIN at HOME for a GOOD LIVING 
in RADIO -ELECTRONICS & TELEVISION 

I train your mind by putting you to work with your 
hands on a big 6-Tube Superheterodyne Receiver. 
And, believe me, when you get busy with real 
Radio Parts - 8 big Kits of them - you really 
LEARN Rodio and learn it RIGHT! You get the 
practical stuff you need to be useful in Rodio, and 
that's what it takes to make money. You don't have 
to worry about what to do with these 8 Kits of 

Parts. Step by step, I show 
you how to build circuits, 
test, experiment, trouble- 
shoot. And you don't need 
any previous experience. The 
Sprayberry Course starts 
right at the beginning of 
Radio! You can't get lost! 
Simplified lessons, coupled 

SEND FOR THESE 
FREE BOOKS 
"How to Read Radio Diagrams and Symbols" 

Here's a valuable and wonderfully com- 
plete new book which explains in simple 
English how to read and understand any 
Radio Set Diagram. Includes translation 
of all Radio symbols. Send for this vol- 
ume at once! It's free! Along with it, 

1: I will send you another Big Free book 
describing in detail my Radio -Elec- 
tronic Training. 

Ille 

I 
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with real "Shop" practice, makes every subject 
plain and easy to understand and remember. 

A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN .. 
OR A GOOD RADIO JOB 

Soon after you begin Sprayberry Tra ning, I'll send 
you rey sensotinal BUSINESS BUILDERS. You'll 
find out how to get and do neighborhood Rodio 
repair jobs for nice profits and rich experience 
while learning. This sort of work can easily pave 
the way for a Radio Service business of your own. 
But with Sprayberry Training, you're not limited. 
You con swing into any one of the swiftly expand- 
ing branches of Radio - Electronics INCLUDING 
Radio, Television, FM, Radar, Industrial Elec- 
tranics. Be wise! Decide now to become a fully 
qualified RADIO- ELECTRONICIAN. Get full details 
about my Training at once! Mail coupon below foe 
my 2 big FREE Books. 

s-s=-we--mwmy 
SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO 
f. 1. Sproyberry, President, Room 21,126, Pueblo, Colorado 
Please rush rey FREE copies of "How to MAKE MONEY in RADIO, 
ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION," and "HOW to READ RADIO DIA 
GRAMS and SYMBOLS." 

Name Age _ .......................... 

Address 

City State 

lietnaoliemma 
(Mail in envelope or paste on penny postcard( 
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#2?'f WEBTON Mutual Conductance 

Tubechecker and Circuit Analyzer 

J Direct- reading mutual conductance 
tests, and "Good -Bad" indications. 

J New patented high frequency tube 
testing circuit. 

AC- DCvolt -ohm -milliampere ranges. 

J Tests 4, 5, 6, 7 prong octal, loctal, 
miniature, and acorn tubes.. spare octal 
and miniature sockets. 

J Hot neon leakage test between any 
two tube elements ...neon short check. 

MODEL 798 -TYPE 3 

J Adjustable plate, screen, grid bias, 
and signal voltages. 

J Flexibility in switching simplifies 
testing present and future tubes. 

Durable heavy - gauge, light - weight. 
alumium case. 

Model 798 combines broad utility, rugged= 
ness, and dependable accuracy for mainte- 
nance of sound and electronic equipment. 
Detailed bulletin available. Weston Elec- 
trical Instrument Corporation, 599 Fre- 
linghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey. 

Westön ,e 
MIAMI ATLANTA IOSTON IMAM MOM COCACI CIMCINNAII COMM MAlAAS /ENDEI BETOMI IACRSONnILE KNOXVILLE LOS ANOUIfS 01011101 MIMNIAPILIS MEMARI 

NEM ORLEANS NM TORN PNILAMIUIIA MOOR PITTSIM0 METER SAM IUE1ACS SERIAL n LOOTS PRACTISE IN CANADA. 1011111M MICTIIC CO., LII., KMFROTI REnCFS, UP. 
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WITH THE HELP OF 

A EIGHT Big Kits of Actual "Learn -by- Doing" Radio 
Parts and Assemblies with which you make 133 fascinat- 

ing SHOP METHOD EXPERIMENTS in your own home! 
Imagine building 7 different Radio Receivers that operate! 

B A 16 mm Home Movie Projector and Twelve Reels of 
"Learn -by- Seeing" Home Movie Films ... for picture- 

clear, fast understanding of Radio Fundamentals! 

C Modern, well- illustrated, Loose -leaf Les- 
sons, prepared in clear, simple, understand- 

able language ... to guide you throughout 
your training! 

NO PREVIOUS RADIO 

OR ELECTRICAL 

EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
DeForest's Training, Inc. provides 
every major home study aid to help you 
learn Radio-Electronics rapidly and thor- t 

oughly ... to give you the experience and 
confidence needed for a responsible, Good - 
Pay Job, or to Start a Business of Your Own! 
Here is a REAL opportunity field for YOU 

. when you are a trained Radio-Electronics 
man! Just think of the tremendously exciting 
future ahead of FM Radio, Aviation and 
Broadcast Radio, Sound Motion Picture Equip- 
ment, Servicing and Sales of Radio Equipment, 
etc. Put yourself in this picture ... See how you 
can benefit from a PRACTICAL training in this 
fascinating work! Think, too, of the coming possi- 
bilities ahead of Radar, Facsimile and Television. 
Send TODAY for the interesting opportunity - 
revealing book, "Victory for You!' See how others 

hprobably 
no more talented or ambitious than you, 

ave advanced in earning power after 
this training ... how YOU can do it 
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16 MM 
MOVIE 

PROJECTOR 

YOU USE 
"LEARN -BY- SEEING" 

MOVIES 
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DEFOREST'S TRAINING,' INC. INCLUDES 
INSTRUCTION IN MOTION PICTURE 
SOUND EQUIPMENT, FM RADIO AND 
TELEVISION . . RESIDENTIAL TRAIN- 
ING IN OUR MODERN CHICAGO LAB- 
ORATORIES ALSO AVAILABLE -ASK US 
FOR INFORMATION! i 

RADIO -CRAFT for DECEIIBLR. 194 

E. B. DEVRY, President 
DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. 
4535 -41 North Ashland Ave., Dept. RC -C12 
Chicago 14, Illinois, U.S.A. 
Send FREE "VICTORY FOR YOU!" BOOK, showing how I may' 
make my start in Radio Electronics. 

Name 

Address 

City 
If under 16, check here 
for special information. 

Age 9 

9 
,Apt 

Zone State 
If a discharged Veteran of 
Vi orid War II, check here. 9 

5 
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Incorporating 
SNORT WAVE CRAFT 

RADIO TELEVISION 
TELEVISION NEWS 

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor -in -Chief 
FRED SHUNAMAN, Managing Editor 
M. H. GERNSBACK, Consulting Editor 
R. F. SCOTT, W2PWG, Technical Editor 
I. QUEEN, W2OUX, Editorial Associate 
ELMER FULLER, Shortwave Editor 
A. PASCALE, Production Manager 
G. ALIQUO, Circulation Manager 
JOHN J. LAMSON, Advertising Director 
ALFRED STERN, Promotion Manager 

Published by Radcraft Publications, Inc. 
-Publication Office: 29 Worthington Street, 
Springfield 3. Mass. 
Editorial and Advertising Offices: 25 West 
Broadway, Tel. RE 2 -9690, New York 7. N. Y. 
Chicago Advertising Of.: Radio-Craft, 308 
W. Washington Street, Suite 1413, Chicago 6, 
Ill. Tel. Randolph 7363. 
Cleveland Advertising Office: 405 Erie Bldg.. 
Cleveland, Ohio. Burdette Phillips, Manager. 
Tel. Main 9645. 
Detroit Advertising Office: 307 -8 Boulevard 
Bldg., Detroit, Mich. C. Frank Holstein, Man- 
ager. 
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Harker, Manager. Tel. Tucker 1793. 
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RADIO -CRAFT is published monthly on the 
25th of the month preceding that of date. 
Subscription rates: United States and pos- 
sessions, Mexico, Central and South American 
countries, $2.50 a year, $4.00 for two years, 
$6.00 for three years. Canada, $3.00 a year, 
$5.00 for two years, $7.50 for three years. 
All other foreign countries. $3.25 a year, 
$5.50 for two years, $8.25 for three years. 
Special rates for members of the Armed 
Forces in U. S., or those addressed by A.P.O. 
or F.P.O. mail, $2.00. Entered at the post 
office at Springfield as second -class matter 
under the Act of March 3. 1879. All com- 
munications about subscriptions should be 
addressed to: Circulation Manager. Radio - 
Craft, 25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

Notice of CHANGE of ADDRESS should 
reach us at least one month in advance. When 
ordering a change, please furnish an address 
stencil impression from a recent wrapper if 
you can. Address changes cannot be made 
without the old address as well as the new. 

Foreign Agents 
London -Atlas Publishing and Distributing 
Co., Ltd., 18 Bride Lane, Fleet St., London, 
E.C. 4. 
Melbourne -McGill's Agency, 179 Elizabeth 
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Text and illustrations of this magazine are 
copyright and must not be reproduced without 
permission of the copyright owners. 
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ON THE COVER 

Radiophone W2I XY, outstanding amateur 

station of Dorothy D. Hall, Springfield, N. Y., 

is the subject of our cover. W2I XY has won 

fame as a consistent 20 -meter DX station, 

and has become known to our soldiers abroad 

and to dwellers in remote corners of the earth. 

IINIIIIII 111111111111111 N111111111111 II 1111 

JANUARY ISSUE -DE FOREST 40TH ANNIVERSARY 
Our next issue will be a special double -size anniversary number honoring Dr. Lee de Forest 
on the fortieth anniversary of his invention of the vacuum tube which makes all modern radio 
possible. It will contain special stories by de Forest and others, as well as a brilliant selection 
of articles in the usual RADIO -CRAFT style. featuring construction of a television receiver, 
light -beam transmitter and electronic organ, as well as selected articles on sound, servicing and 

electronics, and circuits for the skilled experimenter and technician. 
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MODERN RADIO 
EQUIPMENT FOR YOU 
TO USE AND KEEP 

The very essence of National Shop Method 
Home Training Is EXPERIENCE. You get 
actual experience by working with modern 
Radio and Electronie equipment -building 
many types of circuits. You may build a 
fine, long distance MODERN SUPERHET- 
ERODYNE. signal generator, miniature 
radio transmitter, audio oscillator, etc- 
many other standard actual operating 
pieces of equipment -- conduct cathode ray 
and other experiments. This practical work 
advances with your training -YOU LEARN 
BY DOING! 

Modern Radio-FM Broadcast and Reception - 
Television - Industrial Electronics; Power, 
Control, Communications - new equipment 
and methods demand new technical ability and 
experience. Keep up to date with the latest. 

Shop Method Home 
By a Real Established Resident School 
with its own FM Studios, Shops and 

Laboratories. 
TRAIN WITH ADVANCED 

TECHNIQUE 
The good Jobe in Radio Electronics 

now go to the mon Who ere equipped to 
handle them. It takes training and ex- 
perience. National Schools, one of the 
oldest and largest trade schools in the 
country, makes it temible for you to 
get this training right in your own 
home IN YOUR SPARE TI>IE. 

National maintains modern resident 
training Studios, Shops met Labora- 
tories where instructors and engineers 
are working constantly to improve 
training methods. SHOP METHOD 
NOME TRAINING is a logical exten- 
sion Of this practical system. 

A FREE lesson that shows you how 
practical and systematic this now train. 
ing method la will be sent you without 
obligation. You may keep and use this 
lesson to prove to yourself Snot how 
practical National Training really Ia. 

Get one of the ninny NEW JOBd 
that demand new techniques and meth- 
ods In Modern Radio. Oct your share of 
the NEW BUSINESS that ervicing 
tie new sets anti equipment demands. 
Experts agree that Radio. Television 
and Electronics present opportunities 

APPROVED FOR 
TRAINING 

UNDER GI BILL 

See What National Training 
Has Done For These Men 

National Shop Method Noma 
Training Wino gnod Ubs. in' 
dependence and security. Take 
the word of National men who 
hero established recorde in 
their favorite Radio. Televi- 
sion, or other branches of 
Electronics. 

From O. K. Trey, 
Washington, 
D. C., tomes this 
endorsement: "1 
believe National 
offers the beet 
course to he had 

.. Keep up the good work." 

Here's a state- 
ment from it. R. 
Wright. Blnck- 
foot, Idaho: "Due 
to my training at 
National 1 was 
selected to In- 
struct In the laboratory work 
of Navy and Marines.' 

se 

r I 
Ullttord Itannah, 
Portage La l'ral- 
rie, Manitoba, 
Canada, writes: 
"My training has 
brought resulta as 
l'in in line for 

another raise thanks to Na- 
tional's encouragement and 
thorough training," 

Joseph Michel, 
Jr., Granite City. 
Illinois, writes: 

am enthused 
with National 
now earning $225 
o month as a radio operator 
and technician and $20 a week 
more in my shop at borne, 

Read what other enthusiastic 
studente hare written about 
National Training in the big 
40 Daga book we will send you. 

RADIO -CRAFT for DECEM B ER, 

touch greater than ever befoul 
ltadiu is expanding with far- reach- 

Ina Improvements In reception, No one 
knows yet how great the Television 
market will be. Eleetronics will touch 
almost every walk of life -in industry 
and In the home. 

TURN YOUR INTEREST IN 
RADIO INTO A CAREER THAT 
WILL ASSURE YOU SUCCESS AND 
SECURITY. 

FIND OUT WHAT NATIONAL 
TRAINING CAN DO FOR YOU 
Where do you stand today in ntai- 

ern industrial progress? What does the 
future hold for you? You owe it to 
Yourself to Investigate this opportu- 
nity. With National Training YOU 
GET AHEAD FAST -you may step 
Into s good position or start a hash- 

es of your pun. with little capital. 
even before you complete your National 
Course. 

Fit yourself for a career of Inde- 
pendence, good earnings, euccen and 
eecurity In one of the fastest growing 
fields in Industry. For full Information, 
just Bend your name and address on the 
coupon and mail it TODAY. 

IV46 

Get This Book 
FREE 

This big hook presents the 
facts about the field of Elec- 
tronics and your opportunities 
In it together with lull Infor- 
mation about the advanced Na- 
tional Training. Read it and 
make up your own mind that 
National Training will quip 
you for a great future. No 
salesman will call on you from 
National. The book is FREE 
with your sample lessen. Clip 
and mail the coupon TODAYI 

Training 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA ESf 1905 t Ya1t11, titi..: 

MAIL OPPORTUNITY COUPON FOR QUICK ACTION 
National Schools, Dept. RC 12 (Mail In envelope or peste 
4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 37, California On penny post card) 

Melt me FREE the two hooks mentioned 10 Jour :el Including a sample lesson of your course. I understand no o elo..ruen will call on me. 

NAME .t Gl. 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE.- 
Include your number 

1 Check here if veteran of World War II 
L ..J 
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GRADE 
MONTHLY PAY 

(Service in U. S.) 

MONTHLY PAY 

(Service Overseas) 

Private $75 to $112.50 $90 to $135 

Private, First Class 80 to 120.00 96 to 144 

Corporal or Technician, 5th Grade . . 90 to 135.00 108 to 162 

Sergeant or Technician, 4th Grade . . 100 to 150.00 120 to 180 

Staff Sergeant or Technician, 3d Grade 115 to 172.50 138 to 207 

Technical Sergeant 135 to 202.50 162 to 243 

Master Sergeant or First Sergeant . . 165 to 247.50 198 to 297 

Family allowances for the duration of the present emergency 

and six months thereafter are provided under current lors 

ENLIST NOW 
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CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE -Where Professional Radiomen Study ... 

SERVICE" MAG. PHOTO 

CREI Home Study Training in New Techniques is a $ and Sense Investment in Your Future 
PREPARE NOW FOR NEW MONEY -MAKING SERVICING OPPORTUNITIES 
Foresighted radio servicemen are looking ahead 

to the future. A future that has unlimited oppor- 
tunities and real profits for those who have the 
"Know -How" to SERVICE television, FM, indus- 
trial electronic equipment, and the many other 
new radio developments. 

Join the many professional servicemen who 
are studying at home the new developments, the 
new techniques with CREI ... protecting their 
future jobs, their businesses by acquiring the 
new "Know -How" NOW! 

CREI's reputation for home study training 
VETERANS! CREI IS APPROVED FOR "G. I." 

has been proved over 19 years. Important new 
developments have been included in our present 
course. Trained instructors give you personalized 
attention and guidance all the way. 

Find out for yourself how CREI can help 
you to greater se- 
curity and pros- 
perity. Send in 
the coupon now ! 

Actually see what 
CREI has to 
offer. 

TRAINING! 

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
Dept. RC -12, 16th and Park Road, N. W., Washington 10, D. C. 

NEW YORK (7): 170 BROADWAY 
Branch Oftces: 

If you have had professional or 
amateur radio experience and 
want to make more money, let us 
prove to you we have the training 
you need to qualify for a better 
radio job. To help us ifitelligently 
answer your inquiry- PLEASE 
STATE BRIEFLY YOUR BACK- 

GROUND OF EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION 
AND PRESENT POSITION. 

SAN FRANCISCO (2): 760 MARKET ST. 

RADIO -CRAFT for DECEMBER, 1946 

MAIL 
COUPON 

FOR FREE 

36 -PAGE 

BOOKLET 

r 

RESISTANCE 
-To New Ideas Has Cost Many A 
Man a Great Future. We all know the 
classic stories of the people who scoffed 
at Edison, Ford, de Forest. It was the 
scoffers who lost out when the rewards 
poured in. Now with radio-electronics 
entering a great, new era, when it may 
well emerge in greatly magnified form, 
you fellows who are in on the ground 
floor and don't prepare now for the 
future fall in the seme clase as those 
early scoffers. 

Prude. w cul 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
16th and Park Rad, N.W., Washington 10. D.C. 
Gentlemen: Please rend me your free booklet. Your Opportun- 
ity ln the New World of Electronics." together with full de- 
tails of your home study training. I am attaching brief 
resume of my experience. education and present pallion. 

RC12 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY ZONE STATE 
CHECK PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING 
COURSE p PRACTICAL TELEVISION ENGINEERING 
D I am entitled to training under the G.I. Bill. 



MORE SUPER -SPECIAL BUYS!!! 
RECEIVERS TRANSMITTERS COMPONENTS 

MAGNETRONS - KLYSTRONS 

NEW USN NAVY 

MODEL RAK1 
SHIP RECEIVfR 

1 % kr In 
I b.: .tC1:.. 

It El .d VU I L: \. " III', r A.f:.e 

$69.50 

\II ICI l'\S l'1. \ 41. nitIllt 11 

- 
l. tnl 

,i'i'' cala 

$39.95 
IIS. - 0 \I .t. riU 1101: 

i,, Ili ii r.l ¡ 1w 

Transformers 

HI -VOLT TRANSFORMER 
lá WAVE RECTIFIGtTION 115v -60e 32.0, el. 1,', 

la. $9.95 MADE BY KENSON 
Power supply transformer. Tri. 115 /00 cps Sec. 1: 
7511v- .113x; See 2: 1.3 3.,, See. 3: 5v 3a. 2:A0TV 
ap,rlany VI Lrd al $5.95. 

RELAYS 
!'l'UT 10a ,.mart 11-.v a0 

roll, Leach. Allled..$1.69 
-i ST 5a, ac: la de: 111v 

lent. 115v. 60 Cps. . 1.25 
-I'I)T contacts: 5a 50v 

roll rated 113v /00e.... 1.39 
',PDT 115v /60e, cont. rating 5a F' 

BRAND NEW C.R. TUBES 
Made by No. American Philip. 

Tube Type 
36P1 
3F'1'7 
511P1 
511P1 
5('l'1 
5l'P7 
5FP7 
53 P2 
037 
872A 
'05A 
241B-WE 
861 

Approx. Lint Your Cost 
15.00 
27.00 
20.00 
27.00 
45.00 
48.00 
32.00 
48.00 

2.80 
7.50 

22.50 
85.00 

155.00 

3.95 
5.35 
4.9.5 
5.95 
4.95 
6.00 
4.95 

13.50 
1.50 
3,50 
7.50 

50.0'1 
95.00 

Sockets for 5CPI: SBPI, and cintilar typo-" 
of tubes S .95 

PULSE AMPLIFIER 

1.69 

UPST Telephone type: Sp, 1 el: I open: rout. 
rating. a (a 50v, roll rating 3.5 tila tin 
12K ohm 1000 tac 1.05 

JUST A FEW LEFT 
NEW COMPLETE TRANSMIT- $6850 
TING AND RECEIVING SETS 

Ns. 1pToll, -AI id; I-11.I11 Tk. ins le by 7..111,11 ,F 

F]u,1..m, lend Ioa., call->la. 'rn1l,'. ,. nJ,., , 7 n:i,I, 
21,1 m.-1. 1,.I. J 1., e luiti. nm.. tar. h.. su >u 

TIII. >F. I \ITS ARE NOT KNOCK -DOWN 
THEY ARE COMPLETELY AS- 

SEMBLED AND READY TO OPERATE! 
M ANY SPARE PARTS INCLUDED. 

AUDIO TRANSFORMER, MODULATORS,ETC. 
',J. .... .. , : Ispital for 211'; Q. 4301V. $1.35 
Modulation ffmr: 497 to pr 807'a 1.65 
ytolulatkM rfmr: pr 911's to 818 5.00 
Iaine Coupling trot. 150 ohm. 250 oluu, 600 

ohm c.t. and 4000 ohm windings 1.25 
Chi. transformer: P.P. Mod & Driver 6L6's 

per pr. 130 

mal ores type 
11,11119, Designed for 

I-. volts. AC 60 
c 1 e; . Comportent 

parts nrth several 
:,mes the price of this 
n,it. Slightly used. 

I ldlowing are a few 
of the at _. 
na )t, up the unit. 

I - 30411, U- .un.,,. 3 -2 tuff. 4.000 \V. V. a't It 
l'vr:mul emd,narr,. 1 -32041 ion 150 MA porter 

former. I- Varier 5 am :.. General Radio type 
ICU 200. 1 -5 volt 26 amp. fil. transformer 4í0r 304 
TL). 1 -2.5 volt 10 Amp. fil Iranstwtner 150011 
%olr Insolai inns. 1 - --1 mfd. 111041 volt GE Pyranol. 

1 - 061. 1,'041 teli 14 $59.50 

TRANSMITTING 
CONDENSERS 

:\. \'.A.F. I sect 
variable I3-0; nt naf 
jus" air gap: ll rotor 
plates: feedback provision. Design, d tu .,1 

crate in a tuned grid, tuned fill tue nt tir- 
cuit. List at $98.00. $14.95 
OUR LOW PRICE 
B. Split stator Cardwell PK- 200 -Q1); 3n -200 
mmf per section. Special Hi -Volt $9.95 
Listed at $65 
C. Johnson type 500D35. Maximum Cap. 
300 mmf. min 85 mmf..08" epacing.$4. 75 3300v. Listed at $11.75. Lowered to. .1,-. 

NEW POWER SUPPLY for LM -18 freo. 
meter. Output: 290 v. n 20 ma: 13 v. (it 600 
ma. Input: 105 -125 v. 414 60 cps: 260 ma: 
27.6 W. type 84 rectifier tube; shock mount- 
ed. Complete with input and out,- 
put cables. tube inelnded $14.75 

MAGNETRONS :: 
\t'estinglouse t Y o e 
2J32 (JAN) lust r, 
leased. 'life Is n 
lust large let 
\I Af:. \ETINN 
110w Into the civilian 
market: The 2J32 I market: 

for 10 .n 
operation. It'.1:..I 
2101 kw, p..,:. 
purr r. Cron:.,. 
formation 
Brand N, -tv. park,., 

Individual ploseetive cartons. The 2.132 is liste 
1200. OI'R PRICE 025.00 
3J31 Slagnetrona also 520.0o 

KLYSTRON osrillanlr 
tubes 2K25 723-ah, 
designed for 3 cm. 
operation. New. Pack- 
ed individually. f.isl- 
ed nt 
nl-It l'1111'I. . . .17.75 

In spuk 

OIL, AND OIL IMPREGNATED 

CONDENSERS 
.8 mfd 000vde 8 .15 

2. mfd 600vdc .69 
2. mfd 22Ovac, 600 vdc .40 
5. mfd 600vdc 1.00 

10. mfd 600vdc 1.49 
2. mfd 1000vdc 1.29 

.4 mfd 1500vdc .20 
2. mfd 1500vdc 1 50 
1, mfd 2000vdc pyranol 1.50 

.4 mfd 5000vdc 2.95 
II. mfd 220vac or 600vdc 1.95 

2, mfd 4000 vde 5.95 
4000 rotti at 30 vdc 2.75 

SANGAMO MICA CONDENSERS 
F31..0003 mfd 6000v list $29 $3.75 
FIL .0015 mfd 8000v list $31 4.00 
F3L .002 mfd 8000v list $32 4.00 
F3L.005 mfd 8000v list $40 4.75 
F2L .001 mfd 6000v list $14 1.95 
Solar type SR .0015 mf 30004 Hat $9.95 .75 

Sangamo G-4 .004 mf 20 kv 
!list $110) 525.50 
S:mgamo G-3. .006 mf 10 kv 
I list $87,501 $19.50 

Crystal filter for 

BC -312, RC -842. Rea - 
onant at 470 kc. 

Crystal 
I. included ....$6.95 

NEW ARC -5 SUPERHET RECEIVER.. 
Tubes (included) 3 -12SK7 ; 1 -12K8; 1 -- 
12SR7; 1 -12A6. Range (specify freq. de- 
r fired) ; 190 -550 Kc : 1.5 -3 me : 3 -6 me ; 6 -9.1 
me. Power: 24 -28 VDC. Remote control unit 
and Dynamotor and 

$ 25.50 ub\1 

WHEN IN N. Y. 
CITY - You're 
N- e I e o In e-- 
Browse around. 
thousands of 
different parto- 
no obligation. 

9ElVICE MEN ATTENTION 
'Send for Philp. Auto lacement parts list. also standard 
resistors. condensers. and miscellaneous parts. etc. 

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly filled. All prices F.O.B. New York City. 
Send Money Order or ('heck. Shipping charges sent C. O. D. Send for Flyers. 

COMMUNICA TIONS EQUIPMENT CO. 
131 -C LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK CITY 7, N. Y. 

TELEPHONE WH 4 -7658 

SILVER BUTTON 
MICA CONDENSERS 
stud. mtg. (Erie, Cen- 
tralab.l 175 -I80 185- 
245 - 335 - 360 - 

370 mmfd 400 vote 

each I .05 
lots of 100 4.50 
lots of 1000 37.50 
winimum order $1.00 
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uarantee 
All manuals sent 

o 10-day trial 
You must be entire- 
ly satisfied or your 
money will be re- 
funded. 
The Radio Shack 

630 West Randolph St. 
Chicago 6, 

Most Popular 

Models Made by: 

R.C.A., Zenith, 
Philco, Sears, Fada, 
Emerson, Belmont, 
Detrola Radio, 
United Motors, 
G.E., Westinghouse, 
Arvin, Majestic, 
Stewart -Warner, 
Admiral, Delco, 
Stromberg- Carlson, 
Western Auto, 
Sparton, Motorola, 
Wards, Gamble, 
and many others. 

" The )=dto Shaer OFFERS SUPREME 

PUBLICATIONS DIAGRAM MANUALS 

1946 

1942 

1941 

1940 

1939 

This large, new, and inexpensive diagram manual has the circuit 

pi:RED 
for almost every 1946 radio set made since V -J day. Large manual, 
13% x 11 inches, 192 pages of circuits and repair data. 

Clearly printed circuits, alignment data, parta lists, service hints. 
Includes 351 models of 40 largest manufacturers. 192 fact packed 
pages. Large size, 8% a it in. Manual style binding. Well printed. 

This volume covers 1941 models, with alignment data. I.F. peaks, and 
replacement parts lists. Compiled by M. N. Reitman, radio service- 
man for many years, author, and teacher. Be an expert in radio 
servicing ; simplify your work. 192 pages 84 x 11 inches. 

Let this important manual give you over 80% of all 1940 circuits 
you will ever need, acquaint you with new developments. Data on 
portables, recorders, FM, etc. 417 models of 43 manufacturers. 2,, 
pages. 

Circuit data, hints and information are time -savers and money -maker( 
for you. Let these diagram manuals guide you to easier service work I Send your order today! 
Use this volume with 192 pages of diagrams of 39 makes. 

Save hours on every job 

AT ONLY 

sA 
EACH 

19 -19 3 8 
The most popular volume 
.r the series. Will pay 

ter itself with the lime 
saved during the ant day 
of use. Includes, all the 

popular old timers. Save hours on every lob. 427 dia- 
grams of the most serviced radios 
of this period, with parts lists and 
alignment information. 290 
84x11 inches. Sold with a mousy O 
bak g a Price. postpaid. 

The Radio 'Itcrclt hfc 
630 W. RANDOLPH STREET CHICAGO 6. ILL. 

Other Practical Radio Manuals 
RADIO SERVICING COURSE -BOOK 
Let Wm complete 22- lesson radio course help YOU get ahead in 
radio servicing. Learn new speed - tricks of radio fault finding. 
case histories of common troubles, servicing short -cuts, extra 
profit ideas. Servicemen use this low -price radio training to 
brush -up and study new servicing methods. Reprinted in 1946. 
with latest facts. Complete 22 lessons, with self' $260 testing questions, index. Large size: 8%a11 1n. 
A bargain In radio training. Price only 

SIMPLIFIED RADIO SERVICING BY COMPARISON 
New. revolutionary different Comparison technique permits you to 
do expert work on all radio sets. Most repairs can be made with- 
out test equipment or with only a simple meter. Many point -to- 
point, cross-reference circuit suggestions locate faults instantly. 
Corers every radio set -new and old. This now servicing mrlhai 
presented in manual form, six, 894Z11 inches, 84 pages Is,. 
1,000 practical hints. 24 large trouble -shooting blue- 

$1 
[ 

O prints. Charts for circuit analysis. 114 tests using a d 
Ic resistor. Price, only 

* * STEWART -WARNER MANUAL . . 50c * * ARVIN DIAGRAM MANUAL . . . 50e * * GENERAL- ELECTRIC MANUAL . 50c 
64 pages of popular circuits. Size: 5% x Rt,. inches 

RECORD PLAYERS & RECORDERS MANUAL 
Just what you need to repair quickly thousands of automatic record chang- 
ers, manual players, phono pick -ups, wireless oscillators, recorders and 
combinations. Hundreds of mechanical and electrical diagrams. $ 50 Instructions for adjustment and repair. Most popular units of t 
all makes. 128 large pages, 81fixll in. Price, postpaid, only . 

FREE! Ask for our new catalog. Write today! 
RADIO -CRAFT for DECEMBER, 1946 

NO RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON 
NE RADIO SHACK, 630 West Randolph Street, Chicago 6, Illinois 
Ship the following manuals (Satisfaction guaranteed or money back) 

Radio Servicing Course ® $2,50 
Simplified Radio Servicing a 1.50 
Stewart- Warner Manual 0 .50 
Arvin Diagram Manual a -50 
General -Electric Manual 0 .50 

1 Record Players and Recorders 1.50 

$ send postpaid. 

1946 
1942 

ICJ 1941 
1940 
1939 

1926 -1938 r@ $2.50 
I am enclosing 

PRICED 
AT ONLY 

$2.00 
EACH 

Send C.O.D. I em enclosing $ deposit. 

Name: 

Address: 



 

"VOMAX" 
Top Ranking 

Choice 

Thousands upon thousands of "VOMAX ", the truly universal vacuum. 
tube volt -ohm- milliammeter .... In service today in ranking laboratories 
ranging from the U. S. Bureau of Standards on through the roster of 

radio's elect .. . bought by Veterans Administration and other school 

training programs . . . . consistently selected by America's top -profit 
service organizations .... conclusively prove it is the best. 

"VOMAX" is also the cheapest .... not only because the but is always 

cheapest in the long run . but in first cost, tool Increasing produc- 

tion in response to increasing demand enables us . despite con- 

tinually increasing material costs . . . . to hold its price down. 

"VOMAX" alone gives you the profit- priceless ability to measure every voltage in radio servicing . . of meter resistance so ostronom. 

ically high it does not upset measured circuits . 24 d.c. voltage ranges 0 through 3000 volts al 51 and 126 megohms Input resist- 

ance .. 6 ranges 0 -1200 volts a.c., a.f., i.f., r.f. to over 100 megacycles at 6.6 megohms honest input resistance . . decibels from 

-10 through +50 .... resistance from .2 ohms through 2,000 megohms .... direct current from 50 microamperes through 12 amperes. 

No other instrument.at any price gives you all that "VOMAX" does. Its value is unequalled .. . it's the standard of comparison . 

the overwhelming choice of those "in the know" . .. . is radio's outstanding buy .... at only S59.85. 

DYNAMIC SP.LRX SIGNAL TRACER 
Next to the universal voltohmmilliammeter . VOMAX" is the ideal universal d.c. 
through u.h.f. meter what the radio service profession most needs is o geed dy- 
namic signal tracer. Ability to trace the signal through every successive receiver circuit 
reduces "troubleshooting" to basic fundamentals .. banishes forever the hardto. service 
"toughies" turns loss jobs into quick profits. 
Designed by radio's only International Grand Prise winner, "SPARX" is the auralvisual 
signal tracer you have been clamoring for. Not only does "SPARX" trace r.f., i.f., a.f. 
signals from 20 cycles to over 200 megacycles . . it Is your shop test -speaker as well. 
It also tests microphones, phono pickups, P.A. amplifiers, speakers . . . . registers presence 
or absence of d.c. and a.c. operating voltages, too. 
With new rodar crystal diode probe, 3 -stage 63 db. gain o.f. amplifier, ground -insulating 
transformer power supply and PM dynamic speaker, It's the instrument you've dreamed of 
. . like all SILVER instruments will earn its cost in no time at oll. Yet "SPARX" costs 
you only $39.90. 

See these "must" instruments .. and 
new SILVER amateur transmitters, re- 
ceivers, kits, parts which were sensations 
at the 1946 Trade Show at your favorite 
jobber. Act fast . demand continues 
for in excess of supply .... for SILVER 

products are the profit tools used by 
your smart competitors. Send postcard 
for new post-war catalog. 

"904" 

LABORATORY CAPACITANCE 
RESISTANCE BRIDGE 

Not only does Model 904 C -R Bridge cover the tremendous range of 5/4 mmfd. /ohm up 
through 1000 mid. /megohms . . give you truly laboratory accuracy in measurement of 
capacitors and resistors . . . . provide 0.500 volts continuously variable builtin d.c . 

polarizing voltage for electrolytic and other capacitors give power factors measure. 
ment 0 -50% but it brings something quite new to radio measurements. 
With Model 904 C R Bridge you can at last measure capacitance of any type of con. 
denser . . air, paper, oil, electrolytic, ceramic .... with d.c. operating voltage applied 
during measurement! Think what this means in increasing your efficiency . . . . in finding 
those " Intermittents" which cause so much trouble . . . . in speeding your work and 
increasing your profits. 
Measuring capacitors and resistors to ^--3% laboratory accuracy . matching "VOMAX" 
and "SPARX" in size, postwar style, top quality components and construction . it's 
the same amazing bargain at only $49.90 net as "VOMAX" . value which has forced 
500% expansion in our plant facilities in less than one year. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG of what's 
new in post war Receivers, Transmitters, 

factory built, or Kits and Parts 

O V E R 35 Y E A R S O f R A D I O E N G I N E E R I N G A C H I E V E M E N T 

ql/44/gas 
I(< v c i, _ 7 f+ E E 7 a n c 7 s C R D 3 e C O N N E C T I C U T 
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SERVICEMEN -WAKE UP! 

Seven Suggestions for Successful Servicing 

Editor RnnIo- CRAFT: 
IIHAVE READ in your recent publication how unfair 

the manufacturers and distributors of radio sets have 
been to the returning service men, also your editorial 

. on this subject. 
As an old hand at this game (started in 1916, and have 

made a living out of it all these years) I notice that 
almost every one is complaining about not being able to 
get new sets. Question: Why does a radio man want to 
sell sets? 

My experience is that the biggest job iì the radio 
business is to sell himself, have an up -to -date repair 
bench and keep up with the new sets and circuits so 
that he can give the customer a repair job that looks as 
if it came out of the factory. 

It really looks as if the drug and hardware stores are 
taking over the selling end of the business. Just the 
other day I talked to a distributor of a well -known radio 
and he admitted that he would rather sell to a filling 
station than to a radio service shop. 

The only way out for most of us in the radio business 
is to better ourselves in the repairing end, so that when 
that new set that we couldn't sell toes dead, they will 
bring it into oar shop for a good repair job. 

Don't get me wrong, from 1916 to 1930 I was with a 
large manufacturer making radio sets. 

Ray Charleston 
1124 New York Ave. 

St. Cloud, Florida 

We are glad to print Mr. Charleston's letter in full. It 
is a representative sample of similar ones which have 
reached us from time to time, ever since we voiced our 
views of the servicing business in our May, 1946 issue. 

But let us also hasten to state here that we have 
noticed a great deal of improvement in the business 
methode of the servicing industry as a whole. We con- 
stantly see this in the improved lone of the thousands 
of letters that reach us. Yes, the scribbled, penciled let- 
ters are distinctly on the way out -the neat business- 
like letters on good quality letterheads are in the ascend- 
ancy. And letters written with battered old typewriters 
and moth -eaten ribbons are rare nowadays. 

This brings us back to our correspondent's letter. Let 
us now analyze why radio set manufacturers "would 
rather sell to a filling station than to a radio service 
shop." 

To begin with, like so many other glib statements, this 
one too must be taken with a large pinch of salt. It is 
only partly true -less than -one half, to be exact. We 
made it our business to contact a number of set manu- 

By HUGO GERNSBACK 

facturers anc4 ascertained that practically all of them 
do sell to radio service shops, and they sell an increasing 
amount of their product to them. But they also admit 
that they are choosy -they sell only to those service 
shops who have a reputation and who are known for 
their integrity. It is as simple as that. Yes, they don't 
even sell "for cash on the line" to shops who have no 
standing in their community. The manufacturers em- 
phatically state that they don't single'out any particular 
trade, whether it be radio service shops, filling stations, 
drug stores, or general stores- the same principle pre- 
vails: deserving stores get the agency. All this seems 
elementary, but is often lost sight of. 

How does a newcomer fare in this set -up? Unless he 
can show a good cash balance in the bank, he is out in 
the cold. It is true that very many manufacturers gave 
returned service men a raw deal and often gave them 
the proverbial run -around. But we believe this too' is 
more or less a temporary situation. 

Said one manufacturer to us: "What would you do 
in a like situation? Here we have thousands of applica- 
tions from ex- servicemen, for agencies for our product. 
We don't know these men, know nothing of their abil- 
ity, integrity, experience, or their knowledge of the 
trade. How do we know they will succeed? Why should 
we put them in competition against our old established 
customers in the same town, who made money for us 
for years? Yes, we do want to help the ex- servicemen, 
but they must first prove themselves." 

Is all this cynical and heartless? It is. It's the old 
story of trade following along established lines -new- 
comers must show their ability to survive first. That's 
the kind of world in which we live. 

As for the question: "Why does a radio serviceman 
want to sell sets," we think there are some good answers 
to this. A shop may start out as a 100 percent service 
establishment and-remain that way for years. The busi- 
ness may grow, however, and, depending on the location, 
the customers may insist on getting new sets from the 
shop they trust and believe in. Against their best con- 
victions, many shops have found it necessary to change 
their methods. It happens all the time. Progressiveness 
of the owner also counts. Look around your town and 
note how many little stores in various trades started 
on a shoe- string while today they own large establish- 
ments. Frequently they did it in a few short years too. 

But you may be sure of twc things: They gave Service 
with a capital "S' and they were business men who 
knew their trade backward and forward, 

It is just not enough to know radio. You must know 
how to merchandise. In other (Continued on page 40) 
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"THE VOICE OF AMERICA," a 
super -power shortwave broadcast sta- 
tion, was advocated by General David 
Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corpora- 
tion of America, on the occasion of 
Pri nceton University's bicentennial 
celebration. 

Such a station, said General Sarnoff, 
might cost $20,000,000 a year, which is 
less than that spent by large European 
powers, notably Great Britain and the 
U.S.S.R. 

Aecording to the plan,radio companies 
would co- operate to make the station 
a success. "Only the government," said 
General Sarnoff, "can make known to 
the world the nation's foreign policy, 
or provide the financial means commen- 
surate with the task. On the other hand, 
private industry is needed to lend its 
initiative, ingenuity and experience to 
make this exposition effective." 

The station, he suggested, would also 
be the agency to establish direct rela- 
tionships with the other international 
broadcasting organizations of the world, 
and would thus provide facilities for 
interchange of programs from different 
countries, to be relayed and broadcast 
through local -station tie -ins. 

SUICIDE PLANES guided by radar 
instead of a locked -in aviator were 
demonstrated by the Navy last month. 

The Bat, latest naval guided missile, 
is no longer an experiment. It is ready 
for active combat use. It is now stand- 
ard equipment. Navy officials are con- 
fident that it will give a good account 
of itself, if another war is fought. 

With a ten -foot wingspread and a 
body length of about 16 feet, the Bat 
looks like a small airplane without en- 
gine or propeller. Radar equipment in 
its nose keeps the missile, after its 
release from its mother -plane, headed 
directly on the target, which may be an 
enemy ship or land installation. The 
Bat's radar equipment is focussed on 
the target before its release. An oper- 
ator on the mother -plane spots the 
enemy by radar if necessary. 

The mother -plane carries the Bat un- 
der its belly or under its wings. The 
release is made from four to seven 
miles away, and preferably from an 
altitude from several thousand to 12,000 
feet. The Bat then sweeps downward 
and forward in a long glide to approach 
its prey at a low angle. Once the Bat 
is launched, the mother -plane flies off 
to safety. 
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-ELECTRONICS 

RADARANGE, latest peacetime ap- 
plication of war -developed techniques, 
made its debut at a demonstration in 
New York last month. Electronic hot 
dogs, cooked in ten seconds, hamburg- 
ers, and even gingerbread were served 
to the press representatives present. 

Automatic timing made burning the 
food impossible. Each item, wrapped in 
paper or (as in the case of the ginger- 
bread batter) in a paper cup, was in- 
serted in a little metal -grill box and 
slipped into place under the "burner," 

Courtesy Raytheon Mf g. Corp. 
The Radarange. as designed for airplane use. 

closing a switch as it was put in place. 
Ten seconds later (or at a time preset 
for the object being cooked) the switch 
snapped open automatically and the 
food was ready to eat. 

The name Radarange is justified not 
only because of the magnetron tube 
which generates the high- frequency 
heat but by the system of propagating 
the microwaves. Instead of being placed 
between two plates of a condenser, as 
in some older forms of electronic food- 

U. .ç. Navy Photo 

The radar mechanism by which the Bat is guided is concealed in the blunt nose of the glider. 
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cooking devices, the object to be cooked 
is placed on a metal plate (bottom of 
the box) at the mouth of a horn- shaped 
radiator. Waves come down the horn, 
go through the food, and are reflected 
back into the horn again. The cycle is 
repeated over and over, the waves pass- 
ing through the food in both directions 
till their energy is spent in heating the 
edibles. 

The unit weighs about 100 pounds 
and requires 5 kilowatts of power. The 
tube is a water -cooled magnetron. While 
the model demonstrated was intended 
for use on airlines, a modified design, 
suitable for use on railroads, ships or 
other commercial installations, was also 
on display. 

BROADCAST STATION 1,000 waá 
licensed by the FCC on September 25. 
The license was granted to the Indian 
River Broadcasting Co. for Radio 
WIRA, to be operated on 1400 kc at 
Ft. Pierce, Florida. 

The thousandth license drew a spe- 
cial salute from FCC chairman Charles 
Denny, who, commenting on the rap- 
idly increasing number of broadcast 
stations, said in part: 

"These stations have great opportuni- 
ties to provide the means for local ex- 
pression and to stimulate locál partici- 
pation in the solution of the difficult 
community, national and international 
problems in this transition era. 

"Every additional radio station pro- 
vides the American people with a new 
instrument for vitalizing our democracy 
and for access to wholesome entertain- 
ment and education." 

BROADCASTING ABUSES were 
scored by William S. Paley, head of the 
Columbia Broadcasting System, speak- 
ing before the National Association of 
Broadcasters at their recent convention. 
Asserting that the industry had been 
guilty of advertising excesses, he called 
for a new code of program standards 
by which the business could discipline 
itself and meet "a growing volume of 
criticism of American broadcasting." 

In his address, which was entitled 
"Radio and Its Critics," Mr. Paley de- 
fended professional criticism in news- 
papers and magazines as a desirable 
stimulus to better programing. 

Charles Denny, acting chairman of 
the Federal Communications Commis- 
sion, also affirmed that the FCC would 
continue its much- assailed plan to as- 
sure a better balance between advertis- 
ing and non -advertising matter on the 
air. He charged that the N.A.B. was 
raising a "red herring" by contending 
that the FCC's new rules on program 
balance might jeopardize freedom of 
speech. 
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ELECTRONIC READING MA- 
CHINES with the aid of which blind 
persons can lead ordinary print were 
demonstrated last month by Vladimir 
K. Zworykin, RCA's director of elec- 
tronic research. 

To read with the electronic device, 
the blind person scans the printed or 
typewritten page with a stylus that 

*looks like a large black fountain pen. 
.A small beam of light in the "point" 
of the stylus moves up and down on 
each letter, reflecting to a phototube 
that operates an amplifier tube. 

A combination of five different sounds 
is produced for each letter as the stylus 
moves over the printed matter. The 
reader. hears the sounds through a 
hearing- aid -like ear attachment. Total 
weight of the electronic unit is only five 
and one -quarter pounds. 

Work is now under way on an instru- 
ment using the same principles to form 
the actual sound of each letter. This 
would spell out each word for the blind 
person as he scanned print with the 

o stylus. 
Flashing the beam of light vertically 

up and down each letter, the stylus re- 
flects the black area of the letter as dis- 
tinguished from the white page. A fre- 
quency- modulated audio oscillator uses 
the reflected light from the printed let- 
ter to produce high- frequency "pips" at 
the top of the letter and low- frequency 
ones for the bottom. These create the 
blind reader's sound picture of the let- 
ter. 

The electronic reading aid requires 
the reader to learn a code of sounds for 
each letter. Blind persons in several 
laboratories are now being taught the 
new system experimentally, Dr. Zwory- 
kin reported, adding that the device is 
not yet being produced commercially. 

STRATOSPHERE ROCKETS are 
tracked throughout their flight by ra- 
dio, no matter how fast or how far they 
go, it was disclosed at the Army Ord- 
nance Society's field day held at Aber- 
deen, Maryland, last month. 

The method is more convenient and 
sure than radar for test rockets in 
which a radio transmitter can be in- 
stalled. As the rocket is launched, a 
very-high- frequency station starts send- 
ing waves of 38.5 mc frequency. These 
are picked up by the radio set carried 
in the rocket and rebroadcast at double 
frequency (70 mc). 

The returning waves are set "off 
heat" by the rocket's increasing dis- 
tance from the starting point in what 
physicists know as the Doppler effect. 
By measuring this, observers can tell 
where their giant missile is, to as close 
as six feet. 

HIGHEST TELEVISION ANTEN- 
NA, atop the Empire State Building 
in New York City, has been redesigned. 
The photo released last month by the 
National Broadcasting Company was 

The Empire State Building has a new antenna. 

made just before construction was fin- 
ished and shows all the features of the 
new skypiece. 

The television antenna is a four -stack 
turnstile, with sixteen elements de- 
signed for broad- 
band picture 
transmission. This 
antenna delivers 
from the WNBT 
transmitter the 
maximum power 
authorized by the 
FCC for metro, 
politan television 
stations. It is 
equivalent to 50 
kw at an antenna 
height of 500 feet. 
Because of the 
1300 -foot elevation 
and the powergain 
of the antenna it- 
self, the maximum 
authorized power 
for the actual 
transmitter is ap- 
proximately 2.5 
kw. 

Immediate- 
ly above the four 
turnstile elements 
are two triangular 
arrays, one above 
the other. These 
antennas transmit 
the programs of 
WNBC - FM. At 
the very top of the 
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structure a third group of elements 
constitutes a two -stack turnstile built 
is the RCA Laboratories to test wide - 
band television on 288 mc. The tests 
were immediately commenced with a 
5000 -watt transmitter developed and 
built for the purpose. 

In all, four separate transmitters 
feed four sets of signals into antennas 
mounted on this 62 -foot structure which 
surmounts the highest building in the 
world. Television receiver owners with- 
in a range of about 70 miles have re- 
ported excellent reception of programs 
put on the air at this point. 

A SUPER TUBE -CHECKER, the size 
of an average small service shop, has 
just been completed, General Electric 
announced last month. The giant tube 
tester will simulate actual operating 
conditions for all the larger tubes under 
most transmitting and industrial ap- 
plications. 

Believed to be the first and only set 
of its type in existence, the new tester: 
now under construction -about the size 
of a giant 100 -kw transmitter -is ex- 
pected to facilitate the development and 
design of new and improved tubes for 
FM, television and microwave equip- 
ment in addition to industrial tube 
types. 

New circuits can be simply designed 
to test all tubes up to a rating of 500 
kilowatts (the largest transmitting 
tube now in general use is rated at 100 
kilowatts) thus assuring accurate per- 
formance ratings before tubes are 
shipped to customers. 

Another test device of the same con- 
cern is a "tube icebox" capable of test- 
ing tubes from 100 degrees below to 
175 degrees above zero Fahrenheit. The 
purpose is to simulate conditions at high 
altitudes. 

The operator works inside this new transmitting -tube checker. 
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By T. F. IoGIUDICE 

SUPERSONIC APPLICATIONS 
"Inaudible sound" Is .laking Rapid Progress in Industry 

TWO types of sounds can be gen- 
erated by electro-mechanical 
means: those which can be heard 
by the human ear and those above 

the audible range. Inaudible sounds are 
known as ultrasonics or supersonics. 
Audible sounds have a frequency range 
of 10 to about 15,000 cycles per second. 
In general, the upper frequency limit is 
lowered as a person's age increases, so 
that high -frequency sounds become in- 
audible to older people.' The range of 
supersonics is from 15,000 to at least 
100,000 cycles per second, and they can- 
not be detected by the human ear. 

To detect the presence of sounds in 
that frequency range, -the mechanical 
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Fig. I -One way of exciting transducer. 

sound energy must be converted into 
electrical energy. Conversely supersonic 
energy is generated by converting elec- 
trical energy into, mechanical sound 
energy. - 

Two methods of generating super- 
sonics are common. The first uses piezo- 
electric properties of crystals; the oth- 

er depends upon the magnetostrictive 
properties of certain metals. Both con- 
vert electrical to mechanical energy and 
vice versa. When a strain is produced 
in a piezo -electric material', an electro- 
motive force is induced and a voltage 
appears between any two surfaces of 
the material. Conversely, when a volt- 
age is impressed upon two surfaces of 
a piezo-electric material, a stress ap- 
pears. These effects have been observed 
in quartz, tourmaline, and Rochelle salt 
crystals. If an alternating voltage of 
super -sonic frequency is impressed upon 
one of these crystals, the vibration set 
up by it will result in a super -sonic 
wave. Magnetostrictive materials are 
nickel, monel metal, stainless steel and 
invar.' If a rod of any of these materi- 
als is placed in a coil of wire carrying 
current, magnetization will cause it to 
increase or decrease in length. Con- 
versely, as in the case of the crystal, 
a change in the length of the rod will re- 
sult in a current being induced in the 
coil of wire surrounding the rod. 

Photo A shows a magnetostriction 
oscillator or transducer pack being used 
in an underwater sound depth finder. 

ELECTRONIC EXCITATION 

Electron tubes are used to excite crys- 
tal transducers. A typical arrangement 
consists of a vacuum tube oscillator- 
whose frequency is fixed and determined 

by the circuit constants -and vacuum 
tube amplifiers to increase the strength 
of the signal. The frequency of the 
oscillator is made to lie between 15,000 
and 100,000 cycles per second depending 
on the use to which the energy is to be 
put. For underwater sound applications 
the frequencies used are between 15,000 
and 25,000 cycles. 

The outgoing signal waveshape can 
be compared to an ICW signal. The 
vacuum tube amplifiers are usually 
transformer -coupled to the crystal. Fig. 
1 shows such a system. 

In exciting the magnetostrictive type 
of super -sonic transducer, two methods 
are in use.' The first is essentially the 
same as the system shown in Fig. 1. A 
more popular system used with magne - 
tostriction transducers is the condenser 
discharge method of excitation. This is 
shown in Fig. 2 and Photo B. 

The condenser Cl is allowed to charge 
fully through the resistance Rl and 
through the winding of the magneto - 
striction transducer. As soon as Cl 
is fully charged, the keying relay 
closes. Condenser Cl is immediately dis- 
charged through the generator wind- 
ing and the rod vibrates at a frequency 
dependent upon its physical dimensions. 
These are made so the frequency will 
be in the super -sonic range. The oscilla- 
tion is of the nature of a damped wave 
having an exponential decay. 

Ì 

Photo A- Magnetostriction transducer used in underwater equipment. 
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Photo B-A condenser- discharge type of supersonic signal generator 
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At one time keying relays consisted 
simply of a pair of silver contacts. Since 
then an electronic keying relay having 
a much longer life and greater efficiency 
than the contacts has been developed. 
This electronic relay uses the strobo- 
tron tube and its associated circuits.' 

APPLICATION TO DEPTH FINDING 

Supersonics, like audible sounds, are 
reflected or refracted when they meet a 
medium of different density than the 
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DEVICE 

CI 

MAGNETOSTRICTIVE ROD& WINDING-, 
(GENERATOR) 

Fig. 2- Another transducer -excitation system. 

one in which they are being conducted. 
This property of sound waves has made 
possible their extensive use in detect- 
ing objects in a sound -conducting me- 
dium. The largest application of super- 
sonic waves is in the field of underwater 
sound. Equipment to measure the ab- 
solute depth of water beneath the keel 
of a ship has been extremely useful 
and almost essential, in some cases, to 
navigation. A typical depth finding 
equipment is shown in Fig. 3. It consists 

Fig. 3- Equipment of standard echo sounder 

of two magnetostriction oscillator packs, 
one for receiving and one for transmit- 
ting, and the associated equipment 
needed to generate and detect the super- 
sonic waves. The signal is generated 
by a condenser- discharge apparatus and 
has a frequency of about 20,000 cycles 
per second. The receiving oscillator pack 
is connected to the input of a high -gain 
vacuum tube amplifier which is tuned 
to the frequency of the outgoing signal. 
The depth of the water is read directly 
on a calibrated rotating disc located in 
the indicator. Since the velocity of 
sound in water is known to be approxi- 
mately 4,800 feet per second, the depth 
can be most easily found by the equation 
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X X t 
S = (Equation 1) 

2 
where S is the distance from the hull 
of the ship to the bed of the ocean, v i 

is the velocity of propagation and t is 
the time required for the super -sonic sig- 
nal to travel from the transmitter to the 
reflecting surface and back to the re- 
ceiver. The velocity is dependent upon 
such factors as temperature, pressure 
and salinity, and for very accurate 
soundings these must be known. Equa- 
tion (1) reduces to S = 2,400 X t in wat- 
er. Therefore the depth is determined by 
multiplying a constant' by the time in 
seconds. Photo C is a depth indicator 
using a fixed light source to illuminate 
a rotating calibrated disc. The light 
source consists of a strobotron tube 
whose light discharge is very intense 
and whose light duration is in the or- 
der of a few microseconds. The rotating 
disc is driven by a synchronous motor 
at a known constant speed. If the disc 
were travelling at an angular speed of 
48 revolutions per second and the 
velocity of sound in water assumed to 
be 4,800 feet per second, then one revo- 
lution of the disc would represent 100 
feet of sound travel in water, or 50 feet 
of actual depth. In this manner, the 
disc can be calibrated around its periph- 
ery from zero to the maximum depth to 
be measured. (See "The Sonicator" in 
Lune-CRAFT, August, 1946.) If the sig- 
nal is sent out at the moment the zero 
figure passes the indicator window and 
the returning echo is made to operate 
the light source upon its arrival, the 
figure that is illuminated on the disc 
will measure the depth of the water. A 
fixed scale and moving light source 
(Photo D) can also 
be used to indicate 
depth. Both sys- 
tems work equally 
well. 

Other Applications 
Supersonic 

equipment played 
a major role in 
submarine warfare 
during World War 
II. It has been re- 
sponsible for the 
detection of enemy 
submarines a n d 
underwater o b- 
jects, making pos- 
sible the accurate 
dropping of depth 
charges. Naval un- 
derwater sound, 
known as sonar, is 
quite similar to 
the depth indicat- 
ing system already 
described except 
that the s u p e r- 
sonic signal is di- 
rected in a hori- 
zontal plane rath- 
er than toward the 
sea bed. 

Supersonics has 
also found applica-' 
tion in the field of 
metal inspection 
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Photo C-A depth indicator with moving scale. 

for flaws.° A method has been devised 
whereby super -sonic detectors may, in 
certain instances, replace costly and 
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Fig. 4- Supersonic casting inspection hookup 

large X -ray equipment to inspect objects 
such as steel castings for imperfections. 

(Continued on page 67) 

Photo D -This type of indicator has a fixed scale and moving light 
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By E. AISBERG 

THE CINEMATIC ANALYZER 
New French Instrument Shoolx Trouble and 

FOR THE 

flRST Ti ME 
I N ANY 

RADIO 
PUBLICATION 

Measures Both Gain and Frequency al Signal -Tracer Speed 

THE new method that we are hap- 
py to explain here for the first 
time in the American radio press, 
was devised to permit the receiver 

repair technician to work faster and 
better. Compared with existing methods 
-including signal tracing -it is dis- 
tinguished by the precision and rapidity 
of the measures effected. Having an un- 
paralleled flexibility, it is applicable to 
all the operations of repair, alignment 
and analysis of the essential character- 
istics of radio receivers. It offers the 
following advantages: 

1. Visualization of the signal in all 
stages of the receiver. 

2. Simultaneous readings of the sig- 
nal's frequency and amplitude. 

3. Study of the receiver's actual func- 
tioning. 

4. Possibility of calculating the ef- 
fective gain of each stage. 

5. Alignment according to resonance 
curves. 

This new method requires only one 

TUNED CIRCUIT 
WINDING 

SHORT- CIRCUITED 
TURN OF 
COPPER WIRE `. 

piece of apparatus, the cinematic an- 
alyzer. It is composed of two parts, the 
amplifier -modulator and the cathode -ray 
oscilloscope. 

The analyzer may also be used as a 
panoramic receiver. It then permits vis- 
ualization of all transmissions "on the 
air" at a given moment over a band of 
100 kc in any part of the spectrum, 
showing the relative intensities of the 
signals, fluctuations caused by fading 
and their exact frequencies. 

THE INDUCTION WOBBLER 

In introducing the cinematic analyzer, 
a brief description of one of its essential 
elements should be given. This is the 
Bernhardt induction -varying device. It 
is an electromagnetic vibrator, the reed 
of which supports at its end a short - 
circuited turn (Fig. 1). This turn moves 
in the field of a coil which forms part of 
the oscillator tuned circuit. 

The currents induced in the .single 
turn re- induce currents in the coil, 
thereby modifying its self- induction. 
This modification (or modulation) 

occurs at the vi- 
bration frequency 
of the ring. By so 
varying the induc- 
tance of the wind- 
ing, the frequency 
of the tuned cir- 
cuit of which it 
forms a part is also 
varied. Thus we 
obtain true fre- 
quency modulation, 
without the use of 
electronic methods. 
(It is of course un- 
derstood that the 
mechanical vibra- 
tor in the cinemat- 
ic analyzer may be 
replaced by an or- 
dinary reactance 
tube and circuit.) 

Photo A showsthe 
device. Note that 
the vibrating reed 
moves between the 
pole -pieces of the 
electro - magnet 
without touching 
them. The electro. 
magnet is excited 
by 60 -c ye l e a.c., 
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The heart of the instrument Is this mechanical frequency modulator. 
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rectified but not filtered, from the high - 
voltage power pack. 

ANALYZER ANALYZED 
The analyzer is composed of the fol- 

lowing elements (Fig. 2) : 

a. Wide -band amplifier tuned to 460 
kc. . 

b. Converter stage in which the sig- 
nals from the amplifier are mixed with 
those from the oscillator. 

c. Oscillator tuned to 877 kc, fre- 
quency- modulated over a range of plus 
and minus 50 kc by the mechanical fre- 
quency wobbler described above. 

d. Highly- selective amplifier, tuned 
to the converter's intermediate fre- 
quency of 417 kc (877 -460 =417). 

e. Cathode -ray tube with its own pow- 
er pack and the usual brightness, fo- 
cussing and vertical and horizontal po- 
sitioning controls. 

The output of the last amplifier is 
applied to the vertical deflection plates 
of the cathode -ray tube. Its sweep is ef- 
fected by a 60 -cycle voltage synchro- 
nized with that which determines the 
modulation frequency of the oscillator. 

Besides these elements, which corn- 
pose the analyzer proper, the apparatus 
includes, before the input of the 460-kc 
amplifier, all the high- frequency por- 
tion of an ordinary receiver (r.f. tuning 
section, converter stage and i.f. trans- 
former tuned to 460 kc). This section, 
represented within the dotted lines in 
Fig 2, serves to receive radio signals 
which are subsequently visualized on 
the cathode -ray tube screen (panoramic 
reception). 

OPERATING PRINCIPLES 
Let us apply a 460 -kc signal to the 

input marked R.F. The 877 -kc oscillator 
with its ± 50-kc modulation, produces 
a beat frequency of 417 kc, always mod- 
ulated by -!- 50 kc. In other words, we 
obtain a variable frequency, which twice 
in each 1/60- second period of modula- 
tion, passes through the mean value of 
417 kc to which the following selective 
amplifier is tuned. 

As the signal passes 417 kc each 
time, it enters the selective amplifier, is 
there amplified and causes a vertical 
elongation of the spot on the cathode -ray 
tube screen. This elongation occurs al- 
ways at the instant the spot -in the 
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course of its horizontal sweep -finds 
itself at the center of the screen. In 
effect, the analyzer must be rigidly 
calibrated once for all so that the image 
is centered when a frequency of 460 kc 
is applied to the input R.F. The figure 
traced out by the spot is shown at A 
in Fig. 3. Its envelope represents the 
resonance curve of the 417 -kc amplifier, 
symmetrically folded over the screen's 
horizontal axis. 

(In the practical cinematic analyzer, 
the signals are detected by a diode be- 
fore being applied to the screen, so the 
image appears only above the horizontal 
diameter and traces only the outline of 
the curve.) 

Now, instead of 460 kc, let us apply 
at the input marked R.F. a frequency 
of 410 kc. This produces an i.f. of 417 
kc only at the instants when the oscil- 
lator reaches the lower limits of its 
modulation, equal to 877 -50 =827 kc 
(827 -410 =417 kc). Elongation of the 
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Fig. I- Components of frequency 

spot therefore occurs at B in Fig. 3, 
that is, at the extreme left end- of the 
horizontal sweep. 

Equally, if a frequency of 510 kc is 
applied at R.F., the intermediate fre- 
quency of 417 kc is obtained only at 
the instants when the oscillator passes 
through its highest frequency, 927 kc. 
The resulting image, displaced in time 
over one -half cycle of the modulation, 
appears at C (Fig. 3). 

Thus, for every frequency between 
410 and 510 kc, an image will be pro- 
duced which will occupy a position on 
the screen between B and C. The hori- 
zontal axis of the tube may therefore 
be calibrated in frequency; and the 
analyzer itself becomes a frequency 
meter. 

The band of frequencies from 410 to 
510 kc was chosen because it contains 
all the values to which superheterodyne 
i.f.'s are ordinarily tuned. Upon apply- 
ing the intermediate frequency of a re- 
ceiver to the input one may read its fre- 
quency immediately. At the same time, 
the height of the image indicates the 
amplitude of the signal. Thus the ap- 
paratus serves equally as a voltmeter 
of high sensitivity. 

It is this double role of frequency 
meter- voltmeter which is put to profit- 
able use in the innumerable applications 
of the cinematic method, of which the 
following are among the most char- 
acteristic: 

PANORAMIC RECEPTION 

The receiver which forms a part of 
the analyzer has a very broadly -tuned 
input circuit. For the rest, it converts 
the frequency of stations 
received to the i.f. of 460 
kc. 

Connecting an antenna 
and ground to our re- 
ceiver, we get a 460-kc 
signal at the analyzer in- 
put whenever the re- 
ceiver is tuned to a sta- 
tion. This gives us, con- 
sequently, an image drat 
the center of the screen. 

At the same time, the 
ingut also admits signals 
on neighboring wavelengths. Suppose, 
for example, the receiver is tuned to 
10,000 kc (30 meters). The local oscil- 
lator is therefore tuned to 9,540 kc, giv- 
ing an i.f. of 460 kc. But if the antenna 
intercepts a signal of 10,025 kc, this 
signal also reaches the converter, and 
superimposed on the 9540 kc of the 
oscillator, produces a beat frequency of 
10,05-9,540=485 kc. 

This new frequency causes an image 
to appear between A and C on the 
cathode -ray tube screen. It is displaced 
25 kc with regard to 460 kc, just as 
the original signal frequency is dis- 
placed 25 kc with regard to the fre- 
quency to which the receiver is tuned. 

Obviously, all transmissions removed 
less than 50 kc from the tuned fre- 
quency of the. receiver will appear as 
images along the horizontal axis of 
the screen. Their position along this 
axis depends on the frequency. The 

wobbler. height of these images depends in part 
on the original signal strength and in 
part on the attenuation caused by the 
input circuit (on off -tune signals). 

RECEIVER 

R.F.& MIXER 

SECTION 

the aerial and ground posts and the 
pointer set at that frequency on the 
dial of the receiver. If the image ob- 
tained does not appear at the point on 
the screen corresponding to the i.f. of 
the receiver, the appropriate element of 
the oscillator circuit is adjusted (trim- 
mer for the high end of a band, padder 
or magnetic core for the low- frequengy 
end) till the image is moved to the 
correct place. The r.f. input circuits 

460 NC AMP. 

WIDE BANDPASS 

FREO.CHANGER 

877-460 _ 

417 KC 

417 KC AMP. 

VERY SELECTIVE 

CATHODE RAY TUBE 
A.F. 

F'g. 2 -Block diagram 
of frequency wobbler. 
Posh r.f., if. and a.f. 
are connections for 
inserting or tapping 
ouf test signals. 

Panoramic reception may also be ob- 
tained without the "receiver" section of 
the analyzer. It is necessary only to 
connect the input R.F. to the plate of 
the converter tube of any 'superhetero- 
dyne to get the same result. 

STUDY OF RECEIVER R.F. SECTION 

To study that part of a receiver be- 
tween the antenna and the i.f. input, 
connect it in place of the analyzer's "re- 
ceiver." The converter plate is simply 
connected to the input (R.F.) of the 
analyzer, as indicated in Fig. 4. By 
tuning the receiver to a signal, either 
from a broadcast station or a signal 
generator, we should see an image ap- 
pear at A. Its absence proves the exist- 
ence of a defect in the r.f. end of the 
receiver. 

By applying a signal directly to the 
converter grid, the input r.f. circuits are 
eliminated. If the image appears, the 
input circuit is at fault. If not, the 
oscillator must be blamed. 

A signal at the desired alignment 
frequency (say 1400 kc) is applied to 
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I.F 
877 NC OSC. 

(FREQUENCY 
MOD.WITH 

50 KC 

DEVIATION) 

are then adjusted by their trimmers to 
obtain maximum height of the image. 

SELECTIVITY CURVE 

After having tuned the receiver to a 
frequency supplied by the generator, 
and without touching Any of the re- 
ceiver controls, the generator frequency 
is varied above and 
below that to which 
the receiver is 
tuned. Height of 
the images pro- 
duced to the right 
and left of the 
point correspond- 
ing to exact res- 
onance is dimin- 
ished more or less, 
according to the degree of mistuning. 
The curve traced by the tips of these 
images constitutes the selectivity curve 
of the receiver's r.f. section.. 

Note also that the analyzer permits 
measurement of rejection of image - 
frequency signals. As the tuning of the 
receiver is varied, elongations produced 
by frequency- images move along the 
screen in the opposite direction to those 
made by normal signals. 

Fig 3 -The indicator. 

STUDY OF I.F. CIRCUITS 
Trouble shooting: By connecting the 

input r.f. successively to various cir- 

e+ 
Fig. 4- Receiver mixer analysis connection. 

cuits in the i.f. amplifier, the defective 
element is located by elimination. 

Alignment: Is accomplished by in- 
creasing to a maximum the height of 
the images formed on the screen. 

Resonance Curves: It is understood, 
that, to obtain resonance curves, it is 
necessary to use a frequency -modulated 
generator. Such a generator exists, in 

(Continued on page 66) 
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AMATEUR RADIO W21XY 

A 
MATEUR radio station W21XY 

has available four transmit- 
ters. They are one: one kilo- 
watt commercially built by 

Erco Company of Long Island; the r :f. 
tube lineup is an RK39 into an Eimac 
100TH into a pair of Eimac 250TH. 
This crystal -controlled transmitter is 
used on the 14 and 28 me phone. The 
second' transmitter is a commercially - 
built 60 -watt input rig, utilizing a pair 
of T20's in the final stage. The third 
"baby" runs at 40 watts input with an 
815 in the final. Last but not least is the 
100 -watt job -home grown -using an 
807 into a pair of 809's in the final stage. 
All rigs are crystal controlled -no elec- 
tron- coupled oscillator is used on any 
rig and none is found to be necessary. 

Eleven receivers, ranging from the 
most modern in design to the garden va- 
riety, are scattered around the shack. 

,Four National's; three RCA; one Gen- 
eral Electric; one Federal; one Pilot; 
and one hand made. The two HRO's are 
used exclusively for communication pur- 
poses -but band, spreading them has not 
been found to be necessary, and oper- 
ating them "straight" has been found 
very effective, as after a CQ, a quick 
check of the entire band is possible and 
several DX calls can be answered simul- 
taneously. 

The, recording equipment consists of 
one high -fidelity recorder which uses 

sixteen -inch embossed discs. Three other 
recorders are also used, mainly for 
speech and amateur c.w. signals. Since ra-------a-- 

Perhaps the most outstand- 
ing Y.L. in the United States 

o is Radio Amateur Dorothy i 
IHall. Starting in radio in 
1929, she is known in radio I 
amateur circles all over the 

Iworld as America's No. 1 fe- I 
mole radio ham. 

Amateurs from all coun- 
Itries, when in America, want I to see her in person. 

On a busy day her station 
I handles messages throughout I 

the world. 
At one time a chief opera- 

tor for the Telephone Corn- 
- pony, she now runs the two - 

Iway rodio department in the I Alarm Bureau of the New 
LYork Fire Department. 

a a - - -ass_ sA 

1938 W2IXY has made hundreds of re- 
cordings of amateurs and played back 
their transmissions -indisputably ac- 
curate reports can be given to stations 
which are contacted by radiophone. 

The radiating 
system in use at 
W21XY is possibly 
the most important 
feature of the sta- 
tion. Cònsiderable 
work, time and 
study were neces- 
sary before it 
reached the stage 
of perfection. 
There is absolutely 
no "haywire" in 
the station and the 
antennas are a 
thing of beauty. 
A detailed descrip- 
tion has never ap- 
peared in print but 
now we shall break 
down and give full 
details. 
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Dorothy was engaged 
in a QSO with a British 
station at the instant 
this photo was 
sna ppe d. 'Captain 
Horace Hall, her hus- 
band, is seen logging 
e few notes on the 
transmission. Note 
setup for indicating 

the moon's phases. 

By DOROTHY D. HAIL 

The latitude and longitude of W2IXY ' 
is: 40 degrees -40 minutes -15 seconds 
north; 73 decrees -46 mina -30 sec- 
onds west. There are two steel towers, 
66 feet, 6 inches high and 85 feet apart. 
The true bearing from tower to tower is 
north 10 degrees 30 minutes west. The 
antennas between these towers -for the 
14 Inc band -is four half -waves in 
phase, which is broadside with a bear- 
ing from the center: north 78 degrees 
thirty minutes east and south 78 de- 
grees thirty minutes west. The antenna 
has world -wide coverage -proof of its 
consistency of performance were the, 
schedules maintained between W2IXY 
and McGregor Arctic Expedition; Byrd 
Expedition; VU2CQ, Bombay, India; 
Gatti Expedition to the Congo; and the 
historical schedules with VR6AY, 
Pitcairn Island. There is no reflector or 
directors. It is not a beam and it does 
not rotate. The vital part of the radia- 
tor is the feed line. It is an open line 
:14 feet 5 inches long, of No. 14 wire 
with 6 -inch spacers (625 -ohm) .be- 
tween the upper and lower portion of 
the antenna. From the lower section the 
feeders are 17 feet (625 -ohm) into two 
aluminum half -inch bars 17 feet long 
-spaced one and a half inches. From 
these bars to the transmitter there are 
two copper bars half inch in diameter 
three feet long. The copper bars are 
used to tune up the antenna by squeez- 
ing them in or widening them and tun- 
ing the antenna for the lowest reading 
on -the antenna meter, 

There is a second antenna -a simple 
rotary-no reflectors or directors -35 
feet abóve ground, 625 -ohm feed line. 
This antenna is used for local and 
United States contacts. 

ORIENTING THE ANTENNA 
The antenna is clearly .explained in 

Fig. 1. It' should be so erected that its 
best transmission is in the desired direc- 
tion. Do not try to line up your antenna 
by a compass, as any old salt will tell 
you that you must have some special 
knowledge of this instrument. No com- 
pass points to the true north. All com- 
passes in and around the New York 
area have an error of twelve degrees to 
the west, for example. This is known as 
compass variation. We recommend that 
the average amateur line up his antenna 
by locating the North Star, then locat- 
ing south, east and west. 

It is not likely that a station on the 
same meridian of latitude as you is due 
east or west. If it is any distance away, 
it certainly is not! For example, if it 
is half -way around the earth it is due 
north of you. If you want to work a 
certain area'of the earth use a big globe 
and a piece of string to ascertain its 
true bearing -or ask a navigator. 
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On November 15, 1946, when some of 
the amateur frequencies were released 
-28 me in particular -W2IXY went on 
this band. The antenna used was six 
half waves in phase -stacked two over 
two -"and then another two" -said an- 
tenna was erected between the steel tow- 
ers. Schedules were maintained with the 
GIs overseas. W2NVD and W2NBH 
(themselves ex -GIs) ably assisted the 
station to maintain regular schedules. 
It was found that from 8 am to 2 pm 
consistent transatlantic contacts could 
be established and maintained over a 
period of hours with this radiating sys- 
tem. The 20 -meter simple rotary was 
also used at off times for contacts with 
the States and local rag- chewing. 

Since the ban was lifted on the ama- 
teur bands, W2IXY has operated 100 
percent phone on 10 and 20 meters. As 
GI schedules are maintained on both 
bands not too much time or effort has 
been given- to pulling in or working 
rare ones, but WAC (worked all conti- 
nents) has been accomplished many 
times over. 

In April 1941 the station's receivers 
and antenna system "went to war " -act- 
ing as official monitoring station for the 
Australian government shortwave 
broadcasts. This work is still being car- 
ried on very successfully by Captain 
Hadl and considerable data relating to 
short wave transmissions and reception 
has been compiled over a long period of 
time. Before the British Broadcasting 
Corporation had completed arrange- 
ments for their own monitoring setup 
the work was also done with the receiv- 
ing equipment of this station. 

WHO IS DOROTHY? 

As to the operator, possibly someone 
else should tell that story, but here is 
an outline of the main facts: 

Became interested in shortwave radio 
in the late '20's, due to activities of the 
OM, who, while never an amateur, was 
always an enthusiastic shortwave list- 
ener and writer (column in New York 
Sun). Heard first foreign stations on 
the old Pilot Wasp. Attended hamfest 
in 1934, sitting at table where every 
other woman held a license, and re- 
solved to become an amateur as well. 
Studied code and took the examination 
within the year, receiving Class -B li- 
cense. Broke in on 160 meters, and ex- 
actly one year later received Class -A, 
starting on 20 -meter phone immediately 
and remaining mostly on that band ever 
since. 

Other radio activities include teach- 
ing code to pre- inductees for New York 
University, and working eight hours 
daily for the last three years for the 
New York Fire Department, No. 40 at 
WNYF. 

Listed is a brief outline of various 
contacts made by the station: 
October 9, 1935: Station received Class B license; handled Johnstown Flood Traffic (A.R.R.L. commendation.) 
November 4, 1936: Station received Class A license. 
January, 1937: Located Captain Loch's Expedi- tion which was reported lost in the Andes. January, 1937: Received first W.A.C. on phone issued in Second District. 
February, 1987: Carried daily schedules with 

Baffin Bay Expedition. 
March, 1937: Received first W.B.E. (Worked 

British Empire) certificate on phone for a woman in the entire world. 
October, 1937: McGregor Expedition scheduled 

for traffic handling. 
November, 1937: North West River Expedition 

scheduled -traffic handling. 
February, 1938:Rebroadcast W2DKJ who was 

flying 10,000 feet in an airplane over Long 
Island and working on 5 meters -100 per cent 

from ARRL for Pitcairn work. 
November, 1988: Received Al operators certificate 

from ARRL. 
April, 1939: Russian fliers located for WOR. 
May, 1989: Handled Sarabia flight- commenda- 

tion from Mexican government. 
July, 1939: Handled Commander Gatti's traffic 

from Atrica. 
September, 1939: Represented amateurs on De- 

ó 34'5" N°l2 WIRE 34'5 "N °12 WIRE - 4 o 
2 STEEL TOWERS 6616" HIGH INSULATóR 

625 a 

SPACERS"... 

3445" LONG N°121 

625a 625a 
6"SPACERS L 

3445" N°14 WIRE 

345" LONG N° 12? 

17,2 "N °14 WIRE 

1/2 
COPPER MRS 2 DA.NUM BARS 17 =,9" LONG 

1/2 DIA. SEE NOTE A I/2' DUI. SPACED 11/2 APART 

/ LOCATION OF W2IXY: 
LAT.. 40' 40'15'N. LONG..73"45-30 "W. 

NOTE it': THE COPPER BARS ARE SQUEEZED TOGETHER AS REQUIRED TO TUNE THE ANT. 

Fig. I- Design features and dimensions of the antenna at W2IXY. 
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QSO with London England. 
March, 1938: Established first contact with Pit- 

cairn Island. 
March. 1938: Retransmitted W2GNJ (who was 

operating on 5 meters) to five capitals of 
Europe. 

March; 1988: Emily McCoy spoke to her family 
on - Pitcairn island for the first time in 42 
years. 

July, 1938: Pitcairn Island SOS handled; NBC 
broadcast from W2IXY over coast -to-coast and 
short wave direct contact with Pitcairn. 

August, 1938: Received Public Service certificate 

Forest Day at the New York World's Fair. 
Requested by the Pioneers Wireless Operators 
Association. 

February. 1940: Byrd Expedition. 
April, 1940: Handled messages between Col. 

William Donovan and his wife who was 
aboard the "Yankee" in the South Pacific. 

June, 1940: Received "Worked All States" certifl 
cate. 

June, 1940 : Cocos Island Expedition. 
April 15, 1941: Station receiving equipment went 

to war for the Australian government -official 
monitoring post. 

Not all the equipment in this amateur's dream of Paradise could be got into the photograph. 
There is another transmitt4r of the desk's right and a recorder at the other side of the room. 
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PRIVATE AIRCRAFT RADIO 

By R. F. SCOTT 

Miniature Equipment Increases Small Aircraft Flying Safety 

APRIVATE aircraft radio with 
all the features of radios pre- 
viously used only on large 
commercial planes at a frac- 

tion of the cost is the claim made for 
the new Motorola "Navigator" Radio 
by its designer, Donald H. Mitchell, of 
Galvin Mfg. Corp. 

The "Navigator" is a single, self - 
contained, transmitter and receiver in- 
corporating features which are very im- 
portant to the itinerant flyer using the 
Radio Aids to Navigation as provided 

by the United States Government. These 
are Beacon -Broadcast -Tower reception 
with automatic tuning, Marker Beacon, 
Radio Compass and loud speaker recep- 
tion. The range of the transmitter is 
approximately 25 to 30 miles, depend- 
ing upon altitude and atmospheric con- 
ditions. The receiver range is equal to 
or better than the best commercial re- 
ceivers used by airlines and transports. 

Among other features of the Motorola 
"Navigator" are: beam reception by 
push button, with six push buttons that 

can be instantly 
and easily reset 

111111 "41, ll 4.9- .4-14J I!:: tWI.IC,i liï 
Photo A -Front view of Navigator, showing all 'operational controls. 

while in flight 
without the use of 
tools; 75- megacycle 
marker reception; 
and automatic reel- 
ing antenna. Upon 
reaching cruising 
speed, the antenna 
automatically reels 
out, and on return 
to gliding speed, 
automatically re- 
tracts and retunes 
the transmitter. 

Three - band re- 
ception - beacon 
band (200 -400 kc), 
broadcast band 
(535 -1620 kc), and 
75- megacycle 
marker band is 
available. Both Fan 
and "Z" markers 
can be heard con- 
currently with the 
beam or other sig- 
nals being received. 
The teardrop loop 

Fig. I- Accessories for the equipment. Installation of the trailing antenna :s shown above. 
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is statically shielded and remotely con- 
trolled with control and azimuth indica- 
tor on radio set panel. 

Interphone communication between 
pilot and passengers can be carried on 
while receiving radio signals. Passen- 
gers use the same type headset assem- 
bly as pilot. A switch is located in 
back of the set to disconnect passenger's 
microphones. These are automatically 
disconnected when the press -to -talk but- 
ton on the transmitter is operated. 

The transmitter has a 25 to 35 mile 
range, 10 watts of power. A lip micro- 
phone is attached to a light -weight 
head-set. 

The transmitter, receiver and power 
supply are in one compact unit, size 
4% x 6 x 9% inches deep. Weight 12 
pounds. (The entire radio equipment 
weighs only 21.34 pounds.) 

A Range -Talk switch applies auto- 
matic volume control to the receiver, 
making it unnecessary to adjust volume 
control when taxiing or circling the con- 
trol tower. 

The apparatus is pictured in Photo A. 
In this small housing is contained the 
entire radio equipment, except antenna, 
headphones and loud- speaker. In the 
central lower portion of the panel are lo- 
cated the six push- buttons that can be 
reset to a new station instantly. Com- 
plete reset can be made in flight with 
one hand, no tools being required. The 
call letters on each push- button can be 
changed at the same time of resetting 
merely by rotating discs which contain 
the entire alphabet. 

The manual tuning knob is located in 
the lower right corner with the tuning 
dial indicator above it. The band selec- 
tor switch is above the tuning indicator. 

In the lower left corner is the loop 
control knob with the radio compass dial 
indicator for loop azimuth above it. 
Calibration is in degrees bearing, to 
right or left. 

The 75- megacycle switch is located in 
the center just above the push -buttons. 
By throwing this switch to "ON" posi- 
tion, the modulated tone of both Fan 
and "Z" markers are heard concurrent- 
ly with the beam or other signal being 
received. The dial light is located just 
below the volume control knob. It is ac- 
cessible from the front and can be 
dimmed by merely rotating the cover to 
right or left to complete cut -off. 

Above the volume control is the 
loud speaker- headphone switch. When in 
"Speaker" position, this switch turns on 

(Continued on page 57) 
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By I. QUEEN 

ANTENNA PRINCIPLES 
Part I- Simple Dipole Antennas and Transmission Lines 

NOT many years ago, any conduc- 
tor strung outdoors for the 
transmission or reception of ra- 
dio signals was an antenna. All 

of them looked practically alike and 
the dimensions of most receiving an- 
tennas were determined by the dis- 
tance between convenient supports for 
their ends. All this changed with the 
'general migration to short waves and the 
introduction of FM and television. The 
urgent necessities of war and the in- 
creasing use of microwaves produced 
types of antennas hitherto nevar seen. 

Today, each antenna is designed for 
the particular type of transmission or 
reception with which it is to be used. An 
antenna which is satisfactory for nar- 
row -band broadcasting is not good for 
broad -band FM or television. Highly 
directional systems are used in the hor- 
riblé QRM of the amateur bands to 
bring in distant stations that would be 
otherwise inaudible. 

Feeder systems have been vastly im- 
proved. High -powered stations use effi- 
cient feeder methods to eliminate appre- 
ciable losses of power, while low -pow- 
ered stations have been enabled to make 
better use of the limited energy at their 
disposal. 

HALF -WAVE ANTENNA 
The half -wave antenna (Fig. 1) is 

the most common, both for transmisslòn 
and reception. Its popularity is well de- 
served-it is the shortest and simplest 

Fig. I -Shape of the 
field around a dipole. 
Antenna is vastly ex- 

aggerated to be visible in the sketch. 

antenna which can give excellent re- 
sults. It is also directional to some ex- 
tent. 

The actual construction of a short- 
wave antenna of this type is shown in 
Fig. 2. It is designed for 10- and 11- 
meter operation. The aluminum sections 
can be telescoped to some extent to tune 
the antenna to the correct length for 
reception of any frequency within its 
range. Table I includes a length -vs: 
frequency chart for the 10 -meter band. 

When the antenna is excited by an 
r.f. voltage, electrons flow alternately 
in one direction, then the other, as 
shown by the arrows in Fig. 3 -a, at the 
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frequency of the alternating current. 
As the current from the source starts 
to flow in one direction, electrons are 
forced up one of the feeders and along 
one half of the antenna toward the end. 
At the same time electrons 
are drawn down the other 
feeder and away from 
the other end of the an- 
tenna. As the 
alternatingvolt - 
age reaches its 
maximum, large 
numbers of elec- 
trons are piled 

field wÌihMl, increases and decreases in 
strength as do the voltages and cur- 
rents which set it up. This field travels 

away from the an- 
tenna at the speed 
of light. The maxi- 
mum electromag- 
netic field is radi- 
ated from current - 
loop points (points 
of greatest c n r- 
rent) such as the 
center of a half - 
wave antenna. As 
a result the great- 
est power is sent 
out at right angles 
to the antenna. Of 

TWIST & S.LDER course, it can re- 
ceive best from the 
same direction. A 
radiation or recep- 

tion pattern looks like a doughnut with 
the antenna passing through the hole 
(Fig. 1). 

A vertical half -wave antenna is best 
to communicate in every horizontal di- 
rection because its doughnut- shaped 
pattern is a horizontal one, and little 
power is lost by upward or downward 
radiation. When using a horizontal an- 
tenna the doughnut is vertical and is 
more effective in two opposite directions. 

When used with a low- impedance 
feeder the connection must be made at 
the center of the antenna. Therefore the 
system is .actually two wires insulated 
from each other to allow for feeder con- 

Fig. 2 -A commercial dipole for short 

up at one end of the wire, resulting 
in a high negative charge, while the 
other end is equally positive. This is at 
the time when the largest amount of cur- 
rent is flowing up the feeders and into 
the center of the antenna. As the current 
has no place to go, it decreases gradu- 
ally toward the ends of the dipole, while 
the voltage rises correspondingly. Cur- 
rent fluctuations may be visualized with 
the help of a rubber band fastened 
between two supports, as shown at 
Fig. 3 -b. The points A, B, C, and D 
represent the current on successive por- 
tions of the antenna when no current is 
supplied from the feeder; A, F, G and 
H when maximum current is supplied. 
The various other lines show the amount 
of current at each point on the antenna 
at different parts of the cycle. 

Since no current can flow at the ends 
of the antenna (because it has no place 
to go) the piling up of electrons creates 
high voltages. Voltage aistribution on 
the antenna may also be illustrated sim- 
ply by a strip of spring steel clamped 
at the center and set into vibration 
(Fig. 3-c). There can be little voltage 
difference at points near the center of 
the antenna, since at these points cur- 
rent would flow to equalize any differ- 
ence. At the ends, the amplitude is 
great, as may be seen by comparing the 
points A, B and C with the same points 
E, F and G when maximum current is 
moving into the antenna. Fig. 3 -d shows 
(maximum) voltage and current dis- 
tribution along a half -wave antenna, 
and is a figure often used. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 
The oscillating r.f. current is sur- 

rounded by a magnetic and electric 
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nection. This gives it the popular name 
dipole. 

Up to this point it has been con- 
sidered that the antenna radiation pat- 
tern is always an ideal doughnut shape. 
This is not exactly true. The earth is a 
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ISO 190 200 210 220 
LENGTH OF DIPOLE FROM END TO END IN 

INCHES 

Table I- Dipole lengths for 10 -meter band. 

very good mirror for radio energy and 
if the antenna is not as high as it should 
be, there are actually two sources of 
power, the antenna and the reflection 
from the ground. The resultant pattern 
is the sum of these two. Therefore a 
vertical antenna no longer has a hori- 
zontal pattern. Instead, the end of the 
doughnut tends to be deflected upward 
because of the reflections. This means 
that power is lost and the effective ener- 
gy is decreased. In general, the antenna 
should be constructed at least one wave- 
length (and preferably more) above the 
earth. 

ANTENNA FEEDER' SYSTEMS 

To properly supply (or absorb) energy 
from the antenna, the feeder must be 
of the correct impedance to match it. 
Circuit theory shows that a low im- 
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Fig. 4- Different types of transmission lines. 

pedance exists across the ends of a 
series -tuned circuit and that a parallel - 
tuned circuit has a high impedance 
across its terminals. Therefore such 
tuned circuits may be used to supply 
power with the correct impedance de- 
pending upon whether we wish to feed 
the antenna at an end or excite it at the 
center. 

A voltage -feed system is one which 
connects to the antenna at a voltage 
loop (usually the end of the antenna). 
A current -feed is one which connects at 
the center of the wire. The first requires 
a high- impedance feeder, and the seco3(d 
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needs a low impedance. The circuits 
shown in Fig. 4 operate at maximum 
efficiency because the impedances are 
correctly matched. Unfortunately, we 
cannot construct the antenna high above 
ground and still feed it directly. Most 
transmitters are located near the earth. 
Antenna and transmitter must be con- 
nected by a feeder. 

Feeders may be of various types, de- 
pending on the height of the antenna 
from the ground and a number of other 
factors. If an antenna is a half -wave- 
length high (approximately) another 
half -wavelength may be dropped from 
one end and the tank coil connected to 
directly or through a coupled circuit, as 
in Fig. 4 -a. Since the end of the feeder 
will be a voltage loop, or high- impedance 
point, a parallel -tuned circuit is used. 
This tuned circuit may also be used to 
compensate for differences from a half - 
wave in the feeder length, as by varying 
the tuning, the feeder can be made to 
"look" a little longer or shorter to the 
transmitter. 

A feeder of this type is actually part 
of the antenna, and radiates with it. 
Since we often wish to have all the 
radiation from the antenna itself, a 

2SMC 60MC 100MC 200MC 

75a. 1.7 3.4 5.0 6.3 

150n. .9 1.8 2.7 4.7 

300n .77 1.45 2.1 3.6 

Table II- Characteristics of twin -lead cable. 

feeder wire parallel to the first is used, 
as in Fig. 4 -b. This makes our feeder a 
second dipole, folded on itself. Because 
the wires are so close together, the field 
set up at any point on one wire is neu- 
tralized by that set up at the same point 
on the other one, and the feeder does not 
radiate. 

If the antenna is a quarter -wave 
high, more or less, the current -fed feed- 
er of Fig. 4 -c may be used. The tuning 
arrangement again compensates for 
slight differences in feeder length. Cur- 
rent -fed antennas work well with the 
same type of feeders, as shown in Fig. 
4 -d, which represent a line a quarter - 
wave long. Since the ends of the feed- 
ers are at voltage loops, parallel tun- 
ing is used. If the feed -line were ap 
proximately a half -wave -length long, a 
series -tuned circuit like that of Fig. 4-c 
would be used. 

Note that a voltage loop may ap- 
pear somewhere along the feeders. Such 
a point requires especial care to de- 
crease loss of energy due to leakage. It 
is best not to use spacers at this point 
but to introduce them some distance 
away. 

Actually, these feeders are an ex- 
tension of the antenna proper along 
which the alternate loops and nodes 
(standing waves) can be passed on. 

The above systems are called resonant 
feeders. They are simple and require 
only resonating the tuned circuit to the 
frequency being used. No thought need 
be given to actual impedance values so 
long as the connection is made at the 
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proper node or loop. The disadvantage 
is the high voltage which may appear 
at certain points along the feeder. 
Therefore, resonant feeders are of the 
open type, that is, spaced wires proper- 

0.475 h 

e- 0.1e A --sl 

Fig. 5- Matching 
impedance with an 
open -wire fanned - 
out 600 -ohm line. 

600n LINE 
D_ 75 

Dc DISTANCE 
BETWEEN WIRES 

d =01A.OF WIRE 

ly insulated and kept away from other 
structures. The use of two leads pre- 
vents radiation because the field due to 
one wire is opposite to that of the 
other. The current in each feeder must 
be equal. Thermocouple meters or other 
indicators may be used for this pur- 
pose. Generally two are used, one in 
each lead, although one may be switched 
into one lead or the other. Flkshlight 
bulbs may also be used in the leads to 
indicate balanced currents. They may 
be shunted across equal lengths of feed- 
er, and when they indicate equal bril- 
liance the adjustment is correct. 

The tuned or resonant feeder attaches 
to an antenna at the center or end -at 
a point of zero or infinite impedance. 
By attaching to the antenna at an in- 
termediate point whose impedance 
matches that of the transmission line, 
tuning may be dispensed with. The 
standing waves (fixed voltage and cur- 
rent nodes and loops) no longer appear 
on the line, which may be of any con- 
venient length. 

The characteristic impedance of a 
line depends on a number of factors, 
chief of which is spacing between con- 
ductors and -their diameter. A common 

VINYL .405 OUTSIDE DIA. COPPER CONDUCTOR 

F 2 
D SOIJD POLYETHYLENE 

285 OUTSIDE DIA. 

375 OUTSIDE DIA!, CERAMIC BEAD EVERY 13/4 

N912 SOUD W ) 
Fig. 6 -Two types of popular co -axial cable. 

impedance is 600 ohms, the lines being 
spaced '75 times their diameters, com- 
monly four to five inches apart. To con- 
nect this line to an antenna, the method 
shown in Fig. 5 is used. The gradual 
"fanning" out of -the 600 -ohm line to a 
point on the antenna where a 600 -ohm 
impedance is found is to prevent reflec- 
tions which would be caused by sudden 

mismatch. All dimensions are given in 
the figure. Note that a "half- wave" an- 
tenna is actually cut slightly shorter 
than a half -wave long, to compensate 
for effects due to capacity to earth and 
to the wire thickness. (An infinitesimal - 

(Continued on page 64) 
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WAVE AND PULSE COUNTER 
A Direct- Reading Device for All Waveforms 

THE FREQUENCY of pulses and 
square waves can be measured by 
the use of a simple electronic cir- 
cuit. Radar and television equip- 

ment make extensive use of these pulses 
and square waves of voltage. 

The method is one in which a charged 
condenser is caused to discharge by the 
input pulses to be measured. The aver- 
age condenser current, as read on a 
meter, is converted into pulse repetition 
frequency. 

To measure the frequency of wave 
forms at various amplitudes, they must 
first be amplified sufficiently, and then 

A 

0-}f-1-F G= 
B C 

SIGNALS OF DIFFERENT AMPLITUDE FED TO CLIPPER 

o- (( - -- -D VOLTS 
BIAS - BIAS -r - -- 

U -.. CUT -OFF 

GRID VOLTAGE WAVE SHAPES 

JUL JU 
PLATE VOLTAGE WAVE SHAPES 

O COLTS 

Fig. I -The clipping circuit reduces waves of 
widely different amplitudes to one level. 

clipped or limited to uniform amplitude 
when fed to the counter. A series of 
pulses having an amplitude of, say, two 
volts will be amplified sufficiently to 
cut off a tube operating at zero bias. 
This will produce a certain amount of 
plate voltage swing. 

If series of pulses having an ampli- 
tude of 20 volts were also amplified, 
they would also drive the zero-biased 
stage to cut -off, and produce the identi- 
cal amount of plate voltage swing as 
did the two -volt pulses. 

Fig. 1 represents three pulses of dif- 
ferent amplitudes, pulses A, B and C, 
applied to the grid of the clipper stage 
at different times. This stage is zero 
biased, which means that the grid and 
the cathode are at the same potential 
with no input signal being applied. 
When a pulse which is actually d.c., but 
varying in potential, such as may be 
developed on the plate of a tube, is put 
through a coupling condenser to the 
grid of the next stage, the pulse then 
becomes a.c., since it fluctuates above 
and below the zero voltage axis. 

When the first positive alternation 
hits the grid, the grid- cathode resistance 
is reduced, the grid current quickly 

charges the grid condenser to a voltage 
practically equal to the peak of the 
positive input. The condenser voltage 
then acts as a bias, shoves the operat- 
ing point from zero into the negative 
portion of the eg -ip curve. The signal 
has to swing about this new operating 
point. Thus the gain of the stage is re- 
duced, and only the peak of the posi- 
tive input can drive the grid positive 
(just a trifle above zero). If the input 
voltage is increased, the condenser volt- 
age increases, the bias increases, and 
the signal now varies about the greater 
bias. See Fig. 1. 

This action is called grid clipping. 
The clipping for pulses of various am- 
plitudes takes place always at approxi- 
mately zero. 

In Fig. 1 pulses A, B and C each 
drive the grid above zero (positive), 
and below (negative), beyond plate 
current cut -off. Due to the grid clipping 
of each pulse at approximately zero, 
and ,the tube being cut off, only the 
shaded portion of each pulse (Fig. 1, 
grid voltage waveshape) will affect the 
plate current and therefore, plate volt- 
age. Note that these shaded portions of 
each pulse all have the same amplitude 
even though the original pulses were of 
different amplitudes. Therefore, the 
plate voltage waveshapes will all be of 
the same amplitude regardless of input 
signal strength, provided that the mini- 
mum signal input is large enough to 
bring the stage to cut -off. This is as- 
sured by a previous amplifier. 

Referring to the block diagram of 
Fig. 2, we see that either a small posi- 
tive pulse or a larger one will be ampli- 
fied by the first stage which is operat- 
ing class A. 

The output voltage waveshape from 

UDRU 
i 

6 PULSE CLIPPER 
ZERO BIAS V2 CIRCUIT 

Fig. 2- Incoming wave is first amplified, then clipped and reduced 

INPUT PULSE 
AMPLIFIER V I 

WORK 

DIFFERENTIATING 

By RICHARD BLITZER 

9istor R1 make up the short timé --con- 
stant circuit needed for differentiating. 

These very narrow peaked waves are 
applied to the grid of the thyratron 
tube. Due to the d.c. negative biasing 
voltage, the tube remains nonconductive. 
The positive half of the differentiated 
signal applied to the grid of the thyra- 
tron will trigger the tube and cause it 
to conduct. 

During the time that the tube is non. 
conductive, condenser C2, which is in 
parallel with the tube, will charge up 
to the value of the B +. The charging 
path of C2 will be through resistor R2 
and the meter. 

When the narrow differentiated 
waves trigger the tube, its conductivity 
permits condenser C2 to discharge 
through the tube. When C2 has dis- 
charged sufficiently, the difference of 
-potential between the thyratron's plate 
and cathode (which is actually the po- 
tential across C2) will be reduced to 
the extinction voltage of the tube. As 
soon as the tube ceases to conduct, C2 
will commence charging up again 
through resistor R2 and the meter. This 
action produces a saw -tooth voltage 
waveshape on the thyratron plate. 

The repetition frequency of the pulses 
applied to the grid of the thyratron will 
determine the frequency at which con- 
denser C2 charges and discharges. The 
more often C2 charges, the higher will 
be the reading on the meter. 

To determine the repetition rate or 
frequency the meter can be calibrated 
by one or two methods. If a square wave 
generator or a variable pulse generator 
is available, the meter may be calibrated 
by noting the meter readings for vari- 
ous known input pulse or square wave 
frequencies. An audio oscillator can 

!_ , THYRATRON 
COUNTEAV3 

this class A amplifier will be similar to 
that of the input, but reversed in phase 
unless the input is great enough to over- 
drive the stage. If this happens, grid 
clipping will occur. 

It is this amplifier's output pulse that 
is fed to the grid of the clipper. The 
clipper's output will be of uniform am- 
plitude. 

The output of the clipper is put 
through a differentiating circuit which 
peaks the square- topped pulses. Refer 
to Fig. 3, where condenser Cl and re- 
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fo a sharp pulse. 

also be used to calibrate the p.r.f. meter 
since the audio sine waves will be 
clipped off and square waves would re- 
sult. 

If no generator is available, the meter 
may be calibrated approximately by the 
.following method: 

F = I/C (V1 -V2) 
Where: 
VI is the ignition voltage (maximum 

voltage of C). 
(Continued on page 49) 
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ELECTRONIC MATHEMATICi NS 
Differentiators and Integrators Are Much Used in Radio 

TELEVISION, radar, pulse modula- 
tion systems, many of the newer 
branches of the growing electronic 
science, make use of a.c. signal 

waveforms that were seldom used or 
heard of only five or ten years ago. 
Now the good radio man finds that he 
can't go very far in a discussion of these 
new developments without talking of 
the newborn twins of radio: integration 
and differentiation circuits. Their names 
are ponderous, reminiscent of calculus 
and other forms of higher mathematics, 
yet their actual functioning is a rela- 
tively simple matter that should become 
part of the basic working knowledge 
of the modern radioman. 

To start with, let's get down to the 
basic meaning of integration and differ- 
entiation and strip these words of their 
frightening aspect. The differential of 
any quantity, voltage or current for 
example, is just the rate of change of 
that quantity. An everyday application 
of the principles of differentiation is 
found in the speedometer unit of an 
automobile. This instrument usually in- 
dicates both distance travelled and 
speed, which is the rate of change of 
distance. The speed hand, then, is an 
indicator of the differential of the dis- 
tance covered. Acceleration is felt by 
the occupants of a car when its speed 
is changing. If some device were in- 
stalled to measure acceleration it would 
really indicate the differential of the 
speed. 

Fig. 1 shows how the three factors, 
distance, speed and acceleration, vary as 
a car makes an idealized trip during 

the period from time (0) to time (3). 
During the acceleration period from (0) 

' to (1), the distance covered per unit of 
time is increasing, as shown by the 
gradual increase in slope of the distance - 
time curve; the speed is increasing at 
a constant rate as shown by the straight 
upward slope of the speed -time curve; 
and the acceleration is constantly posi- 
tive (forward) represented on the chart 
by a straight line of positive value. 

During the cruising period from (1) 
to (2), the distance covered increases 
at a uniform rate as represented by the 
steady upward slope of the distance 
curve; the speed is a constant unchang- 
ing value; and the acceleration is zero 
because the car is neither increasing 
nor decreasing in speed. 

Finally, during the stopping period, 
the distance levels off to a permanent 
fixed value; the speed decreases uni- 
formly as indicated by the downward 
slope of the speed curve, and the ac- 
celeration is a constant negative value 
because the speed is decreasing uni- 
formly. 

There are two important points to be 
noted from these curves. The first is 
that the differential of a quantity can 
be negative even though the quantity 
itself is positive. For instance, let us 
examine the speed and acceleration 
curves between times (2) and (3). Here 
the speed is positive (forward), but the 
differential of that speed (acceleration) 
is negative because the speed is chang- 
ing-in a downward direction. 

The other important point to notice 
is that a differential of any curve has 

at all times a value representative of 
the slope of that curve. The 'speed curve 
indicates the slope of the distance curve, 
and the acceleration curve shows the 
slope of the speed curve. Therefore, 
drawing the differential curve is simply 
a matter of drawing a curve that repre- 
sents the slope of the original curve. 
This fact becomes of importance when 
it becomes necessary to find the differ- 
ential of some curve of voltage or cur- 
rent in an electrical circuit. 

Integration is most easily defined as 
being the opposite of differentiation. If 
A is the differential of B, then B must 
be the integral of A. In the automobile 
analogy, speed becomes the integral of 
acceleration, and distance becomes the 
integral of speed. The two processes, 
differentiation and integration, always 
work hand in hand. 

The next question to be answered is, 
"Where do differentiation and integra- 
tion fit into practical radio circuits? 
Why worry about this rate -of- change 
proposition ?': To answer that, let's look 
at a few very common a.c. waveforms 
in Fig. 2. Curve a is a triangular wave, 
used in some oscilloscope circuits and 
frequency measuring apparatus. Curve 
b is the familiar square wave, useful 
in testing amplifiers for frequency and 
phase response. Curve c is sharp pulses; 
and what radar set, television set, or 
pulse- modulated transmitter doesn't use 
pulsed circuits? Now, looking closely at 
the square wave of b, we find that it 
expresses the rate of change of curve 
a; that is, where the triangular wave 
is increasing in. a positive direction., the 
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Fig. 2- Differentiation and integration in actual 
radio circuits. 
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square wave shows a constant positive 
value, and where the triangular wave 
is decreasing (increasing in a negative 
direction), the square wave has a con- 
stant negative value. On the same basis, 
the pulses of curve c represent the rate 
of change of the amplitude of the square 
wave. As the square wave increases in 
a positive direction, a very sharp posi- 
tive pulse is produced and, conversely, 

e 

I I 

r I 

Fig. 3- Differentiation of a sawfoofh wave. 

as the square wave decreases in a nega- 
tive direction, a very sharp negative 
pulse is the result. Differentiate a and 
the result is b, differentiate b and the 
result is c; conversely, integrate c to 
arrive at b, and integrate b to arrive 
at a. Here, then is a means of arriving 
at any one of several desirable wave- 
forms by proper application of differ- 
entiation and integration. Figs. 3 and 
4 show how it is possible, in a similar 
manner, to obtain several other inter- 
esting waveforms. 

Through intelligent application of the 
most fundamental properties of capaci- 
tors, inductors, and resistors the two 
processes of differentiation and integra- 
tion are obtained in electronic circuits. 
Consultation of any textbook will show 
that: (a), the current through a capaci- 
tor is proportional to the rate of change 
of voltage across that capacitor, and 
(b), the rate of change of current 
through an inductor is proportional to 
the voltage across its terminals. Here 
are two rules which involve rate of 
change, and they lead toward solution 
of the problem. 

A capacitor is a device that stores 
electric charge. The amount of such 
chargé is at any instant proportional to 
the voltage across the capacitor term- 
inals (Q = CE) where Q is the charge, 
C the capacity and E the applied volt- 
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Fig. 5 -The commonest differentiator circuit. 
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age. Any change in voltage impressed 
across the capacitor causes a corre- 
sponding change in charge. Now, cur- 
rent is simply movement of charge; 
therefore, change in voltage causes a 
flow of current. This current is thus 
representative of the differential of volt- 
age applied. 

To make the differential appear as a 
voltage rather than a current, a small 
resistor is inserted in series with the 
capacitor, as indicated in Fig. 5. Any 
change of voltage at the input side will 
cause a current to flow. This current 
will develop a voltage across the output 
resistor. 

Turning now to the inductor as a 
differentiating device, we must remem- 
ber that an inductor tries to maintain a 
constant flow of current through itself. 
It would require no voltage to maintain 
any constant current through a perfect 
inductance. Forcing a change in current 
will cause a corresponding change in the 
magnetic field around the inductor, and 
the changing magnetic field will, in turn, 
induce a voltage in the inductor wind- 
ings. We find, this time, that the volt- 
age appearing across the inductor term- 
inals is the differential of the current 
through it. 

Fig. 6 shows how the inductor is 
applied in a practical differentiation cir- 
cuit. The resistor in series with the in- 
ductor is made large, so that the current 
in the circuit will be-as nearly as pos- 
sible-directly proportional to the volt- 
age applied to the input and independent 
of small voltages that will appear across 
the inductor. 

It should be pointed out that either 
the capacitance- resistance circuit of 
Fig. 5 or the resistance -inductance cir- 
cuit of Fig. 6 can be used for differ- 
entiation. In actual practice the former 
is used more often. A small capacitor 
is usually cheaper than an inductor, and, 
in addition, the series capacitor will 
block off any d.c. component of the input 
voltage which, after all, is of no con- 
cern when only changes are being con- 
sidered. 

Integration is accomplished by direct 
reversal of the circuits of Figs. 5 and 6. 
A capacitor can be used in integration 
because its current is the differential of 
the voltage applied, hence the voltage 
across the capacitor must be the in- 
tegral of the current. Similarly, the 
inductor integrates by virtue of the 
fact that the terminal voltage is the 
differential of the current, hence the 
current will be the integral of voltage. 
Integration circuits are shown in Figs. 
7 and 8. 

Integration can be accomplished with 
either a capacitor or an inductpf, but 
again the capacitor type is more popu- 
lar. When using the capacitive circuit 
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Fig. 7 -The resistance -capacity integrator. 

Fig. 6 -An inductor- resistor differentiator. Fig. 8 -This integrator employs an inductor. 
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of Fig. 7, it is necessary to remember 
that when the circuit feeds into the grid 
of an amplifying tube, a high resistance 
should be shunted across the capacitor 
to provide a d.c. return for the grid. 

The designer of a Aractical differ- 

o 

Fig. 4-A special -shaped wave differentiated. 
entiation or integration circuit mild 
take into account the imperfections in 
its action due to the presence of the 
series resistor (Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8). For 
example, Fig. 9 shows a step voltage 
(part of a square wave) applied to the 
capacitance - resistance differentiation 
circuit of Fig. 5. Ideally, the differential 
of an instantaneous change in voltage is 
a sharp pulse, of infinite height and zero 
duration. The actual curve obtained is 
not of infinite height but, measured in 
volts, is equal to the step voltage. More- 
over, the resistor introduces a time lag 
in the charging action of the capacitor, 
so the pulse drops off gradually. 

The time required for the output pulse 
to return most of the way to zero (spe- 
cifically, to 36.8 percent of the peak 
voltage) is easily found by multiplying 
the resistance, in ohms, by the capac- 
itance, in farads. This time, in seconds, 
is known as the "time constant" of the 
circuit. A one -microfarad capacitor and 
a one -megohm resistor have a time con- 
stant of one second, while a 500 -mi- 
cromicrofarad capacitor and a 100,000 - 
ohm resistor have a time constant of 
only .00005 seconds, or 50 microseconds. 

The time constant of an inductive cir- 
cuit is calculated just as easily by divid- 
ing the inductance, in henries, by the 
resistance, in ohms. The time constant 
obtained with one millihenry of induct- 
ance and 100 ohms resistance is .00001 
second, or 10 microseconds. 

The actual time constant employed 
will, of course, depend on the sharpness 
of pulses desired and the frequency with 
which the applied voltage repeats itself. 
If, for instance, the step voltage shown 
in Fig. 9 lasted only .001 second, the 
time constant required for the differ- 
entiation circuit would be on the order 
of .0002 or .0001 second. Returning to 
the applications indicated in Figs. 2, 3, 
and 4, good differentiation would re- 
quire that the time constants be kept 
below 1/5 to 1 /10 of the period of the 
wave to be differentiated. 

Many combinations of R and C or R 
(Continued on page 59) 
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POLICE RADIO 

MAINTENANCE 

FAULTLESS radio communication 
is one of the basic requirements 
in keeping the New York City 
Police Department at its peak of 

efficiency. Reliable inter -unit communi- 
cation demands that the radio equip- 
ment operate efficiently at all times un- 
der all climatic conditions. To this end, 
the police department has developed a 
very efficient radio servicing system. 

Twenty -four hour service is per- 
formed by a staff of approximately 15 
men who are divided into three eight - 
hour shifts. Major radio repairs are 
made in five repair shops. The main 
shop is located in Manhattan and 
branch shops are located in each of 
the other four boroughs. Three men are 
employed on each shift at the main shop 
and each branch shop is manned by one 
man per shift.' 

The men are responsible for main- 
tenance of the radio equipment in over 
800 mobile units. All of these units are 
equipped with single frequency re- 
ceivers tuned to the police frequency, 
2450 kc. A number of these cars, some 
of the emergency trucks and the police 
launches are also equipped with two - 
way AM radio operating in the 30 to 40 
me band. Recently two -way FM equip- 
ment has been installed in the borough 
of Richmond and has added to the 
problems of the servicemen. 

When a radio car, police launch or 

other unit has 
trouble with its 
radio equipment, 
the condition is im- 
mediately reported 
to a dispatcher at 
headquarters who 
marks t h e unit 
"out of service" 
a n d immediately 
notifies the radio 
serviceman at the 
police repair shop 
nearest the point - 
of -call. The serv- 
iceman drives to 
the scene of the 
trouble in a small 
panel - type truck 
equipped to carry 
spare radio equip- 
ment, parts, tubes 
and tools. A pre- 
cision single -frequency signal gen- 
erator, multimeter and output meter 
are carried in the truck for making 
tests and aligning receivers in the 
field. If the trouble may be cured by 
replacing a tube, realigning the re- 
ceiver or tuning the transmitter, the 
repair is made on the spot. In other in- 
stances the defective receiver or power 
supply is quickly removed from the 
vehicle and replaced with one of the 
spare units from the truck. The defec- 

Photon from Three Lion.+ 

Police PA trucks are invaluable wherever huge crowds assemble. 
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tive unit is then taken to the shop for 
repair and general overhaul. Preventive 
maintenance is practiced by replacing 
all defective or questionable parts. 

The main shop is equipped with oscil- 
loscopes, signal generators, multimeters 
and other radio test equipment neces- 
sary for quick and efficient radio serv- 
icing. A drill press, lathe, punch press, 
grinder and other machine tools are on 
hand for making special parts when re- 
quired and for making repairs on some 
types of power supplies. 

PERIODIC INSPECTIONS 

In addition to the necessary servicing 
work, the servicemen are also required 
to make periodic inspections on all radio 
equipment. All equipment that has been 
in service for a specific period is re- 
placed and taken to the shop for thor- 
ough overhaul. 

Servicemen are constantly on the 
alert to detect sources of outside inter- 
ference that may impair the efficiency 
of communication. The thousands of 
overhead wires, neon signs, industrial 
machines and medical apparatus are a 
potential source of interference at all 
times. The servicemen analyze the char- 
acteristics of the noise and are able to 
determine the type of noisemaker and 
track the trouble to its source. Correc- 
tive measures are then undertaken to 
eliminate the _trouble entirely. 

TESTS AND STANDARDIZATION 
The radio equipment used by the de- 

(Contintted on page 62) 

The excellent instruments make work on the 
mobile equipment easier and more rapid. 
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TELEVISION FOR TODAY 
Part Vu - -Video Detector Circuits 

VIDEO signals are detected by 
the same method as employed 
for audio signals. Some modifi- 
cation is necessary because of 

the differences associated with video 
voltages. The detector must not only 
remove the video modulation and elim- 
inate the carrier but also possess char- 
acteristics which will enable the full 
0-4 -mc video signals to pass. The de- 
tected video signal polarity must be 
observed, as it governs the number of 
video amplifiers that may be used be- 
tween the detector output and the con- 
trol grid of the cathode -ray tube. 

A diode detector for a television re- 
ceiver (generally half of a 6H6) is 
shown in Fig. 1. Conventional value of 
Rr. would be 250,000 ohms, and C. would 
be 100 µµf. The purpose of C. is to by- 
pass all of the i.f. voltage, leaving the 
video and rectified d.c. to appear across 
RL. However, since the highest video 
voltage extends to 4 mc, we find that 
these conditions are not completely ful- 
filled. At 4 mc, the impedance of C. 
is only about 400 ohms. The result, then, 
of employing a 250,000-ohm load re- 
sistor bypassed with a 100 -µµf con- 
denser is to shunt the higher video fre- 
quencies away from the load resistor. 

To minimize the shunting effect of 
the bypass condenser, the value of the 
load resistor is decreased, usually to 
some point near 5,000 ohms. A much 
lower value would produce a better fre- 
quency response, but the ratio of the 
output to input voltage would decrease. 
Remember that the load resistor is in 

series with the diode tube, and this 
latter component itself has considerable 
resistance, often about 2,500 ohms. 
Hence, with a 6,000 -ohm load resistor, 
we lose approximately 1/3 the total 
available detected voltage. This neces- 
sitates increased amplification, an ad- 
ditional stage or two either before or 
after the detector. The efficiency of such 
a circuit is far lower than we obtain 
with audio broadcast receivers where 
the ratio of RL to r, is between 100 and 
200 to 1. 

Efficiency of the detector action may 
also be aided by decreasing the value of 
the 'bypass condenser. This increases 
the impedance of the bypass path and 
forces more of the video frequencies 
intd the load resistor. Danger in this 
procedure lies in the relative proximity 
of the highest video frequency (4 mc) 
and the intermediate frequency (25.75 
mc); If we decrease the value of the 
condenser to the point where even the 
i.f. voltages are impeded in their pas- 
sage through the bypass, then we find 
that they reach the following video 
stages and perhaps overload them to 
produce distortion. 

The best solution -for the conditions 
that we find in television receivers -is 
a load resistor with a value close to 
5,000 ohms and a low -pass filter to pre- 
vent any i.f. voltages from reaching the 
video amplifiers. In Fig. 2 we have a 
diode circuit widely used in commer- 
cial receivers. One half of a 6H6 tube 
functions as the detector, feeding the 
rectified signal into a low -pass filter. 

.I bulllnlui 

INPUT VIDEO SIGNAL 
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Fig. I -A basic type of diode detector employed in Television. 
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F. 2 -An improved circuit designed to pass high frequencies. 
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The load resistor, at the far end of the 
filter, ie 5,000 ohms. The low -pass filter 
consists of a 22 -µµf input condenser, a 
small choke and the input capacitance 
of the first video amplifier. Fig. 3 shows 
practically the same circuit (as em- 
ployed in GE models) except that one 
half of a 6F8 -G is connected to act as a 
diode. 

PEAKING COIL FILTERS 

In Fig. 4 we have a low -pass filter 
with a series peaking coil. The purpose 
of the peaking coil is to extend the fre- 
quency response characteristics of the 
filter to permit the full 4 mc to pass. 

4TH VIDEO I.F. 44 2ND DET. 1ST VIDEO AMR 

VIDEO CH, 

Fig. 3- Modification used in G.E. receivers. 

The use of peaking coils (both series 
and shunt) will bq encountered again 
in video amplifiers. The 75,000-ohm re- 
sistor across the peaking coil is de- 
signed to prevent the coil from exces- 
sively raising amplification of these 
higher frequencies. The coils serve the 
purpose of resonating with the ever - 
present stray capacity of the circuit to 
minimize their shunting effect on the 
higher video frequencies. A resonant cir- 
cuit is formed with the inserted coils 
and the stray capacity, the latter being 
determined by measuring or experi- 
ment. This combination then tends to 
maintain the frequency response to the 
point chosen by the designer. 

With full -wave or balanced detection 
(See Fig. 5) the output across the load 
resistor contains only the rectified d.c. 
and the video voltages. Theoretically no 
i.f. carrier voltage appears across the 
load resistor, eliminating the need for a 
Wass condenser or a low -pass filter. 
Actually, it is difficult to obtain an exact 
balance between each diode. As a pre- 
cautionary measure some manufactur- 
ers add a bypass condenser, although 
of reduced value. Due to this change in 
conditions, it becomes possible to in- 
crease the value of the load resistor and 
with this, the detector efficiency. The 
limit on the value of RL is set by the 
stray capacitance always present in 
the circuit. It is usually safe to assume 
the stray capacitance is 10 µµf. This 

(Continued on page 54) 
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By HUBERT W. WATKINS 

SERVICING MOVIE SOUND 
Part Il -Lamp Supplies and Amplifier Equipment 

EXCITER lamps may be operated 
on direct or alternating current. 
Lamps designed for operation on 
a.c. have much heavier filaments 

and consequently a higher thermal in- 
ertia than those designed for d.c. op- 
eration. This is to prevent appreciable 
cooling of the filament between cycles, 
which would result in hum. Although 
there are a number of lamps with dif- 
ferent ratings, those in general use are 
7s amperes at 10 volts for a.c. and 4 
amperes at 9 volts for d.c. 

Most exciter lamp power units supply 
a low pre -heat voltage to the lamp in 
the stand -by machine. This is so there 
will be no appreciable lag while the 
exciter lamp reaches normal operating 
temperature when changing from one 
machine to the other. 

A flickering exciter lamp often indi- 
cates a defective rectifier tube in the 
exciter lamp power supply. The de- 
fective tube should be replaced with a 
new one. 

The power unit may be adjusted by 
connecting an ammeter in series with 
the exciter lamps and adjusting the 
variable resistor provided for this pur- 
pose until the current is correct for the 
type lamps used. The current and volt- 
age ratings are printed on top of the 
exciter lamp bulb. 

Circuits of two typical exciter lamp 
power units are shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2 shows the circuit of a typical 

HI 

Lo 

IqV AC 

An increase in output voltage will show 
when the bad tube is replaced. 

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS 

The system may include a separate 
voltage amplifier for each sound head 
or one amplifier may be used for both. 
It usually has two resistance -capacity 
coupled stages. Its plate and filament 
currents are drawn from the main am- 
plifier power supply, housed in a small 
metal cabinet mounted on the wall near 

a7V.AC 

-q' 
CHOKE 

If the output of one head is con- 
siderably lower than that of the other 
and cannot be equalized by adjusting 
Pl, condensers at ends of Pl should be 
checked for leakage. Any leakage here 
will result in lowered polarizing volt- 
age and an unbalanced condition. The 
voltage applied to the cells should read 
approximately 80 (using a v.t.v.m.) 
which is the actual voltage. Readings 
made with a 1000 -ohm -per -volt meter 
will be lower (about 60 volts) due to 

(41(44(4 
TueES:5Z3 OR 5U4 

Fig. 2-A large bank of rectifiers excites the fields of several loudspeakers in parallel. 

the projectors. In some cases it is lo- 
cated on the chassis with the power 
amplifier. 

Since it is very unlikely that the out- 
put of two sound heads would be ex- 
actly equal, some means of balancing 
the output of the two heads must be 
provided so there will be no noticeable 
change in volume when a change -over 
is made. This is done by varying the 

d.c. voltage applied 
to the photo cells. 
As the arm on 
potentiometer Pl 
(Fig. 3) is moved 
either way it re- 
duces the voltage 

35 applied to one cell 
and simultaneous- 
ly increases t he 
voltage applied to 
the other one. This 
decreases the out- 
put of one sound 
head while increas- 
ing the output of 
the other. 

The output of 
the two heads may 
be equalized by 
turning the volume 

control up to a point where the photo- 
cell hiss is audible, and while operating 
the sound change -over switch. Adjust 
Pl until the hiss from both cells is 
equal. A better method is to make the 
adjustments while running two loops 
of identical test film, one in each 
machine. 

9.3x,7.5 A.,TO EXCITER 

714 2.5 A. PREHEAT VOLTAGES 

Fig. I- Above, power 
supply for d.c. exciter 
lamps; left, filament 
supply for a.c. lamps. 

speaker field power supply, capable of 
energizing the fields of four to six 
speakers. It will supply a maximum of 
1.4 amperes at 110 volts d.c. The out- 
put voltage should be checked peri- 
odically and if found to be low the tubes 
should be checked, or replaced one at a 
time until the defective one is located. 
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the additional meter drain. 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 

The circuit of a typical power ampli- 
fier for a sound system designed for 
use in theatres up to 800 seats is shown 
in Fig. 4. It has a gain of 47 db and 
an output of approximately 12 watts. 

The circuit uses one 6J7 tube as driv- 
er, one 6J7 as phase inverter, two 
6L6's in push -pull and one 5Z3 rectifier. 
Provision is made to supply filament 
and plate current to the photo cell am- 
plifier, on a separate chassis. 

The circuit is extremely simple, with 
no trick or unusual features. This is 
characteristic of all theatre amplifiers, 
dependability, simplicity and good fre- 
quency response being the desirable 
qualities. 
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 

Although a few systems use one 
speaker for full -range reproduction, by 
far the greater number use one or more 
Tow -frequency units and one or more 
high -frequency units with a suitable 
cross -over network. 

The speakers are located directly be- 
hind the screen, the low- frequency units 
in cabinets and the high- frequency horns 
mounted on top of these cabinets. 

If any of the leads to the speakers 
are disconnected, during tests, it is ex- 
tremely important that they be marked 
and -when the tests are finished -re- 
connected exactly as they were original- 
ly. 

Repairs are easily made on the low - 
(Continued on page 56) 
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BOUT 15 years 
ago ra- 
dio fans 

first noticed a pe- 
c u l i a r hissing 

noise which sometimes occurred during 
reception on frequencies in the neigh- 
borhood of 60 megacycles. Though never 
very loud, the hiss was often strong 
enough to cause an unwelcome back- 
ground to reception. It was suggested 
then and has since been confirmed that 
the noise might be due to radiation 
originating in the_Milky Way. 

Shortly before the war another type 
of hiss, sometimes strong enough to'In - 
terfere considerably with radio recep- 
tion, was first observed in Britain. This 
came about in a rather interesting way. 
Our first gun -laying radar equipment, 
developed sometime before the evolution 
of the cavity magnetron, used frequen- 
cies between 50 and 70 mc. Azimuth 
measurements were made by means of 
a directional aerial array, the cabin 
containing the radar set being rotated 
until the cathode -ray tube indicator 
showed that it was pointing straight at 
the target. 

Operators began to complain that the 
time -base traces on their tubes were 
sometimes cluttered up by a peculiar 
kind of interference. When this inter- 
ference was in evidence it was fadnd 
that if the output 'of the radar was fed 
to headphones or a loudspeaker a loud 
hissing noise was heard. Both the noise 
and the clutter on the time base were 
found to occur only when two conditions 
were fulfilled: it must be a period of 
sunspot activity and the radar set must 
be so turned that its azimuth aerials 
were pointing in the direction of the 
sun. It was accepted that the hiss was 
probably due to some -kind of solar 
radiation; but during the war there was 
no opportunity to investigate the mat- 
ter very closely. - 

"ATMOSPHERICS" FROM.THE SUN 
Once the war was over a team of 

physicists was assigned the task of look- 
ing into the matter thoroughly. They 
are still at work, but they have already 
produced some very interesting results. 

It has been established beyond any 
possibility of a doubt that hiss and 
shortwave radio blackouts are directly 
due to one form of solar activity. In 
February, July and September of this 
year shortwave blackouts occurred. On 

TRANSATLANTIC NEWS 
From our European Correspondent, M ajor Ralph Hallows 

each occasion the hiss was strong dur- 
ing the blackout and faded away as 
the blackout ended. But that was not 
all. The times when blackouts and hiss 
occurred coincided exactly with those of 
particularly violent outbursts of solar 
activity, when flares from great sun- 
spots were observed by astronomers at 
Greenwich Observatory. ' 

A flare is a gigantic column of in- 
candescent gases, thousands of miles in 
height, shot out from a sunspot. Since 
hiss and blackouts began at the instant 
when activity resulting in a flare was 
observed through the telescope they 
must be caused by radiation travelling 
at the speed of light. That radiation was 
found to have its peak value in the 
neighbourhood of 60 mc. Such radiation 
has an effect on the reflecting surface 
of the F -layer which has been described 
as being like that of breathing on a 
mirror. 

About one day after a solar outburst, 
radio communication on the short waves 

J 

Diagram to illustrate pulse -width modulation. 

is again affected and often the Aurora 
Borealis is seen. These are also due to 
the activity causing the flare, but as 
they do not happen until so many hours 
after the start of this activity they can- 
not be caused by electro- magnetic radia- 
tion travelling at the speed of light. 
They are in fact brought about by a 
bombardment of the upper atmosphere 
by actual atom-s ejected from the flare. 
Travelling at less than one hundredth 
the speed of light these take many hours 
to journey from the sun to our world. 

A controversy about Milky Way hiss 
is raging in the advanced scientific 
magazines. One group of physicists 
maintains that it is due to spots and 
flares on the surfaces of distant stars; 
another believes that the activity of 
atoms and electrons in the vast inter- 
stellar spaces is the cause. 

The investigations of both kinds of 
hiss will undoubtedly lead to much new 
knowledge about the reflecting layers 
of our upper atmosphere and may have 
far -reaching effects on the future of 
long- distance radio communications. 

BAT RADAR APPLICATIONS 

As long ago as 1920 Professor Hart - 
ridge of London suggested that bats 
were able to avoid obstacles when flying 
in the dark at full speed by means of 
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a special deveL,pment of their hearing 
system. Dr. Griffin of Harvard has re- 
cently examined and recorded the noises 
produced by bats and has found that 
they (Io in fact emit pulses of sound 
waves. In Britain the system of bat 
radar has been investigated scientifical- 
ly and the results have led to some in- 
teresting articles in our magazine 
Nature. RADIO -CRAFT printed an article 
on the subject in 1945. 

It has been found that the range at 
which a bat receives a "danger ahead" 
warding is about four feet. Allowing 

1 
for a reaction time of - second, this 

10 
enables the avoiding maneuver to be- 
gin at two feet from an obstacle and 
to be completed with still a foot to go. 

Some highly ingenious outfits for 
demonstrating the principles of radar 
by means of sound waves have been 
made up and exhibited. One that I have 
seen emits high- pitched sound pulses 
from a miniature loudspeaker provided 
with a narrow horn to produce a direc- 
tional effect. When an assistant walks 
about the lecture room his position is 
constantly indicated by "breaks" on the 
azimuth and range cathode -ray tubes of 
the device. Readers may spend an inter - 
esting time in devising apparatus on 
these lines4or themselves. The velocity 
of sound waves in air, by the way, is 
33,170 + 54t cm /sec, . where t is the 
air temperature measured in degrees 
Centigrade. 

PULSE MODULATION 

The possibilities of pulse -width, 
pulse- height and - pulse- position modula- 
tion are attracting a great deal of at- 
tention in this country. All have their 
advantages and drawbacks. At the mo- 
ment the pulse -width system seems to 
be giving the most promising results. 
Some details have just been released of 
a remarkable radio equipment employ- 
ing pulse -width modulation -PWM for 
short -developed by the British Army. 
This apparatus enables one v.h.f. car- 
rier to be modulated by eight separate 
sets of signals. Each receiver picks out 
its own set of pulses and rejects the 
others. Space does not permit me to 
give any detailed description of the ap- 
paratus, which resembles very much the 
pulse- position modulation described in 
RADIo-CRAFT last February. All that I 
can indicate here is this. Every synchro- 
nizing pulse is followed by eight "chan- 
nel pulses," each of which carries the 
modulation of a particular channel. The 
first pulse following the sync is always 
modulated by No. 1 channel, the'second 
by No. 2 channel and so on. In the re- 
ceiver a "gate tube," kept in. step by 
the sync pulses, is opened only during 

(Continued on page 47) 
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By GEORGE DUFF 

ADDING A CRYSTAL PICKUP 
Several Methods of Hooking Record Players to Old Sets 

IN CONNECTING record players to 
radio sets, particularly older circuits 
which make no provision for such 
connection, the following suggestions 

may be of benefit to servicemen and rec- 
ord dealers. Since the crystal pickup has 
practically superseded other types in 

AMC 

S.P. D.T. SW 

9 ó1CKUP 

Fig. 1- Attachment to modern radio receiver. 

the easily -obtainable replacement field, 
only this type will be discussed. 

Little information on the subject has 
been printed, the last extensive article 
in RADIO -CRAFr being published no later 
than January, 1943. True, the problem 
is not difficult, but there are several 
wrong ways of doing the job, and more 

VOLCONC 

PICKUP 500K 

fig. 2- iimple connection to power defector. 

than one special circuit which can cause 
even the skilled serviceman to wonder 
which is the best and quickest method 
of hooking up a record player. 

The modern set with a.v.c. and high - 
gain audio amplifier offers few prob- 
lems. The circuit of Fig. 1 is satisfac- 
tory. This allows the volume and tone 
control in the set to be used with no 
interference from broadcast signals. 

In older type sets, either a biased 

j PICKUP 

.011 /i o 

Fig. 3- Connection to sets like Philco III. 

detector fed directly to a pentode out(iut 
or a type 27 bias detector fed into a 27 
audio amplifier and then to pushpuil 
45's were often used. In either case the 
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detector is needed as an audio amplifier 
to get sufiîcient$ain for a crystal pick- 
up. A commonly used connection is to 
the detector grid, but this is unsatisfac- 
tory because of detuning the detector 
circuit. Unless the leads are very short 
this circuit may also result in oscilla- 
tion. A much simpler and better method 
is to disconnect the return end of the 
coil and connect a .5 meg resistor be- 
tween it and ground. The high side of 
the phono jack goes to the junction of 
coil and resistor, the low side to ground. 

Fig. 4-e- Diode- biased detector -audio stage. 
Lack of bias on phonograph poses a problem. 

PICKUP pl 

S.P. D.T. SW. 

1 !MEG 

Fig. 4b- Circuit is changed to cathode bias 
with pickup connected across volume control. 

In order to bias the detector as an 
amplifier a resistor and by -pass conden- 
ser of suitable size for the tube and con- 
ditions is connected from cathode to one 
side of a s.p.d.t. switch. The other side 
of the switch is connected to the high 
side of the phono jack, the common ter- 
minal to ground or chassis. Fig. 2 will 
make the .connections clear. Values may 
vary with different tubes and sets, but 
those shown will work well. 

In one switch position the set will 
operate in its original state, the other 
position Connects the pickup. Leads may 
be as long as required, without affecting 
set operation. Turning the volume con- 
trol -which in these radios usually bi- 
ases the r.f. tubes -to minimum position 
will eliminate broadcast interference. If 
it persists, a d.p.d.t. switch may be 
hooked up instead of the s.p.d.t. shown, 
and the second section used to open a 
cathode circuit. 

In addition to these basic circuits, 
there are a few special cases that may 
offer some difficulty. Among these are 
hookups like the Philco type numbers 
111, 112, etc. 

The connections are shown in Fig. 3, 
but leads must be as short as possible. 

The phono jack and switch should be 
mounted in the rear right hand corner 
of the chassis close to the' audio ampli- 
fier tubes. 

Sets using diode -biased triodes as 
audio amplifiers, such as 55, 85, 6R7 
(and sometimes separate tubes as de- 
tector and ampler) may also offer 
some difficulty. With no r.f. applied, 
there is no bias and consequently high 
distortion. Fig. 4 -a gives the original 
circuit; Fig. 4 -b, the pickup connection. 
The tube is biased by a cathode resistor, 
with the coil returned to cathode and 
not to ground. The volume control is 
connected through a coupling capacitor 
and s.p.d.t. switch. The volume control 
should be several times higher in value 
than the diode load, one megohm or 
greater. There may be a slight increase 
in distortion due to the change in vol- 
ume control circuit but it will not be 
noticeable to the average listener. If a 
perfect circuit is required a d.p.d.t. 
switch may be used to combine the func- 
tions of Figs. 1 and 2, switching the 
volume control from radio to pickup and 
inserting a cathode resistor. 

The Majestic M -25 employs a little - 
used detector circuit. When connected as 
shown in Fig. 5, the twin detector tubes 
operate in parallel when using the 
phonograph pickup. The cathodes are 
biased by a resistor on phono and 
grounded directly on radio. To kill 
broadcast signals, a lead istaken from 
the antenna terminal to one terminal of 
the d.p.d.t. switch. 

Some special problems -or rather 
opportunities -may be found in battery 
sets. A switch may be inserted to cut 
off the filament supply to those tubes 
which are not used on phonograph, thus 

TO ANT. TERMINAL 

D.P.D.T. SW. 

Fig. 5- Attachment to another special circuit. 

economizing. The smallest battery sets 
(portables) often have not enough out- 
put to give good performance, though 
some listeners are well satisfied with 
them as record players. 
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WORLD -WIDE STATION LIST 
"Merry Christmas" to you, and may 

good old Santa bring you a new re- 
ceiver, a Panadaptor, a super -duper 
antenna kit, or whatever you are wish- 
ing and hoping for at this time of the 
year. Also, we sure hope the old gent 
will remember to bring us some good 
dx this winter. It sure seems like a long 
time since any real good dx has been 
heard, at least in this section of the 
world. 

The BBC has changed its schedules 
to 11.800 from 5 am to 6 am and 4:15 
to 9:45 pm; 15.810 from 6 to 8:15 am; 
4:15 to 6:45 pm; 18.130 from 8 to 11:15 
am; and 11:30 am to 4:15 pm; 9.625 
from 4:15 to 11 pm; 9.825 from 5 to 
11 pm; and 6.110 from 7 to 11 pm. The 
11.800 and 9.625 frequencies are beamed 
to the west coast of North America, 
while the others are beamed to the east 
coast, the North Caribbean, and Mexico. 

HOXA in Panama City, Panama is 

heard on 15.100 megacycles from noon 
to 9 pm; and HOXE is heard on 11.810 
megacycles from 9 to 11 pm. They use 
the name of "Radio Central America" 
and are very well received most of the 
time. These are new transmitters, and 
have only been on a short time. They 
would like reports on reception, which 
may be sent to HOXA, Radio Central 
America, Panama City, Panama. 

Keep one eye open for the Aussies, 
as,ihey are again being heard very well 
on the east coast, and we would like to 
have your reports on them. We haven't 
a schedule of them at present, but we 
will try to have one for the next issue. 
Moscow is also being heard quite well 
on the east coast on several of their 
regularly used frequencies. 

The International Service of the CBC 
in Montreal is now being heard with 
CKNC on 17.820 me 4 to 8 pm; CKLK 
on 15.090 me 4 to 9 pm; CKCS on 15.320 

Edited by ELMER R. FULLER 

me 5 to 11 pm; CROL on 11.720 me 
3:15 to 11 pm; CKRA on 11.760 me 
6:20 to 7:30 pm. 

The 20 and 75 meter amateur phone 
bands are very active these days, and 
some good dx is heard now and then 
on the 20 meter band. Several ham 
stations are being operated by U. S. 
Army personnel while they are sta- 
tioned in foreign countries. Heard quite 
often is W7ELL on Iwo Jima, W6OCA 
from Japan, W2LFI from French West 
Africa, and W8QEN (a Navy man.) 
from the Azores. Nearly all countries 
and continents are being heard on 20 
meters. Let's havè a few more reports 
on activities on this band. Best of luck, 
and lots pf fb dx during the coming 
year. Send all reports and correspond- 
ence to Short Wave Editor, c/o Radio - 
Craft, 25 West Broadway, New York 
City, 7. 
All schedules in. Eastern Standard Time 

Freu. Station 

7.230 GSW 

7.230 KWID 

7.250 KGEX 

7.250 PJCI 

7.250 G W I 
7.260 GSU 

7.260 J V W 

7.263 

7.275 VUDB 

7.280 VLC8 

7.295 JLG 

7.290 VUD3 

7.295 Z0Y 
7.300 

7.315 VSN 

7.320 GRJ 

7.380 NCN 
7.380 HEK3, 

7.585 KNBA 

7.565 WNRE 

7.570 EAJ43 

7.575 KCBA 

7.809 KNBX 

7.805 WOOC 

7.850 ZAA 
7 860 SOX 
7.950 
8.000 

8.030 FXE 

8.585 AFN 

8.685 COJK 

8.898 COCO 
8.830 COCCI 

8.840 

8.950 GONG 
8.995 
9.030 82 
9.082 MRS 

9.120 

Location and Schedule F. Station Location and Schedule Free. Station Location and Schedule 

LONDON. ENGLAND; Indian beam. 
9 to 11 pm; Seuthweetern Pacific 
beam 1 to am. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.; Oriental 
beam. 8:45 to II am. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.; Philip - 
pine beam. 5 am to noon. 

WILLEMSTAD, CURACAO; 11:45 am 
to 12:15 pm 3 to 4:30 pm. 

LONDON. ENGLAND. 
LONDON, ENGLAND: North Arnett- 

can beam, 7 to 11 pm. 
TOKYO, JAPAN; homo service, 3 pm 

to 8:30 am. 
MUNICH, GERMANY: 11 pm to 2 

am: noon to 4 pm. 
DELHI. INDIA; 6 to 7 am; 11:15 am 

to 1:15 pm; 8:30 to 7:15 pm; 9 to 
10 pm. 

SHEPPARTON, AUSTRALIA; 10:15 
to 10:45 am. 

TOKYO. JAPAN; Home serrice, 4 to 
8 am. 

DELHI. INDIA; 7:80 to 10:30 am; 
9 to 10 pm. 

ACCRA. GOLD COAST; oa at 1 pm. 
MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.; noon to 5 pm; 

815 to 11:30 pm. 
SAN SALVADOR. EL SALVADOR: 

1 to 3 pm: 7 to 11 pm. 
LONDON. ENGLAND; Northwestern 

Pacific boom, 11 pm to 12:30 am; 
Italian bean,. II pm to 12:30 am: 
Far Eastern beam 11 pm to 12:30 
am; South American beam. 8 to 
10:15 pm; Near East beam, 11 pm to 
12:30 am. 

U.S. NAVY at Guam. 
B ERNE. SWITZERLAND; 3:10 to 

8:30 pm; 6:30 to 8 pm. 
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.; Oriental 

beam. 4 to 8:45 am. 
N EW YORK CITY; European beam. 

midnight to 9:15 am: 4:30 to 6 pm. 
SANTA CRUZ. CANARY ISLANDS: 

11 am to noon: 8 to 8:15 pm. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.; Fast 

Indies beam. 4 to 9:45 am. 
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.: Oriental 

beam. 5 to 11 am. 
NEW YORK CITY; European beam. 

midnight to 3:15 am: 3:30 to 5:45 
pm. 

TIRANA. ALBANIA; 2 to 6 pm. 
CAIRO. EGYPT: 5 to 5:30 pm. 
ALICANTE, SPAIN: off at 8 pm. 
DAMASCUS, SYRIA; 11 pm to mid- 

night. 
B EIRUT, LEBANON; 11 pm to 5:30 

MUUNICH. GERMANY; 4 am to 12:15 

CAMAGUEY. CUBA: 8 pm to 12:30 
am. 

H AVANA. CUBA; 7 am to 11:30 pm. 
HAVANA. CUBA: 4:30 am to 12 :30 

am. 
DAKAR, FRENCH WEST AFRICA: 

aftamnnne till 4:90 pm. 
SANTIAGO. CUBA; 8:30 am to 10 pm. 
HAVANA. CUBA; o 
HAVANA. CUBA; 7 am to 11 pm. 
RABAT, MOROCCO; 2 to 5 pm: mid- 

night to 3 en. 
BALIKPAPAN, BORNEO: heard S 

to 6 pm. 

0.125 HATO 
9.130 HI2G 

9.140 KU5Q 

BUDAPEST. HUNGARY. 
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, DOMINICAN 

REPUBLIC; heard at 9 pm. 
GUAM; heard at 7 am. 

RADIO TERM ILLUSTRATED 

Sugoeetcd by: 
J. D,ennett 
Vancouver, D.C., Cattaàa 

Volume Control 

9.165 CR6RB BENGUELA, ANGOLA; 3:90 to 4:39 
pm 

9.185 HEF4 BERNE.3 SWITZERLAND: North 
American beam. 7:15 to 8 am, 

9.235 COBQ HAVANA. CUBA: 8 am to noon; 8 to 
10 pm. 

9.270 COCX HAVANA, CUBA: heard at 12 am. 
9.300 MACEIO. BRAZIL; 8 to 7 pm. 
9.339 KU5Q GUAM; 8 am. 
9.330 ANDORRA: noon to 7 pm. 
9.305 PY MANILA, PHILIPPINES: 5 to 7 am; 

11 to 11:30 pm. 
9.340 PJY9 WILLEMSTAD. CURACAO. 
9.345 HBL GENEVA. SWITZERLAND: 1 to 3 

9.350 

9.350 
9.360 

9.360 

9.370 

9.380 
9.385 

9.420 

9.440 

pm. 
VIENNA. AUSTRIA: heard at 4:30 

pm 
SOFIA BULGARIA; on at 11 pm. 

CBFX MONTREAL. CANADA; 8:30 am to 
10:30 m. 

CETINJ YUGOSLAVIA: 1:30 to 3 
nnt. 

EAU MADRID, SPAIN: 2 to 3 am; 7 to 9 
am; IO an, to 5 pm; 6:30 tog pm. 

COBC HAVANA, CUBA: heard at 5:30 pm. 
OTC LEO LLE, BELGIUM CONGO; 

'30 to 7:3:30 am. 
BELGRADE, YUGOSLAVIA: midnight 

to 2 cm: 10 to 10:45 am. 
F21 BRAZZAVILLE, FRENCH EQUA- 

TORIAL AFRICA; 11 am to 8:19 
Pm. 

ANKARA, TURKEY: 11 am to 4:45 
nnt. 

LOUANDA, ANGOLA: hexed signing 
off at 4:30 pm. 

MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.: 6 to 8 am; 11 
to 11:30 am; midnight to 1 am. 

NEW YORK CITY: Brazilian beam. 
4 to 1 ANm 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. Orleota 
beam, midnight to 3:95 am: Hawai- 
ian beam 4 to 9:45 am. 

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.: Oriental 
beam, 11:15 am to 3:30 pm. 

LONDON. ENGLAND. 
VICTORIA, HONG KONG: 4:30 te 

8:30 am. 
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO: 8 am ta 

2 am. 
LAHTI FINLAND; 11 to 4 pm. 
ANKAA TURKEY: 1 to 2 Pm. 
LONDON, ENGLAND; Near Foot 

beam, 11 pm to 12:30 em: 12:15 to 
4 pml South American beam 4 :15 to 
10:15 pm: Indian beam, 11 pm to 
12:30 am; Ceylon beam. 9 to 11 pm 
Middle Eant beam, 11 pm to 1 am 
Italian beam, midnight to 4 am 
12;15 to 4 pm: Sauthweet Pacifie 
Asam, 1 to 4 am. 

PARIS, FRANCE: North American 
beam, 12:30 to 11:95 am; lto 7:15 
am. 

VLW7. PERTH, AUSTRALIA: 5:30 to 10:39 

250 JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH AFRICA; 
3 to 7 am. 

WGEO SCHENECTADY. NEW YORK; Bouta 
American beam. 5 to 11 pm. 

JZI TOKYO. JAPAN: 7 to 8:15 am. 
SBU STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN; 1:30 to 5 

pm: 8 to 9 pm: Sundays only. 5 to 
9 am. 

(Continued on page 52} 

9.465 TAP 

9.470 CR6RA 

9.480 

9.490 WCBX 

9.490 KNBI 

9.490 

9.490 
9.495 

9.500 

9.502 
9.510 
9.510 

9.520 

9.520 

9.520 

9.530 

9.535 
9.535 

KNBX 

GWF 
ZBW 

XEWW 

01X2 
TAP 
GSB 
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RADIOELRTPODI( OYIGS. 
TELEVISOR KIT 

Transvision, Inc. 
New Rochelle, N. Y. 

This Television Kit includes, in addi- 
tion to all the components and the 
necessary solder and wire, complete as- 
sembly directions. 

The picture tube included in the kit 
is a seven -inch electrostatic type. There 
are 18 tubes, three i.f. picture stages, 
3.5- megacycle bandwidth in the picture 
circuit, newly designed sweep circuit, 
3000 volts second anode supply, giving 
sufficient brilliance to allow daylight 
viewing. 

There are three television chan- 
nels which will be adjusted to give re- 
ception for each individual location. 
The sensitivity is good enough to allow 
reception within approximately a 50- 
mile radius of the television station. - 
RADIO -CRAFT 

PLASTIC CAPACITORS 
Condenser Products Co. 

Chicago, III. 
Two complete lines of Plasticon 

Glassmikes, types ASG and AOG, are 
now available. These condensers use a 
plastic film dielectric and are hermeti- 
cally sealed in metallized glass tubes. 

Type ASG is silicone -filled with an 
operating range of minus 60 degrees to 
plus 125 degrees Centigrade. Type AOG 
is filled with mineral oil and is efficient 
at temperatures ranging from minus 
40 to plus 105 degrees Centigrade. 

These condensers are made with a 
tolerance of 1 percent with working 
voltages from 600 to over 30,000. In- 
sulation resistance is 20,000 megohms 
per Rf.-RADto -CRAFT 

ADD -A -UNIT AMPLIFIER 
Concord Radio Corp. 

Chicago, III. 
The new Multiamp Add -A -Unit basic 

amplifiers are available for 30 or 45 
watts output. Simple plug -in units may 
be used to increase the flexibility of the 
34 

amplifiers by increasing the number of 
input circuits, and boosting the power 
output up to 60, 75 or 90 watts. A 
screwdriver is the only equipment neces- 
sary for adding any unit to the basic 
amplifier. 

The basic amplifiers are equipped 
with dual tone controls, two 100,000 -ohm 
microphone input circuits at 122 db and 
two high impedance phono inputs at 
83 db. The tops of the cabinets are re- 
movable and are replaceable with record 
player or automatic changer tops. 

A plug -in input stage provides two 
additional input and control circuits for 
microphones. A plug -in output meter 
uses two neon lamps, one marked NOR- 
MAL and the other OVERLOAD. A 
calibrated dial permits the operator to 
set the amplifier to work at any per- 
centage of its full output and when the 
pre -set level is reached, the "normal" 

lamp lights. If the level is exceeded, the 
"overload" lamp lights. 

Blank cabinets are available for hous- 
ing additional power boosters and asso- 
ciated power supplies to give audio out- 
puts up to 270 watts.- RADIO-CRAFT 

ELECTRON TRACER 
Electronic Instrument Co. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 
The Model 113 Electron Tracer com- 

bines, in one compact unit, all equipment 
necessary for rapid trouble shooting in 
broadcast, shortwave, FM and televi- 
sion receivers. The instrument consists 
of an audible signal tracer and an a.c: 
d.c. electronic volt -ohmmeter. 

The signal tracer uses a 6F5 probe 
feeding into a 6SJ7 high gain ampli- 
fier. This tube drives the 6V6 output 
stage for the 4 -inch built -in speaker. 
The tracer is sensitive enough to trace 
a signal from the antenna post of a 

receiver to the speaker. The frequency 
range of the probe is from 20 cycles to 
over 100 mc. 

The d.c. v.t.v.m. uses a 6SN7 in a 
grounded grid bridge circuit to drive 

a meter. The a.c. v.t.v.m. circuit uses a 
6SQ7 to amplify and rectify a.c. volt- 
ages and apply them to the d.c. section. 
The electronic ohmmeter uses the d.c. 
voltmeter bridge and a 1.5 -volt battery 
to measure resistances. 

The meter functions are as follows: 
d.c. voltmeter, 0 to 5, 10, 100, 500, 1000 
volts with input resistance of 26 meg- 
ohms. The same voltage ranges are 
available for a.c. measurements at near- 
ly 1 megohm input impedance. Five elec- 
tronic ohmmeter ranges: 0 -1000 ohms 
with 9.5 ohms C.S.; 0- 10,000 ohms with 
95 ohms C.S.; 0- 100,000 ohms with 9500 
ohms C.S.; 0 -1 megohm with 95,000 ohm 
C.S.; 0 -1000 megohms with 9.5 megohm 
C.S. 

This tester is useful in measuring 
voltages in inverse feedback circuits, 
FM and a.f.c. discriminators and in the 
video circuits of television receivers. 

All ranges of the meter are protected 
against overload. A bridge circuit pro- 
vides constant accuracy despite line 
voltage variations. -RADIO -CRAFT 

AUDIO FREQUENCY METER 
General Electric Co. 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

The unit has been designed for use 
in FM and AM transmitter monitor- 
ing, in the manufacture of all types of 
electronic devices, and in many indus- 
trial operations. 

The meter gives a direct indication 
of the frequency of an audio voltage ap- 
plied to its input over a range extend- 
ing from very low pulses up to 60,000 
cycles per second. A range switch is 
provided, permitting maximum ac- 
curacy on any one of eleven ranges 
within the above limits. Over a power - 
line range of 105 to 125 volts, variation 
in the frequency reading will not vary 
more than 1 percent.- RAmo -CaAFr 
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HOWARD RADIO 
MODEL 901 

TUNING RANGE 

I.F. 

540 -1600 kc 

450 kc 

TUBES: 

I2SA7 Mixer 

Type Iron -core tuned 12SK7 i.f. Amp 
Power Output (Mex.) 1.25 w 

12597 Diode, 1st a.f. 

SPEAKER 5 -in. Electrodynamic 50L6GT Output 

V.C. Imp (400 cps), 3.2 Ohms 35Z5GT Rectifier 

ALIGNMENT INFORMATION 

Eacn 455 kc i.f. coil has an in core 
adjustment protruding from the top and 
the bottom of the i.f. can. Look beneath 
the chassis to reach the lower i.f. adjust- 
ments. Repeat the i.f. alignment operation 
several times to insure accuracy of adjust- 
ment. 

Add or remove resistance in the cathode 
circuit of the 125K7 tube as the iA. gain 
indicates. 

The wire lead running from the loop 
aerial between the i.f. coils and the con- 
denser gang is important in its place- 
ment. Dress this wire tightly to the chassis. 

Set dial at 1400 kc and adjust oscillator 
trimmer which is located on back section 
of variable condenser, then peak antenna 
stage trimmer on front section of variable 

condenser to 1400 kc. No adjustment is 

required at the low frequency end of the 
dial. 

The filter condenser has a common neg- 
ative, but note it does not return to 
ground and is insulated from the chassis. 

TUBE 

SOCKET VOLTAGE READINGS 

FUNCTION CATHODE 
SCR. 

GRID 
PLATE OSC. 

PLATE 

I2SA7 

12SK7 

12507 

50L6-GT 

MIXER 92 92 92 

I.F. AMP 3 92 92 

DETECTOR 44 

OUTPUT 5.8 92 85 

All voltages alien from he back of 
the a.c. switch to the socket contacts with 

The Howard 901 -I is a one -band receiver 
in an ivory plastic cabinet; Model 901 -M, 
the same receiver in a walnut plastic 

cabinet. 

a 20,000 ohm -per -volt d.c. meter and the 
line voltage fixed at 117 volts a.c. 

DIODE I,F.E *Ite=r"... 
12 Al 12 K7 134 7 

Replacement Parts List 

Condensers (Tuning): 
Filter, 30 -30 -30 -mfd, 200 v. 

Filter, 30 -20 -mfd, 150 v. or 
Filter, 30 -30 -mfd, 150 v. 

Filter, 25 -mfd, 25 v. 

Coil Assemblies: 
Antenna loop 
Oscillator coil 
Ist i.f. assembly, complete 
Diode i.f. assembly, complete 

006 400V. 

300 
uuf 
3.3 
MEG 

Nab 

OSC. COIL 

/.F. 455 KC 

á1600V. 

RESISTORS I /4W. UNLESS NOTED 

C= 5luuf 

12SA7 12SK7 t2S0T 50L6-G1 

7A2 2 A7 
8n7 r2 

35Z5 -GT 

238 5 
6V. DIAL LAMP#47 

.0 .7.600V. SW.ON V.C. II7V. AC. 
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RA010ELE(TRUDI( (IP(VIT$ 
SPEECH AMPLIFIER 

This speech amplifier was designed as 
i driver for the modulator of an am- 
ateur transmitter. The circuit uses a 
;L7 resistance -capacity coupled to a 
1J5 phase inverter for push -pull 6.15's. 
Provisions are made in the 6L7 circuit 
for the injection of automatic modula - 
;ion control voltage to the No. 3 grid. 

The phase inverter is a modification 
)f the Australian Kangaroo circuit. 
kid excitation for one 635 is taken 
!rom the plate of the inverter tube. In 
;he Kangaroo circuit, the input signal 
o the inverter appears between the 
;rid and ground and the overall gain 
s limited to less than 2. 

In this circuit, the input signal ap- 
pears between the grid and cathode of 
the inverter. In this way, the degenera- 
;ive effects of the Kangaroo are avoided 
and the gain is increased to about 15. 
This gain is possible because the cath- 
ode feedback voltage, which would 
normally be in series with the grid re- 
turn, is isolated from the grid circuit 
by Cl, R3, and C2 which effectively by- 
pass the feedback voltage to ground. R2 
and R3 are in parallel, with respect to 
a.f. voltage, and the effective impedance 
of R2 is equal to R3 making the audio 
voltage drop across each of the load re- 
sistors equal. Voltage for the other 635 
is taken from the junction of R1 and 
R2. 

WILSON FINLEY, 
Canton, Ohio 

(Note: In this circuit, the input is 
floating and the inverter will probably 
suffer from hum from its cathode. This 
may be cured by applying a potential 
equal to the cathode voltage to the 
heater return. Editor) 

MULTI -STATION TUNING 
The following scheme will be a great 

convenience for the amateur who likes 
round -table operation or for the s.w.l. 
who has a favorite station. By adding 
a small ganged tuning condenser with 

appropriate trimmers, and switching 
between this and the regular tuning 
condenser it is possible for the ham to 
set up two stations at once and change 
from one to the other merely by throw- 
ing a switch (d.p.d.t. for two gang, 
t.p.d.t. for three gang circuits) thus 
eliminating the usual scramble and de- 
lay of tuning across the band to find 
the other net station. By using a small 
capacity tuner (with shunt trimmers to 
bring it into the band) no vernier will 

DE FOREST 40TH 
ANNIVERSARY NUMBER 

What's so special about the January is- 
' sue of RADIO- CRAFT? It will have 

twice the number of pages and will he of 
historical import. It will contain articles 
by Dr. Lee de Forest and other prominent 
figures of the radio world. January marks 
the 40th Anniversary of the birth of the 
vacuum tube. Reserve your copy NOW! 

be necessary, its spread being approxi- 
mately equal to its fraction of the regu- 
lar condenser's capacity. 

For the s.w.1., who regularly listens 
to any of several stations, a mica pad- 

(OR 
oSC.coIL 
DET.COII 

FOR T.R.F.) 
CI 

0.1 

rC2 T 

ANb 
o 

Mh 
MIXER COIL 

(OR R.F. FOR 

T.R.F.) 

-o4D.OP.D.o-SW. 

FCI C2 I 

ding set pre -tuned to each station may 
be used. The stations are selected with 
a multiple -throw rotary switch. Tune 
the condensers to the station (little or 
no realignment of the main condenser 
will be necessary) and the station is 
ready merely by flopping the switch. 

J. O'CONNELL, 
Wilmington, Calif. 

VARIABLE D.C. SUPPLY 

This circuit is useful in supplying 
low- current d.c. voltages up to 110 volts 
for powering ohmmeters and other de- 
vices having similar requirements. 

The transformer, wound on the core 
of an old audio transformer, has a high 
voltage secondary producing between 85 
and 110 volts, and a filament winding 
to supply the tube used. 

Voltage output variation is obtained 
by varying the position of the poteniom- 

RTY AC ̂  I 

2.5OR6.3V. 

45/ 
2A3/ 
6A3 

".2 
PAPE0..ItOV.DC 

eter across the high voltage winding. 
Maximum output is obtained when the 
grid potential is equal to that of the 
plate. 

MERLE GIER, 
TViehitn, Kansas 

HIGH FIDELITY TUNER 
Here is the circuit of a simple high 

fidelity tuner. It can be attached to any 
public address system with excellent 
results. It uses a 6K7 r.f. stage and a 
76 detector. The coils and tuning con- 
densers were salvaged from an old t.r.f. 

In localities where there are strong 
local stations, it may be necessary to 
use a small condenser between the grid 
of the 6K7 and the antenna to provide 
the proper ratio between selectivity and 
sensitivity. 

SAUL SHERMAN, W2MPL 
New York City 

(It might be better to refer to the 
circuit as a medium -fidelity tuner, as 
its quality of output is intermediate be- 
tween that of an average superhetero- 
dyne and the special r.f. tuners with 
broadened tuning characteristics. - 
Editor) 

/6K7 
IJEE TEXT/ 

i 

1300 [DA 20K 

70R .Ó5 

.0005 2208 

.05 

100K 
11 

10K 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

o 

1y0yN 

el- 30ov. 

Left -A speech amplifier with push -pull output to modulator. 
Above -Simple semi- high -fidelity receiver has cathode output. 
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tly. EDWIN BOHR 

MINIATURE 3 -TUBE RECEIVER 
All Batteries Are Included In This Diminutive Radio 

QUITE 
a 

few vest 
pocket ra- 
dio receiv- 

ers have been de- 
scribed in past is- 
sues of magazines, 
but unfortunately 
these sets required 
external battery 
packs or were 

otherwise bulky. The recent development 
of extremely small batteries, tubes, and 
other components should make possible 
the design of radios no larger than a 
package of cigarettes, which will easily 
slip into a vest pocket. Some experi- 
ments in this direction led to a radio 
which contains an orthodox circuit con- 
sisting of regenerative detector followed 
by two stages of audio amplification; the 
only deviation from standard set con- 
struction being use of very small parts 
and crowded wiring. 

The entire set and cabinet was built 
around a diminutive 2254 -volt B bat- 
tery which measures approximately 
2% x 34, x 154 inches while the outside 
case dimensions of the radio are 3'k 
inches high by 2% inches wide by 1% 
inches deep, excluding the height of the 
knob extending above the case. All 
parts were mounted upon the front pan- 
el, to which the top of the cabinet was 
also attached. The two controls, tuning 
trimmer and slide switch, were also 
mounted on the top section. 

Even the very smallest tuning con- 
densers were much too large to be prac- 
tical for use in such a small radio, and 
for this reason a trimmer was modified 
somewhat so that a knob could be at- 
tached. This was done by drilling a hole 
through a piece of quarter -inch brass 
shaft. The shaft was affixed to the screw 
extending from the trimmer. The quar- 
ter -inch shaft should be brass, since 

brass is soft enough that the trimmer 
screw will "tap" into it if the hole is 
made slightly smaller than the trimmer 
screw. A compact regenerative coil was 
provided by removing the terminal strip 
and dowel from a standard oscillator 
coil. 

All wiring should be done with a 
pencil type soldering iron for ease of 
construction. The three flat hear- 
ing -aid type tubes are held in place 

CK505-AX 
ANT 

2MEG 

} I 

should serve admirably. Time did not 
permit further work with the receiver, 
so it is given "as is" for what help it 
may be to other experimenters with 
compact apparatus. 

(This receiver, tried out in a New 
York apartment, brought in stations 
WHN, WNEW, WOV and WBNX with 
good volume and quality. These stations 

CK505-AX CK506 AX 

01 

220K 5MEG IMEG OMEG 

AUD. 

CI. 

XTAL 
EARPHONE 

A +I.5V 
yy A-, B- 

1.13-1-22.6% 

PARTS L ST 

I -Audio Choke, Stancor OC -32 
4- .01 -mf Condensers, Good -All S -7 
All resistors BP/2s I.R.C. I- 370 -mmf padder, 2 -.0001 mica condensers 

range from 1050 [WHN] to 1380 
[WBNX]. It would appear that the first 
problem is to increase the tuning range 
to cover the entire broadcast band, in- 
stead of the fraction which can now be 
received, if the set is to be practical. 
This might be done with a specially - 
built condenser, or even better, perme- 
ability -tuned coils. Regeneration is an- 
other problem by no means solved. The 
three -foot antenna wire, when brought 
near a radiator or telephone, would 
load the circuit sufficiently to prevent 
oscillation. Moving the aerial away 
would first increase signal strength, 
then as the coupling decreased, the set 
would burst into oscillation, ruining 
the program. Possibly a hearing -aid 
type of control could be combined with 
the off-on switch. The set contains a 
number of good ideas, and is an excel- 
lent starting point for anyone who 
wishes to construct a miniature re- 
ceiver.-Editor) 

I -14034 Meissner Coil 
2 -CK5O5AX tubes, Raytheon I- CKSO6AX tube, Raytheon 
1- 221/2-volt battery, Eveready 

with speaker cement. These tubes are 
provided with long leads which should 
be cut short. Flexible No. 22 d.c.c. 
wire was used for wiring in place of 
the comparatively rigid tube leads. 

Although some sort of antenna is 
necessary, it need not be more than a 
foot long in a favorable location. The 
constructor will probably notice that 
the volume will increase when the radio 
is brought near any metal object, es- 
pecially electrical appliances; in fact 
the electrical wiring in the walls may 
be followed by noting signal strength 
variations. 

Mention should be made of the set's 
rather narrow tuning range which is 
from 1600 to 1100 kc with the coil - 
condenser combination specified. To 
cover lower frequencies, a coil with 
a higher inductance such as an 

iron -cored an- 
tenna coil with 
suitable alterations 

Inside the set. Special tuning condenser is in foreground, left. 
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Other side of receiver with batteries in place. Cord is for phones. 
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NOW YOU can BUILD a TELE VISION 
To stimulate its radio and television training program, the New 

York Technical Institute of New Jersey is offering men interested 
in television this unusual opportunity. 

IF you are unable to leave home to go 
to a resident school, N.Y.T.I. of N.J. 
can supply you with parts to build a 

television chassis in your own home. You 
will be supplied with the same instructions 

and directions with 
which the school's resi- 
dent students are equip- 
ped, when they reach the 
stage in their training 
that calls for television 
set construction. If you 
already have a sound 
radio background, with 
experience in building 
radio receivers, you will 
be surprised to find how 
much you can learn 
about television by 
building this set. 

Instructor demonstrat- 
ing rare Schmitt Op- 

tical System, used In big picture, protection 
type, television receivers. This famous television 
school's location in the heart of the television 
industry, helps it to get such scarce scientific 
equipment. At N.Y.T.I. of N.J. all types of tele- 
vision receivers are available for student study. 

N.Y.T.I. of N.J. is 
one of America's lead- 
ing resident schools for 
men seeking depend- 
able, thorough, up -to- 
the- minute training in 
the various fields of ra- 
dio and electronics. 

A School Particularly Suited 
to War Veterans 

The schooling offered by N.Y.T.I. of N.J. 
is particularly useful to War Veterans who 
recognize the high- earning possibilities of 
technical training in radio and television 
and are willing to tackle the class and labo- 
ratory work offered, regardless of their 
previous education. 

No high -school diplomas are needed for 
entrance. But N.Y.T.I. of N.J. requires 
that a student be earnest, sincere and radio - 
minded. Students without proper mathe- 
matical backgrounds are taught the radio 
and television mathematics they need. Sev- 
eral students with only grammar school 
educations have successfully completed ad- 
vanced technical television courses. 

Many veteran students are now attend- 
ing N.Y.T.I. of N.J. under the generous 
provisions of the G.I. Bill of Rights, which 
allows any approved school of the veteran's 
choice to charge the Veterans Administra- 
tion up to $500 a school year against the 
educational expenses of qualified veteran 
students. Full -time students, with depen- 

You can build a direct viewing television chassis similar to the 
one pictured above, either in your own home or in the magni- 
ficently equipped shops and laboratories of this famous television 

38 

school. located square in the HEART of America's television 
manufacturing and broadcasting industry. Mail the coupon at 
the right to get full details. 
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SET RIGHT in YOUR OWN HOME! 
dents, are also paid a subsistence allowance of $90 
monthly by the VA, and those without dependents, 
$65. Many students hold part -time jobs, thus aug- 
menting their monthly subsistence payments. How- 
ever, you do not have to be a veteran to be accepted 
as a student. 

A considerable number of out-of -state students 
attend the school because of its excellent, practical 
type of radio and television courses, so difficult to 
get anywhere else in the world today. Living quar- 
ters are obtainable by single students. 

You Put Into Practice Everything 
You Learn 

Students at N.Y.T.I. of N.J. particularly like the 
way the school puts into practice what it teaches. 
You may actually build a 17 -tube television chassis. 
You also help build as many as 7 radio receivers of 
different types, a total of 75 electronic educational 
devices. Class study and laboratory study, in the 
proper combination, increase interest -and your 
hands get as smart as your head. With only average 
ability you should learn radio servicing in 8 months. 
In only 4 more months, you can know television 
receiver servicing. You can take even more advanced 
engineering -type courses if you wish. And through- 
out all your laboratory work you are using the finest 
and latest equipment available. 

A 17 -tube, commercial -type, television chassis 
may be built by all resident students of television, 
and may be kept as'their own property, if they choose. 

Located in the Heart of the 
Electronic Industry 

The New York Technical Institute of New 
Jersey is in Newark, N. J., just across the river from 
New York City (only 20 minutes from Broadway by 
subway or train). The school is located in the heart 
of America's great radio and electronics industry. 
Such leading television, radio and electronics manu- 
facturers as R.C.A., Western Electric, Du Mont, 
Federal and Edison are nearby. Newark also is near 
Radio Stations WJZ, WEAF, WABC and WOR; 
each a leader in broadcasts going on networks all 
over the country. This means that the school offers 
numerous advantages, as it is in touch with the 
most recent developments in radio and television. 

Highly qualified television and radio instructors 
are here in abundance. Equipment is easier to get. 
Television students are offered exceptional advan- 
tages in this great electronic center. 

Send For Special Bulletin 412 -FREE 
The school issues a special Bulletin, Numbered 412. 

which illustrates and describes its truly exceptional 
facilities and equipment. Bulletin 412, also describes 
classes that may be attended, housing conditions, costs, 
hours, etc. If you are interested in Television -you 
will want to read this bulletin. You can have it free, 
merely by mailing the coupon at right. 

The school will also be happy to send you complete 
information about the television kits and directions 
which are now available to you if you desire to build 
your own television chassis at home. 

To get information about building a television chassis in your own home or to get Bulletin 412, describing our famous resident school in Newark -just fill out the coupon at right and mail it NOW to: New York Tech- nical Institute of New Jersey, 158 Market Street, Newark, N. J. 

Instructor demonstrating theory of 
light in connection with study of 
optical systems used in projection 
type television receivers. This is 
just another one of the pieces of 
equipment which the New York 
Technical Institute of N.J. has 
available for resident student 
instruction. 

Big picture television 
(1 s" x 211/41 in the flesh 
at N.Y.T.I. of N.J. When 
it comes to television re- 
ceivers, N.Y.T.I. of N.J. 
has it! All types of tele- 
vision receivers are 
available for student 
use and instruction at 
the school. 

r snf41fA3"i 

Standard laboratory type test pattern used for determining 
picture perfection in all types of television transmitters 
and receivers. (You can see it at N.Y.T.I. of N.).) 

New York Technical Institute of New Jersey 
158 Market Street, Newark, New Jersey 

D Check here if you wish to receive Bulletin Al2 describing the resident 
school of the New York Technical Institute of New Jersey located in 
Newark. N. J.- including its facilities, equipment, courses offered, costs, 
hours, etc. 

D Check here if you wish information about building a television chassis 
in your own home. 

D Check here if you are a War Veteran. 

Name ,Aye 

Address 

Zone No. 
(if any) State 

011 
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HARRISON HAS IT! - 
RECHA RGA BLE 
POWER 
PACK 

COMPACT! - only I?, "x3 %"s4" 
high (6%' high with battery). 

LIGHTWEIGHT -3Ib.. 10 02. 
Complete! 

POWERFUL I- Delivers: 

135 volta at 20 ma in continu- 
ous Military service or 30 ma, 
Or more, in Intermittent ama- 
teur service. 

67% volts at 5 to 8 ma. 

1.5 filament or 6.3 heater, bfaS, 
and microphone voltage.. 

For little more than the coat of 
One set of regular dry batteries, 
you can obtain a new, modern, re- 
chargeable power pack that will lave 
you space, weight, and money) 
Ruggedly made for Navy radio 
equipment, this pack gives excel. 
lent service under the roughest 
field conditions. 

The vibrator pack has such desir- 
able design features as neon voltage 
regulator, complete filtering, re- 
mote load start relay. 

Brand -new, Nary in- 
spected In original 
carton with fully 
charged battery. dia- 
gram and instructions. Complete - 
ready to go. 

Portable Receivers 
Transmitters 
Walkie Talkies 
Remote Controls 
Test Equipment 

Smooth. dependable power comes 
from a 6 -volt storage battery which 
clips Into bottom of pack and which 
can be recharged over and over 
again for only a penny or two. Un- 
breakable plastic NON- Sl'ILL 
(even if turned upside -down) 
CASE. Can give over 6 solid hours 
of continuous operation at full 
rated load before requiring simple 
recharge by any half amp. trickle 
charger or our special inexpensive 
Charger. 

BATTERY CHARGER 
Noiseless. Selenium rectifier 
type, to trickle charge these or 
any other small batteries. 110 
Volt AC. $2.97 

COAXIAL CABLE 
11.0 -8/U. 52 Ohm Impedance. FB for feeding beams. 
etc. Handles a KW with high efficiency. New, per- 
fect cables. 
110 -foot length with two $ 65 -foot length with ono 
PL -259 coaxial plugs. plug. List $3.45 Total list price $4.98 $22.59. 1188 
$39.281 1188 
Cut t size in one piece within -0% to +20% 

of length ordered. Full measure! 

Type Impedance 0.D. 1.100 100' and up 
RG -8 /U 52 Ohms .405" 9e 6e 

RG13 /U 74 Ohms .420" 14e 10e 

RO -58/11. 55 ohms. An efficient, light -weight trans- 
mission line (.195 "O1)I for FM. television. and 
Amateur antennae. Also use as high quality, inex- 
pensive crystal Scil pickup r $18.50 185pec-100eet 

for $3.95 

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR AND MONITOR 
A very handy piece of new Nary equipment! Use it 
for tuning Ft'O or receiver to spot frequencies. 
monitoring, alignment, checking crystals. etc. 
3A4 tube EC l'lerce oscillator covers all crystal 
frequencies. Sockets for 10 crystals, with ceramic 
selector switch. Phone Jack. Aluminum cabinet 2%" 
z 4 %" 3 6" also holds No. 2 cell and a 5540 battery. 

of spurs to with instructions, 
parts. 

diagrams, and 
$495 Comp tube and nsu, loss only Dauerlas 

and crystals 
(With bsttedes $5.95) 

* ALL STANDARD LINES 
We art factory Authorized Distributors 
for the top quality manufacturers and we now have 
In stock lots more new. latest improved production 
Ilam gear! Visit our atores today. for eaerything you 
need. We promise you fresh clean material-quicker 
--at 

l rig l !' 
our 

sincere desire to be of helpfulservice 
As one of the world's largest distributors of Com- 
munications Equipment, we are delivering plenty of 

RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS 
right nowt ALL MAKES -practically all models. 

If you want your new set, test equipment. smelt- 
Bees, parts, etc.. in the quickest possible time send 
your order to HARRISON! 

RCA 1 KW Modulation Transformers 
500 Watt Audio. /:/ 1wpedcueu Ratio 40 Lbs...$24.75 

MAIL ORDERS? Certainly! Just list 
everything you want (items in this ad, or 
any ad, magazine, or catalog) and Include 
remittance. 

Vy 73 de 
Bil Harrison, W2AVA 

.ARRISON RADIO CORPORATION 
.. 9 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 7 

CRONE- aArdey 79e54 EXPORT DEPT. -CARPE- "NARRISOaAD" 

[JAMAICA BRANCH- 171 -31 Hillside Ave.- REpublic 9 -4102 ' 

RADIO CABINETS 
complete line of 

SPEAKER BAFFLES 
5"-6"-8"-I0"-12" 

BLANK REPLACEMENT 
CABINETS and RECORD 

PLAYERS 
Exact duplicate cabinets for Emerson, Cros - 
ley, Philco, R.C.A., Motorola, and Fada. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
Send for free circular and price liai. 

SELLING TO WHOLESALERS & JOBBERS ONLY 

Radio Furniture Distributors, Inca 
1947 Broadway, DEPT. RC, New York 23. N. Y. 

PREPARED ASSORTMENTS 
GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY 

ióó t. Wi All i 
Insulated 

V 
Watt Resistors 

rs saed 
100 1 Watt ResiaPws All Insulated 
50 2 Watt Resistors All Insulated 
50 200 volt Paper Condensers 
50 Mica Condensera 
20 Dry Electrolytic Filter Condensers 
10 25 Rolls Hookup Volu e d ou Co`rÌ No Switches 

100 ft. Spaghetti and Vinylite 
10 Coils I.F. R.F. Ant. nd Ose 
20 Waver and Ceramic Rand Switches 
20 Auto Suppressors.. ... .... 
50 Electrical Wiring Devices, Plugs, Taps. 

Rases, Element.. Fuses. etc. 

52.98 
3.98 .3 
3.98 
2.48 
2.98 
e.75 
1.98 
1.98 

.98 
3.98 
3.98 
2.98 
5.00 

SEND FOR TRUTONE COMPLETE RADIO AND 
ELECTRICAL LIST 

Terms: 25 °c deposit required 
with order. Balance C.D.D. 

TRUTONE PRODUCTS CO, 
303 W. 42nd St. Dept. C New York 18, N. Y. 

SERVICEMEN -WAKE UP! 
(Continued from page 13) 

words, you must know the dollars and 
cents end of the radio business. Then, 
as Mr. Charleston puts it so well, you 
must know how to sell yourself. That's 
what counts. 

There is room for a good deal of im- 
provement in most small service shops. 
A goodly percentage of servicemen still 
use archaic methods, still think, be- 
cause there is a considerable amount of 
business today, that they can abuse 
every principle of economics. Rest as- 
sured that business will not remain 
good forever -the day will come when 
customers with long memories will no 
longer be around certain servicing 
shops. 

Now, while we still have prosperity, 
is the time to build for the future. To- 
morrow may be too late. 

A considerable minority of service- 
men still have not seen fit to "play 
ball" with their customers. TO THEM 
THESE LINES ARE ADDRESSED. 
It is these shortsighted men who con- 
stantly endanger the entire servicing 
trade and make it difficult for those 
who give honest and efficient service. 

We are noting more and more news- 
paper clippings, exposing shoddy serv- 
icing and downright gypping, from 
many parts of the country. This is a 
healthy sign, because it shows that the 
press of the country is alive to the dan- 
ger. In many cases we note that the 
name and address of the offending shop 
is given. Such publicity has a salutary 
effect -no shady shop can stand it. In 
several cities, newspapers who run reg- 
ular columns on servicing abuse -not 
necessarily on radio servicing alone - 
invite readers to send in their com- 
plaints, particularly those of a flagrant 
nature. As happens in all such cases, 
the majority of complaints usually are 
directed against certain shops known 
for their questionable methods. It is 
these that the newspapers seek out, 
after they have investigated a number 
of complaints. Only the guilty shops 
fear such publicity, the reliable ones 
welcome it, because it helps to clear the 
situation. 

Fortunately these crooked shops are 
in the great minority. Few men are 
downright dishonest - adversity and 
lack of business makes them so. But 
this all goes back to the start: if the 
owner was up on his toes, alert and hard 
working, there would have been no ad- 
versity nor lack of business. In short: 
no one is successful in the long run un- 
less he works for it. 

To those servicemen who find the go- 
ing tough, these simple rules may be of 
help toward a successful career: 

1. Work for less -let the volume 
govern your profit. 

2. Astonish and delight your custom- 
ers by not charging anything at all for 
small, trifling repairs (such as chang- 
ing tubes around, cleaning a connection, 

Next month RADIO -CRAFT has a special double -sized de Forest Audion issue. Watch for it! (Continued on page 58) 
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A CARRIER TRANSMITTER 
This carrier- current transmitter em- 

ploys a 6V6 as an oscillator and a 6F6 
as a modulator. Ll is a standard 125 
ma, 2.5 mh receiving -type r.f. choke. 
This is tapped one -quarter of the way 
up from the grounded end. The tuning 
condensers are the mica dielectric type. 
L2 consists of 185 turns of No. 28 enam- 
eled magnet wire, close -wound on a half - 
inch form. It resonates sufficiently close 
to the frequency of the grid circuit when 
shunted by the high -voltage mica con- 
denser to insure oscillation. Variable 
tuning in the plate circuit is unneces- 
sary. L3 consists of i0 turns of No. 28 
enameled magnet wire close -wound on 
a half -inch form loosely coupled to L2. 
Tl is a universal -type modulation trans- 
former. A 200 -ohm audio choke may be 
substituted if the modulation transform- 

KR l000 6V6 osc 
20K 

MIÇA 

LI l\i< 
25dAA 
2.5 

E 

;,ARSON 
MIKE 4,5V 

Y 1 1 

.00091 .00 

° e, 20K ° . I 

IOW .25 

I 
1+ 

400V 17 J AC 

MICA - 
TI 1 

.002 i 
élé$ MIKE TRANS 

190 KC 
CARRIER 
CURRENT 
TRANSMITTER 

K 

300 
low 

+ 3' 
10 250V 
250 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

SHIPMENT 

The circuit. Coil is a 2.5- millihenry choke. 

er is not available, with equally good re- 
sults. 

Interference with nearby radio receiv- 
ers is minimized by thoroughly shield- 
ing the entire transmitter, tuning it to 
a frequency of about 190 kc or one 
that is not normally used in superhet- 
erodyne i.f. amplifiers, and coupling the 
r.f. output to the a.c. line as loosely as 
possible for satisfactory reception at the 
receiver end. The entire unit can be 
made quite compact, depending on the 
skill of the builder. 

A license is not required to operate 
the transmitter. However three restric- 
tions should be observed: FCC regula- 
tions (Sec. 2.102) which limits the field 
strength radiation at 190 kc to 826.3 
feet; a restriction imposed in certain 
regions by military authority; (These 
zones are designated by notices posted 
at your local post office. Where such a 
military restriction is still in effect, op- 
eration is specifically prohibited.) The 
third is imposed by the electric and pow- 
er companies, who often use carrier for 
communication and control. A carrier - 
current transmitter must not interfere 
with these companies. 

A new phonograph holds records up 
on edge to play them. The instrument 
has two tone arms, and turns in one di- 
rection to play one side, then reverses 
to play the other. The machine is the in- 
vention of two New Jersey men, and has 
been assigned patent No. 2,406,355. 
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Concord has them! Radio & Electronic l'arts, Supplies and 
Equipment of every kind, for every need ... long- awaited, 
hard -to -get items ...new merchandise, just received ... 
Hundreds of bargains... in stock NOW for immediate Shipment from 
CHICAGO or ATLANTA. Listed below arc just a few of Concord's 
Money -Making Values la Top - Quality Standard -Make Parts and 
Equipment. CHECK these offerings now - or write us your needs. 

ALNICO V 5" P. M. 
SPEAKER 

New Alnico V magnet 
provides maximum per. 
formante with minimum 
weight. Normal wattage 
n. peak wattage Sty. 
V.C. impedance 3.2 ohms. 
depth 27, 16'. $1 .98 587009 

3 Mfd.4.00 Volt 
Hi- Voltage 
Condenser 
Large 3 mfd., 4000 v. 
DC. condenser, her- 
metically sealed in 
an aluminum can. 
Size dry x 3Ií.'16x 

high. 
$4.95 583168 

WELLS -GARDNER BC -348 -N Coen. munications Receiver. 6 Rands -200 -500 KC. 
and 115 MC. to 18 MC. in 5 Bands. 2 stages ItF.. 3 
[ages IF., Beat Frequency Oscillator, Crystal I F. 

Filter. Manual or Automatic A.V.C. Complete with 
tubes and 24 V.U.C. input dynamotor power supply, 
but supplied with complete instructions and dia- 
grams forconvertinc to t! I V.A.C. ,n 

$53.95 cycle operation. BC -348.N . . 

CARBON THROAT 
MICROPHONE 

Will work into any 200 
ohm impedance input 
circuit. Hag adjustable 
strap to fit any neck. 
Ideal for ultra high fre- 
quency mobile work for 
hams. Supplied ith 
strap. 10' cord and y pt, 
plug. 587060 .. 4.7 

Supreme Model 543B 
1000 O.P.V. 

A Se nsitive Meter 
lias pin jack terminals. and in- 

cludes the following ranges: - 
0/6/601600 D.C. M. A.. 0/15/150/600/3000 V. A. C. 
and D.C. 0 /2000 /200,000 ohms. This meter is con- 
venient to carry. Weighs 28 ozs. Uses full size 3' 
meter with a rugged. accurate I. M. A. movement. 
All resistance ranges are operated by batteries 
furnished with the unit. Bakelite ease. Size: 
67/8'x 21116'x 21/e. Shpg.wt.2 !Us. S1 -CT 
C21745 . . . . . . . . . .1I 

D.C. MILLIAM- 
METERS 

215' flange moantinu 
type. Black dull ml. 
ish hakelite east 
61tg. Ildwe. include t 

-Large, elearlf r- 
blc dial calibration 
Eithvr5B4122- 

5134116-0-300 
M.A. D.C. 

$3. r1 
r] 

Special.. LJ 

SAVE ON VALUES -LIKE THESE 
A POPULAR HAM TUBE 
AT A REAL LGW PRICE 
VHF Midget Super Control 
RF Panted. Tube. Type 95a 9003. SPECIAL . 

HEAVY DUTY LINE FILTER 
Solar Elim -O -Stet. Com- 

pletely shielded. Type $ 
1 7 EN106. 583218 Euch .9 

NEUTRALIZING TOOL KIT 
12 toelsTel.scopa Into S units 
Composed of alligator side wrench -6' insulated driver -metal nib, 
6 /IC and H. nut wrench, Sí' Ins. 
square nut wrench. Sí' hex metal 
side wrench, 25t ins. driver with 
metal nib.5f hes slotted insulated 
wrench driver. 6/16' hex ins. nut 
wrench. 6' and 6 Ina. $2 9 -A rver. .,. Yt 

WIRE STRIPPER 
Strip wire instantly! l',r t . 

to bench or other support o 
stripped many length. Strip. w., r. 
up to 12 IM diam. Each 98; t7 

AERIAL WIRE 
Contains î strands -4 copper - 

3 of monet. 100 foot coils. q 
585133 . . . . Each 29e 

CRESCENT AUTOMATIC 
RECORD CHANGER 

Simple. single control, plays ten 12' or twelve 10 
records automatically. Rejects any record desired. 
nr permits optional playinc of cords manually. 
Only three moving parts while changing. Fast... 
rham-es records In 6 seconds. Has self-starting. 

It hl, 110 volt GO cycle AC, heavy duty motor. 
Finished in two -tone brown with attractive plastic 
trim. Requires only b'j head room and fits any 

tenet with 12 x16! ¡changer arca. !Li 
C22503. SPECIAL . t-f t7 
TUNER UNIT TU -10 -B. Continuous fre- 
quency range from 10 MC. to 12.6 MC. VFO oscil- lator tuning section, buffer, coupling. capacitors 
and choke. and buffer output matching tapped coil ,nd cnnd,.n:,r. Sire lit. x h x 

$2.95 d, -p. AS4132. >l'I:ClAL 

COAD 
RADIO CORPORATION 

T -17 -B 200 Ohm Carbon Mike. Lightweigl.t, 
with press -to talk button. Bain -in filter tosnp 
carbon hiss. 5 rubber covered cable and 2 

r. PLEB 3- circuit plug supplied. 507062 . 

Midget Velum. Control - 1 Meg. ohm Standar r 

b Bushing, lí dia. Shaft. }f long. with split eJ C; 
spline for push -on knob. C8154 . J d 
STANCOR Universal O Transformer Typo 
A3856. Primary for all single or push-pull ph, 
Secondary adjustable from 1 to 30 ohms. Two -ira 
mounting centers. 4 watts at 35 mils. $1 01675. SPECIAL . . . . . . . . JL 
Mail the Coupon Below Now ! 
for New Concord Bulletin of P dio l'arts and LI, e- 
Lronie Equipment. See:, riant -a izr pages park , 

with Radio Needs -Condemer=. Meters. Control,. r 

Transformers. Switches. Reis <, 'fools, Amplifier+, 
Records. Players and Charmers -new and scarce 
items -scores of bargains. MA IL COUPON NOW! 

r- - =- 
i Concord Radio Corporation 
1 601 W. Jackson Boulevard, Dept. RC -126 
1 Chicago 7, Illinois 
I Please rush my FREE COPY of the new Concord 

Bulletin of Radio Parts, 

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORPORATION 
CHICAGO 7 ATLANTA 3 

901 W. Jackson Bird. 265 Peachtree Strait 

1946 

Na me 

Address. 
I 
a City_ . 
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LOOP AERIALS 
Loop aerials on portable and some 

home receivers can be a constant source 
of erratic noises. The aerial leads are 
usually constructed of poorly insulated 
wire. Vibration may cause the leads to 
make intermittent contact which will 
cause annoying static. 

Trouble from this source may be pre- 
vented by spacing the leads and hold- 
ing them in place with tacks or Scotch 
tape. 

H. LEEPER, 
Canton, Ohio 

WIRE STRIPPER 
A piece of broken hacksaw blade may 

be made into a handy tool for stripping 
insulation from wire. The jagged broken 
edge is filed smooth. The toothed edge 
is used to scrape enamel insulation from 
wire. The back of the blade is sharpened 
to a knife -like edge and used for cutting 
rubber insulation. 

NEIL S. HIGGINS, 
Lincoln Park, Ill. 

ADDING HEADPHONES 
Here is a circuit that I have found 

useful when connecting headphones to 
a radio. 

OUTPUT TUBE 

v5i+ 

The headphones are connected in the 
tone control circuit. The phone jack or 
binding posts are inserted between the 
bypass condenser and the variable re- 
sistor. A d.p.s.t. is wired into the cir- 
cuit so that the speaker may be silenced 
when the phones are used. When speak- 
er operation is desired, the voice coil 
circuit is closed and the phones are 
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shunted out of the circuit, permitting 
normal operation of the tone control. 

DON BECKERLEG, 
Wolf Point, Montana 

GUITAR AMPLIFIER 
Here is a circuit of a 3 -tube guitar 

amplifier that will give ample volume 
for many applications. 

The circuit uses a cascade -coupled 
6SC7 feeding a 6F6. The volume control 
is located in the grid circuit of the sec- 
ond stage of the 6SC7. 

The amplifier is free from feedback 
and motorboating if ample care is used 
in placement of parts. All wiring and 
parts are grouped about the tube sock- 
ets. Shielding is required on the grid 
leads of the 6SC7. The amplifier may 
be constructed on a chassis less than 
eight inches square. An additional jack 
may be wired in parallel with the pick- 
up jack to permit use of a high im- 
pedance mike. 

KENNETH BALLARD, 
Mason City, Ill. 

SHIELDED 6SC7- GT 
PNE 
JACK 

Cam C 

! 
zs14 500 

.05 

METER MULTIPLIERS 
An accurate multi -range voltmeter 

may be constructed without using range 
switches. A potentiometer is calibrated 
for the multiplier ranges required. With 

a Ike -megohm potentiometer, it is pos- 
sible to calibrate a 1 -ma meter to read 
up to 500 volts. 

When the correct values of the multi- 
pliers have been determined, the ac- 
curacy of the voltmeter will be equal to 
the accuracy of the potentiometer cali- 
bration. ERNEST TURFFS, 

Melrose Park, M. 

CURING OSCILLATION 
Audio oscillation in radio receivers 

may be caused by poorly soldered con- 
tacts. This is particularly true of plate 
and screen by -pass condensers. To cure 
the trouble, go over all soldered connec- 
tions with a hot iron. 

eO SPEAKER 

20 45014 

SPKR FI LD 

12 
50V. 80 

SIMPLE CONNECTORS 
A very simple connector can be made 

from a short length of chain such as is 
used on wash -bowl stoppers and on sash - 
cords in window frames. Take one link 
off and straighten it out. Then bend one 
half of it into a U- shape. Now put the 
wire into the hole formed by the U- 
shape and clinch it tightly. The other 
end is opened by cutting off the top bar 
of the closed portion. The open end can 
now be used as a spade lug and can be 
connected to binding posts or to screws 
with a minimum of effort. 

EDWARD W. HUTCHINSON 
New York City 

SUB -PANEL SOCKETS 
Sockets for receiving tubes and trans- 

mitting tubes like the 802 or 807 may 
be mounted beneath the surface of the 
chassis without resorting to hollow -tube 
spacers. An Amphenol "ACS" above - 
surface socket is used. The socket is re- 
moved from the shell, by removing the 
retaining ring, remounted in the re- 
verse position. The assembly is turned 
over and mounted under the socket hole 
in the chassis. 

E. R. MATTHEws, 
Kaslo, B. C., Canada 

FILS 

325V.EA. 
r60MA> 

y , 00600 

fw®sw. I7V.AC 

PLUG -IN RECORD PLAYER 
I wanted to add a record player to 

my radio so that it could be connected 
readily without unsightly wires connect- 
ing the two units. 

The motor and pickup were mounted 
on an 8x10x3 -inch chassis. The bottom 
plate was drilled for four banana plugs. 
Corresponding holes were drilled in the 
top of the radio cabinet and fitted with 
banana jacks. 

One pair of jacks and plugs were 
used to connect the motor to the a.c. 
line and the other pair connected the 
pickup to the audio system of the radio. 
The bottom plate was then fastened to 
the bottom of the chassis. 

Plugging the player into the top of 
the radio completes the necessary con- 
nections so that the player may be used. 
The four inconspicuous banana -plug 
jacks on top of the radio cabinet not 
only make electrical connection to the 
record player but hold it securely in 
place as well. C. L. HoLMAN, 

Lexington, Ky. 

H. LEEPER, 
Canton, Ohio 

(Note: Care 
should be used 
when resoldering 
the connections 
because it is easy 
to ruin a well - 
soldered joint by 
applying a little 
too much heat - 
Editor) 
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FOLDED DIPOLE ANTENNA 
The new "Twin -Lead" 300-ohm line Low Cost FEILER TS -1 Signal Tracer 

Saves Time, Money, Guesswork on Radio Repairs! 
makes it possible for one to construct 
a folded dipole antenna that can be 
rolled up and weighs approximately 10 
ounces depending, of course, on the 
length of feeders. 

The impedance of the folded dipole 
antenna is approximately 300 ohms and 
forms an almost perfect match to the 
300 -ohm feeders, no matter what length 
the feeders are. The feeders are ex- 
tremely efficient and may even be used 
on the very high frequencies without 
appreciable losses. 

It is possible to make the antenna out 
of the same transmission line that is 
used in making the feeders, for the 
spacing is correct for frequencies of 
29 me and higher. As the spacing is the 
same for antenna and feeders, and since 
the antenna wire spacing cannot vary 

4YAN LEAD "300n TRANSMISS`DN WIRE 
d 

JOINED AT ENDS POLYSTYRENE SPREADER 
GUY WIRES BAR 

How the Transmission -line antenna is erected. 

when using this transmission line, the 
entire system is symmetrical through- 
out. 

In constructing an antenna for 10- 
meter operation, it is first necessary to 
cut off 16 feet, 4 inches of transmission 
line, which is used for the antenna itself. 

The insulators used at each end of 
the antenna are made from a 6 -inch 
plastic spreader bar. The spreader bar 
is first cut in half with a hacksaw and 
two holes are drilled into the center. 
The spacing between the holes is equal 
to the width of the transmission line. 
An additional hole is drilled into each 
end of the spreader bar for the guy 
wires. The two leads of the antenna are 
then passed through the center holes 
Df the insulator and soldered together. 

In connecting the transmission line 
to the antenna, the bottom wire of the 
antenna is cut exactly in the center and 
each wire pulled aside approximately 
% inch. The feeder wire is then pulled 
apart at the end to about t/r inch and 
connected to the two bottom antenna 
wires. The remaining piece of plastic 
material on the end of the feeder is 
joined to the antenna material by press- 
ing a red hot nail over the joint while 
holding the connection firmly. A strong 
weld takes place between the two plastic 
materials. -Leon S. Wecker 

The Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 
plans to spend between one and two mil- 
lion dollars on expansion, the CBC 
chairman reported last month. Plans 
would include new 50 -kw stations to 
cover the vast reaches of the Prairie 
Provinces, and power increases for many 
existing stations. 

RADIO -CRAFT for DECEMBER 

GETS TO THE HEART OF 
RADIO TROUBLE IN A FLASH! 

Locates Causes of: 

Noisy Sets 

Parts Failure 
Mistracking 
Low Sensitivity 
Distorted Tone 

Intermittent Sets 

MODEL TS -1 

ONLY 

$ 85 

Complete with vacuum 

tube (less batteries) 

Easy to Use! Pays for Itself! 
Servicemen! Experimenters! Here's on absolutely dependable Signal Tracing 
Analyzer at the lowest price ever quoted for such an instrument! Enables you 
to test any radio or amplifier just by touching the Analyzer probe to any 
portion of the circuit -the signal you hear in the phones permits you to 
isolate and locate the trouble in just minutes. Easy to use-no special skill 
needed. Works with any magnetic headset, 1000 ohms or higher. Requires 
only one 221/2 v. battery and one No. 2 flashlight cell. Self- contained in 

compact (6% x 4% x 3f/ß ") brown metal case; with snap -lock cover and 
battery compartment. Compact bakelite probe houses miniature vacuum tube 
and circuit components; has 3 ft. cable. Excellent instructions included. An 
invaluable instrument that pays for itself quickly! 

IMMEDIATE 

DELIVERY 

Place your order for 
the TS -1 Signal Trot. 
ing Analyser with your 
regular pons jobber. 
If he cannot supply 
you, write for name 

of I jobber 
stocking this instrument 

-a send your order 
directly to us. 

FEILER ENGINEERING CO. 

803E MILWAUKEE AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS 

A LABORATORY QUALITY 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

For the Service Man .. . 

Portable, sturdy, compact -the 
CRO -5A is an ideal unit for rapid, 
accurate, high quality service work. 
Check the utility and features 
which you have always wanted in 
the instrument on your bench. 

For better laboratory and production 
testing ... 
For routine Service work ... 
For studying any variable which may 
be translated into electrical potentials 
by means of associated apparatus... 
Designed with tubes for maximum am- 
plification with minimum noise ... 
Exceptionally stable trace even under 
adverse power line variations ... 
Frequency response -essentially flat 
from 20 cycles to 350 KC ... 
Completely self -contained .... 

Write to General Electric Company, 
Electronics Department SRC -6407, 
Syracuse 1, New York. 

GENERAY, 
1946 

ELECTRIC 
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N. 
The Question Box is again undertaking fo answer a limited 

number of questions. Queries will be answered by mail 

and those of general interest will be printed in the maga- 

zine. A fee of 50c will be charged for simple questions re- 

quiring no schematics. Write for estimate on such ques- 

tions as may require diagrams or considerable research. 

N 
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WIDE -BAND 
I would like to have a diagram of a 

wide -band amplifier, for use with an 
oscilloscope, to meet the following speci- 
fications: 

1. 15 cycles to 2 Inc or higher. 
2. Sufficient gain to work with a 5- 

inch scope when a 1.5 -volt RMS 
signal is applied to the input cir- 
cuit. 

3. A 9002 is to be used in the probe. 
Please include any special instructions 
or precautions that may -be necessary 
with. this amplifier. - M.R., Toronto, 
Canada. 

A. A wide -band amplifier circuit is 
shown. It will give good results up to 
5 me if care and high -quality parts are 
used in the construction. 

The flatness of the response curve 
will depend largely upon the distributed 
capacity. To keep this factor at a mini- 
mum, a few turns may be added or re- 
moved from the inductors to obtain the 
required response. 

The amplifier is designed to give full - 
scale deflection on a five -inch tube with 
a 1.5 -volt signal applied to the grid of 
the probe. Sensitivity may be increased 
by inserting another 6AG7 wide -band 
amplifier stage between the first 6AG7 
and the 6J5. This will give a gain of 
about 20 times more. 

SEE NOTE 

GAIN CONT. f .25 

6AG7 
loon 

40uh .05 

AMPLIFIER 
The input lead, blocking condenser 

and grid of the 9002 should be spaced 
as far as possible from the probe shield 
to prevent excessive stray capacity. A 
large feed- through insulator through 
the shield will help in such stray capac- 
ity reduction. 

The r.f. chokes 
may be from 1 to 
2.5µh. The latter 
value is desirable. 
The resistance of 
the chokes should 
be as low as possi- 
ble to prevent un- 
d u e reduction of 
filament voltages. 
Approximate val- 
ues of all other in- 
ductors are shown. 
Exact values are 
determined by dis- 
tributed and stray 
capacities and may 
be adjusted by experiment for flat 
response. 

The strong magnetic fields around the 
cores of the power transformer and 
filter choke may induce hum in the grid 
leads, especially of the first stage. This 
possibility may be avoided by construct- 
ing the power supply on its own sep- 
arate chassis and placing it at a little 
distance from the amplifier. 

WIRELESS PHONO 
Please print a diagram of a wire- 

less phonograph oscillator that may be 
modulated with a high impedance micro- 
phone or crystal pickup. I would like to 
use a 1R5 oscillator and 45Z5 rectifier. 
-W.L.M., Culver City, Calif. 

A. A diagram of the wireless oscillator 
is shown. A high output phono pickup 
may be connected directly to the grid 
circuit of the 1R5. A microphone will 

SFgRT 

IR5 5o,wr 45Z5-GT 
ANT 

PHONO 
INPUT 

SPDT IKE-PHONO SW. 

1S5 
MIKE INPUT .005 

POINTS .3(;33. SEE TEXT 

require added amplification. A 1S5 
microphone amplifier has been added to 
meet these requirements. Filament volt- 
age for the 1R5 and 1S5 is provided by 
dropping resistors in the positive high 
voltage lead. A 300 -ohm resistor is con- 
nected across the 1S5 filament to carry 
the cathode current of the 'oscillator. 

The 1S5 may be eliminated from the 
circuit by connecting a jumper across 
"A" and "B" and omitting the Mike - 
Phono switch. 6J5 324h J5' 6AG7C2) 45.05 

140 
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i DIATHERMY MACHINES 
I have heard that there have been 

some changes in the regulations regard- 
ing the design and frequency operation 
of diathermy equipment. What limita- 
tions are placed on machines operating 
on other than assigned frequencies? - 
E.S.T., Millville, S. C. 

A. Each machine operating on other 
than the assigned bands should be op- 
erated in a pay that will not cause in- 
terference with existing radio services. 

The equipment should be provided 
Isou 

with a rectified and well -filtered plate 
supply and efficient line filters. The 
radiation field from the machine shall 
not exceed 15 microvolts per meter at 

12.5K _ a distance greater than 1,000 feet. To 
50W. reduce sky -wave radiation, all appara- 

tus should be operated as near ground 
level as possible. Placing equipment 
away from unshielded light and tele. 
phone lines is helpful in this respect. 
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YOUR RADIO 
STORE 

COMIC POSTER 
FREE 

I 

I 

I 

"I CANT KEEP A GRILL I COMES ES 

EVERY CEREAL PROGRAM' 
HE 

CRASHING 
THROUGH WITH SAMPLESI" 

TO DISPLAY IN YOUR WINDOW! 
A crowd -pulling cartoon, size 17 "x17 ", drawn especially 

for OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE to give you. Its yours for 
the asking, absolutely FREE and postpaid. Display it 

in your window or Service Dept. for laughs - and sales! 

Why do we make this offer/ Because we want you to become 
acquainted with Olson Bargains. We will send you a Free 

Catalog with the poster; this Catalog lists nationally 
famous Radio Parts at prices that will save you plenty! 

Poste this coupon on a postcard 
and MAIL TODAY - - - - -r 

OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE 
73 E. MILL ST., DEPT. 58, AKRON, OHIO 

Yei bit! Send me the Comic Poster fite.. 

NAME 

I ADDRESS 

I CITY STATE 

famous 
for 

GREAT VALUES 

OUTSTANDING OFFERINGS 

OF 

NEW KITS 
H -101 Five Tube Superheterodyne Kit 
Small Bakelite cabinet approximate size 0%5"W. 
complete parts except frire and solder for the con- 
struction of a slumlord superheterodyne remiser 
using 501I6, ;t525, 12SAT, 123(17. and 123107. 
A simplified circuit diagram included In this kit 
enables any one with slight knowledge of radio 
to construct a highly efficient receiver. 

edge 
10.75 i'rice net including tubes 

H -105 Automatic Record Changer Kit 
Consists of 1 Autni:il rll.mgcr, single 
Post: 1 Portable leatherette cabinet for ahnre; 1 
Crystal Dick up; 1 5" l'.M. and output transformer; 
1 complete kit of pans including tubes but exclud- 
ing wire and solder, to construct a 3 -tube amplifier 
using 1 -501A. t -3525, and 1- 4¡36.95 
12225W. l'Ace complete T 

AU prices are F.O.B. New York City. 

Write for our new catalogue showing 
new test equipment, tubes and a large 
variety of new replacement parts. 
We ship anywhere in the U.S.A.- 

promptly. 

RADIO DEALERS 
'"11M SUPPLY COMPANY 

135 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK 6, N.Y. 

RADIO -CRAFT 

RADAR WAVES HARMLESS 

Radar waves produce no harmful 
physical effects, the Aero Medical Lab- 
oratory at Wright Field reports. 

Use of high -power, high- frequency 
radio equipment first came into exten- 
sive use in wartime military equipment. 
Their biological effects unknown, ru- 
mors arose that long exposure to the 
waves might cause baldness or even 
sterility. The rumors may have been 
due to confusion with X -rays or ultra- 
violet light, both of which are thou- 
sands of times shorter, on the other 
side of the visible light spectrum. 

At the Wright Field laboratory Dr. 
Follis exposed 13 male guinea pigs to 
ten centimeter radiation three hours 
daily for from 51 to 53 days. At the 
end of this time they were killed and 
every vital organ studied. Absolutely 
no deviations from the normal were 
found. There was no loss of hair, and 
no evidence of sterility. It also was de- 
termined that no X- radiation, which 
might have been harmful, was mixed 
with the radio waves. 

Early in the war clinical studies were 
made of Navy volunteers exposed for 
long periods to high frequency radio 
waves, although not in measured 
amounts such as were used in the guinea 
pig experiments. No pathological effects 
were found. Some of the subjects had 
complained of headaches after several 
hours of exposure, but these disap- 
peared shortly after exposure ended. 

for DECEMBER, 1946 

RADIONIC EQUIPMENT CO. 

170 Nassau St., Dept 1012, New York 7. N. Y. 

\ !'lease semi me a FREE, raps of your 1947 \ Catalog'. I understand it has thousands of Items 
illustrated. illust described and priced and will be a 
great help to me in my search for 'Yhard -lo- 
lied" radio equipment. 

Name 

\ Address 

\ City Otite 
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,-METROPOLITAN 
Guarantees Delivery From Stock ! 

B -45 SIGNAL GENERATOR 

for 
Servicing 
AM 

FM 
Television 

Receivers 

Self -modulated Signal Generator. providing 
a highly stable signal. Generates R.F. fre- 
quencies from 150 Kilocycles to 50 Megacycle. 
1150 Kc. to 12.5 Mc. on Fundamentals and 
from 11 Mc. to 50 Mc. on Harmonicas). R.F. 
is obtainable separately or modulated by the 
Audio Frequency. 

Television and F.M. as well as A.M. receiv- 
ers can now be speedily aligned. Modulation 
in the B -45 is accomplished by Grid -blocking 
action which has proven to be equally effec- 
tive for alignment of amplitude and frequency 
modulation as well as for television receivers. 

The R.F. Signal Frequency is kept complete- 
ly constant at all output levels. This is accom- 
plished by use of a special grid loaded circuit . 
which provides a constant load on the oscil- 
latory circuit. A grounded plate oscillator is 
used for additional frequency stability. The 
Model B -45 is truly portable -no external 
source of current required. Operates on self - 
contained batteries. 

Direct reading -all calibrations are etched 
on the front panel. Complete with *hie -I h I 

test lead, self-contained bob 

$/11 
and instructions. 

LL 
" 

Net 

New Model 670 

SUPERIOR 

SUPER -METER 
A Combination Volt - 
Ohm milliammeter plus 
capacity reactance in- 
ductance and decibel 
measurements 
NET $28.40 

New Model 450 

SUPERIOR 

TUBE TESTER 
Speedy Operation" as- 

sured by newly designed 
rotary selector switch which 
replaces tho usual snap 
toggle or lever action 
switches. 
NET J 

McMurdo Silver 905 "Spars" Signal Tracer $39.90 
McMurdo Silver 904 Capacitance Resistance 

Bridge 349.90 
McMurdo Silver "Vomax" $59.85 
Supreme 543 Multi Tester $18.95 
Supreme 565 Vacuum -Tube- Voltmeter $63.50 
Supreme 576 Signal Generator $68.95 
Superior CA II Signal Tracer $18.75 
Superior 650 Signal Generator $411.75 
Superior 400 Electronic Multi Meter $52.50 
Superior 600 Comb. Tube & Set Tester $62.51 
R.C.P. 664 Electronic Voltmeter $45.00 
R.C.P. 7115 Signal Generator 349.50 
R.C.P. 802N Comb. Tube & Set Tester $59.50 
Monitor Crystalliner Signal Generator $57.50 
Waterman "Pocket Sire' Oscilloscope $55.00 
Dumont Five -Inch Oscilloscope $99.50 

Write for FREE New 1917 Catalog! 

METROPOLITAN 
ELECTRONIC & INSTRUMENT CO. 
6 MURRAY ST. NEW YORK 7. N. Y. 
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NEW RADIO-ELECTRONIC PATENTS 
By I. QUEEN 

EXPANDED SAWTOOTH WAVE 
Frederick J. Altman, U. S. Army 

Patent No. 2,402,270 
Some investigations require a more detailed 

study of a waveform than can he obtained with 
the usual oscilloscope sweep. Greater detail can 
be obtained by using a portion of a greatly ex- 
panded sawtooth sweep. 

AUXILIARY SWEEP 

PHASE 

T y i 

MAIN SWEEP 

CRT 

MAIN SWEEP 

AUXILIAR! SWEEP 

MAIN MINUS ADM-SWEEP 

This invention uti izes two separate voltages 
on the deflection p ates. The resultant is the 
difference between the two. Therefore n more 
gradual control can be exerted on the actual elec- 
tron beam deflection. Instead of two separate in- 
puts, only one oscillator is used. The voltage 
along one path passes through a phase shifter, 
and both paths contain a square wave generator 
and a pulse shaper. Therefore the outputs are 
sawtooth waves of the same frequency but have 
variable phase difference. Each is applied to one 
set of deflecting plates, one voltage having 
an amplitude control R. 

The difference between two sawtooth waves 
is another wave, one portion of which is also 
n sawtooth. By Controlling phase and ampli- 
tude the latter shape may be adjusted as desired, 
so that its expanded portion P coincides with 
the section of the wave which requires study. 

AIRPLANE ANTENNA 
Wendell L. Carlson, Haddonfield, N. J. 

Patent No. 2,403,500 
The problems which attend the design of an 

airplane antenna are complex. When a plane 
banks or changes its direction of travel, there 
are times when the antenna is completely shield- 
ed from the contacting station. In addition, a 
vertical antenna becomes horizontal during at 

sharp bank, and therefore becomes unsuitable 
for reception of vertically -polarized waves. 

This invention contemplates a system of re- 
, (dying and transmitting antennas which eli- 
minates these prob- 
lems. Two V- shaped 
dipoles are mounted on 

I each plane wing so that 
energy may be inter- 

. cepted from both above 
I and below the plane it- 

self. The output of each 
dipole pair is applied 
to individual converters 
and is heterodyned by 
a single oscillator. The 
two outputs are alter- 

' nately keyed or modu- 
lated by a 20 -k,, oscil- 
lator. This applies bia= to each modulator so 
that first one channel conducts and then the 

TRANSMITTER 

HETERODYNE 
CONVERTER 

MCDLLATOR 

450 4^C 

rEIEPODYNE 
OSC. 

20 C 

MOD iI. ATING 

USC. 

.niter. This prevents possible phase changes in 
the antenna outputs from interfering with each 
other. The alternate outputs are then amplified 
by a conventional i.f. amplifier and detected. 
With this system at least one of the antenna 
dipoles is effective in producing output. 

It is also contemplated that the transmitter 
use a system of antennas which will radiate sev- 
eral types of polarized waves. In a typical in- 
stallation, for example, two dipoles are erected 
at right -angles to each other, and spaced by a 

quarter wave -length. Then, as shown by the 
corresponding arrows, circularly- polarized waves 
would be transmitted cast and west, vertically - 
polarized waves would be transmitted north and 
south, and in the upward direction the waves 
would be horizontally -polarized. Therefore, no 
matter what the position of the plane, one of 
its antennas would intercept energy from the 
transmitter. 

DUAL CONTROL 
Amedeo D. Zappacosta, Philadelphia 

Patent No. 2,388,590 
This circuit provides means for simultaneous 

variation of volume and selectivity. When 
strong signals are received, broad tuning is de- 
sirable for best fidelity. With weak signals, sharp 
tuning results in less noise and interference. 

A 6H6 is used across the input circuit as 
damping control. Its bias is developed across 
150 -ohm resistor. A low bias permits the OM 
to conduct, thereby damping the amplifier cir- 
cuit and giving broad tuning. 

For reception of strong signals, the volume 
control adjustment is moved to the right. This 
gives minimum gain and low 6SJ7 cathode cur- 
rent. The 6H6 bias is held to low value, 
resulting in low gain, broad tuning. For a weak 
signal, the control is moved to the left, increas- 
ing both 6SJ7 current and 6116 bias. 

L Z 
r% 4-250V 
SELECTIVITY 
CONTROL VOL .CONT. 

MAX MIN 

Q- CONTROLLED INSULATION 
Robert L. Harvey, Princeton, N. J. 

Patent No 2,403,657 
The low power factor (high Q) of polystyrene 

is well -known and accounts for its wide use as 
a microwave insulator. Like other material, 
however, there is an inevitable reduction of Q 
with increased frequency. There are many ap- 
plications where it would be desirable to have 
a constant Q or even a rising Q as the fre- 
quency increased. This would compensate for 
the usual higher loss of radio components in the 
upper microwave region. 

It has been discovered that the addition of 10 
percent of copper particles to the polystyrene 
results in a moldable non -conductive substance 

whose Q is practically 
constant from 5 to 400 
mc. Greater percent- 
ages of metal give a 
rising Q apparently 
well into the kilomega- 
cycle range. which 
means that the efficien- 
cy of apparatus may 
be maintained constant 
over a desired range. 
Another result of add- 
ing the metal is that 
the polystyrene can be 
used at temperatures 
as high as 90- degrees 
Centigrade. Ordinarily 
the limit is 75 degrees 
Centigrade. 

Li.1. LF AM 
AND AMPL. 
SIG. DET. 

MODULATOR 
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9001 

9002 

9003 

954 
955 
956 

6AK5 

813 

814 

829-B 

24G 

ALL NEW! 
JAN APPROVED! 
STANDARD BRANDS ONLY 

YOUR COST 

85C EACH 

YOUR COST 

65c EACH 

1.50 
9.95 
5.95 
4.95 
1.95 

Send remittance in full. No C. O. D: s. 
fre pm postage anywhere in U. S. A. 

TRANSATLANTIC NEWS 
(Continued jAim paye 31) 

the arrival of its own channel pulst - 

and remains closed while others a 
coming in. 

The way in which the channel pul. <, 

are width -modulated is exceedingly 
neat. It is illustrated in the accompany- 
ing drawing. An oscillator applies saw - 
toothed positive pulses, A, to the grid 
of the modulator tube, the a.f. modula- 
tion, B, being fed to the cathode of the 
tube in the form of a varying positive 
bias. The tube can conduct only when 
the voltage between grid and cathode 
is less than that required to cut off the 
anode current. Hence the time during 
which the tube is open, and therefore 
the width of the negative voltage pulse, 
C, produced at its anode, is controlled 
by the modulating voltage on the grid. 
Negative peaks on the grid give rise to- 
pulses of maximum width; positive 
peaks on the grid produce minimum 
pulse width. 

CORRECTION 
An error appeared in the Hi -Fi Tuner 

diagram on the bottom of page 558, May 
1946. The bypass condenser connected 
between the cathode and ground of the 
6C5 detector (indicated value of .01 µf) 
should be .00025 µf. We are grateful to 
Mr. A. R. Killman, of Philadelphia, Pa. 
for calling this to our attention. 

RADIO PARTS 

SOUND SYSTEMS 
ELECTRONIC 
APPARATUS 

Depend on 
RADOLEK 

Radolek's big Free Profit 
Guide Catalog and Profit 
Bulletin supplements keep 
you abreast of the 
rapidly changing radio 
situation. Buying from 
Padolek means greater 
values, better service 
and more profits. Make 
Radolek your buying 
headquarters. 

Large Stocks 
Fast Service 

SEND TODAY! 
RADOLEK CO.. Dept. C -I12 
601 W. Randolph St.. Chicago 6. III. 
Please send your FREE Prodt Guide Catal.,s. 

Name 

RADIO PARTS 

SOUND SYSTEMS 

FREE 

CATALOG 

(1ADDLEi 
Baying 

Gride ) 

a..... 

tddress 

SAVE AT RADOLEK 

FIX..AY RADIO 
Amazing New Invention 

Find radio faults with a new simplified method. Repair all 
radios in minutes instead of hours. Revolutionary, differ- 
ent Comparison technique permits you to do expert work 
almost immediately. Most repairs can be made without test 
equipment. Simplified point -to- point, cross- reference, cir- 
cuit suggestions locate faults quickly and easily. 

CHARTS, BLUE -PRINTS, TESTS, PICTURES, HINTS, JOB -SHEETS 
Learn time -saving trouble- shooting short -cuts; find any radio fault with ease. Follow the tests shown on 24 large circuit blue- prints. Over 1,000 practical repair hints. For all types of radios. 
Hundreds of simplified tests using a 5c resistor and any filter 
condenser. Introductory material for beginners and to serve as 
review for experienced radio men. Several chapters on test equip- 
ment. Complete plan in manual form, 64 job sheets, data on all 
tubes, large size: 814x11 inches. Schematics, pictures, chart s. 
Sold on nn -ri,}; t T' <,. ,,ul,,g1 to order. 

NO TESTERS NEEDED 
REPAIR ANY RADIO IN MINUTES 

This newly developed method tells you how to locate the source of 
trouble in any radio set without equipment. Make needed tests, 
measure voltage, trace the signal, by using only a 5c resistor, small 
condenser, and a crystal detector. Inject signals without any signal 
generator. Test parts by the new Comparison method. Test tubes with- 
out equipment. Repair any radio expertly following simplified picture 
plans. Improve your radio servicing ability. Data on all sets, portables. 
AC -DC, FM, recorders, intercoms, P.A. Examine and apply the plan 
for 10 days without obligation or risk. Send trial coupon today -* 
RADIO -CRAFT for DECEMBER, 1946 

c 
NO RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON 

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS 
9 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 12, Illinois 

Ship postpaid the new complete Simplified Radio Servicing by 
Comparison Method manual for 10 days' examination. I am enclos- 
ing $1.50, full price. I must be entirely satisfied or you will refund 
my total remittance. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 
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Nlit[2f, . . 

,----ViLr/ES®. 
Superior 

Slgnai 
Generator 

Model 650 

in 

Pure Sine Wave. I :._. 
lIartley Excited 

Complete with coaxial cable I, st leads $48.75 and instructions 'l' 

SUPERIOR 
Model 670 

Super -Meter 
A Combination 

VOLT - OHM MILLIAM- 
METER plus CAPACITY 
REACTANCE INDUCT 
ANCE and DECIBEL 
MEASUREMENTS. 

Complete with test leads and i ',trues $28.40 taons 

1 TUBE RADIO KIT by "EASY -BUILT" 

Llzt Pn,e 54. 'IS 

Special $3.33 

PHONO MOTOR with TURNTABLE 

60 Cycles, 115 Volts 

$3.95 
Suitable for every phono- 
graph instrument where 
low cost and dependable 
performance aro required. 

Federal Teleeo Selenium Rectifier 99c each replaces Rectifier Tube ........ 

Tremendos S s a , I L'y Pies Condensers! By Pass 
t'olldrree,- Suu I illl('I.r. .m. 1110 Popular assorted 
types .. S ,wad Post $10.95 

Special $6.75 
Filter t , . , r kits 23 assorted upss Value $19.00 

Special $8.75 
I'unual ilir, Tuner $2.35 
Dial F :ire Assortment 10 for $1.49 
Universal Replacement mops 59e each 

10 Watt Amplitter emnplete will] tubes $22.75 
Neon Testers with hlstrurt lotis List Price 50c ea. 

Special 29e 

D1al Cord 25 ft. 29e 

Dutnmrt Senpo $99.50 
III -Q 75 Kit unassembled $9.95 

assembled $11.95 
Test Leads Superfe7 Pencil Tapa 75e 
with Insulated Tin $1.00 
high Voltage-De.). Duty $1.95 

10 or sets of any assortment deduct 10!'t. 
1 cell Bantam Dandy Flashlite. 
Precision tooled, solid bar dunri Burn. .mall. powerful 
and durable. List Price g9c 

Dealer's Priers 54e 

Fluorescent Desk ]amps. List Price $11.95 
Dealer's Price $6.95 

Write Dept. C12 for our FLYER 

20 °o Deposit with order required. 

?/aac.'ee ELECTRIC CO., Inc. 

601 Broad- St :, Newark 2, N. J. 
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A MODERN CRYSTAL SET 

By W. J. E. SPAIN 

T"Postwar Crystal Receiver" us- 
ing a Sylvania 1N23 fixed crystal is 

both selective and a distance getter. In 
Toronto, Canada, six local stations rang- 
ing in power from 1,000 to 50,000 watts, 
including one police radiophone, are re- 
ceived with no interference between sta- 
tions and with good volume on phones. 
Four local stations are strong enough 
to operate a horn type speaker with a 
seventy- five -foot antenna. The output 
of these stations can actually be read 
on a microampere meter, 2,100 -ohm in- 
ternal resistance, hooked directly across 
the phone terminals. 

WLW, Cincinnati, and WENR, Chi- 
cago, come in like strong locals at night. 
WGR and WBEN, Buffalo, are heard 
regularly at night. 

NO OF 
TURNS>, 

5 
SWI 

The Sylvania 1N23 crystal used in 
this set has proven to be an excellent 
DX xtal, rivalling in sensitivity and vol- 
ume the results obtained from the most 
sensitively adjusted steel galena in an 
adjustable stand, a quality found in a 
fixed crystal. In addition, the 1N23 
tunes two to three times as sharply as 
galena, making it by far one of the best 
all- around crystals yet produced. 

Selectivity is controlled by switch 
Sw3. When in position "B," the set 
tunes broadly; in position "S" it tunes 
very sharply. When searching for an 
elusive station, turn Sw3 to "B." When 
station is located, turn Sw3 to "SI' to 
clear out any interference. Frequency 
range is controlled by switch Swl. 

Stations are tuned with switch Sw2 
open, using tuning condenser Cl and 
switch Swl to locate stations. The 
stronger stations are brought in best 
with switch Sw2 closed. Keep Sw3 on 
"See position and tune with tuning con- 
denser C2 and switch Swl. 

Tuning condenser C2 acts as a fine 
control on tuning condenser Cl. Mov- 
ing one scale division on a 0 -100 dial on 
tuning condenser C2 is approximately 
equal to moving tuning condenser Cl 
1/20 of one division on a 0 -100 dial. 

The coils are mounted at right angles 
to each other and spaced well away 
from all metal. 

Coil Ll consists of 90 turns of No. 22 
d.c.c. magnet wire close -wound on a 
two -inch form. Begin by winding five 

turns on the form and slipping a narrow 
strip of paper under this turn. Continu- 
ing, the strip is slipped under each turn 
that is to be tapped. When the winding 
is completed, the turns to be tapped are 
readily scraped and taps soldered. The 
strip protects the remaining turns from 
injury. L2 consists of 110 turns No. 34 
d.c.c. wire on a two -inch form. 

The specifications of the coils must 
be followed closely for best results. 
Standard single gang broadcast tuning 
condensers are used for tuning purposes. 
The filter condenser across the head- 
phones may be any value between .001 
and .006 pf. 

rHARD-TO-GET PARTS- 
POWERFUL ALL-PURPOSE INDUCTION 

MOTOR 
IDEAL von EXPERIMENTERS -301 USES 

.1,1v constructed to precision 
vrda. this óelmina shaded 
A.C. pow- erful t 

Ih 
lfor lean number of uses. 

Nome f these are: Automatic Tim- 
ing Devices. 

ElectricterChimes. 
Wi ndow Display, Photocell Control Devices. Electric Vibrators. Small Grinders. 

Pumps Mechanical Mod 
Sirens. and ether aoplica- 

'irims,ims about 15 watts of 
and has eetl of 3.000 ,rover úWhen neared down. this 

sturdy t will constantly 
an 1$ -inch turntable loaded with 200 lbs. dea weight-THAT'S POWERI 

haDimensions 
n' Noun 

ting s:dshaft Ass edlong 
by 3/18 ̂11 diameter. and 

studs: 
s is lf- llniñe Il. retaining bearings. Designed for 110 -20 volts. 50.00 cycles. A.C. oniv. Shy. Wt. 2 lbs. 

ITEM 
PRICE 9 147 $2.95 YOUR RICE 7 

ULTRA MAGNET 
LIFTS MORE THAN 20 TIMES 

175 OWN WEIGHT 
LITTLE GIANT MAGNET 

Lifts S lbs. easily. Weighs 4 or. 

Meaal.. 
of 
Complete with beeper. World'. 

mOst powerful magnet ever made. 
The experimenter and 

ltent 
uses will 

this high quality permanent 
uses 

M,asm-es lie a" X li.t+ Shin. Wt. 
ins. 

141M NO. 359 
YOUR PRICE $1.50 

AMAZING BLACK LIGHT!! 
Powerful 250 Watt Ultra -Violet Source 

The hest and moot deal if ult n- vh,let light fir ;(-torsi exi éamerml ,d enter 
a iIinevrt Makes all Moire.. 
eue,substances 

o transforimerel7 
fuiniy 

kind i needed. Fits any ma dans Lm, rat Met. Brings out beau. teul opalescent hues in v rieur 

G ; het amateur 
of materials. Swell ll fo, 

`l SutlO only. Slip.11 Wt n9 lin 
cers. 

ITE NO. 
ICE 
S7 $1-95 YOUR R PR 1' 

WATTHOUR METER 
Completely 

a telseierre immediate 
Designed for regular I io 

2volt. 00 cycle 2 -wire A.r. ' rires Simple to 
line wires 

to the load. Stunt. 
TTY 

constr.-tell In leav- tale 
e. 

Rl.b high. {,n'g.^ 
wide, deep. Westi 
houses G. E. Ft. \Y:,vne. 
San /ami or tither a 

Ì1nilanle- make Shp. Wt. 14 .n. 

ITEM NO. 33 $5.95 YOUR PRP:a `Ir 

HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO. 
40 West Broadway. Dept. RC- 12.46. New York 7, N.Y. 

on'ehave 
circled fulls rem it lance 

muerII of the items Tim 

elude hipping ' harges/ Is enclosed (NO C.O.D. 
ORDERS UNLESS ACCOMPANIED WITH A DEPOSIT.) 
OR r demnit of S is enclosed soon 

tted,. Aldo order C.O.D. for balance. NO C.O.D. 
ORDER FOR LESS THAN SS.00. SE SURE TO IN- 
CLYDE ceIteml No..Nwanted 

CHARGES. 

147 139 155 137 152 33 

Name 

Address 

rite State 

Plenas Print Clearly 
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WAVE AND PULSE COUNTER 
(('wltiitt( 1 fruit prig., 25) 

V2 is the extinction voltage (mini- 
mum voltage of C). 

(Note: VI and V2 are functions of 
frequency; hence the formula cannot be 
used for an exact determination of F.) 

A simple way to determine V1-V2 is 
to put this sawtooth wave on an oscillo- 
scope, and read its amplitude by pre- 
viously calibrating the scope with some 
known alternating voltage. 

This pulse repetition frequency coun- 
ter will work for frequencies up to one 

n 
INPUT Ó-1 

.05 

+250v. 

VI 

K11 
' 

1.05 

GINPUT PULSE 

fi 
AMPLIFIER 

tf 

6F8 

V2 

50K IA .1 350K 

mum needle deflection, by proper ad- 
justment of the third 3000 -ohm po- 
tentiometer. 

Condenser C3 is a very large electro- 
lytic, about 500 microfarads, of low d.c. 
voltage rating. Its purpose is to prevent 
needle fluctuations at the very low 
pulse repetition frequencies. 

The meter used is a one milliampere 
d.c. milliammeter. 

In pulse work, the frequency general- 
ly will never exceed about 10,000 cycles. 

+250V 

7K 
1l 
UIOupf 

PULSE i 
CLIPPER 

6F8 

RI S0K 

V3 

+100V. 

R2 6K PAY.. METER 

VDLTS 

C2 

884 THYRATRON 

Fig. 3- Circuit of the pulse repetition frequency counter. Thyrafron detail shown below. 

whose period is not less than the charg- 
ing time of condenser C2. 

Fig. 4 is a detailed diagram of the 
thyratron tube circuit. If the entire fre- 
quency range were to be read directly 
on the meter it would result in crowd- 
ing together of figures, and a good read- 
ing would be difficult to obtain. 

The meter is calibrated from 0 to 100 
cycles, and by switch Swl, the range is 
extended ten times to 1000 cycles, and 
also 100 times to 10,000 cycles. As shown 
in Figure 4, the switch Sw1A can con- 
nect in parallel with the thyratron any 
one of three condensers C2a, C2b or 
C2c. 

In the position shown, C2a, a 0.1 
microfarad condenser, is connected 
across the tube. This is the largest of 
the three condensers, and therefore its 
time constant will be greatest. Hence, 
this is the 0 to 100 cycles circuit. By 
switching a much smaller condenser 
across the tube, the frequency range is 
increased. C2b is 1 /10 of C2a, and the 
frequency range is increased ten times 
to 0 to 1000 cycles. By finally switching 
in the smallest condenser C2c, which is 
1/10 the size of C2b, the frequency 
range will be again increased ten times 
to 0 to 10,000 cycles. 

For each condenser, a 3000-ohm po- 
tentiometer is placed in parallel with 
the meter by means of switch Sw1B, 
which is ganged to Sw1A. These vari- 
able resistors are each adjustedfor their 
respective ranges, so that when cali- 
brating the meter, a repetition rate of 
100 cycles will cause a maximum deflec- 
tion of the meter needle on the lowest 
range. On the "times 10" range, the 
center potentiometer would be adjusted 
so that for a frequency of 1000 cycles, 
the needle is again at maximum deflec- 
tion. Likewise, on the highest frequency, 
"times 100," a frequency of 10,000 
cycles can again be made to give maxi- 

However, if necessary, the frequency 
range of the counter may be increased 

+IOOv. 

1+ 

CI 

IOuuf 

RI 50K 

35V. 
Fig. 4 Meter is switched for three ranges. 

still further by simply making C2 
smaller than shown. 

The same general circuit may be 
adapted with a larger thyratron and a 
relay -to operate a recording counter. 

+ 

R2 

3; I 3K 3K 

IMADCMETKE 

6K SW 113 

.I.j.C2a; .01TC2b .001,¡,C2í: 

884 swibA 

NEW ELECTRODE MATERIAL 
Tube electrodes made of a nickel sub- 

stitute developed by the Germans have 
been found cheaper and to have more 
desirable qualities for some applications, 
a Department of Commerce release an- 
nounced recently. 

The metal substitute for nickel con- 
sists of an oxygen- containing iron sheet, 
plated on both sides with silicon- contain- 
ing aluminum layers approximately .010 
millimeters thick. The material has been 
used for several years, particularly in 
small radio tubes, some of which have 
been produced in large quantities. 

The notable feature of the metal is 
that its surface changes from aluminum 
brightness to a (lark gray color when 
vacuum heated to G00 degrees Centi- 
grade. The manufacturers claim that 
this makes an excellent black body radi- 
ator, comparable to a soot -blackened 
surface. 
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FAMOUS 
NAMES 

HAMMARLUND 
F SP400 -X SUPER PRO 

;'his i. the lieu nukiel which ru,t.t;, 
.u,ge iu 5 N.. flout .54 to 00 Mg. $347.25 

Complete with Speaker . 

HAMMARLUND HQ129 -X 
I Fre,Inruric; toier .51 tu al rmg. In 6 $17325 
7 stop.. Complete with Speaker. 

NATIONAL RECEIVERS 
rllbt .AA. con 

I 
.tblftl,awal 

plet e Itlt Power Soul lv 
null tous 11.7 4 V; 3.5-7.3 7.0 1.1.i1 

coil, 
; 

S'tpu. 

a ith'. ,r . 

mailablo 

NC 2.400 Complete with $241.44 
Speaker 

N 46 Complete with 
SpC eaker $107.40 

Federal Selenium Rectifiers 

6 0 49 99C 

{ f 09Ea. 

Ito6 7 

{ Quotations on larger quantities gladly 
furnished. 

I for CONSOLE RADIOS 
"AO-DO PORTABLES 
*VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES 
'INTERCOM POWER SUPPLIES 

REPLACES 29 TYPES RECT. 

TUBES 

I 
i 

t 

FEATURES 
REPLACE TUBE and SOCKET; REQUIRE LESS 

SPACE; FACILITATE SMALLER CABINET 

DESIGN; PROLONG LIFE OF SET; GIVE 

IMMEDIATE RECTIFICATION 

Schematic Application with every order. 

TALK -A -PHONE 
LP -I10 SUPER SELECTIVE SYSTEMS 

Thu 1.r -110 System Is mado th, exclusively of 
Master Stations. with this system ally station 

rail any other station In the system and In 

Auldititer a number of two-way ronvtIsatIons rat 
Ì,,, carried on at one lime. Yon awn begin with 
1 Maters and add up to a total of 10 in tho 

LP- 110 System. 

Each Master $26.50 

Milo has complete stocks of nationally known 

IRC, AEROVOX, B & W, NEWCOMB, THOR- 

DARSON, MEISSNER, TUNGSOL, WESTON. 

SUPREME, NATIONAL. SNC TRANSFORM- 

ERS, etc. 

i If tot ratrtl.JO% witkorder,balanceC.O.D. 
Dept. C 

010 
Radio and aectwniri.r. 

200 Greenwich St., N. Y. 7, N. Y. 
BEekman 3- 2980 -1 

Cable Address: "Milolectro, New York" 
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LARGEST STOCKS 
QUICK DELIVERY 

àc nd for your FREE copy of the 
handiest, most complete Buying Guide 
for Everything in Radio! Features thou- 
sands of radio and electronic parts, 
latest home radios, sound systems, ama- 
teur and builders' gear, servicemen? 
equipment, tools, books -world's lar- 
gest and most complete quality stocks 
-at lowest prices! Fastest service; ex- 
pert help! 

OVER 10,000 ITEMS 

AMATEUR GEAR 

,HOME RADIOS 

[OUBLIC ADDRESS 

HANDY RADIO BOOKS 

Complete lines of all 
leading makes. Largest 
stocks of hard -to -get 
parts. Money -saving 
prices. Get everything 
you need from one de. 
pendable supply 
source. 

Earliest delivery on late 
est communications 
receivers. Time pay- 
ment plan: trade -ins ac- 
cepted. Headquarters 
for all ham and experi- 
menter's needs. 

Large selection of ex- 
ceptional home radios 
and phonoradios 
Handsome new styles. 
Wonderful perfor- 
mance. Today's lead. 
ing set values. 

Famous Ready -to -Use 
Sound Systems for 
every P.A. require. 
ment. Everything in 
amplifiers, speakers. 
microphones, intercom 
and recording. 

Radio Formulas and Data 
Dictionary of Radio Terms 

Radio Circuit Handbook 
Radio Builder's Handbook 
Simalifled Radio Servicing 

Radio Data Handbook 
ALL SIX BOOKS No. 37.799 750 

Parallel Resistance and Series Capaci- 
tance Calculator. No.37.960 25e 
R.F Resonance and Coil Winding 
Calculator. No.37.955 25e 

ALLIED RADIO 

50 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 
833 W. sackten Bfv4.. Dept. 2 -11M -6, CAIaN 7, II! 

Send FREE Radio Catalog p 
Send 6 Books No. 37.799 3 
Send Calculator No 37.960 enclosed 
Send Calculator No. 37.955 

Name 

Address 

City Zone... ,State 

Available Radio- Electronic Literature 
Manufacturers' bulletins, catalogs and periodicals. 

A SERVICE FOR RADIO -CRAFT READERS: In order to save your time, 
postage and incidental work in writing a number of letters to different 
manufacturers to secure the various bulletins offered, proceed as follows: 

On your letterhead (do not use postcards) ask us to send you the litera- 
ture which you designate. It is only necessary to give us the numbers. We 
will then send your request directly to the manufacturers, who in turn 
will send their bulletins or other literature directly to you. 

256 -WIRING DEVICES 
A 49 -page catalog issued by Eagle 

Electric Mfg. Co. This catalog lists and 
illustrates hundreds of electrical ap- 
pliances and repair parts used in the 
home or office.- Gratis. 

257 -RELAY CATALOG 
Published by Advance Electric and 

Relay Co. It lists a complete line of 
relays of interest to the engineer, tech- 
nician, amateur radio operator and 
experimenter. Each type of relay is 
illustrated with photographs and me- 
chanical drawings. -Gratis. 

258 -RADIO PRODUCTS 
A new 19 -page catalog of radio prod- 

ucts issued by National Co., Inc. It 
covers the complete line of receiving 
and transmitting variable condensers as 
well as dials, coil forms and assorted 
radio hardware. It is well illustrated 
and gives specifications of all items. - 
Gratis. 

SAVE MONEY! 
by getting our big "Surplus" 

BARGAIN BULLETIN 

Just completed with latest list of sur- 
plus items at lowest prices ever offered 

Plate Transformers and Chokes 
Filter Condo., By -Pass Condo., Variable 

Condo. 
Tubes: Transmitting, Receiving 
Coax Cables, Fittings, Wire, etc. 
Coils, RF Chokes 
Receivers, Signal -Shifters, Test. Equip- 
ment. Transmitters 

We also carry standard lines. Such as -Card- 
well, Shure, B &W, Westline, Conant, S/C 
Labs, Atlas, Telegraph Apparatus, etc. 

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP., 
160 Greenwich St., New York 6, N. Y. 

Please send me copy of your latest bul- 
letin listing hundreds of "hard- to-get" radio 
supplies, and place my name on file for 
future mailings. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone . State 

Expertable address: 
MICROWAVE -Nei York 

A 

259 -SWITCHES 
A 7 -page catalog and handbook of 

foot -operated switches published by 
General Control Co. These switches are 
available in several models which are 
illustrated with photographs and draw- 
ings.- Gratis. 

260 -PANEL INSTRUMENTS 
A 12 -page catalog of panel instru- 

ments is issued by Triplett Electrical 
Instrument Co. It covers a complete line 
of a.c. and d.c. current and volt meters. 
Complete electrical and mechanical 
specifications are given on each type of 
meter. Triplett also issues a similar cat- 
alog on radio test equipment. -Gratis. 

261- VARIABLE CAPACITORS 
Capacitor catalog No. 46, issued by 

The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp. It 
covers a complete line of variable air 
capacitors from midget receiving to 
heavy -duty transmitting types. Two 
pages are devoted to insulated couplings, 
dials and mounting brackets that may 
be used with the capacitors. All items 
in the catalog are illustrated with photo- 
graphs and working drawings. -Gratia. 

262 -RECEIVING TUBE GUIDE 
Published by General Electric Co. A 

40 -page book giving complete data on 
all types of receiving tubes. Two pages 
are devoted to definitions of tube ratings 
and technical data. This guide will be 
of particular interest to experimenters, 
servicemen and amateur radio operators. 
-Gratis. 

263- INSTRUMENT CATALOG 
Published by Marion Electrical In- 

strument Co. This 27 -page illustrated 
catalog covers a complete line of panel 
type meters. Construction data, work- 
ing drawings and specifications are 
given on each meter described in the 
catalog. -Gratis. 

264 -CENTRALAB CATALOG 
The new catalog, No. 25, covers the 

complete post -war line of resistors, con- 
densers and switches manufactured by 
Centralab. Complete specifications are 
given on each item listed.- Gratis. 

SLIDE RULE SHORT CUTS 
with Positive Location of the Decimal Point. 
EASIER --AC and DC calculations- QUICKER 
Second Edition- 12 -pt. type: 6 by 9 inches 
in aine: decorative cover -$1.50 postpaid. 

W. P. MILLER 
536 "F" Street San Diego 1, California 
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For the Man WhoTakes Pride in His Work 

FM and Television Band Coverage on Strong Harmonics. 
Strong Fundamental to 50 mc. 

Another member of the Triplett Square line of matched units this signal 
generator embodies features normally found only in "custom priced" lab- 
oratory models. 
FREQUENCY COVERAGE -Continuous and overlapping 75 KC to 50 
MC. Six bands. All fundamentals. TURRETTYPE COIL ASSEMBLY -Six- 
position turret type coil switching with complete shielding. Coil assembly 
rotates inside a copper -plated steel shield. ATTENUATION -Individually 
shielded and adjustable, by fine and coarse controls, to zero for all practical 
purposes. STABILITY -Greatly increased by use of air trimmer capacitors, 
electron coupled oscillator circuit and permeability adjusted coils. INTER- 
NAL MODULATION- Apprcximately 30% at 400 cycles. POWER SUP- 
PLY -115 volts, 50 -60 cycles A.C. Voltage regulated for increased oscillator 
stability. 
CASE -Heavy metal with fan and brown hammered enamel finish. 
There are many other features in this beautiful model of equal interest to 
the man who takes pride in his work. 

e 

WAR SURPLUS 
SALES 

RADIO - ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT - PARTS - SUPPLIES 

General Radio 1 amp $9.95 Verities 

SUPERIOR 2 KVA Power Stets; Inpui. 
115 volt AC. 50 -60 cycle single phase, 
output voltage range 0 -135 volt maximum 
rated output current 15 amp available over 
entire rango of output voltage; weight ap- 29.50 pro: 20 lbs. 

SUPERIOR 2 KVA 3% KW power slats, 2 
In tandem. each 115 volt AC single phase. 
Same as the above but twice the input and 54.50 
output voltage 

WESTERN ELECTRIC or SYLVANIA 
1 -N -21: 1 -N.23 Crystals, 35e each 3 for 

ZENITH- BENDIX or RAWLINS Fre- 
quency Meters IIC 221 with original crys- 
tals: completo with spare tubes and call- 54.50 
bedon book, each one teste,, guaranteed 

1.00 

Parallel No. 18 Zip wire: 10 feet length, 
with lugs on each end each 

Phantom antennas, 
each 

Crystals 5000 KC complete In 
holders 

.15 

.50 

1.95 
Standard rack cabinets heavy gauge atoel. 
gray crackle finish; panel opening 19' wide, 1 2.95 2r high 

Many other Interesting Items 

Prompt Delivery 
25 °, deposit required on each order; 

Shipped F.O.B. New York- Minimum Order $2.00 

MICHAEL STAHL, INC. 
39 VESEY ST., 

Tel. COrtlandt 7 -5890 New York 7, N. Y. 

RADIO -CRAFT for 

MODEL 2432 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Triplett 
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. BLUFFTON, OHIO 

RADIO AND RACETRACKS 

Race -track trickery with the aid of 
radio transmitters has often been tried. 
A new angle on this old game was 
brought to light in the prosecution of 
two Chicago bookies. 

These operators scorned the compli- 
cated systems of former crooks who 
operated miniature phone transmitters 
and receivers to rush news of race fin- 
ishes to betting spots before the regu- 
lar news arrived. They used a simple 
"hash" transmitter. This was turned 
on to jam and prevent reception of 
broadcast signals in the pool hall, bar 
or ice cream parlor at which the pair 
planned to lay their bet. While one 
partner was operating the transmitter, 
the other would dash in and place a 
last- minute bet while the bookie to be 
victimized was still waiting for the re- 
sults "over the radio." 

One of the partners was sentenced to 
six months in jail on charges of send- 
ing interstate radio signals and operat- 
ing a radio transmitter without a li- 
cense. The other, who had not been in- 
volved in actual radio operation, was 
acquitted. 

Adaptations of airborne television 
and remote control apparatus may soon 
eliminate test pilots on experimental air- 
craft. The television system could trans- 
mit to the ground continuous pictures 
of the plane's instruments as well as a 
clear view of the surroundings. 

DECEMBER, 1946 

The Quality 

RADIO KIT 
available at a Record Breaking 

Low Price 
sensationally reduced below O.P.A. ceiling 

price 

MODEL S -5P 
Improved superhet- 
erodyne circuit, 
built -in loop anten- 
na, PM Alnico 
speaker, streamlined 
airplane dial, wide 
tuning range,550Kc- 
1600 kc, 5 tube= 
(including rectifier 
115V -AC -DC 12SK7 
IFI 12SA7 convert- 
er, 12SQ7 Det. and 
1st audio 50L6CT 

nutput :,neS 35Z5GT rectifier. brown bakelite 
cabinet. 

Complete Kit less tubes 
Tubes available (prices on 

request) 
Also Available Phono Kits 

Model RP -3 

Radio Phono Kit Model RP -S5 
Portable Radio Phono Kit 

Model RP -S5P 

Portable Battery Kit Model 
PB -4 

Record Changer Kit Model 
RC -3 

$10.95 

19.95 
34.95 

31.95 

15.95 

39.95 
(ALL KITS SUPPLIED LESS WIRE & SOLDER) 

Write for Descriptive Catalog M 

RADIO KITS COMPANY 
120 CEDAR STREET 
NEW YORK. N. Y. 
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REPAIR ANY KIND 
Ix11 , OF RADIO r SEE 

SPECIAL t 
CHRISTMAS 

Yr 
EQUIPMENT! 

OFFER IN 

COUPON! 

k 4,t0r# 4 
THE BOOK THAT HELPS YOU 

FIX TWO RADIOS IN THE TIME 

NORMALLY REQUIRED FOR ONE 

You don't have to be an expert! You don't 
always have to use a lot of costly test equipment 

to repair 4 out of 5 troubles in radio sets! You only 
need the few ordinary tools of the trade -AND a 

copy of Ghirardi's big, 744 -page RADIO TROUBLE- 
SHOOTER'S HANDBOOK! 
Every receiver model has its "weak" spots that usually 

give trouble first. Through many years of painstaking work, 
Ghirardi has compiled the "Case Histories" of these common 

troubles into this one big volume. When you want to repair a 
set, simply look up its make and model number in the HAND- 

BOOK! Four times out of five, it explains exactly WHAT the 
trouble is likely to be -then tells you exactly HOW to fix it. No 

needless tedious testing! No lost time or motion 1 You fix two seta 
in the time normally required for one and make a lot more money 

accordingly. It's a service short cut that really works. It's one tllat 
honestly pays for itself in time saved the first time you use it 
whether you are in the business or only tinker with radios once in a 
while. Smart servicemen use it on every job. 

gat 

A. A. 
CHIRARDI 

Radio's foremost 
servicing author- 
ity and most 
widely read 
napazine a n d 

book author. 

Just about every home radio- auto radio and 
record changer in common use is covered in 
detail -over 4800 models by 202 different 
manufacturers! Everything is carefully in- 
dexed so you can find just what you are look- 
ing for. It isn't a "study" book. You just look 
up the radio you want to repair -then follow 
the complete, easy instructions that are given. 
It's as EASY as that. 

BE A Professional RADIA -ELECTRONIC 

SERVICE EXPERT 
Ghlrardl's (anions 1300 -pago MODERN RADIO SERVICING Is a com- 

plete. 1 sol. course in professional service ntettiels of the type that wen 
doors to big -Money opportunities that only scientifically-trained men can 

grasp- IntludIng profitable industrial elsetronle work. It show you how to 
eliminate guesswork by analyzing circuits scientifically by professional 
methods. It explains how all types Of radio test instruments work and how. 

when, why and where to use them: how to troubleshoot components; how 

to make repairs and replacements; even how to start and operate a successful 
radio servicing business of your -t 

Ill short. it shows how to handle every phase of maio service work 
approved dlen, ways s compared to screw driver 7111d tier ech,,l 
Invaluable as a "refresher n + for men already Ina the business. Worth 
Its .eight in gold io service beginners. 

men i,, is written and explained 
clearly it c easily he understood at home without an Instructor. 706 
Illustrations and 720 

Only 
prepared self-test rev cw questions further 

amplify instruction. Ony Ss-an S -GAY MONEY- 1lACK GUARANTEE. 
s Let Ghlrardi's RADIO TROt'111.E.SHOOTER'F HANDBOOK save u time and 

n the ,n, every-day Jobs. Let his MODERN RADIO SERVICING 
(rain u for the big opportunities In professional 

work of all kinds! Buy BOTH on special 
Molloy- Swing Christmas Combination Offer to 
plained in coupon. 

MURRAY -HILL BOOKS, INC.. Dept. RC 126 
232 Madison Ave., New York I6, N. Y. 

Enclosed CÓD.dln O.F.A. only) for this 
checked 

plus dp stage.idif 
or ai" 

not rutty satisfied, I may turn the books within 5 days and recels, 
my money back. 

MONboso 
big 

INGk COMBINATION BNy 29.50 
for the two 131050 foreign). 

of 

tim 
Ghlnnli's RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S NANDEOOK. SS 

Ghirardi's MODERN RADIO SERVICING 15 (85.50 foreign) 

Name 

Address 

Ul t_ No.. State 

CHRIST- 
MAS 

GIFT TIP 
de luxe! 

Give Ghirardi's Radio -Electronic 
hooks to friends this Christmas - 
ASK FRIENDS AND RELA- 
TIVES TO GIVE THEM TO 
YOU I Why not suggest us- 
ing the attached coupon today. 
They'll appreciate the hint -and 
you'll appreciate the books every 
day of your life! 

The books that tell you WHAT to do HOW to do it 
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WORLD -WIDE STATION LIST 
(Continued front page 33) 

9.535 BERNE, SWITZERLAND; to North 
America at 8:30 to 10 pm. 

8.540 VLG2 MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA; Asiatic 
)ram. 7 to 9 ant. 

9.540 VLCS SHEPPARTON, AUSTRALIA; North 
American beam, 7 to 7:45 am; 8:45 
to 9:45 pm. 

9.540 PARIS. FRANCE; midnight to 12:15 
sin; 12:30 to 12:95 am; 1 to 1:15 
am. 

9.540 XERQ MEXICO CITY, MEXICO; evenings. 
9.540 LK) OSLO, NORWAY; 2 to 2:30 am; 

4:43 to 7 am. 
9.540 CJCA EDMONTON. CANADA; 9:30 am to 

II pnr. 
9.548 SINGAPORE, MALAYA; 8 to 9:30 

9.550 GWB 
ant. 

LONDON. ENGLAND. 
9.550 OLR3A PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA; 3 to 

6 ont. 
9.550 KGEI SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.: East In. 

dies Dean,, 4 to 10:45 am; Alaska 
beam. Il am to 1245 pm. 

9.555 XETT MEXICO CITY, MEXICO. 
9.565 KOMSOMOLSK, U.S.S.R.; 9 pm to 

midnight; 2 to 9 am; 11 am to 2 

Dm; 4 to 6 pm. 
9.570 KWID SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.; Oriental 

beam. 11:15 am to 1 pm; South 
American beam. 745 to II:15 pm; 
Alaska beam. I I 30 pm to 1:45 am 

9.570 WRUA BOSTON. MASS.; European beam, 
4:30 to 6 pm. 

9.570 KWIX SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.; Oriental 
beam, 2 to 11 am. 

9.580 GSC LONDON. ENGLAND: Central Amer- 
ican beam. 6 to 10:15 pm; Indian 
beam. 8 to 9:15 pm. 

9.580 VLG MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA; 9 to 10 
am: 10:15 to 10:45 am; 11 am to 
noon. 

9.590 WLWO CINCINNATI. OHIO; European beans. 
3 to 4:45 pm; South drawl.= beam, 
6 pot to 12:15 am. 

9.590 VUD4 DELHI, INDIA: 8 to 10:50 pm; 1 to 
4 am; 5:30 to 7 am; 7:30 am to 3:45 

9.590 PC1 
pm. 

HUUIZEN, NETHERLANDS; 8 to 9:45 

9.595 ATHLONE, IRELAND; 4:10 to 4:30 
m. 

9.600 XEYU MEXICO CITY. MEXICO; heard late 
afternoons and evenings. 

9.600 GRY LNDON, ENGLAND; South African 
beam, noon to 4 pm; Near East 
bran,, 3 to 4 pm; Far East beam. 
11 pm to 2:30 am; Northwest Pacific 
beam. 11 pm to 1:45 am. 

9.608 ZRL CAPETOWN, SOUTH AFRICA; 3 to 
am; 9 ant to 4 pm. 

9.610 ZYCB RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL; eve- 
nings till midnight. 

9.610 MCH LUXEMBOURG: heard Irregularly at 
4:30 pm calling New York. 

9.615 VLC6 SHEPPARTON. AUSTRALIA; 5:15 
to 5:30 am; 8:30 to 9:50 am; 11 am 
to noon. 

9.615 TIPG SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA; 9 pm to 
12:30 

9.623 CXAB MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY; 3:30 to 
a cam. 

9.625 XGCA SOMEWHERE IN CHINA: 8 to 7:45 
am. 

9.625 GWO LONDON. ENGLAND; West African 
beam, 11:30 pm to 1:45 am; 4:15 to 
5:45 pm; Mediterranean beam, 12:1k 
to 1:45 am. 

9.630 CKLO MONTREAL, CANADA: European 
beam. 3:15 to 7 pm. 

9.640 GVZ LONDON, ENGLAND: North Ameri- 
can beam, 7 to 11 pm; New Zealand 
beam. 1 to 5 am. 

9.646 %GOY CHUNGKING. CHINA' news at 6 am. 
9.660 GWP LONDON, ENGLAND: Far East Dean,. 

8:45 to 10:15 am. 
9680 HVl VATICAN CITY; 8:30 to 9:20 

a 9..660 HHBM PORT AU PRINCE. HAITI: 5 to 
8.30 am; 11 am to 2 pot; 5 to 9 Dm. 

9.650 MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.; 4:30 to 9:15 pm 
9.670 WRCA NEW 

to 
YO9 

cam. 
CITY; Brazilian beam. RK 

9.670 VUD4 DELHI, INDIA: 6:30 to 11 am. 
9.675 JVW2 TOKYO. JAPAN: 2 to S am; 5:30 

to 7:15 am; 7:30 to 9:40 am; 9:55 
am to 11:40 am: 12 to 1:90 pm; 4:30 
to 6:45 pm. 

9.680 XEQQ MEXICO CITY, MEXICO; evenings. 
9.680 VLC2 SHEPPARTON, AUSTRALIA: 10 to 

9.680 EQC TEHERAN. IRAN; 1 to 3:30 pm. 
9.683 LRAI BUENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA; 6 to 

8:311 pm. 
9.685 TGWA GUATEMALA CITY. GUATEMALA: 

Sundays at 6:55 pm. 
9.700 WRUS BOSTON. 

:3M SS; lenttral 
American be0 

9.700 KCBF SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.; Orienta: 
beam, 1 to 4:45 pm. 

9.700 KCBR LOS ANGELES, 
to 4:45 am; 

CALIF.; 
L rip, tal 

9.705 FORT DE FRANCE, MARTINQUE; 
heard at 5:70 pm. 

9.710 CR7BE LOURENCO MARQUES. MOZAMBI- 
QUE: 2 to 3:30 pm. 

9.715 MOSCOW, U.S.S.R.: 6:30 to 7:30 am. 
9.720 PRL7 RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL: 3 to 

9:30 pm. 
9.730 XGOA CHUNGKING, 

CHINA; 
12:10 to 1:45 

9.735 CSW7 LISBON. PORTUGAL: 7 to 8 pm. 
9.735 CXAIS MONTEVIDEO. URUGUAY. 
9.745 OTC LEOPOLDVILLE. BELGIAN CONGO; 

5 to 9:45 pm. 
9.750 WLWRI CINHCIIN 3AT I.t OC Ip O: North tannin 

9.750 KCBF LOS ANGELES, CALIF.: South 
American beam. 11 pm to 1 am; 
East Indies beam. 4 to 9:45 am. 

9.750 WNRA NEW YORK CITY; European bears, 
1,45 to 6 pm. 

9.763 OTC LEOPOLDVILLE. BELGIAN CONGO; 
lays BBC at 9:30 pm to 12:45 am. 

9.785 OAX5C INCA. PERU: evenings. 
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9.800 H N F 
9.823 

1.825 GRH 

9.833 COBL 

9.855 KWID 

9.860 

9.897 WBOS 

9.900 ZTl 

9.915 GRU 

9.930 S V M 
9.958 HCIB 

10.000 WWV 

10.000 XGOL 

10.220 PSH 

10.400 YPSA 

10.420 VLN 

10.450 

10.510 KUIG 

10.730 VQ7L0 
10.780 SDB2 

11.040 CSW6 

11.090 

11.115 MCH 

11.145 WCSN 

11.595 VRR4 

11.616 COK 
11.640 PY2 

11.645 

11.650 XTPA 
11.680 CMCY 

11.680 GRG 

11.690 XGRS 

11.696 HP5A 

11.700 GVW 

11.705 SBP 

11.705 CXA19 

11.705 CBFY 

11.710 WLWS2 

11.710 WLWK 

11.710 VLG3 

11.715 HEI5 

11.718 CR7BH 
11.720 PRL8 

11.720 CKRX 
11.720 OTC 

11.725 J'VW3 
11.730 KGEI 

11.730 WRUW 

11.730 KGEX 

11.730 WRUL 

11.730 GVV 

11.740 COCY 
11.740 CE1174 

11.740 HV) 
11.750 GSD 

11.760 VLGIO 

11.765 
1.770 KCBA 

11.770 VLA4 

11.780 HPSG 

11.780 
11.780 01X3 

11.785 

11.790 WRUL 
11.790 KNBA 

BAGDAD. IRAQ' 9 am to 4 pm. 
VIENNA, AUSTRIA; midnight to 2 

am: 6 to 8 ant; 10 am to 4:30 pm. 
LONDON. ENGLAND: North Ameri- 

can beam, 3 to 11 pm; Central and 
South African beam. 11 pm t0 1:45 
am; North African beam. 11 pm to 
1:45 am. 

HAVANA, CUBA: 7:15 am to 12:45 

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.; South 
Pacific beau], 2:30 to 0:30 am. 

MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.: S to 9: ti) pm; 
10 pot to 2 am; S:30 to 0:30 am: 
lit am to noon. 

BOSTON. MASS.; European brama. 
midnight to 3:15 ant; 1 to 5:15 Oui. 

JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH AFRICA; 
7:13 to 7:45 am. 

LONDON. ENGLAND; North African 
beam. 12:13 to 4 pm. South African 
Item. 12:15 le 4 pm. 

ATHENS. GREECE: heard 1 to it poi. 
QUITO. ECUADOR; afternoons and 

evenings. 
WASHINGTON. D. C.; U. S. Bureau 

of Standards: frequency. time and 
musical pitch; broadcasts conlnmma- 
ly day and night. 

FOOCHOW, CHINA: 5 to 9 am; 11:30 
put to 1 ant. 

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL; eve- 
nings. 

SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR: 
heard evenings. 

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA; around 12:15 
. 

MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.: midnight to 2 
am: 9:30 to 10 ant. 

GUAM; heard calling NBC around 
5:311 ant. 

NAIROBI. KENYA; 9 am. 
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN: 3:15 to 5 

pm. 
LISBON. PORTUGAL; Brazilian beam, 

12:30 to 3 pm; 4 to G Pm. 
PONTA DEL GADA. AZORES: 3 to 

4 pm. 
LUXEMBOURG: heard with Army 

lu me for New York. 
NEW YORK CITY; European beam. 1 

to 5:43 put. 
JAMAICA. BRITISH WEST INDIES; 

heard at 10 am. 
HAVANA, CUBA: 11 am to 11 poi. 
MANILA, PHILIPPINES; 8:30 , 

7:15 ant: evenings. 
BRUSSELS. B E L G I U M: evenings 

about 7:30 put. 
CANTON. CHINA; 7 to 9:15 ant. 
HAVANA, CUBA: afternoons and eve- 

nings. 
LONDON, ENGLAND; Far East beam, 

7 to 9 am: Northwest Pacific beam. 
7 to 9:30 am. 

SHANGHAI, CHINA; 10:13 am to 
11:30 ant. 

PANAMA CITY, PANAMA: 7 am to 
11 m. 

LONDON. EN CLAN D; Southwest 
Pacific beam. 1 te 5 am; Indian 
beam, 11 pm to 1 am: South African 
beam, 10:30 am to 4 pm; Near East 
beam. 1 to 4 Pm. 

STOCKHOLM. SWEDEN; 8 to 9 pm; 
1:45 to 2 :15 am: 6 to 7 am. 

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY: 8 to 9 
lint. 

VERCHERES, CANADA; 10 am to 11 
ant. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO; 4:45 pm to I 

CINCINNATI, OHIO: European beau, 
7:30 ant to 4:30 nt. 

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA: 1 to 
1:45 am. 

BERNE, SWITZERLAND; 6:30 to R 
pin except. lure lays. 

MARQUIS. MOZAMBIQUE. 
RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL; beau 

at m. 
WINNIPEG. CANADA. 
LEOPOLDVILLE. BELGIAN CONGO. 

5'30 to 7'311 
TOKYO. JAPAN: heard at 1 pm. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.: Southwest 

t'ari lie beam, 1 to 4:45 put. 
BOSTON. MASS.: European beam. I 

to 5 ptn; Caribbean beam. 5:15 to 
5 :45 pm. 

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.; 2 to 4:45 
too: 5 to II 

BOSTON. MASS.; 5:30 t0 0 pm; 8:30 
pm iol m. 

LONDON. ENGLAND: Far East beans. 
12 to 4:45 

HAVANA. CUBA: afternoons. 
SANTIAGO, CHILE: 7 am to 11::1 

un,. 
VATICAN CITY' neon to 1 pm. 
LONDON. ENGLAND: South Africa: 

beam. 12:30 to 3 ant; 10:30 am to I 

pm; N'est African beam. 1 to 3 r : 

South American beauf. 4:15 to 10:15 
pm: Central American beam. 4:15 to 
9 pm; Mediterranean beast. 1 to 4 
am; 6 to 10 ant: 10:30 am to 2 :30 
pm; North African brun. 2 to 4 am; 
6 to to ant: 10:30 am to 4 pm. 

MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA: 2:30 to 
5:30 to 8 am: 8:30 to 9 ant. 

ALGIERS: r, um to noon. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.; South 

American beam. 11 pm to 1 am: 5 to 
10:15 pm; Oriental beam, 1 to 4:45 
wn. 

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA; 2 - 1 
4:15 am. 

PANAMA CITY, PANAMA; daytli 
I evenings. 

MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.; 9 to 10 am. 
LAHTI. FINLAND; 2.30 to 3 : 

6 tu 7 m; 8:15 to 8:45 m' 1 t. 
gym; 

5:45 to 6j5 pm; 8 :15 to 9 

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM; 5:30 to 
pm: 8 to 8:15 pm. 

BOSTON. MASS.; 11 am to 5 put. 
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.; Philip- 

pine beam. midnight to 3:95 ant: 
South American beam. 5 to 11:45 poi. 

P ONLYS5oO_ 
COMPLETE 

and it IS complete! 
The one big 972 -page book 
that makes training 
easy - at home in 
spare time -without 

an instructor 

¿ a ,_\ 9 J 

Get it for 

CHRISTMAS ! 

Give it for 

CHRISTMAS! 
What finer Christmas gift could 

you ever hope to receive ---or give 

to a radio 
book that scan eave 

1 

this is 
way big pay or a self 

the aY 
e net business in the most r- 

r- natlnq, fastest growlnp industry 
of all? 

Friends or relatives are wonder- 

ing what to give YOU this Christ- 
mas. Why not drop a hint that 

RADIO 

Pyou'd 

like A. A. 
COURSErandl give them 

the attached coupon to mail? 

YOUR MONEY BACK! 
Comparo Ghlrar 1. 

I: %IIIU 1.111 It :S i'llIISe; with any other 
Radio book or AT ANY l'RICI.J. 
l'se it for 5 days. Then, if you aro not 
more than satisfied that it will teach you 
basic ItaillaJ3atnmica -- EASIER. FAST- 
ER. and at LESS í'115T, return It. We 
will refund your money WITHOUT QUES- 
TION! 

Actually. RADIO PIIYSIt 
Ct)U1ten gives you the snare 
f 30 eianplete courses fn 

big beck. If it were brokea 
into so-tloms and sell as 
,tries of lessons, you'd regard 

COURSES r 

a bargain at$50 or moco. 
IT yours. however. In this 

IN i IPLETE f (ß5.50r foreign) 

ONEt 
nd d0n.: "'.7en take 

,1 i.y .dui on that 

THE MOST WIDELY USED 

RADIO- ELECTRONIC TRAINING BOOK 

IN THE WORLD - 

Let Alfred A. Ghirardl PROVE to you that Radio -Electronic 
Training doesn't have to coot a lot of matey to be GO0D1 bet him 
prove that his famous RADIO PHYSICS COURSE book an teach 
You faster, easier and AT FAR LESS COST than any other book 
or course! Let him prose that you'll be pleasantly surprised how 

easily this one big 972 -page illustrated hook AT ONLY 85 complete 
makes it easy for you to understand subjects that other training 
makes seem too difficult for beginners! 

EVERY CENT of your money will be cheerfully refunded If You're 
nut more than satisfied after a 5 -day trial. No questions will bu asked! 

LEARN AS FAST AS YOU CAN READ I 
No matter what phase of Radio or Electronic work you plan to 
,lalize In, you'll need the basic training RADIO PHYSICS 
dtlISE gives you first. It is a matter of record that this book Is 

widely used for hone study and was selected for wore ignal 
and Navy radio training programs during the war rthan any 

r book of its kind. On an actual survey among bnndreds of 
,rtial radio men themselves. 9 out of 10 endorsed it as the Coen. 
jest -to- understand Itadio- Electronic Course on the market: 

COMPLETE - EASY TO UNDERSTAND 
tithing Is omitted or condensed. Starting with a t he rough founds- 

In Basic Elerlricity, (tirardl'a world- famous RADIO PHYSICS 
iit'ItSE leads you through the entire field. Everything is made 
,tal clear by both text and 508 helpful illustrations. 856 Self- 

I. d Review Questions make learning and self -cluck doubly easy. 
No essons o wait for. You get the Commleto Course all at awe 
In venient noun,' book form -and you get It for roily $5. Many 
u h u g , t, n nit di.i. i -fie it in 

HURRAY HILL BOOKS. Inc. 
Dept. RC -126, 232 Madison Av.. Now York 16, N. Y. 

Enclosed find $5 185.50 foreign) for A. A. Ghlrardi's 972- 
paint RADIO PHYSICS COURSE bpnk: or send C.O.D. 
Ion U.S.A. only) for this amount plus postage. In either event, 
it Is understoul that I may return the book in 5 days for 
refund if not satisfactory. 

Namo 

Address 

l'ira and Dist. No ... 

Learn at home - EASIER, BETTER, FASTER 
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SPECIAL OFFEN 
Surplus 

New 
Guaranteed 

METERS 
COMBINATION SET A 

A.C. VOLTMETER W.H. !!_ ", Aircraft 
type, 4 holy mtg.. 0-1511 volt A.C., Black 

gale, luminous markings. suitable for use 
from 25 to 15 cycles. 

D.C. MICROAMMETER Triplett Gruen, 
round. Iwkelite ras,, 11 -loo microamperes D.C., 
black scale divided iulo 0 -1110 mieruamp und $ 
to - r, UItM. 

D.C. MILLIAMMETER W.H.,'1!.' ", NX -33. 
round bauk.'lite case, 0 -1 MA movement, Black 
scale marked C.W. l'A ]'late, l'A Grid & 
Battery. 

D.C. MILLIAMMETER GE., 1Ri" square. 
miniature, II-1 M.A. 100 ohms internal resis- 
tance, lo di, i Black Scale. 

R.F. AM ME I t It G.EE., DW -44. 21,r ", round 
bakelit. Amps Radio 1reauency. 
Black .rn i nuns markings. Internal 
thermie, H 

R.F. MILLIAMMETER Weston 507. 2'ï ", 
round metal 0-750 MA Radin Freq. 
with externade'esthermocuuple. Black seule 
narked 0 -10 An t'n na Current Indicator. 

D.C. VOLTMETER G.R., DW -41, 2b_ ", round 
bakelit' case, n -15 volts D.C.. Black scale. 
luminous marking+. 

D.C. AMMETER G.E.. 2!'_ ", round, stamped 
metal ease, 0 -15 A. D.C. moving iron vane 
type. 

Total List Price of these EIGHT 
METERS is over $100 Dollars. NOW 
ALL THESE NEW METERS can be 

had Post Paid any place in the 
U.S. and Canada 

FOR ONLY $13.50 

COMBINATION SET B 

A.C. VOLTMETER Westinghouse. 21,_ ", Air- 
craft Type U -150 Volts, Black scale, luminous 
markings. Suitable for use from 25 to 125 
cycles. 

D.C. VOLTMETER General Electric. 21J ". 
Aircraft Typc, 0 -30 Volts. Bl. se., rum. mkgs.. 
5 M.A. movement. 

D.C. MIL I.IAMMETERS General Electric. 
2'_' Aircraft Type, black scale, him. mkgs. 
1 -0 -1 nt il lia un te're movement. 

D.C. MILLIAMMETER General Electric 1 "í" 
aqua re min in iore meter, special black scale 
1.37 M.A. m,wernent full scale. 

Total List Price of these FOUR ME- 
TERS is Approximately $60.00. NOW 
ALL THESE NEW METERS can be 

had Post Paid any place in the U. S. 

and Canada 

FOR ONLY $5.25. 

Maritime Switchboard 
336 CANAL ST. N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

Worth 4 -8217 
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TELEVISION FOR TODAY 
(('nlafinru'tl front page 29) 

kill then limit the load resistor to a 
value between 7,500 and 10,000 ohms 
for the full 4.0 me response. A series 
peaking coil, as shown in the illustra- 
tion, will ensure that the higher video 
frequencies are maintained at the level 
of the lower frequencies. 

It is well to re- 
member that the 
size of the final MI' Ar 
image will have a 
considerable influ- 
ence on the care 
required in the de- 
sign of the video 
circuits. If high 
definition is re- 
quired, then the 
full 4.0 me must 
be passed by all the 
receiver circuits. On the other hand, if 
the final image is to be small, then some 
loss of definition will hardly be notice- 
able and 3.0 -mc, or even 2.5 -mc, band - 
pass characteristics will suffice. In this 
instance we can raise the gain of the 
stages if we maintain the bandpass at 
this decreased value instead of the full 
4.0 mc. It is important for the radio 
serviceman to realize these limitations, 
especially when replacing resistors or 
condensers with other units having oth- 
er values. In the detector circuits being 
analyzed right now, higher load resistor 
(with subsequent increased output) is 
possible if we desire only a restricted 
range of frequencies up to 2.5 Inc. 

INFLUENCE ON POLARITY 
It has been mentioned previously that 

the standard method of transmission in 
the United States is the negative -po- 
larity system. It is well known, too, that 
at the control grid of the cathode -ray 
tube, the video signal must have posi- 
tive polarity. So long as the video volt- 
ages remain attached to the carrier 
(which is true until the second detec- 
tor) the polarity is negative and no 
simple method exists of reversing it. At 
the second detector, however, we di- 
vorce the video voltages from the car- 
rier and now strict observance must be 
given to the phase of the picture signal 
if it is to be in 
proper phase at the 
cathode -ray tube. 

The polarity of 
the signal across 
the load resistor 
will depend upon 
the manner in A 

which the diode de- 
tector is wised in 
the circuit. In Fig. 
1, f o r example, 
the diode will conduct only when the 
plate is positive, which means that 
maximum current will be obtained for 
the synchronizing and blanking pulses. 
The polarity of the resulting voltage 
across the load resistor will reach its 
greatest maximum value at these same 
instants. Hence the output of this de- 
tector is of the negative phase. The 

Fig. 4-A peaking 

T° 

11 

synchronizing peaks still possess the 
most positive voltage in the video signal. 
as shown by the form of the voltage to 
the right of the detector. 

It is possible to achieve positive pic- 
ture polarity by either shifting the 
ground terminal on the above circuit 

6H6 
VIDEO AMP. 

PEAKING 5K IMEG 

10urfT COIL 

coil is used to extend frequency response. 

(as shown in Fig. 6 -a) or else reverse 
tube connections, as shown in Fig. 6 -b. 
In the latter two circuits, the unground- 
ed end of the load resistor decreases to 
its most negative voltage upon the- 

of the synchronizing pulses. 
As a result, the video voltage values 
contained in the incoming carrier are 
reversed, producing positive polarity. 

The voltage, 'as obtained from the de- 
tector, is insufficient to drive the cath- 
ode -ray tube and additional amplifica- 
tion Must be furnished by one or more 

i'l f3K 

Bi- 

6H6 

VIDEO 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 5 -Full -wave di- 
ode detector circuit. 

VIDEO CHOKE 

PEAKING COIL, 

7.5K- IOI,AL 

video amplifiers. Since each tube in a 
resistance- coupled amplifier introduces 
a 180- degree phase shift, we have in 
essence a reversal of polarity when- 
ever a signal passes through the tube. 
Thus, if the output of a video detector 
is of the positive picture phase, two or 
any even number of stages are required 
betiveen the detector and the control grid 

6H6 

6H6 
B 

VIDEO OUTPUT VIDEOOUTPUT 

Fig. 6- Defector adjustments to insure positive pictu e polarity. 

of the cathode -ray tube. But if a nega- 
tive picture phase is obtained from the 
detector, then one or three or any odd 
number of amplifiers are required. It 
is interesting to note that if a receiver 
customarily designed for an odd number 
of video stages is altered to include an 
even number, the image as seen 

(Continued on page 61) 
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Capacity ulnae: 3501a 
35,000 watts; 115 to 
660 volts A.C., 50 to 
800 cycles: 6 to 800 
volts D.C.; combina- 
tion A.C.-0.C. types. 

FOR RADIO AND 
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS 

ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING 
PLANTS supply reliable, econom 
ical electrical service for electron 
ics and television applications as 
well as for scores of general uses. 
Driven by Onan -built, 4 -cycle gaso- 
line engines, these power units are 
of single -unit, compact design and 
sturdy construction. Suitable Tor 
mobile, stationary or emergency 
service. 

Model shown Is from W39 
series; 2000 to 3500 watt./ 
powered by Onan two -cyl- 
inder, watercooled engine. 

D. W. ONAN 
AND SONS 

2435 Royalston Avenue 
Minneapolis 5, Minn. 

TWIN- CHANNEL AMP 
I was asked to construct two small amplifiers of good 

tone and medium volume for our record and sales depart- 
ment. These were to be used to demonstrate records on two 
separate record players. 

As the amplifier is being used eight hours a day and parts 
are very scarce here, I decided to use only a minimum 
number of components to make it as reliable as possible, 
leaving the quality of tone to the proper selection of the 
tube, output transformer and speaker. 

The tone of this circuit is good as is, and I found no neces- 
sity for tone controls, which may be added at the discretion 
of the constructor. The output is about five watts at a total 
harmonic distortion of 5 percent per channel. The two rec- 
ord players work independently at the same time, without 
interfering with each other. The use of filter chokes or the 
field of speaker depends on the type of speaker used -W. 
Blacker 

KeI000 

117VAC 

.25 

20K 

CHOKES OR FIELD COILS 

6 3v 5V4 TWIN CHANNEL AMPLIFIER 
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[ Good news for FM and TELEVISION set owners 

KINGS 

dipole 

Li.A1100. list price 

$225° 
(Antrim only) 

antenna 

Now ... KINGS ELECTRONICS 
brings you the answer to low 
signal interception ... a TUN- 
ABLE dipole antenna. Weak 
stations can be brought in 
clearly and powerfully by o 
simple adjustment of the cal- 
ibrated arms. Truly a tremen- 
dous advantage over anten- 
nae of conventional design. 
And note the range! The Kings 
Dipole covers all bonds from 
62 mc. to 840 mc. for recep- 
tion of black- and -white, color 
and experimental television, 
as well as FM and amateur 
communication. 
The Kings Dipole is a well - 
constructed, sturdy, corrosion 
resistant antenna that will 
please your customers and 
build good -will and sales for 
yourself. Don't delay . . 

write today for further in- 
formation about this unique, 
powerful TUNABLE dipole. 

TRANSMISSION LINES AVAILABLE WITH KINGS DIPOLE ANTENNA 

Cot. No. 500. Special eathenproafed line haying the correct surge i 
fa match eh Kings antenna and the standard televi,:on receiver. 
Cat. No. S00- S0. 50 feer. $ 11.7s List Price 
Cat. No. S00- 75. 75 feet. .510.70 Litt Price 5Cal. No. 500 -100. 100 feet.. .....512.60 tin Price 

Ceit. No. 501. UIUa low -loss vansmluion line of the co-axial type. Especially recommended far m m loss of power (torn antenna to set. lias highest efficiency of any line for this purpose. 
Cot. No. 501- S0. 50 feet _ _$17.50 List Price 
Cat. No. 501- 75. 75 feet ..523.75 List Prise 
Cal. No. SDI -100. 100 feet $30.00 List Prier 
Cat. No. 501 -150. 150 feet. 542.50 List r,,ee 
Cat. N. 501 -200. 200 feel $55.00 List Price 

Price includes 2 Co-axial Connectors. I- PL.2S9; 1- 50-239. P 
KINGS ELECTRONICS 

372 CLASSON AVENUE, BROOKLYN 5, N. Y. 
nvfuctrren of 

MICROPHONE PLUGS AND JACKS CO -AXIAL CONNECTORS 
TELEVISION ANTENNA VARIABLE CONDENSERS WAVE GUIDES 

WAVE TRAPS RADAR SSEMBLIES AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
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SERVICE- 
MEN'S 

Lto oNE SPECIALS 

BARGAIN ASSORTMENT KITS 
#1 -Ten sorted antenna. R.F. and dilator a rolls ` S .98 
#3-Speaker Cones -122 a .Id. 40 to 12" 

rn,lded & rrce.e,l -:e snco.ne, lc inch rod 2.00 

s 

It 3-RAK i.I E to MICA 
CONDENSERS-50 

E oast 
apacities clearly marked 2.95 #4- TUBULAR Ri -PASS CONDENSERS - 

, 
50 asstd. .0005 to .25 fa. 200.600 
WV. Standard brands ... .. 2.49 t5- F.letmlytirs - 10 assid...Inciudint 

a8Insertion paper & c 1 types .. 1.25 -Dial ca(ea -25 nul, airplane -'& 
g7Tide 

rule a tate &glass Included) 2.98 -Fe.rule .,n Pluton -25 assts. airplane 
lIKnobs & fussy isun types 2.95 S8- Ropes -25 asstd. *00,1 & hakellte 

59 -Wnw & puSL -on IY asst 1.00 
lcr Sockets -12 asstd. 4 to 7 

S E 
Prongs .2s Coll asstd. size 

pp to 3' tllameter ... 1.00 
J: 11- Shield Cana -15 a sorted sizes for 

soils. tubes, transformers. etc 1.00 
l - 512 -Ma Trimmers ra.lsers -t5 aaste. 

Including multiple & ceramic base types .69 

It 5DIOMEN'S HARDWARE TREASURE. Approx. 
1000 std. shrew, washers. lugs. etc. 
PLUS 

as 
36 w compartment kit box with 

. All for ... ..S .69 
I I 

cover. 
Perfect dition, 'hut' not in' eared car- 

tons. Guaranteed for ! O dare. .26. 27. 46. 
50. or 0F6 -29c: e 24. 42. 77. 6A7. OCO. 
8D6ó 2H!)V 

tubular elerrtrolvtiess -6 for ... 1.ÓÓ 
ttTube Punched Chassis. admium plated steel. 

11 "x4 ̂ x1 the Mid. on O' exit. steel panel.. .69. 
I VPERIMENTAI, TUBES. 20 asstd. nixes & base 

AVMs for testing, research. etc. Fu. tested.. 1.00 

SURPLUS VALUES 
t TURF. AMPLIFIER (2 -7C5. 7F7. 7Y3) Used .s 

electronic supercharger control. 110V. 400 
cycle. Contains: I power trans.. 7 condensers 
(nitra & oil). 7 resistors.4 l,a-tal sockets plus 

, Cher components worth many limes the ire. 
Black crackle ran & aced alele-lo chassis. 
B .§^x. ?a:l-. Leas tubes 1.49 

110V. PANEL LIGHT ASSEMI11.Y. 1" amber 
Ie 

wel, D.C. hay. base. Gun metal finish .49 on n Glow Lamps. /4walh 1ÌÓV, clear: rid lay bonne 

1 

.. . ..... .29 
I nemeneY Meter Tech. Manual (Navy, Theory 

& operation. 39 & Oy .is 
HEADBANDS 1r 

n 
) Leather 

Drone. adj. forks. With PL -54 it 
11 541 Plug & 13" tipped double phone rd .19 (E.26 ext. Jack for PL -54. Bakelite shell . - .23 

25 
1-,rphone Cushions, sponge rubber 

Bakelite shell 
.10 

16" N.A.C. RECORDINGS. Each 
tains 2 lote 15 min. 

29' "Voice of the 
complote 

dramatlr 
programs with music. Oyer 5o 
different titles. eh as: Comtat 

Dog. 1'11 Never Foy rget Casualty. EA. 
etc. 33 1/3 Ill'M 

POWER RHEOSTATS. IS ohm -SO watt. Suitable 
control tar all moto. electric trains. fila - 
enta. etc. Po 

s 
Porcelain i sal.. cast alum. hell 

5 TUBE AMPLIFIER ,Months). 2.0160. 3.8557. 
Originally used with remote indicator. 27V. 
DC or 110V. 400 cycle. Black crackle shock - 

td. rase & fitted chassis. 78a'x5bes4r a ". 
Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. Less tubes 2.40 

SI'LSYN SVNCHBO.TRANSMITTF.RS: 115V. 60 
cycle. Used In pairs as transmitter & follower. 

tVla 5l k' per pair .. .......... 5.95 
s Eas ahoy, 

GENERATORS 
t 5V,260 

Used 
2l, "x4' 

per pair 
on e 

ALNICO MAGNETS 
D 

804 RES 

J' 1 -Allar West dmrtert lengths. tier inch 12 
r 2 -Face I t /4'%1 34"x75' high". .. .98 3- ilealy !MI5 bar. 21 titldn'x5/IO" thick .98 

4 -Face .41 iggh .39 r 5- P011shed, +,k^x9 /16^XOS. high .35 -6- Polished bar. 9 /I6 "xV "sib" 20 for 1.00 
7 -Face Va "xl axas" high ... ... .10 

9- Horseshoe, ea. 
pole ay n I roi' het .99 

9" 6'. cu I.: "Ill high 1.29 

Prompt Servies on All Speaker and 
Phono Pickup Repairs 

Minimum Order 52.00 -2003 Deposit 
Required on all orders 

Please Add Sufficient Postage 
Wr,te Dept. 12 

MAKERS OF CONES AND FIELD COILS 

65 -67 DEY STREET. NEW YORK 7, N.Y. 
WORTH 2- 0284.5 

12,000 SQ FT OF RADIO PARTS 
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SERVICING MOVIE SOUND 
(Contiued from page 30) 

frequency units, using the same tech- 
nique as for PA or radio speakers, how- 
ever if trouble occurs in the high -fre- 
quency unit it is best to replace it with 
a new one or ship it to the factory 
for repairs, as these units cannot be re- 
paired successfully in the average radio 
shop. 

The circuit of a typical cross -over 
network is shown in Fig. 5. Cross -over 
occurs at about 400 cycles. 

EMERGENCY SERVICING 
The most important point in servicing 

theatre sound in an emergency is to 
start the show running again as quick- 
ly as possible, using any means avail- 
able. A permanent repair can be made 
when the day's run is finished. 

Since all parts of the sound system 
are not invariably necessary for emer- 
gency operation, it is often possible to 
bridge the inoperative unit or effect a 
substitution that 
will be satisfactory 
for emergency op- 
eration. 

The fact that 
there are two 
sound heads and 
usually two volt- 
age or photocell 
amplifiers helps 
locate the unit in 
which trouble has 
occurred because 
one can be com- 
pared with the 
other. Component 
parts of sound 
heads and ampli- 
fiers such as photo- 
cells, tubes, exciter 
lamps, etc., may be 
quickly swapped 
from one head or amplifier to the other 
for comparison. 

The first test should be made on the 
a.c. power supply. A test lamp is handy 
for this purpose. If power is being sup- 
plied to the system we proceed to check 
the amplifiers. 

Turn the main volume control up 
high and tap the first tube in the voltage 
amplifier. This should produce a thump 
in the monitor speaker. If it does not, 
trouble exists in the voltage or power 
amplifiers and they should be checked. 

If the amplifiers are operative, each 
sound head can be quickly checked by in -. 
terrupting the light beam rapidly with 
a pencil. This should produce a loud 
plopping sound in the speakers each 
time the beam is interrupted. If it does 
not, trouble exists in the photocell or 
coupling circuits, on either or both 
sound heads. Probably no polarizing 
voltage is reaching the cells and this 
should be checked first. If trouble exists 
in the polarizing voltage supply, B bat- 
teries may be used to supply the proper 
voltage until a permanent repair can 
be made. 

Trouble in the stage speakers or 
cross -over network will generally re- 

MEG 

SOOK 

6J 7 

suit in normal reproduction from the 
monitor speaker and no sound from the 
stage speakers. Failure of the high- 

PEC-1 ' PEC -2 
POLARIZING VOLTAGES 

Fig. 3- Voltage amplifier for two soundheadt. 

frequency unit or units will result in 
heavy unintelligible sound in the audi- 
torium. It is a simple matter to quickly 

20K 8+ 

POWER FROM MAIN AWE 

4-11ñ JUMPERS,WARPINGCIRCUIT 

IOOK 

05 

500 250K - Á5 
7.5K 7.5K 

.1 

To VOLTAGE Ah1P 

250K 

1 `y10 IOI 15K 
r T T . ndMr 

Fig. 4- Typical power 
amplifier for small or 
medium -sized {heaters. 

C^9k= 

'000 

Ì 
FILS 

5 Z 3 .° 

Fig. 

o-- -oLof. 
OFF 

ON 

H.F. 
O.F. =OIL FlLLEO 

L.F. 

5-A simple cross -over network. 

disconnect the cross -over network and 
feed the amplifier output directly to the 
low -frequency units, using them as full - 
range speakers until the high- frequency 
unit may be repaired or replaced. The 

(Continued on page 60) 
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PRIVATE AIRCRAFT RADIO 
(Cootinifed fron, page 22) 

high voltage so that loud -speaker opera- 
tion may be had. Adequate sidetone still 
exists in the headphones for pilot's op- 
eration. 

In the upper left -hand corner is lo- 
cated the manual control of the trans- 
mit- receive relay. The function is made 
available in case the remote push -but- 
ton electrical control is not desired. 

Photo B- Airboy, little larger than phones. 

The accessories are illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The automatic reeling antenna 
is positioned in the fuselage as shown 
at 2. The guide rail device mounts in- 
side the fuselage exposing a short 
length of antenna wire between the 
cabin and the vertical fin. The antenna 
is reeled out or in automatically during 
take -off or landing. At cruising speed, 
the wind sock extends the antenna wire 
to its proper length and automatically 
retracts and retunes it when the plane 
reaches minimum gliding speed. All 
necessary springs and pulleys are 
mounted on the guide rail. Transmitter 
adjustments for maximum and mini- 
mum antenna lengths is made by pre- 

adjustment of the antenna loading coil. 
At 3, we find the marker receiver com- 

plete with antenna. 
The teardrop loop is illustrated at 4. 

It is statically shielded and rotated by 
a 15 -foot flexible shaft which is con- 
nected to the loop control knob through 
a 12 to 1 gear ratio. 

The light -weight headphone and mi- 
crophone unit is shown at 5. These 
units are of the latest military types 
operating on the dynamic principle. The 
lip microphone is connected to the head - 
hand with a flexible supporting tube. 
This leaves the hands free for airplane 
operation as the push -to -talk button 
may be mounted on the stick or wheel. 

The antenna loading coil is mounted 
behind the upholstery with the reso- 
nance indicator bulb exposed to view. 
It is pictured at 6. 

The marker antenna is shown as it is 
mounted on the fuselage with the lead 
wares in place. 

All cables and accessories necessary 
for installation are shown at 7. 

In conjunction with the presentation 
of the "Navigator," the Galvin Mfg. 
Corp. also announced the introduction 
of the Motorola "Airboy," a portable re- 
ceiver weighing only 4 pounds with bat- 
tery. It is designed for the typical air- 
craft antenna and receives beacon, 
weather and tower signals. 

The Airboy is pictured in Photo B. 
This four -tube receiver may be used in 
or out of the plane with equal ease. It 
has a sensitivity of 7 microvolts and a 
range of 100 miles. A handy station log 
is included for reference to beams, f re- 
quencies and call letters. 

SPEED UP REPAIRS WITH THESE G -C AIDS! 

Two Popular 
New Additions 
to the Famous 

G -C Line! 

G -C De Luxe "SPEEDEX" Wire Stripper Kit 

.r diest tool in the shot --the famous Speeder Wire 

roping 
complete 
a e' wire 7fre 

Interchangeable 
No. tNo. 

blades 
Pot 

in attractive permanent steel bee. Available with 

at Nn die or Itegohtr Strippers. 

No. 733-K Regular List Price 115.00 

No. 744-K Automatic List Prise 17.00 

Send For 
Latest G -C 

Catalog No.147 G -C PHONO TURNTABLE SERVICE STAND 

This quickly adjustable phono service stand supports turntable 

at any convenient angle. Top or bottom mechanism 
ca 
can be nn 

worked on with ease. 

damage to parts. Ruggedeallt steel -low cost. 
and prevents 

No. 5205 List Price $6.65 

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO. 
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 
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Covers Globe 

WHOLESALE 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 

ALMO OFFERS OVER 

100,000 RADIO TUBES 
AT O. P. A. DEALER PRICES 

Tube Types Your Cost Each 

5Y3G; GT - 27 - 80 

5Y4G - 26 - 56 

75 

615 - 24A 

44c 

49c 

52c 

59c 

I H4G - 5U4G - 6C6 - 6K6GT 
6SA7 - 6SK7 - 6SQ7 - 6SS7 
6U7G - I2SA7 - 12SK7 - 
I2S97 - 39/44 

65c 

IASGT - 6C5 - 6F6 - 6H6 - 
65.17 - 6SK7 - 6597 - 6SR7 - 
6V6GT - 12H6 - 12SJ7 - 38 

73c 

IC6 - IC7G - 6C4 - 6SC7 
INSGT - 6SN7GT - 7Y4 - 

- 7Z4 - -I2SA7GT - 7A7 - 12SF7 - 12SG7 - 
12SH7 - I2SN7GT - 125127- -33-34- 82 - 83 

86c 

0Y4 - I G6GT - I L4 - I P5GT - IRS -154-155-1T4- 
I SB6GT - 5V4G - 6BA6 - 68E6 - 6F7 - 6N7GT - 6R7 - 
6SL7GT - 6SV7 - 6Y6G - 7F7 - 12AT6 - 128A6 - 128E6 - 
12SL7GT - 117Z3 

$1.08 

ID8GT - 5T4 - 684G - 688 - 
6L6GA - 12A6 - 12C8 - 14N7 

$1.32 

ILN5 - 2A4G - 6AC7/1852 
SOBS 

$1.58 

6AK5 - 10 

$1.93 

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY 

Covers Globe 

509 ARCH STREET 
PHILADELPHIA 6, PA. 

LOmbard 3 -0513 

J 
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mIDWEST 
RADIOS 

at Greater -Than -Ever VALUES 
BIG, POWERFUL ry - 

WORLD- I1 

RANGING 
CHASSIS 
with F M 
Frequency Modulation) 

5 WAVE BANDS 

SERIES16 

SEPARATE CRAMS et 
COMPLETE CONSOLES AVANAILE 

SEND FOR 

FREE 
CATALOG 

The SYMPHONY GRAND 
AM - FM 

RADIO- PHONOGRAPH 
CONSOLE 

A magnificent radio and musical 
instrument that is completely 
new -from the ground up. Big, 
powerful Series 16 Chassis 
brings in long wave, short wave 
and FM reception ... an auto. 
matie recordchanging phono. 
,;cour ... and '.çor . of \I ? \ \' 

fcaty rc,. EASY TERMS 

BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY and SAVE! 
SRI IN COUPON ANO MAIL TODAY OS JUST 

END YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ON lc post CARD 

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION 
Dept. 38 -A. Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

Gentlemen: Please send me your new FREE 
Catalog and details of Your Liberal 30 Days' Trial! 
NAME 

STIED 

OTT ZONE STATE 

ni 

Make MONEY 
SERVICING 

THREE -WAY 
PORTABLES 

$2" 
POST 

PAID! 

Radio Service Engineer 
Lyle C. Treakle tells you how to repair 
3 -way portables quickly AT A PROFIT! 
No more burned -out tubes. This new 
book makes 3 -way portable servicing 
your biggest money- maker! Includes 
handy reference list of all 3 -way portable 
radios. 

ORDER TODAY! 

DALE'S OF DENVER 
510 15th Street. 
D eaver 2. Colorado 

YES! Sand me my copy of the big new book 
"Servicing 3-nay Portables." by Lyle C. Treaidel 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Check enclosed Send C.O.D., plus post. 

stoney Order 

SI 

SERVICEMEN - WAKE UP! 
(Continued from page 40) 

soldering or connecting an odd wire, 
etc.). These things make a big hit, par- 
ticularly today, when the public is being 
pushed around. It will be long remem- 
bered. 

3. Keep your shop NEAT, CLEAN, 
and ORDERLY. Few junk -shops are 
successful. They may look successful, 
but their owners seldom are. Reason: 
You can't take inventory when there is 
only confusion, consequently you never 
know if you make or lose. 

4. Pay close attention to your win- 
dow dressing. The public judges you by 
it. Dusty, sloppy store windows have 
been the ruin of most unsuccessful 
shops. (We know a radio store that 
did a big business during the war -it 
changed from retail to wholesale. Dur- 
ing this time its former attractive win- 
dows became a mass of junk. Now the 
store has few of its old customers. It 
had to retrench to keep going.) 

5. Be neat yourself. Few customers 
respect a sloppy- appearing man. A suc- 
cessful man rarely goes about un- 
shaved, in overalls - his customers 
judge his work by his appearance. 

6. Keep your promises. Nothing is 
more irritating to customers than un- 
certain service -it always loses trade. 
It is far better to lengthen your prom- 
ise and deliver on that date (or ear- 
lier) than make a rash promise and dis- 
appoint your customer. 

7. TIME -test all radio sets you take 
into your shop. No set should ever be 
delivered unless you have had it play- 
ing for at least three hours. Many sets 
work well when first repaired, only to 
fail on a time -test. 

These rules are simple and elemen- 
tary, yet some of them are constantly 
violated. Observe them all and you will 
be sure to prosper. 

A submarine trap is described in a 
recent patent (No. 2,406,111) . It con- 
sists of an automatic radio sending set 
that gives out a weak signal, to lure the 
enemy submarine to a supposed victim. 
Surrounding this floating robot Lorelei 
is a circle of submerged magnets, con- 
nected to a radio alarm transmitter. 
When the U -boat enters the fatal cir- 
cle of attraction, the magnets cling to 
its steel hull, while the alarm calls in 
air or surface sub -killers to finish the 
job. The inventor, Berthold Sheffield of 
Rocky Point, N. Y., has assigned rights 
in the patent to the Radio Corporation 
of America. Whether the device was ac- 
tually used during the last war has 
not been revealed. 

CANNON -BALL 
Circular R -12 covers 
complete line of sensi- 
tive, clear -tone, depend- 
able Headsets. Get it. 
Choose the super -qual- 
ity Headset you like 
(lest. Twenty years et' : of Ily headset specialization 

He*" ygrbeaatly° in insures satisfaction. 
e Mie their OM- write 

r. 
C. F. CANNON COMPANY 

SPRINGWATER, N. Y. 

lQds¢t ihra%uattQts 

EASY TO LEARN CODE 
It ie easy to learn or inere:re speed 
with an instructograph Cale Teacher. 
Affords the quickest and most prac- 
tical method yet developed. Poe be- 
ginners or advanced student S. 
Available t a pea from beginner's 
alphabet to typical message. on all 
Weds. Speed range 5 to 40 WPM. 
Always ready-no ORM. 

ENDORSED RY THOUSANDS! 
The Tnetrurtogra°h Code Teacher literally takes the place of an noes- 

ltor- Instructor and niea neon to 
earn and master Node without fur- ther assistance. Thousands Of a I ceasful operators have 
acquired ale n le" with the nstnictograph System. wrac today for ,.n,,uuent rental and purchase 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY 
471(1 Sheridan Rd., Dept. RC. Chicago 40. III. 

Do you need 
BINDING POSTS? 

The XL PUSH POST with Its Spring Action r. Constant Contact and 
quick connection. 
Manufactured in All Aluminum Tyne it tac each. 
Aluminum Body. Bakelite Tea Type BI 

1Sc each. et 
ypes CP er NP. ALL BRASS- STAIN- 
LESS STEEL SPRING PIN. PROVEN 
by 240 HR. SALT SPRAT TEST a. NON. 
CORROSIVE at 23c each. 

Men or ne Peelers Liberal 
D Iseouht. 

X. L. RADIO LABORATORIES 
420 West Mileage Asa. Chimes 10. III. 

ELECTRONIC VOLT- OHMMETER 

t85 110 VOLTS AC 20 RANGES 
0/5/10/50/10o,so0/1000/5000 volts DC and 
AC. 0- 1,000.000.000 ohms In sit over- 
lapping ranges. Sensitivity: over MILLION 
Oasis per VOur on 5 voit range. 

Complete kit includes all ponant parts. tube. 
punched and Orteil chassis d beautifully enameled 
panel. Easily assembled and wired. 

Special slidebark circuit developed during war by 
.dentist at the California Institute of Technology glees 
amazing lo and 

of d expe c le Each 
Instrument I individually Calibrated. Dial sale over 
nine inches long! 

In addition to sorming the usual volt -ohm function.. 
this instrument easily these voltages: SUPER- 
HET OSCILLATOR. AVC. ARC. TRUE GRID BIAS AT THE 
GRID. DIAS CELLS without affecting the circuit Measures 
the exact 
CONDENSERS. It can be used 

of INSULATION. siet generator 
for SIGNAL TRACING. 

STERLING ELECTRONIC COMPANY 
ISO N. Sierra Bonita Ave.. Dept. 2. Pasadena 4, Calif. 

POSTPAID 

The Army lists 244,319 pairs of tele- 
phone headsets among surplus property 
now being disposed of. 

DE FOREST 40TH ANNIVERSARY NUMBER 
R your copy of January, RADIO -CRAFT, now. It will have twice the number of 
pages and will be of historical import. January marks the 40th Anniversary of the birth 
of the vacuum tube. 
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ELECTRONIC MATHEMATICIANS 
(('n l i o o, (3 J,v,,, puy, 27 ) 

and L will give any particular time 
constant that may be desired; however, 
practical considerations place some 
limits on the choice that can be made. 
The R -C differentiation circuit is often 
used in the grid circuit of a vacuum 
tube, and the resistance in such a cir- 
cuit is limited in many cases to less than 
0.5 megohm. On the other hand, the 
resistance value should not be so low 
(and the capacitance so high) that it 
would load the driving circuit excessive- 
ly and cause distortion. In the inductive 
circuit, the value of inductance is limited 
by practical considerations of physical 
size and resistance of coil windings. 
Too much winding resistance deteri- 
orates the action of the circuit. 

INPUT T OUTPUT 

a (INPUT) 
TIME 

6 I IDEAL OUTPUT I 

c (ACTUAL OUTPUT ) 

Fig. 10- Integration circuit and waveforms. 

Time constant problems are also pres- 
ent in integration circuits, but here it 
is necessary to go after a long time 
constant rather than a short one. Fig. 
10 -a shows a step voltage, similar to 
that of Fig. 9, applied to an integration 
circuit. The ideal integrated output, 
shown in figure 10 -b, is a straight line, 
sloping upward during the time the volt- 
age is applied and then continuing at a 
constant value after the step voltage 
is removed. To confirm this, observe 
that the step voltage (a) expresses the 
rate of change of the integrated voltage 
(b). 

o 

INPUT 

( 

a(INPUT) 

e( IDEAL OUTPUT) 

TIME CONSTANT 

OUTPUT 

TIME 

c(ACTUAL OUTPUT) 

Fig. 9- Action of e differentiator circuit. 

The actual output voltage from a typ- 
ical integration circuit, shown in Fig. 

10 -c, departs from the ideal because the 
time constant is not infinite in length 
and because the charge across the capac- 
itor leaks off due to imperfections in 
the capacitor itself. With an infinite 
time constant, the charge on the capaci- 
tor is Fig. 7 (or the flow of current 
through the inductor of Fig. 8) could 
last indefinitely with zero applied volt- 
age. In the practical case of finite time 
constant, the charge (or flow of cur- 
rent through the inductor) will even- 
tually decrease and become zero. The 
nearest approach to perfect integration 
is made by making the time constant 
just as great as is consistent with prac- 
tical capacitance and inductance values. 
If some departure from perfect integra- 
tion can be tolerated, the time constant 
can be reduced and more output voltage 
obtained. A fair compromise that is 
usually employed is to make the time 
constant of the integration circuit from 
2 to 5 times greater than the funda- 
mental period of the wave to be in- 
tegrated. 

M 

áA 
á 

B+ 

B+ - 
Fig. 1I -Some practical vacuum -tube circuits. 

As already implied, integration and 
differentiation circuits are used almost 
exclusively in conjunction with vacuum - 
tube amplifiers. In such applications, the 
internal impedance of the driving stage 
must be taken into account. The high 
plate resistance of a pentode tube is' 
often used to advantage in replacing the 
series resistors of Figs. 6 and 7, while a 
low resistance triode (or cathode fol- 
lower) is used to feed circuits of Figs. 
5 and 8 in order to minimize unwanted 
series resistance. Fig. 11 shows some 
practical differentiation and integration 
circuits involving vacuum tubes. Note 
that what appears to be a simple 
coupling circuit as it is drawn on the 
diagram can turn out to be an inte- 
grating or differentiating circuit when 
waveform and time constants are con- 
sidered. 

USEFUL 
XMAS GIFTS 

COMPLETE 

PAY 
ONLY $1 
A MO. 

for 

MECHANICS 
AUDELS AUTO GUIDE explains in detail with 
illustrations and diagrams for better service 
the whole subject of auto mechanics: Basic 
principles- Construction -Operation- Service - 
Repair. Handy Size, Easily understood. NEW 
FLUID DRIVE HYDRAULIC SHIFT AND DIESEL 
ENGINES FULLY COVERED. Over 1700 pages - 
1540 illustrations showing inside views of mod- 
em cars trucks and buses with instructions for 
service jobs. This standard book saves time, 
money and worry for operators and mechanics. 
Step up your own Bk111 with the facts and dguree of 
Your trade. Audels Mechanics echanics Guides contain Prac- 
tical Inside 'Etude loformatlon In a bandy form. 
Fuilylllustrated and Easy to Understand. Highly 
Endorsed. Cheek the book you walla for 7 days' 
lice Examination. 

F, nd No Money. Nothing to pay postman. 
[RF' - -- CUT HERE - --7® 
MAIL ORDER 
AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W.23 St., New v °RN Ng' 0, N. Y. 
Meese send me postpaid for FREE EXAMINATION books 
marked ,s, below. It I decide to keep them I aee to 
,n ad Si S1 In 7 Days on ach book ordered end further 
mall S t monthly on each book DMA s ISMS paid prise. o hamlet.. I w11 return them. 

AUTOMOBILE GUIDE, 1700 Pages . . . . 84, 
L REFRIGERATION & Air Conditioning. 128,Ps. 41 

OIL BURNER GUIDE, 384 Pages 1. 
POWER PLANT ENGINEERS Guide,1500 Pages 4, 
PUMPS, Hydraulics & Air Compressors. 1558 Pas 4, 
WELDERS GUIDE 400 Pages Is 

BLUE PRINT READING, 416 Pages . 21 
SHEET METAL WORKERS Handy Book 388 Pgs. 1, 
SHEET METAL PATTERN LAYOUTS, 1100 Pgs. 4, 
AIRCRAFT WORKER 240 Pages Is 
MATHEMATICS & CALCULATIONS, 700 Pgs 2: 
MACHINISTS Handy Book 1600 Pages 4: 
MECHANICAL Dictionary, 068 Pages 4' 
DIESEL ENGINE MANUAL, 40OPagQes 21 
MARINE ENGINEERS Handy Book, 1280 Pages 4, 
SHIPFITTERS Handy Book 272 Pages 13 
MECHANICAL DRAWING COURSE, 160 Pages Is 
MECHANICAL DRAWING & DESIGN 480 Pgs: 2: 
MILLWRIGHTS & Mechanics Guide, 7230 Pgs, 44 
CARPENTERS & Builders Guides (4 vols.) 64 
PLUMBERS & Sleamfitters Guides (4 vols.) 64 
MASONS & Builders Guides (4 vols.) . 

MASTER PAINTER & DECORATOR. 30 Pgs: 2, 
GARDENERS & GROWERS GUIDES (4 VOls.) 63 
ENGINEERS and Mechanics Guides 

Nos. 1, 2 3, 4.5.6, 7 and 8 complets 12: 
Answers on Practical ENGINEERING 11 

ENGINEERS & FIREMANS EXAMINATIONS I, 
ELECTRICIANS EXAMINATIONS. 250 Pages I. 
WIRING DIAGRAMS 210 Pages 1, 
ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY 9000 Terms 2: 
ELECTRICAL POWER CALCULATIONS ,425Pgs. 2, 
HANDY BOOK OF ELECTRICITY. 1340 Pages 4: 
RADIOMANS GUIDE 914 Pages 4 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES 216 Pages . 

ELECTRIC LIBRARY, 12 Vol., 7000 Ps., $1.5Ovol: 

i 

Nam. 

Add,ssi- 
occupation_ 

EmWored by_ R.C.F 
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HERSHEL'S LOW PRICED SPECIALS 

Transmitter and receiver Navy BNLIFF. The famous boat anchor Tuning unit B. C. 375. Each unit has three double spaced tuning Dyne Motor power supply -Input 6 or 12 V, output 500 VDC 
test released horn the Government for surplus. The set has been cond. Approximately 65 MMFD. Coils SW chokes national at 160 MA mounted on box with circuit breakers, relays, inter- 
widely used on the 144 MC band. It can now be used as o bans- velvet dials and assorted Mica cond. 2500 WVDC $4.0 5 (erente Filter and two 10 h. cables. Army surplus. $9.95 
settler and receiver. Shpg. wt. 100 lbs. Your price a I4 95 over 550.00 in parts Shpg. wt. 84 lb, 
less tubes and power transformer f 

TUBES 
832 $4.95 
955 -9004 .65 
Sockets for Acorn Tubes .24 
VR ISO Voltage Regulators .49 

CONDENSERS- FILTER 
616 1.50 
614 .95 
8 M.F.D. -600 W.V.D.C. Oil Paper 

Round Can 1.95 
4 M.F.D. -600 W.V.D.C. Oil Paper 

Round Can .95 
1 M.F.D. -1000 W.V.D.C. Oil Paper 

Square Can .89 
1 M.F.D. -3000 W.V.D.C. Oil Paper 

Round Can .95 
8.8 M.F.D. -350 V. -20 M.F.D. at 

150 V. -Can .69 
8-8 M.F.D. -475 -W.V.D.C. Micamold .69 
20 M.F.D. -250 V. Non Polarized .49 

BLEEDERS 
75 M. OHM -200 Wort .49 
2500 OHM -100 Walt Ad' .49 

TRANSFORMERS 
6.3 V. -6 Amps. 110 V.A.C. -60 Cycle $ 1.49 
6.3 -4 Amps. -750 C.T. at ISO Ma 3.95 
6.3 -3 Amps. -600 C.T. at 100 Ma 1.95 
Coaxial Coble -Rg. 54 A /U-58 Ohm 

per F .06 
Amphenol Coax Fittings- Male -35c -- 

Female .25 

Order from LAKE! 
You'll Make No Mistake! 
RADIO Cabinets & Parts 

NOW 
Available 

Postwar 

Al2 Post 

RECORD - 
CHANGER 

With luxurious brown leatherette portable case 
15" L x 15" W x 10" D. Latest electronic de- 
velopments make this modern record -changer 
the finest on the market today ! 

Changer-MN Cabinet for same -58,95 
Aise lank table cabinets of walnut veneer in the 

side. (Note: C? has 
with 

speaker grill.) 
nssla /t front 

#1 - al/" L x 5t'a" H s 4" D $1.95 
x2 -10' /4"L a Gli' Hx 5" D 52.75 
tt3 -taw L x 7?'a" H X Bt /" D 53.25 g7 -l02/0 Let 7" H a et/" D $2.50 

Speaker opening In center of front si le. 

ell types of radio cabinets and parts 
A ISeO. ateoS is listedsinlo urr Catalog. 

SCRVICEMEN- RETAILERS 
Join o r customer list today. 

Write today for our 16 -page 
illustrated catalog NR -118. It's free. 
Get en our m a ling list. 

pent. C 

LAKE RADIO SALES CO., 
615 W. Randolph Street. Chicago 6. IIC 

GRAB 1REE 
LUHOLESRLE RROIO 

2608 Ross Ave. 

DALLAS 1 TEXAS 
60 

ist 
Condenser oil filled, hermetically sealed, 8.5 -8.5 M.F.D., 
1000 V.D.C., convertible to 4.25 M.F.D., t3,95 
2000 V.D.C., 514' long, 2' wide, 5' high.. T 

A wonderful coil which con be used on high frequency 
Aluminum can. 30 MC, I.F. trans. silver slug ,29 tuned 

Mica capacitor .002 M.F.D., 3000 V.D.C., ,89 2.5 Amp., 300 K.0 

(20 per cent deposit on oll C.O.D. orders.) 

HERSHEL RADIO COMPANY 
5249 Grand River, Detroit 8, Michigan. 

SERVICING MOVIE SOUND 
(Continued from page 56) 

CONDENSERS 
100 M.M.F.D. Variable A.P.C. -Type- 

Silver Plated .59 
30 M.M.F.D. Variable A.P.C. -Type- 

Silver Plated .25 
12 M.M.F.D. Variable %" Shaft .30 
Neutralizing Condenser for (250 Th.) 

Johnson .95 
12 M.M.F.D. Vacuum Condenser-20,000 

V.D C. 3.95 

W and Vs" Powdered -Iron Slugs - 
6-32 Screw Shaft .10 

Hallicrafters Tuning Knobs -S X 28 .29 
Hallicroffers Volume Knobs -S X 28 .15 
25 Watt -210 Johnson 4 Prong 

Porcelain Socket .39 
Pots.-Screw Driver Shaft -2 Meg. - 

1 Meg. -150 M. -50 M. -25 M. 
5 M. -2 M. -200 Ohm-Ea .29 

BC 610 HT4- Tuning Units -ECO or XTAL 
IN STOCK -2 to 2.5 MC. -2.5 to 3.2 MC 
5 to 6.34 MC 
8 to 12 MC.- Diagroms Furnished 1.95 
SOCKETS TO MATCH .25 
0.50 Micro. Amp. Meters 0.1.2 Scale - 

Amsco. Delon. 31 2 9.50 
Flexible Co pling- 15,000 V. Insulation- 

Vs' to '/s Shaft .49 
I 44-MC. Radar OSC. uses -15 E or HY 

75 Tube. Enclosed Silver Plated Tank 
and Variable Couplink. Complete - 
Less Tube 3.95 

Selsyn- Motori -2 for 3.95 

amplifier output should never be con 
nected directly to the high- frequency 
units as the powerful signals below 400 
cycles would probably damage the deli- 
cate voice coils. 

Most d.c. exciter lamp power sup- 
plies are provided with a stand -by 
switch for supplying a.c. to the lamps 
in an emergency. However if trouble 
has occurred so that no current can be 
drawn from the unit, the exciter lamps 
can be operated from storage batteries 
until a repair can be made. 

If trouble occurs in one voltage am- 
plifier or photocell coupling circuit, 
photocell circuits may be quickly paral- 
leled with a length of shielded wire. 
using the good amplifier for both sound 
heads until the inoperative one can be 
repaired. 

If the power amplifier is at fault it 
is usually possible to substitute the 
monitor speaker amplifier and continue 
the show, possibly at reduced volume. 

If trouble exists in the speaker field 
power supply, the field leads can be 
connected to the arc -lamp generator or 
rectifier, provided the fields have the 
usual 100 -volt rating. Additional filter- 
ing may be needed to eliminate ripple. 

Whatever the trouble may be, there 
is usually a way to quickly bridge or 
substitute the inoperative unit tem- 
porarily, the method and time involved 
depending on the ingenuity of the serv- 
iceman. 

l' omplrtely wired 
S151'ER -HET tuner. 
Makes your ampli- Completely w i r e d 
tier or record player a m p l i fi e r using 
into a modern radio. 12SQ7 - SOLO - 3523 
Idrn1 for PA pis- tubes. Just the thing 
tans. Uses 12SA7- for Record Player 
12SQ7 -12SK7 tubes. or small paging ;et. 
Mounts in 7" x 3Ií" Requires 61." 3" 
space. 
less 

S 
9% space. $A95 _ less 5 

tubes tubes 

COMBINATION OFER 
SINGER Tuner and Amplifier $A45 
d,cribed above. with instruc- 'M/ 
tiens ... both for 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
Write for quantity prices. 
deposit required on COD orders. 

N. J. INDUSTRIAL CO. 
II Hill St. Deut. T Newark 2, N. J. 

TELEVISER CORRECTION 
An error in Fig. 1 of "Rebuilding a 

Televiser," on page 833 of the Septem- 
ber issue shows, in section "L," a direct 
connection between the input side of 
the 300 -ohm filter choke and ground. 
This connection short circuits the power 
supply. Input connection to this choke is 
made from the junction of the 200 -ohm 
choke and speaker field. 

We are grateful to Mr. George Au- 
gusto, Paterson, N. J., for this correc- 
tion. 
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT. 
CIRCULATION. ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF 
CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912. AND MARCH 3. 1933 

Of Rodeo -Craft and Popular Electronics, published 
monthly at Springfield, Mass.. for October 1. 1946. 

County of New York 
State of New York 

Retore me. a Notary Public In and for the State and 
county aforesaid, personally appeared Hugo Gernsback, 
who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes 
and says that ho is the editor of Radio -(raft and Popular 
Electronics, and that the following is, to the best of his 
knowledge and belief. a true statement of the ownership, 
management land if a daily paper. the circulation). etc 
of the aforesaid publication for the dato shown in the 
above caption. required by the Act of August 24, 1912. 
as amended by the Act of March 3. 1933. embodied In 
section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the 
reverse of this form. to wit: 

1. That the names apd addresses of the publisher. edi- 
tor, managing editor. and business managers are: Pub- 
lisher, Itadcraft Publications. Inc.. 25 West Broadway. 
New York 7. N. Y.; Editor. H. Gernsback, 25 West 
Broadway. New York 7, N. Y.; Managing Editor, Prat 
Shunaman; Business Managers. none. 

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its 
name and address must be stated and also immediately 
thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders own- 
ing or heisting one per cent or more of total amount of 
stock. If not owned by a corporation. top names and 
addresses of tho Individual owners must be given. If 
owned by a firm, company. or other unincorporated con- 
cern. its name and address. as well as those of each 
Individual member must be given.) Radcraft Publications, 
Inc., 25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.: H. Gems - 
bark, 25 West Broadway. New York 7. N. Y. 

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other 
security holders owning or holding I per cent or moro 
of total amount of bonds. mortgages. or other securities 
are: fit there are none, so state.) None. 

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the 
names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders. 
If any, contain not only the list of stockholders and 
security holders as they appear upon the books of the 
company but also, in cases where the tockholder or 
security holder appears upon the banks of the company 
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation. the name of 
the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, 
Is given; also that the said two paragraphs contain state- 
ments embracing amant'e full knowledge and belief as to 
the circumstances and renditions under which stockholders 
and security holders who do not appear upon the books 
of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities In 
rapacity other than that of a bona fide owner: and this 
aMant has no reason to believe that any other person, 
association, or corporation has any interest, direct or In- 
direct, in the said stock. bonds. or other securities than 
as so stated by him. 

5. That the average number of copies of each issue of 
this publication sold or distributed, through the malls or 
otherwise, to paid subscribers during the twelve months 
preceding the date shown above Is 
(This information is required from daily publications 
only.) 

(Signature of publisher) 
11. GERNSBACK. 

Sworn to and subscribed before use this 30th day of 
September, 1946. 

MATTBICE COYNE. Notary Public 
(Seal] (Commission expires March 30, 1948) 

The BUY of a LIFETIME 
U.S.SIGNAI ONLY 

CORPS 5 Meter s 49 
SHORT WAVE XMTRS. 

(72.2 Mc) 

XMTR and Tube Only Less mike. 
tan aies 

U.. .,,It dry cell and 671/2 volts of B operates 
it. Just attach dt -pole. key or mike. connect the bat. 
terles and It's ready to use. Signal Corps spec wired with silvered wire. mica condensers. and preci- 
rlon resistan. Highly stable circuit with Lo -Loss sil- 
vered Inductance. (Adjustable gadder.) Schematic sup- 
plied. Converts easily to walkie- talkie and Ham bands. 
Weighs less than pound. Shipped by express only. 
No C.O.D..., No Parcel Post. A eacrince at only $3.49. 
Postal or express money order or certified cheek. 

NEWARK SURPLUS MATERIALS CO. 
324 Plane St.. Dept. C. Newark 2, N.J. 

SEND STAMP FOR GIANT CATALOG! 

TELEVISION FOR TODAY 
(Continued from page 54) 

on the screen will appear somewhat as 
a photographic negative in that all of 
the light values will be reversed. 

In other words, whenever the grid 
of a tube is driven positive, the addi- 
tional current flow produces a greater 
voltage drop across the plate load re- 
sistor. Since the power supply voltage 
is fixed, any increasPes in load voltage 
must result in a decrease in the voltage 
at the plate of the tube itself. At this 
instant the voltage coupled to the grid 
of the following stage decreases. 

For the opposite set of conditions, 
with the grid of the first tube driven in 
a negative direction, we know that the 
circuit current will decrease. As a con- 

Prepare NOW for a 
Better Job in 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

o 
lv.wll0 

. 
pl\CS 

lt t 2tel 

Don't Delay - 
Write Today! 

ADD TECHNICAL TRAINING TO 

YOUR PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE. 
CLEVELAND INSTITUTE COURSES OFFER COM- 
PLETE TECHNICAL TRAINING RANGING FROM 
LOW -LEVEL TO COLLEGE -LEVEL. 

A. Master Course in Radio Communication. 
Covers fundamentals of Radio and include. complete preparation for 
FCC Commercial License Examinations. 
B. Advanced Course in Radio Communication Engineering. 
A college -level Radio Engineering Course. 

C. Specialized Television Engineering. 
Including post -war Television Techniques. 

All Courses Include 
The Remarkable Workbooks of Instructional Aids, prepared by the instructing 
staff of Cleveland Institute. 

Choose the course hest suited to your needs-Start with the section you 
are qualified to enter -Use the economical CIRE "Pay- As-You -Go Plan." 

You may enroll for individual sections for highly specialized training. Study any one or more 
of the following sections if you do not require a complete course- 
I. Mathematics of Radio 
2. Fundamentals of DC and AC Theory. 
3. Essentials of Radio Communication. 
4. Communication networks. 

5. Advanced Radio Telephony for the Broad- 
cast Operator, 

6. Audio and Radio Components and Sys- 
tems (Design of Receiver and Transmit.. 
ter Equipment). 

Write for descriptive folder No obligation 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
CONTRACTORS TO THE CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

Successors to 

SMITH PRACTICAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Founded 1934 

NILSON RADIO SCHOOL 
Founded 1939 

RC -12 TERMINAL TOWER, CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 
Approved for Veteran Training Under "G -I Bill of Rights" 

(MAIL THIS COUPON) 
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics, RC -I2, Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13. Ohl.. 
Gentlemen: )'lease sad information about your home study courses in Radio Electronics. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

ZONE STATE 

THE YEAR'S BIGGEST OFFER 

10 Ib. Radio Parts Assortment 
A "find" for the radio serviceman. 
Hundreds of valuable radio parts, 
including coils, resistors, trimmer 
condensera, lugs, transformers, 
switches, hardware, etc. 

Only $2.95 
Write for radio parts circular 

RANDOLPH RADIO STORES 
609 W. Randolph St. Chicago 6, 111. 

I desire training In 
I Ito, lad experience In broadcasting D aarACing 0 
operating mfg. a CAA O Army-Navy O 

. :.. t,nr other I am 

High School Grad. College Degree 

O Check here for Veteran Enrollment Information. 

ORDER NOW 
Signal Caps 1 -222A Signal Generator 

8 to 15, 150 to 230 MC 569.95 
300 Ohm Amphenol Twin Lead. per 100 ft 2.90 

Ohm Amphenol Twin Lead, per 100 ft 2.00 
P23 Army Head Set. 8000 Ohm with 5 ft 

Cord and plug 2.49 
3 Gang 410 \IMFD. I'er Sect. Cond. Ex- 

cellent r'uality 2.95 
11C312 Army Receiver 59.95 

t %%trite for Prices converted to AC) 
Type 400 Advance -1 Kw. Antenna Relay 5.40 
Notional ACN Dials 3.00 
F lgnal Corps Telegraph Key J5 .49 

Complete line of 
RCA, TAYLOR, GE, and EIMAC Tubes. tt'rite l's Your Needs in Any 11am Equipment. 

DOW RADIO 
1759 E. Colorado Pasadena 4, Calif. 

aadee ePeh P n oSoeu^ r oare 3661593 6 

sequence, the voltage at the load is re 
duced, permitting a positive rise of 
plate voltage which will be transmitted 
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to the following grid. Thus it is evident 
that between grids a complete reversal 
has taken place. 
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WRITE FOR NEW 
FREE BULLETIN) 

25th 

ANNIVERSARY 

t,T& A £W 
fgL 

RADIO & ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT 

SEND NOW for your free copy of this giant - 
size, 144 -page catalog which offers you 
America's latest, largest line of top - 
quality ham gear, parts, communication 
equipment, tubes, tools, test equipment, 
amateur kits and accessories. Page after 
page of post war radio developments - 
plus a special bargain section that lists 
surplus and standard -make radio and tele- 
vision parts at famous Lafayette economy. 

SUPER HAM BARGAIN 
STOCK NO. HR 99 

Heavy -duty filament transformer plus two 

brand new 872A tubes complete with 

sockets. Transformer primary 115 volts' 

50/60 cycles. Secondary has 
t o 13.5 

6.75 -amp windings, volt, 

amps. 
15 Ilbs. Units would cost much 

Special price 
more if bought ts... lt Spw 

1895 while wooly I °Sts 'Hems 
shipped day order is received. 

LAFAYETTE 
RADIO WIRE TELEVISION, INC 

NEW YORK 13, 100 Sixth Ave. 

BOSTON 10, 110 Federal St. 

RADIO 
RUSH 

COUPON 

NEWARK 2, 24 Central Ave. TODAY 

YETTE RADIO, epl. .,LC 

-- 

-100 Sixth Ave., New w cstalus- York 

100 
MY 

ITee cop/ of Font 
latgU e c tolda batman 

Is 
Ttueh enter soi order s d ........ 
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POLICE RADIO 
MAINTENANCE 

(Continued from page 28) 

partment has been standardized so that 
all units are interchangeable. All items 
used in repairs are given a thorough 
bench -test and are then studied in the 
field under actual operating conditions. 
In this way, inherent weaknesses are 
detected before the part is purchased in 
large quantities. If the part is found 
to be consistently weak in one of its 
electrical or physical characteristics, 
the manufacturer is notified and cor- 
rective measures are taken. 

Complete records are kept on all tests 
and repairs that are made and a case 
history is available on each item of 
equipment. From these records it is pos- 
sible to determine the relative merit of 
the various components. These records 
have proved that the genemotor is the 
most efficient type of power supply for 
police work. Magmotors are less popu- 
lar with the servicemen because the 
permanent magnets soon lose their ef- 
ficiency and have to be remagnetized. 
Synchronous vibrator packs are favored 
over the non -synchronous type because 
vehicular polarity does not have to be 
observed. 

The service department has found 
that interference problems in mobile 
radio vary with each vehicle in use. 
Some cars may require the installation 
of distributor and spark plug suppres- 
sors for static -free reception while 
others may require generator and am- 
meter suppressors, wheel static suppres- 
sors and, occasionally, a condenser 
across the gas gauge. 

The 2450 -kc receiving equipment con- 
sists of three units, receiver, power sup- 
ply and speaker. The antenna is a ta- 
pered steel rod fixed to the side of the 
car with a universal mounting. 

The receiver uses a sensitive five - 
tube superheterodyne circuit that has a 
high degree of selectivity. A.v.c. and 
manual squelch control are used on 
the set. The receiver oscillator is crys- 
tal controlled and all variable adjust- 
ments are fitted with locks to prevent 
circuit changes that might be caused 
by shock or vibration. 

Three interchangeable types of re- 
ceiver power supplies are used, gene - 
motor, magmotor and vibrapack. These 
units operate at six volts input and 
supply 250 volts at 50 ma. Built -in fil- 
ters remove all traces of commutator 
ripple and vibrator "hash." Identical 
housings are used on all types of sup- 
plies so that either type may be in 
stalled in a vehicle without having I 

change mounting brackets. 
A standard six -inch PM speaker is 

used with the receiver. 
All equipment is mounted on special 

quick -release mounting brackets that 
are made in the repair shop. 

FROM RESCO SA E 
140 PARTITION 
METAL CABINET 

20- Drawer. 
140 Partition 

Heavy Gauge Metal 
Durable battleship con- 
struction. Save time by 
finding what you want 
immediately. Save money 
by avoiding loss of valu- 
able parts. Special price! 

265° 
6- Drawer Wood 

CABINET 
Sturdily constructed. 
Large, roomy drawers. 

A Real 325 Value! 

Jefferson Travis MARINE 
PORTABLE RECEIVER 

MODEL MR -2B. Standard 
and marine bands. Built -in 
loop antenna. Good on any 
size boat or in the home. 
Finished with solid brass 
panel to prevent corrosion. 

160 
With Batteries 

ANTENEX 
INDOOR AERIAL 

60` 
lock. 

No outdoor 
aerial need- 
ed. Perfect 
reception. 

Standard size chassis in s 

Our Metal Dept. will make up 
special sizes. Give us specs, and 
we'll quote prk s,quic4 delivery. 

SERVICE CO. OF PENNA., INC. 
7TH AND ARCH STREETS, PHILA. 6, PENNA. 
Dudes: 5133 Market Si. and 3145 N. Broad St. In Phila. 

Also Is Wilmington, Del., Easton, Pe.. Allentown, Pa.. Camden, N. 1. 
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NAMES FOR WAVEBANDS 

By E. AISBERG 

IN every branch of human relations, 
be it politics, scientific or technical 

matters, disputes arise because of lack 
of precision in the language and insuffi- 
cient clarity of the terms employed. 

Such disputes may lead to catas- 
trophe in the political world, but when 
disputes arise between scientists and 
technicians the consequences are less 
vexatious. Nevertheless everything must 
be done to define technical terms as 
precisely as possible. By so improving 
our essential tools, we may make an 
efficient contribution to the advance- 
ment of science and technology. 

The method of naming radio wave- 
length or frequency ranges is a striking 
example of this lack of precision. We 
hear of long waves, medium waves 
(broadcast waves), short- waves, very 
short waves and ultra- short waves, and 
many who use these expressions do not 
always agree as to their meaning. We 
questioned a number of engineers in 
France and England as to the boun- 
daries of short waves, very short waves 
and ultra -short waves (and their equi- 
valents high frequency, very high fre- 
quency and ultra -high frequency). The 
replies were depressing in their variety. 
There was even confusion as to whether 
the very short or the ultra -short waves 
were the shorter! 

You can easily repeat this edifying 
test with your friends! 

A quasi -official classification of wave- 
lengths still exists. It is the one recom- 
mended by the Consulting Committee 
of Radio -Electricity at their meeting in 
The Hague in 1929. The following are 
the recommended denominations: 

NAME WAVELENGTH 
(meters) 

FREQUENCY 
(kilocycles) 

Long waves 
Medium waves 
Intermediate 

wave. 
Short waves 
Very short waves 

Longer than 3.000 
3.000 to 200 

200 to 50 
50 to 10 
Less than IO 

Less than 100 
100 to 1,500 

1.50n to 6,000 
6,000 to 30,000 
More than 30.000 

It must be admitted that no technician 
follows the above definitions today. It 
must also be recognized that they do not 
satisfactorily take the laws of logic into 
account. 

Another system was adopted in 1937 
by the International Radio -Electric 
Communications Conference on the mo- 
tion of Dr. Smith -Rose, president of the 
radio section of the British Institute of 
Electrical Engineers. This method of 
classification satisfies the laws of logic 
as well as those of mnemonics (because 
of the ease of remembering it). In addi- 
tion, it divides fairly conveniently the 
classes of frequencies differing in their 
physical properties. 

The new method is based on the 
METRIC SYSTEM, whose beneficial 
effects in all domains of scientific 
thought cannot be overestimated. Its 
decimal system of numbering and its 
prefixes adopted by the whole world 
permit the following classification: 

(Continued on page 72) 

HOW TO PASS Radio Operatos ! 

F C C LICENSE 
Q 

°g5 

EXAMINATIONS... 
FREE BOOKLET 

Tells you the Government requirements for 

all classes of commercial operator licenses. 

Tells where to apply for and take the examina- 
tions, examining offices, scope of knowledge 
required, extracts from FCC Rules and Regula- 
tions, extracts from FCC Study Guide and Ref- 
erence Material, approved way to prepare for 
FCC examinations, positive method of checking 
your knowledge before taking the examinations. 

Edition Limited -Mail Coupon Before Supply Is Exhausted 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE Of RADIO ELECTRONICS 
CONTRACTORS TO THE CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

Successors to 
NILSON RADIO SCHOOL, Founded 1939 

SMITH PRACTICAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Founded 1934 

RC-12 TERMINAL TOWER CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 

APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING UNDER G. I. BILL OF RIGHTS 

M A I L THIS COUPON 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
RC -I2 TERMINAL TOWER, Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Gentlemen: Please send your FREE Booklet, "How To Pass FCC License Examinations." 
(Note: This Booklet does not cover examinations for Amateur License) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE .... 
Check license desired: 
Radiotelephone 1st, Class 2nd Class 

Radiotelegraph 1st Class 2nd Class 

I now hold these licenses 

I have had experience in broadcast- 

ing servicing operating 
mfg. CAA Army -Navy O 
amateur other 

I am a High School Grad. College 

Grad. with degree 

If a War Veteran, check here 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
For best results -Get our Schematic Diagram 
for Radio Receivers BC-348-J: BC-348-N: 
BC -348.Q with complete instructions for con- 
verting. 
Your coat $1.00 

Send money order or cash 
RYAN ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 
1834 Lamont St.. N.W. Washington. D.C. 

For nwme,oe, control applications such as 
b.rolar class, industrial ,.enr < 

u o<h,.no or 
toontess, or in conjunction 'nob 

to 
per. and uof. AC 
Compeer -eh ell lober 

end bu. m svol n sit" 
ADSON RADIO CO. 
Ill SUtTON ST.. NEW YORK 1. N. T. 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds 

a GOLD MINE of 

SURPLUS PARTS 
for RADIO REPAIRMEN 

AMATEURS AND EXPERIMENTERS 

12 lbs. of RADIO PARTS onto '21 
Relays - Condensers - Resistors 
Transformers - Coils - Hardware 

Wire, etc.. etc. 

Offered subject to prior sale. First 
come, first served. Write for Radio 

Parts Catalog. (Dept. C) 

ELECTRONIC PARTS, Inc. 
£22 W. Randolph St. Chicago 6, III. 
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Look at Our Specials at Lower Prices! 
Aircraft Receivers 

G tutees: 3-- 12SK:. 1- 125117. 
I -12A6. 1 -12X8; Range 190 -550 
Ke. (specify freq. desired) 1.5 -3nlc; 
3.6mc; 6- 9.1mo; tower 29%7)C, 
ofd. by western Eler., etc. Ship. 

t. 19 lbs. Original cost 190.23. 

(Completew th tubes) $12.95 

Army Aircraft 
Receivers 
BC -946 -B 

Broadcast band from 520 to 1500 
Ke. tuhe complement. 3- 125K7. 1- 12857. 1- 12. %6, 1 -12X8; can 
be used with 24 V dynamotor sup- plying A á B power: can be con- 
verted to AC or PC or 32 colt sets; 
9 stages a IF used, 

}ses 
3 gang condenser. $12.95 

Complete with tubes and schematic. 

Signal Corps Radio Receiver 
DC- 341 -13 2 tube set- 1- 12SQ7; 1 -12C8; 
original price $18.75; ship. wt. 
5 lbs. Your COST (lem tubes) .. $ 395 

3y2" G. E. AUTOMATIC TIME METER 
80 cycle 110 volts. This time meter consists of 

cyclometer driven by a telechron synchronous 
motor. Connect to an electric circuit: It Will, 
measure arid indicate the number of hours. 
tenths of hours or minutes that the circuit is 
in use. Ship. wt. 6 lbs. list 617.00. $4.95 
YOUR COST 

Dynamotor 
DM -32A 

To match receiver; in. 
put 28VDC; output 250 
V; original cost. $33.95. 
Ship. wt. 5 lbs $4.95 
Your Cost ea. 

Lots of 10 ea. 3.95 

SUPREME FOUNDATION METER 

40 Micro Amps. 20.000 ohms per volt. 
44" square. Manufactured by Supreme 
Instruments Corp 
Each $8.95 

plus shipping charges 
DEPT I) 

-- BARROW SALES, INC.E- 
59 W. HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO 10, ILL. 

Telephone: SUperior 5575 

HAM SPECIALS 
From Ham Headquarters 

Order Net Price - Panoramic Adapter (l'CA2) $99.15 Ea. - Cabinet: 2419" Wide, ter /a" Deep. 72" 
High. Cray Crackle Finish. Ideal for 
Transmitter ... 90.00 Ea. - Clioke: 300 MA Swing 9.19 henry, - Choke: 212 M.H. R.F.C. - CTelegraph 

Oscillator: 
Operated uiMS 

Speaker 
.700 - Collvet AssemBC-224bly: R.F. from Army Re- 

- condenser: .Ix. l x.1 Mfd. 000VOlt 
Tone Metal Case. Bathtub - condenser: .5 and .2 Mfd. 000 -Volt 
Bathtub - Condenser: 2 Mfd. 000 -volt solar DC 
Aluminum Can. Oil Filled _Condenser: 100 Male. Midget vermin - Condenser: 2 Mfd.. 1000 -Volt. OD 
Filled. Round Can. C.D. - ConÌeds r: IOg 

MM.. 1400.Volt. Oil - Condenser: 10 Mfd.. 1000. Volt. Oit 
Filled. Rectangular Type 8.75 Fa. 

-C Filled, Rectangular 'Tyrpe099YOIL 
Oil 

3.25 Ea. - condenser: 50 5151E Air Trimmer .50 Ea. - Condenser: 8 Mfd.. 000 -Volt C.D. 011 
Filled 2.75 Ea. - condenser: .001 Mf.f. 5000 -voit Mica 2.40 Ea. - Condenser: G Mfd.. 600 -Volt Oil Filled .75 Ea. - Condenser: 3x3 Mfd.. 000 -Voit Oil 
Filled, Rectangular Type .99 Ea. 

-Coenser: Slfd. 
60 .Volt C.D. Alu- 

minum LsO Fa. 
Conver: Gossett 4 -tube supplied for 

emer 10 or 0.Meter band 39.95 Ea. 
-Crystals: 1527 Sylvania Diode .50 Ea. - 

388,, 
Talkie: Complete wills Haltcrlcs 

49.50 Er. - Chasals: for Handy Talkie BC.011F 10.00 Fa. - Insulator: 3" Feed Through 1.00 Ea. 
Meter: Westing-louse 2° D.C. MA.- O- 10.25 

50- 100.150 -200 -250.300.400.500 3.50 Ea. - Meter: Burlington. 2" A.C. 0 -150 
2" Round 2.25 Ea. - Meter: Time flour i10-von 0O- hcic 3.50 Ea. 

7.50 Pr 
.19 Ea. 

9.95 Ea. 

.75 F.a. 

.49 Ea. 

.1D F:a. 

.89 Ea. 

.50 Ea. 

1.50 Ea. 

8.75 Ea. 

MANY OTHER METERS UPON REQUEST 
Order Net Priee - Mike: Breast Mike ................ 1.95 Ea. - Mike: T1711 Carbon Hand Mike 2.50 Ea. - Plug: PL -55 Army Type Plug (100 -Lots 
Receiver: BC 9Ói Frequency 

35 Ea. 

MC 
7ÓÓ tó Stitt 

Kl : MC sot Is 00.00 En. - Relay: N. Silver Contact 
D.C. Coil 

1.75 Ea. - Shield: 0C4 Tube Shield .12 Ea. - Tlmenánnert 
5.3 M.C. I.F. Iron Core 

.49 FA. 

Transformer: 
5.3 M.C. I.F. Iron Core 

.49 Ea. - Trau st'n n r :811 
G.E. R19 odulation -200 

6.09 Fs. - Transformer: 2.88 M.C. I.F. .29 Ea. 
Tran$forn,cr: FIlament. 6.3 Volt at 

1 3/5 Antos Small Round 1.20 Ea. - Transmitter and Receiver: BC -1335 F.M. Ideal for 10 Steter Mobile Onen- 
Output. °rDÌmen 

12-Volt 
°P121.4."ß II,oang. 

with Telephone ' Headset' and IIS) 
go 

for 10 -Meter Rand 53.00 FA. - Trimmer: Air. 15 Mmfd. .25 Ea. - Trimmer: 3 -30 .15 Ea. - %%'ere: Bronze Stranded wire (250 Ft 
Rolls) Heavy 3.50 SRI. 

Mail Orders Promptly Filled 
Amateurs to Serve You 

(20% Must Accompany All C.O.D. Orders) 
Write Dept.RC 

W6SCQ-W6UXN- W6NAT- 
W6VHZ-W6UIW 

WRITE FOR FREE BULLETIN 29 

Radio Products Saks Company 
238 WEST 15TH STREET 

LOS ANGELES 15, CALIFORNIA PRospect 7471 
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ANTENNA PRINCIPLES 
(Continued from page 24) 

ly thin wire hung at an infinite distance 
above earth would be exactly a half - 
wave long.) 

A single wire can also be used as a 
feeder. Such a line is attached at a 
point on the antenna where the imped- 
ance is about 500 ohms. This system is 
simpler but has the disadvantage of 
appreciable radiation because there are 
no longer two feeder fields which cancel. 

A more convenient feeder is the low - 
impedance non -resonant type which can 

Curve No. I 2 3 4 S 

TYPE NO. RG -8 /U RG -19 /U 83 737 88 

INSULATION .... Solid Solid Air Air Air 
DIA. INCHES .... .405 1.120 .375 .875 2.125 
MAX. POWER, W. 2,000 2,000 250 2,000 10,000 
IMP. OHMS 52 52 70 64 69 

o 
ó 
a 
á 
o 
z 

01 

.0 EA %- 
MEW 

1.IM'Ard 

po 

: 

.1 10. 100. 1000. IOK 
FREQUENCY IN MC 

Fig. 7- Cherecterisfics of co -axial cables. 

connect directly to the antenna center 
(72 obms) without fanning, but due to 
the lower impedance the conductors are 
more closely spaced and therefore have 
higher loss. Three types of the well - 
known twin -lead feeder are listed in 
Table 2. They are insulated by polyethy- 
lene between wires. Twisted pair con- 
ductors are also low- impedance but 
their loss (attenuation) is much higher. 
The lowest loss is provided by a coaxial 
cable, radiation being eliminated be- 
cause the outer cable shields the inner 
one. 

Co -axial cable is available in either 
solid or air dielectric. Two popular 
types are shown in Fig. 6. Polyethylene 
is generally used as the solid dielectric, 
since it is a very low -loss material and 
withstands all reasonable weather con- 
ditions. The illustrated RG -8 /U coaxial 
is now extensively used in amateur in- 
stallations as well as FM and television 
receiving systems. It is effective well 
beyond 250 mc, the attenuation of sig- 
nals being only .027 db per foot at 100 
mc and .25 db per foot at 3000 mc. It 
can withstand a voltage up to 4000. 

The air -dielectric co -ax is a lower loss 
type but is more expensive, and cannot 
be handled as conveniently, especially 
where it must be bent to follow struc- 
tures. In damp locations it is often re- 
quired that the cables be filled with dry 
nitrogen or air in order to repel mois- 
ture which, in high -power installations, 
may short -circuit the line. Fig. 7 corn - 
pares important characteristics of the 
air and solid co -ax types. 
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Pere 1, a sui adaptable r eaperim, .1 

narine, aircraft. Ileliei'. .\ 
7 -who rertIser (cattail, .. It h >ixce. tour M .I, - 
tuned 455 Kit Ironcore 11- w.n.t,rurvrs. 2 audio st u_es, 
and a beat frequency mill nor tor fit' reception. The 
transmitter employa a calibrated crystal oscillator. a 
butter amplifier and a pair of RK 75 tubes In the mid amplifier stage. The transmitter Hates are sup- 
plied by a 500V 16051.1 dynamotor lt hielt cperates from 
a 6 or 12 -Volt automobile battery. The frequency ronge 
Is 3760 -5825 KC. (Areal!. diagrams are furnished These 
units are priced 

a 
t 829 95. complete with set of 13 

tubes and crystal. The dyn Indoor which nuira be used, 
it it i -t dc-ìt, -1 b, m 111V .\t', i, ;l -, co z 

'Pie above 19 -tube beautifully built Signal 
u. rue Receiver is one of the most sensitive set-, 
cuer manufactured. It operates directly from 
110V 60 Cycles. Has two tuned RF stages, r. ned converter and oscillator. five IF stages, 
using iron core IF's, a diode detector, tuning 

, . e, and a two -stage amplifier that will drive 
speaker or phones. Easily converted from 

155 to 212 Mc. band to any desired fre- 
quency. This 15 -tube receiver cost the govern - 
tcnt about $700, but is priced to sell now for 

tuiy $39.95. 

BENDIX SCR -522 -Very High Frequency Voice Transmitter- Receiver -100 to 
156 MC. -THIS JOB WAS GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE JOINT COMMAND 
TO MAKE IT STANDARD EQUIPMENT IN EVERYTHING THAT FLEW, 
EVEN THOUGH EACH SET COST THE GOV'T. $2500.00.- Crystal Controlled 
and Amplitude Modulated -High Transmitter Output and 3 Microvolt Receiver 
Sensitivity gave good communication up to 180 miles at high altitudes. Receiver 
has 10 tubes and transmitter 7 tubes, including 2- 832's. Furnished complete with 
17 tubes and power supply for 12 or 24 volts, also remote control boxes, cable 
connectors and antenna. We include complete diagrams and instructions for the 
simple conversion of the 522 to full 110 Volt 60 Cycle operation. Your cost- 
$75.00. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
RT -1248 

General Electric RT -1248 15 tube trans- 
mitter- receiver with TERRIFIC POWER 
(20 Watts) on any 2 instantly selected, 
easily pre -adjusted frequencies from 435 
to 500 Megacycles. Transmitter uses 6 
tubes including a Western Electric 316 A 
as final. Receiver uses 10 tubes including 
95555 as first detector and oscillator, and 
-7H7's as IF's, with 4 slug -tuned 40 MC. 

IF transformers, plus a 7H7, 7E6's, and 
7F7's. In addition unit contains 8 relays 
designed to operate any sort of external 
equipment when actuated by a received 
signal front a similar set elsewhere. Orig- 
inally designed for 12 Volt operation, 
power supply is not included, as it is a 
cinch for any amateur to connect this unit 
for 110V AC, using any supply capable of 
400V DC at 135 MA. The ideal unit for 
telephone use as in a taxicab, or for any 
kind of remote control applications as 
with drone airplanes. Instructions and 
diagrams supplied for running the 1248 
transmitter on either code or voice, and 
for using the receiver as either an AM or 
FM set. As an FM set, the receiver sec- 
tion of the 1248 is capable of better results 
than almost any of the commercial FM 
sets on the market, largely as a result of 
the superb engineering and meticulous 
workmanship employed in constructing 
the converter, oscillator and IF sections. 
Supplied in original factory packing with 
15 tubes. Your cost $29.95 -10% less if 
ordered in lots of 2 or more. 

BUFFALO RADIO SUPPLY 219.221 GENESEE STREET DEPT. C -12 BUFFALO, 3, N. Y. 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
FOUNDATION KIT 

S INCH 

Consisting of Case, Chassis, two shelves 
(right & left), tube shield and 

bracket,front 
panel, screen 
window 
frame, han- 
dle, plastic 
to indow sock - 
s -t, with 5CP1 
Cathode Ray 

Special .... 

2x2 Tube .$1.00 
socket for 2x2 Tube .25 
H.V. Condenser .5 Mfd 2000 V 1.95 
KIT, without Cathode Ray tube 11.95 
5CP1 Cathode Ray tube only . . 7.40 
Tube shield and bracket only 1.98 

Highbridge Radio -Television 
and Appliance Co. 

340 CANAL STREET NEW YORK 13. N. Y. 

The inaudible songs of small insects 
have considerable strength, according 
to Professor Pielemeier of the Pennsyl- 
vania State College. With a supersonic 
intensity meter he registered 70 decibels 
at one foot from a small meadow grass- 
hopper. Frequency was 40,000 cycles. 
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itaDío Tfjírtp-jfíbe pearls Zgo 
31n Obrrnsback Publications 

HUGO GERNSBACK 

Founder 
Modern Eleetrles IOW 
Electrical Experimenter 1913 
Radio News 1919 
Science d Invention 1920 
RadioCraft 1929 
ShortWave Craft 1930 
Wireless Association of America - 1908 

Some of the larger libraries In the country still have 
coptes of MODERN ELECTRICS on 91e for Interested 
readers. 

From the December, 1911, issue of 
MODERN ELECTRICS: 

The "Comet" Portable Mast. 
The Fessenden Interference Prevent - 

er, by Eberhardt Rechtin. 
New System of Wireless Telephony, 

by Charles Proner. 
Using Telephone Receivers Without 

Detectors. 
The Marconi Cavalry Pack Set. 
A Variable Mercury Condenser. 
An Improved Transmitter for Wire- 

less Telephony. 
An Inductance or Loading Coil, by 

R. S. Crawford. 
A Simple Miniature Lamp Socket, by 

F. Blechinger. 
Data on the Magnetic Detector. 
The Law and Wireless Amateurs. 
Selenium and Its Extraordinary 

Characteristics, by Charles Proner. 
A New Marconi Record. 

, 1946 

War Surplus 
TRANSMITTING 

304TL 67.00 826 
250TL or R $7.00 832 
450 TH $15.00 6C21 
807 $1.00 VT- 

Bargains 
TUBES 

0 
$4.00 

$10.00 
127 A $2.25 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 
3API $3.50 3GPI $350 
5BPI $4.95 5BP4 $4.95 
120P7 $12.00 

AND OTHERS 

TRANSFORMERS 
High Voltage, Kenyon_ tOn S- 13336. for Scope. 
6.3V -6A. 2.5V -1.75A 2506V. -.015A S 5.00 
FILAMENT: 1151'- CO eye. see. 13. 4) 6.1V at 1 
Amp: 8.1 W. Waco FESXX- 633609: P/O 
Osrlito,copo 1.30 FILAMENT: Kenyon, type S- 13377, 115V. Prl 
SV.CT at 60 amp. SIT 6.08 
GENERAL PURPOSE: Pueer Transformer. 
Gen Trans. Corp. 

' 
type 6.128; Pit 115V 60 

rye. 3 sec. 300- 0 -300V; 10051A: 6.317 at 5 Amp. 
5V. ut 3 Amp 3.00 
We Have Large Inventory of Power, Plate, Filament, 

Audio and Others 

SEND FOR SPECIAL TRANSFORMER FLYER 
NAVAL AIRCRAFT RECEIVER. ARCS, SU- 
FERRET. TUBES -Included- 3- 12SK7, I -12K8, 
I- í2$1C7, 1 -12äG7 14.95 
NAVAL AIRCRAFT TRANSMITTER. ARCS 
25 avait C\V; 15 Watts Phone. Tubes Included: 
2- 1625, 1 -1629. 1 -1626. 1- 6200KC Crystal 
Range LESS Dynamotor: Operates on 28V 
Power Supply 17,95 
METERS: WESTON MODEL 508. 2 inch. 0 
to 150 DC 51A 3.00 
RELAYS. IXBM -COIL 11517 60 Cyc. W111 
carry 2 AMP 1.75 
SOCKETS. STEATITE, 4 Prang Dozen 1.80 

SPECIAL GRAB BAG OFFER 
Over $100. Cost of Miscellaneous Radio Parts, 
etc. I netuding Pilot Bulbs. Condensers. 
Resistors. Sockets. Insulators. Fuse Holden, 
Terniinat Strias T rinà u rnr. Volume Con- 
trols. and Many Ou.cr Alt it-4,-A REAL 

FOR ONLY - $10.00 

.Idyl Posface fo :lbw,- Priers 

THE ABELL 
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY 

7 E. Biddle Street Baltimore 2, Maryland 
SEND FOR OUR FLYER - 
NAME ITEMS INTERESTED IN 
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Automatic Combinations -NOW! 
The New Arnold Shure Auto- 
matic Wired Record Player 
Ready For Immediate Delivery! 

The Shure automatic rec- 
ord player connects easily 
to any radio. Its feather- 
weight crystal pickup and 
quiet, smooth changer ac- 
tion assure high quality 
playing of ten 12" rec- 
ords or twelve IO" rec- 
ords. Every one of your 
customers can now own a 
fine automatic combina- 
lion at a remarkably low 
cost. 

Share players are chipped complete with 
A.C. cord and shielded cable -only 2 wires 
he connect and it's ready to play. 

I -Tube Phono 
3.Tuho Phono. 

PHONO AMPLIFIERS 
Ampli 
Amplifier 

PM SPEAKERS 
Your price only $21.92 net 4" Alnico (5) PM Speaker 

5" Alnico (5) PM Speaker 
6" Alnico (5) PM Speaker F.O.B. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 

OPA Retail Price 531.30 Zone I 

OPA Retail Price 33.87 Zone 2 100 -MFD 25 V 3 .22 ea 
10 -MFD- 50 V .22 ea. 

20 -MFD -150 V .22 ea. 
30.MFD-150 V .29.ea. 
40- MFD 150 V .39 ea. 
50- MFD -I50 V .45 ea 
8- MFD -150 V .25 ra. 

K 

51.39 ea. 
1.49 Si. 
1.89 ea. 

TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS 

Orden are now being accepted for immediate 
delivery-no waiting. Terms: 2 °'o cheek with 
order. Or 25 °é, deposit, balanee express C.O.D. 

10-81FD-450 V I .29 e< 
16-MFD450 V .39 es 

1010-MFD-450 V .59 ea. 
20-20-M F D-150 V .29 ea. 
30.20-M F D-150 V .39 ea. 
40-30-MFD-ISO V .45 ea. 
50. 30- M F D- 150 V . 59 ea. 

HOLLANDER RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
549 West Randolph Street Chicago 6, Illinois 

A KIT FOR A Battery Charger or Auto Ra- 
dio Checker or As a Supply for Dynamotor 
in Surplus Equipment, Consists of 

115 Volt Primby -6 or 12 Volt Secondary at 5 
Amp Xformer 

Selenium Stack-6 Volt @ 4 Amp. or 12 VoIt at 
3 Amp. 

Smoothing Capacitor 1000 Mfd. 
Chassis Black Crackle 
Binding Posts. Instructions Furnished. 

COMPLETE AND GUARANTEED- $10.00 
SPECIAL AMPLIFIER. No data supplied for 
this unit. 

Consists of 4 Transformers. Relay. Pot. Con. 
denser,. Resistors. Sockets. housed in a Black 
Crackle Finish Cabinet Txtrx4 ". Brand New. 

COMPLETE WITH 2 TUBES $3.00 
Brand New RCA Boxed Jan Accepted Vacuum 
Tubes 

6H6 -55e: 954. 956. 6V6-65e ea.: 6AC7 -E0e: 
2X2/879 -1.00; VRI50 -85e 

CATHODE RAY TUBE- 
WI and Socket 7.75 
3BP1 and Saket 600 

THESE TUBES PACKED IN ORIGINAL 
NAVY CARTONS AND STAMPED. 

Greenwich Sales Co. 
59 Cortlandt Street New York 7, N. Y. 

SURPLUS SPECIALS 
2 by 1.15 Amp. Chokes $3.50 
.35 mfd. 5000 v. G.E. condensers $1.50 
.003 mfd. 7000 v. Sagamo, 15 amps 

1000 kea. $2.25 
Hytron 2C26A Tubes 50e 
RCA 1619 Tubes 55c 

TIRET ELECTRIC CO. 
47.46 Vernon Boulevard, Long Island City I. N. Y. 

Increase in receiver license fees for 
Canadian listeners was advocated at 
hearings of the Parliamentary Radio 
Committee at Ottawa, Canada, early in 
the fall. 

The present annual fee is $2.50. The 
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Service Men 
Sound Men . . 

Amateurs . 

Write for the latest Lifetime BARGAIN 
BULLETIN just off the press. Thousands 
of money -savers in ports, supplies, equip- 
ment. 

ywetime 
SOUI10 EQUIP. CO., Dept. 
911 -913 JEFFERSON AVE..TOLEDO2,0H10 

24 

IRON CORE TUNERS 
For Broadcast Band Superhets 

Replaces 2 -gang condenser and oscillator. 
One compact tracked unit. Includes hookup 

diagrams and instructions. 
ONLY S4 POSTPAID 

Send for FREE pries list of standard radis tolls. 
MAGNA -METAL PRODUCTS CO. 

Grand Central Terminal Bldg., New York 17. N. Y. 

proposal is that that charge should be 
increased to $3.00 to permit the govern- 
ment- controlled Canadian Broadcasting 
Co. to carry on sustaining educational 
programs without the necessity of com- 
mercialization. 

THE CINEMATIC 
ANALYZER 

(Continued front page 19) 

fact, in the analyzer itself, in the fre- 
quency- modulated 877 -kc generator. An 
output jack, I.F. (Fig. 2) is provided to 
take off a signal from it. It is connected 
to the antenna post of the receiver un- 
der study, which is then tuned to 877 kc. 
For the rest, the signal is tapped out 
at the detector or some point after it, 
and applied to the vertical deflection 
plates of the cathode -ray tube (A.F., 
Fig. 2). Under these conditions the re- 
ceiver's i.f. resonance curve may be 
seen traced out on the screen, thus per- 
mitting correction of any imperfections. 

GAIN MEASUREMENTS 

A calibrated potentiometer permits 
regulation of the analyzer gain. By ap- 
plying to the deflection plates the signal 
at the input of an r.f. or i.f. stage, then 
at the output of the same stage, and 
bringing the height of the image to 
the same level in the two cases, the 
stage gain may be determined by com- 
paring the corresponding indications of 
the potentiometer. 

STUDY OF AUDIO STAGES 

A modulated r.f. signal is fed into 
the receiver. The a.f. post of the 
analyzer is connected to the successive 
stages from the detector to the loud- 
speaker, and the modulated signal 
viewed on the screen. In this manner 
any defect -including non -linear fre- 
quency distortion -in the audio -fre- 
quency stages may be localized. 

This brief description falls far short 
of exhausting the various applications 
of the cinematic analyzer, which can 
well be called a universal instrument 
for receiver trouble- shooting, diagnosis 
and alignment or adjustment. 

A second article, in an early issue, 
will show how the technician can con- 
struct his own cinematic analyzer, a 
priceless instrument. 

FM Broadcasting can cover nearly 
ninety percent of the country's popula- 
tion, said Frank Stanton, president of 
Columbia Broadcasting System, recent- 
ly. Arguing against any fundamental 
revision of AM frequencies, he stated 
that we are now 1eon the verge of a new 
and superior service, and now is not the 
time to look backward into AM and 
patch together temporary remedies." 

Plans and charts presented by the 
CBS president indicated that nearly 90 
percent of the population and about 
half the land area of the United States 
could be covered by a proposed 200 -sta- 
tion FM network, with outlets placed 
to serve largest centers of population. 

Night -time sky -wave service could be 
provided for the population not pro- 
vided for in the FM network by sup- 
plementary AM stations, Dr. Stanton 
said, adding that the quality of sky - 
wave service thus made available would 
be substantially better than now pro- 
vided by AM stations. 

RADIO -CRAFT for DECEMBER, 1946 



TRANSCEIVER TRY NAVY 
28 to 80 mc' PORTARLE 
Complet.' all tubes At NEW 
Nosy vibrator peek & 
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s 
opal Willard 40:I1np111t /4.2V 
Moroi, battery ch:ux,abtr 
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eel lent 
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New THY Vibrator pork n 
e'Hattery 59.95 

WE 115í /001.0 IYi 040 'CT or 1300 /1050V no 
CT 'í11n:1, I ¡In,,-I ly cased 54.95.1. 2 for.... 
Condor oil A.V.N. 1. -.111 il.. mbl /1500WVDt': 2 for 
Condsr o'1 CD TI.A 2110,1 600WVDC: 2 for 
Molded 0 lu,fd. IUUP'VDL 100 for 37.50: 1000 
Comisr WE oil 1004.1 41 OWVDl': 2 for 
Condsr 0.5mfa 1 it WVlIC bathtub: 5 for 
Condor Illln fil 1141IW IJC 12'2. ,nf,l &5mfd, 2 for 

1.5.80,fÚ, ..... . 
Condor GE :1mfd :3i,,'AC /110IWVDC: 2 tor., 
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&CD: 2 for 
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Condsr 15mó1 000V \C 2111WVOC C.F. 13201 
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2 for 
Condor 4mra 6UlWVDC -CII- TI.A.. ..... ... 
Condor 5(0mfd /211OWVIN' A'VX Rn2 30.111 
GI:- COP.OX Rect. FW 53V r.5anm _3.61les nutunt 
Watglise.Reetox FW 125'11.25:001. 
Cased line to Geld transformer S.U. 
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1.15 
.79 

30.00 
2.35 
1.00 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 .25 
5.00 
2.70 
3.90 

25.00 
75.00 
4.00 

.75 
1.25 
2.95 
1.50 
1.10 
1.00 
3.90 
1.49 
1.25 
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3.40 
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NEW NAVY 
DYNAMOTORS 

larOR DC Ct'd Over- 
, as packed, AN insp. 
Ili -ff. Cont. duty In- 
put 122V, HA or 2IV /4A. 
output 500V /50ma. In- 
put same, output 275V, 
1lima & 12V /3A. 

EITHER UNIT $1.95 or both units (2) & filter, 
$3.49. Wet. 9 ho; 77lí" L x 2T/a" li x 41 '," \V. 
Ad:tpt:tide tu 0V nnernt ion. 

"TA B" 
That's a Buy 

200 microimps 31.9. 11,1 140 ease 

',Oise AN Lauding 11vÌ1 Dual Soll m 
m ter .. .. ... 
11- GE- 10.6011 500,000 011111 Ilne.rm 
n 4' 6 So 3i il'('ase 15a'AC it'd ä10i.. 

.5. 0 R0 247" Il'C:is, 250 na ,$8.501.. 
III, m toter 100 1 as 31 .135 u 

8.98 
Ampheli,l HBTN (Ntall il4n0í25 for 1.50 

last loam d AennI l'IIN 900: 4 for.... 1.00 
led chassis. 2 ZAGS TAR" Bargain. 2 for 1.00 
A Little lunes RAG -2511 ma, 48 for 1.00 

Variar 100Q 21,59 L.N. Di',, 25.00 
Dynamist 

Trumpet 
In ne 

Drivers 125.00 
17:1:1411:1 9.95 

tal xi'-5 Ceramic Si' socket. 4 for 1.00 
pal mixed GAP grins 4k" Q 1/4. Nn. e- 

2J:1'. for 1.00 
I y t N lord 51 

to 
F Plugs 16 ft 2.50 

I olphirr it oy 50 to 2 moi:. 2.00 
Conter Kit goy sa J. 5': 'U for .. 2.50 

Control Kit TYM AIIJ: 00 l0 1 0,,C: 10 for 2.50 

4.95 
3.00 
4.50 
3.95 .25 
3.00 

V 

0 -3 
0 -10 
0 -30 

0 -100 
0 -300 

OHMS 
1000 

10000 
100 M 

1 Meg 
10 Meg 

ELECTRONIC VOLT -OHMMETER 11 mes 
SENS NEW S.C. 1 -107 -F PRECISION 
UNIT "TAB" special $21.ún additional 
V.T.V.M. Lottal tube í1.E3 "d' SigC $1.15. 

I IIa.FI 
i'POLIì 

uutl 
m A l . braam, . 

38U0I.ri, Tamed Sec.. 

3.95 
3.95 
1.65 
1.65 
3.00 
7.95 

. r_....1,. 18.00 
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,1 ,.,.4i44x.,uvll4iaiól1l.,. .,]1u'-i44:ïlln.a. 

3J..' Flee for for 
111v Ilri ,1 ,"ke. 

r,11ÌnaL.iivseale,l I0IÌY11 .2 fof Iln,telfe.e:,l,,l 11111' H'µ,llmn 
1 ,t,-,...1I:1'D.aII nu: nmi, 

7.95 
8.95 

2.50 
43.00 

3.95 
1.75 
4.50 
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"TAB ", Dept. RC12, 6A Church St., N.Y. 6, N.Y., U.S.A. 

18 YEARS IN RADIO 
GET THIS 

TZecv CATALOG 
By This Old Firm 

Latest developments In 
radio and electronic 
parts and devices, new- 
est ham gear, gadgets 
for experimenters, bar - 
pins In war surplus 
Items. 

FREE 
TO YOU 

Mail the coupon be- 
low and get this 
now catalog FREE. 

BURSTEIN.APPLEBEE CO., 
1012 McGee, Kansas City 6, Mo. 

Send me FREE catalog advertised In 
Radio Craft 

4IAMSTATE CONNECTION IN INDUSTRY 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

I TOWN _STATE_ 

YOUR ELECTRIC DRILL 
Has 100 Other Uses 

when used with 14-lax attachments 
METAL SAWING . . SHEARING 

RIVETING ATTACMENTS 
Dept. R. Write for illustrated circular 

K-JAX, 2660 Canton St., Dallas, Texas 
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RCA 808 JANCRC New GYd, Fil 
7.5V Hams, plate 1500V 200 Watts 
Rated 140 watts output each "UHF" 
(List 57.75) "TAB" price 52.75@, 
2 for $5.00. 
:F &Wnt 811713 \N a32.751 

31.:150ìr, 2 for . . .3 8210 ¡3E21í JAN Boxed Gt' 
socket ,,, CEAllav Hti í.IAN 132.85) 

for 
RCA950 JAN I.P35) & 

socket 1.25 805 i003 JAN & socket 36. Two fo 11.00 GCa45 -t' 1 & socket. 37.50ía. 2 
for.... 14.00 

GE 440A/2C4O Lighthouse tube 131 I1........ 
NO 2í'3G JAN 11.V. Rest 10500V 153.40,.... 
RCA OAC i JON boxed new 4 for 

2.50 

4.50 

1.25 

8.95 
.73 

3.00 

WP 307A RF Pentode í.P5131 
ta'F 3311.1 RF' Pentode 1.1`3 -4i 
WI' SOBAs tube 0í'11F 21W'att 1700111,a new.. 

703A tune WOW 20 Watt 11100,,_5 new W'F 
W'F 
2C2 or USBA Acorn tub, JAN 4 Otsi.. "C.6 JAN new 

Raytheon 
CnÜF . 

GE210 new FW .75) 
GE 1641; &Jo , new 2W ís.5`. Rect. 52.73) 07 800.% & Johnson 224 socket; 2 for '25 JAN & suceam: for 
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RCA -í30J JAN íI'51 í .731.í,: 2 n1 
ILCA JAN I.PI.I 32. .650i: 2 for 
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U.I.S JAN new boxed a 31.15) 55rrn. 2 for 
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JAN n w boxed ,71 . 01 -í 1.F. 2 for 
u02 JAN new boxed 3 -.íU1 90an. 2 fol 

5.95 
8.95 
7.95 
5.95 
1.95 
1.25 
1.95 
7.95 
1.95 
2.90 
5.75 
1.50 
1.30 
1.20 
2.50 
2.49 
1.00 

'es 
1.30 
2.00 
3.95 
3.95 .95 
1.45 

.98 
1.25 
1.90 

Raytheon S 1i (1.1 
filament transform- 
er 115V 61ICy rill, 
2.5VCT 11A see 
and Two New GE 
((MIA tubes ..55.90 
milt Millen cans & 
221 sockets .. 7.00 
Staytheon Trans - 
forner Only ..3.25 
I ,snh'.natlon 872.5 
Iksti0rre. Trans- 
former & Sockets 
new $12.00 

52 Min. order FOR N.Y.C. Add Postage all orders and 25 /q deposit. WNitehall 3.3557. Send for catalog 300 
Specialists in International Export, School. College 6 
Industrial trade. Say thru "TAR" and say. . 

SUPERSONIC APPLICATIONS 
(Continued front page 17) 

A diagram for such a system is shown 
in Fig. 4. A super -sonic signal is passed 
through the metal being tested. As it 
travels to the opposite side, any flaws, 
such as a crack or an air pocket, shows 
up on the cathode ray oscilloscope as a 
mark between the two shown in the il- 
lustration; those two marks represent- 
ing the two edges of the object under 
test. It is possible with this scheme to 
not only discover the flaw, but to lo- 
cate it by calibrating the screen of the 
oscilloscope in inches. A somewhat sim- 
ilar idea is a supersonic thickness gage, 
which measures the thickness of sheet 
metal from one side, the sound being 
echoed back from the opposite boundary. 

Super-sonic signals are now being 
used in projection television equip- 
ment, in the agitation and mixing of 
liquid solutions, and also in locating oil 
deposits. Research will no doubt find 
more ways in which the phenomena of 
supersonics can serve man. 

a H. PENIER, Electrical Engineers Handbook, 
Vol II, p. 9-02, John Wiley and Sons, 1936. 
New York. 

a H. l'ENnes, Electrical Engineers Handbook. 
Vol IL P. 9 -02, John Wiley. and Sons, 1936. 
New York. 

a J. F. RIDER, Oscillators at Work. p. 65, J. F. 
Rider, 1940. New York. 

4 E. HAUSMAN. Physics, p. 126, D. Van Nos- 
trend, 1939. New York. 

e H. J. REICII. Theory and Application of 
Electron Tubes, p. ON, McGraw-Hill. Book Com- 
pany. 1999. New York. 

13, N. ANnuews, "Supersonic InepectionMeth- 
oflA." Electronics. May, 1944, p. 122. New York. 
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TRY TO MATCH 

THESE VALUES! 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

SPEAKERS: 
5' P.M., ALNICO 5 Magnet Ea. $1.39 
6" P.M.. ALNICO 5 Magnet Ea. 1.98 

VOLUME CONTROL with SWITCH, 
500,000 Ohms, Long Shaft Ea. .69 

WIRE: Approx. 400 ft. in 2 to 4 ft. lengths 
assorted colora and gauges, solid & 
stranded in packages Per Pkg. .99 

COILS: 456 KC., I.F. Ea. .45 

Kit of 20 wirewound resistors, 5, 10, 20 
& 25 Watts Per Kit 1.98 

7 -8 tube power transformer, 
6.3V. winding 70 Ma. Es. 2.95 

Headphones, Official Signal Corps, 200 
Ohms Ea. 1.95 

Rit of 100 insulated Resistors. assorted 
1/4, ,f, 1 & 2 Watts, all in popular 
values Per Hit 1.95 

50L6 output Transformer Ea. .59 

Kit of 10 assorted Volume & Tone 
Controls, no switches (all with shafts) 

Per Kit 1.18 

Write for catalog. Hundreds of 
usable parts - lowest prices 

Immediate delivery anywhere. 

20% Deposit with Order -Balance C.O.D. 

ELECTRONIC PARTS, Inc., Dept. C 
622 W. Randolph St. Chicago 6, 1H. 
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MORE SMASH BUYS at 
National Radio Distributors 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
In Plenty of Time for Christmas Trade 

The Famous National Radio Kits 
ALL PARTS MOUNTED. 

Ready toe easy wiring. 
5tube A.C. /D.C. Superhet. 
Includes beautiful plastic 
cabinet, built -In loop antenna 
& new Alnico speaker. Uses 
12S A 7 . 12SK7. 128(31. 501.6. 
& 3575 tubes. Price (complete 
with cabinet) $11.95 

KIL of 5 matched tubes for above 4.75 
5tube A.C.D.C. Suherhet. 2 band. Frequency range 

550 -1600 ke. and 5.5 to 18 megacycles. Price com- 
plete ith cabinet / 95 Kit of 5 matched tubes 

THE WORLD'S SMALLEST 
RECORD PLAYER 

Actual Sire 12 %a" it 10" a 5'v" 
Featherweight Crystal Plckup 
Absolutely New & Different 
Features New FTIt Miracle Rectifier 
New Alnico 5" P.M. Speaker 
Plays 10" and le Records 
Output lM watt -Beam Power 
Leatherette covered pastel shades of Green. Blue & Red 

Incl. Fed. Tax 
List $29.65 (subject to O.P.A. approval) Dealer's Net 

$19.95 (Puked 3 to master carton) 

COMBINATION PORTABLE RADIO 
& RECORD PLAYERS 

MODEL N.R. 14 

Beautiful 1. atherettte Covered Carrying ('ase 
Built -in Powerful Tube Superheterodyne Radio 
Neat. ('ompact. Light- weight. Fool -proof 

List (Inel. Fed. Tax) $59.90 
NET 1 -5 $37.50, 6 or more $36.65 

RECORD PLAYERS 
Easily attached to any radio. 

MODEL R.P. 340 
Self-Starting I loavy dn'r 
Phaeo -Motor u11h 9" Turu- 
Table. 
Light- weight Crystal riek- 
up Arm 
High Poliati Walnut Veneer 
Cabinet 

NET 1 -5 $10.95. 
6 or mere $10.50 

O.P.A. List 

FLUORESCENT 
DESK LAr._ ?S 
(15 Watt A.C. only) 

MODEL F134 
Brown Baked Crackle Finish 
U.L. Approved & guaranteed 
Toggle Switch On -Off 
Packed in Individual Car- 
tons. 6 to Master Carton. 

(Inel. Fed. Tax) $8.98 (less bulb) 
NET I.5 95.95. 6 or more $5.50 

PHONO MOTORS 
MODEL M418 

Heavy Duty. Self -Starting. Itim Drive 
Unconditionally Factory guaranteed 

NET PRICE 84.25 each 
Master Carton of 20 53.95 each 

Terms: At least )O4ó its rder. Satance C.OD. For 
Prompt Delivery, Place Your Order NOW! and av id dis. 
appointment. 

Write NOW for New Free Catalog 

National Radio Distributors 

102h E.163 St., New York 59, Ñ.Y. 

METER BUYS 
RANGES: 

0.15 Ma. D.C. YOUr 

0 -100 Ma. D.C. Choice 
0 -300 Ma. D.C. 

S3 95 0 -5 Amp. R.F. 

0 -9 Amp. R.F. 

A really swell buy in Westinghouse 21/7" 
flange type meters, brand new, black face, 
white letters. Reg. net horn $7.00 -$14.00. 
Ask for surplus list No. RC -I. 

ALFRED C. DENSON 
38 Park Place Rockville. Conn. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

LIKES SOME NON- SERVICING MATERIAL 

Dear Editor: 
In reply to John Zandler's plea for 

more service material in the magazine, 
I should like to suggest that the title of 
this publication is RADIO -CRAFT, not 
"The Handy Serviceman's Guide" or 
"Seven Steps to Simple Service." The 
title itself designates that the publica- 
tion deals with all phases in the "Craft" 
of radio, not just servicing. 

Thus far, you have run some very 
informative articles about servicing, but 
no doubt space is limited, and other 

things must be included. 
RADIO -CRAFT has been doing a won- 

derful job during the war with paper 
shortage to combat, and its informative 
articles of current nature are more than 
timely. 

To me, it seems that Mr. Zandler's in- 
dignant objections are for the most part 
unfounded. You have been doing a won- 
derful job, so keep up the good work! 

BEN SHAVER, JR., 
Durant, Oklahoma 

TWO OPINIONS CONCERNING ONE EDITOR 

Dear Editor: 
I have been a somewhat inconsistent 

Gernsback fan for over twenty years. I 
used to think he was "cracked," but have 
certainly changed my opinion of him in re- 
cent years. Most of his flights of fancy 
have become common -place practice, espe- 
cially since the discovery of the atomic 
bomb, radar, radio-controlled television 
planes and other recent inventions pre- 
dicted by him many years ago. 

I am a firm believer now. More power to 
him l 

DON TIFFANY, 
l'allejo, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 
The sensational covers and articles by 

Hugo Gernsback do not appeal to me now 
an more than they did when he was pub- 
lishing Modern Electric:. At that time 
(1908) I first went on the air with a two - 
way amateur station, which I have oper- 
ated continuously since then -only inter- 
rupted for a short time by the first and 
second world wars. I am the original 
licensee of Amateur Radio Station W2EY. 

I have a suggestion to make. If you wish 
to interest radio amateurs, print articles on 
reactivating amateur stations. 

FREED J. MCKINNEY, 
Bloomfield, N. J. 

MORE IMPROVEMENTS FOR SONICATOR? 

Dear Editor: 
The Sonicator is one of the most in- 

teresting articles I've seen for several 
months in any semi -technical radio mag- 
azine. Mr. Gould probably got the idea 
from Navy depth sounders, but he has 
a very ingenious and simplified version. 
He undoubtedly could get extremely ac- 
curate results by using a simple auto- 
matic temperature and atmospheric 

compensator circuit (electrical or 
mechanical) which would make up for 
the difference in the speed of sound 
with changes in temperature, humidity 
and pressure. I dare say that he could 
easily get the accuracy to within a few 
inches, instead of five feet. Give us more 
on radar and micro -wave technique. 

PAUL E. BRASSARD, 
Brunswick, Maine 

BROAD -BAND ANTENNA INQUIRIES ANSWERED 

Dear Editor: 
So much interest was evidenced by 

readers of RADIO -CRAFT in the July issue 
article covering new types of rotary 
beam antennas on page 681, that some 
of the questions submitted are answered 
below. Lengthy explanation is precluded 
by lack of space. 

The rotary beam antenna shown 
in Fig. 1 on page 681 cannot be 
fed directly by 72 -ohm line, but if a 
quantity of this line is available it may 
be pressed into service by placing a 
quarter -wavelength of 60 -ohm trans- 
mission line between the antenna and 
available 72 -ohm cable. This provides 
a geometric -mean transformer between 
the antenna and available cable, and 
hence a satisfactory match. 

When using the stacked array of one 
three -element antenna over the other, 

a half -wave spacint between upper and 
lower tiers gives the greatest low -angle 
gain (page 732, Fig. 2 -a). Reducing this 
spacing to % wavelength reduces gain 
by approximately 2 db at the horizon, 
and is not advisable except for medium 
frequency use, or perhaps on 14 me 
where high poles are difficult to ob- 
tain. When a 50 -foot telephone pole, 
sunk 6 feet in the ground, is used to sup- 
port stacked arrays for 14 mc, the bot- 
tom antenna falls only 12 feet from the 
ground. This is undesirable due to in- 
creased ground losses and increased ver- 
tical angle of fire, but none the less the 
use of the two arrays is far and away 
superior to a single antenna for 10,000 - 
mile communication. Better method is 
to affix a 20 -foot topmast (a 4 x 4) to 
the 50 -foot phone pole, using through - 
bolts- standard pole line equipment. 
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This raises the lower array to a half - 
wavelength above ground and greatly 
increases antenna effectiveness, particu- 
larly for overseas circuits. This writer 
used two such poles, with topmasts, for 
a 16- element stacked array on 14 -mc 
phone, prior to the war. Its perform- 
ance, due largely to stacked tiers, very 
closely approached the performance of a 
two -acre rhombic antenna for New 
York -to- London radiotelephone. Top- 
masts, then, are the answer to height 
problems for the 14 -mc work. They are 
relatively inexpensive, far less so than 
additional phone -pole height. 

The rotary three -element antennas 
described on pages 681 and 732 should 
use at least 'h-inch tubing. The use of 
adequately supported wire changes the 
antenna characteristics considerably 
and calls for re- matching of the antenna 
and transmission line. 

All credit for the original research on 
the broad -band three -element close - 
spaced antenna goes to Mr. A. Kampin- 
sky who first visualized its possibilities, 
and brought it to its present state of 
perfection. 

H. B. CHURCHILL 
Bradley Beach., N. J. 

TOO DARNED TECHNICAL 
Dear Editor: 

Regarding the letter "More Simple 
Servicing" by William J. Morgan, which 
appeared on page 605 of the June issue, 
it expresses my sentiments exactly. 

YOU ARE GETTING TOO DARNED 
TECHNICAL. 

Let's get down to earth, so us common 
folks can understand you. 

C. L. RosesoM, 
Tampa, Florida 

OPPORTUNITY AD-LETS 
Advertisements in this section cost 20 ants a word 
for each insertion. Name. address and initials mu,t 
Ise included at the above rate. Cash should accom- 
pany all classified advertisements unless placed by 
an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement 
for less than ten words accepted. Ten percent di, 
count six issues, twenty percent for twelve Issues: 
Objectionable or misleading advertisements not a 
repted. Adrerl lsements for January. 1947. Issue trio.. 

ash us not Dater than Nusrud err 21. 1f11, 
Radio -Craft 25 W. Byway New York 7. N. Y. 

BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO 5 TUBE SUPER HET KIT 
completo ith lobes and walnut cabinet using '0L6- 
35Z5-12S.A7- 12SK7-125Q7. Easy to wire. Your cant 510.95. 
McGee Radin Co.. 1330 Broadway, Denver. Colo. 
MAGAZINES (BACK DATED)- FOREIGN. DOMESTIC. 
arts. Books. booklets. subscriptions. pin -ups. etc. Cata- 
log l0c (refunded). Cicerone's. 863 First Ave.. New 
York 17. N. Y. 
AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES. COMPLETE CODE 
and theory preparation for passing amateur radio ex- 
aminations. Houe study and resident courses. American 
Radio Institute. 101 West 63rd Street. New Yak City. 
See our ad in pago 72. 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND SELF- INSTRUC- 
llon books. slightly used. Sold. Rented. Exchanged. All 
subject.. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid for und 
couves. Complete information and 92 -page Illustrated bar- 
gain catalog Free. Write- NELSON COMPANY. Dept. 
2 -39. Chicago 4. 

REPUTABLE AND LONG ESTABLISITED IMPORTER 
and wholesaler of radio components ln Holland wishes to 
contact first class United States manufacturers of all 
kinds of radio components. Tubular, mica, variable and 
electrolytic condensers, loudspeakers, resistances, volume 
controls, switches, coils, paddera, trimmers, measuring in- 
struments. etc. Brix D.R. 
WE REPAIR ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRU- 

ents, tube checkers and analyzers. Ilazelton Instrument 
co. (Electric Meter Ialmratnryl, 140 Liberty Street, New 
York, N. Y. Telephony- BArclay 7 -1299. 

WIRELESS PHONO OSCILLATOR - 
NO LICENSE REQUIRED 

Transmits recordings from phono pickup or voleo 
from mike to radio without use of wires up to 500 ft. 

Ni' say designed. 
Complete kit, lass tubes $3.49 
Above kit assembled and tested 4.49 
Tubes for above kit (125A7, 3575) 2.49 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
CONSTANT ELECTRIC, Dept. C 

112 Cornelia Street Brooklyn 21, N. Y. 

THE SECRET'S OUT! 

The New td Spe&a 
ACA -100DC AMPLIFIER 

...9s Remy ton $el oeiuy! 
DESIGNED 8Y A. C. SNANEY 

A revolutionary developmeaf 'm omplñ'rers cleverly 
designed to defy obsolesçence and amazing in itg.- 
performance. New circuits, new materials and new_, 

%proceuss are actually combined en this one amplifier 
to produce the most satisfying musical amplifier. 
world has ever known. If you are one of those discrimi- 
noting persons for. whom nothing less Mon the Sest'is 
a disappointment, you are one for whom the ACA -' 
IOODC was designed. Send for technical I ferotdre. 

398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 
A. C. Shaney's FM -AM AMPLIFIER MANUAL is still available at 25c 

$2995 
COMPLETE 
115 VOLTS 

50 -60 CYCLES 

NEW! faster, easier 
Servicing by "listening in" with 
PRECISION ELECTRONICS 

SIGNAL TRACER 
Real versatility! The "number one" instrument in 
any Service Man's equipment. Probe with Poly- 
styrene tip (operates on frequencies up fo 
300MC), top quality parts throughout and 
exclusive engineering features. Outstanding "on 
the -job" superiority! 

Checks signal stage by stage in R.F., I.F., and Audio sections. Speeds 
location of intermittents, opens, shorts, hums and noisy circuits with set 
hot or cold -coils condensers, transformers, resistors, speakers, tubes! 
See your Jobber or write for descriptive literature. (Please address 
Dept. C). 

Va_C\S\0N jcLtC.ZNtotk\cs,\14.. 
64\-643 M\LWAUkX-E AVEr1VE 

Ck\\CAGO, 22 \t\-\NlO\S 

MINE DETECTORS - 
YOU CAN NOW BECOME A 
PROSPECTOR -HERE IS ONE 
OF THE WAR'S TOP SECRETS: 

ARMY MINE DETECTORS 
NEW, in original cases ; portable. Will detect 
METALLIC and NON -METALLIC objects. 
Very sensitive; using 955 tube in detecting 
head. Two -tube amplifier using two 1N5GT; 
headset ; or microphone; oleo 150 micro meter. 
Power supply -3 45v. 1 6v or 2 3v batteries. 
Complete with instructions. See 
"How Mine Detectors Work" in 

$1 
1.50 

July, 1946. Radio- Craft. Shipping d 
weight 108 pounds. F.O.B. N.Y 
Special, less batteries 

SEND ORDER TO 

HIGHBRIDGE RADIO- TELEVISION AND 

APPLIANCE CO. 
340 Canal Street New York 13, N. Y. 
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RESISTORS IS 
OUR BUSINESS 
Which means that your orders for 

1/2 -1 -2 Watt 
CARBON & WIRE -WOUND 

RESISTORS 
Will be filled from stock 

The sanie day we receive them 
That's a fact! 

LEGRI S COMPANY 
846 Amsterdam Ave.. New York 25, N. Y. 

Phone: ACademy 2 -0018 
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Come to the famous 

COYNE 
TRAINING SHOPS Ir 

ii. +id . 's 
'474..m et7. where yoii'learn by doing" 

'MT RADIO 
ELECTRONICS 

IN A FEW WEEKS 

Prepare For A Good Job Now With 
A Lifetime Future! 

Trained Radio- Electronics men needed now. They 
will be needed too in the scars to come. Don't be 
caught napping. Get a Radio training now and be 
ready. Learn by Doing. Free employment service 
for life after graduation. Many earn while learning. 
If you re short of ne ask about my Student 
Finance Plan. Now added Training In Electric Re- 
frigeration. We are also equipped tb train those who 
qualify under G. I. Bill. We also have facilities for 
other`cause9 FBI idisabilities lwhether n for 

to 

SEND COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS 
B. W. COOKE. Dir., Radio- Electronics Div. 
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
500 S. Paulina St.. Dept.96- 8H,Chlcego 12, III. 
Send Big Free Book; also details about Coyne Part - 
lime Employment and Student Finance Piers. 
i] Send G. I. Bulletin ID Physical Disability 

NAME AGE 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

ATTENTION 
Radio Servicemen! 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES ON 

V. T. V. M. 
Triplett- Hickok Volt.Ol:m-Milliamme- 
ter 
Triplett Tube Checkers -Radio City 
Products 
A. T. R. Battery Eliminators 
Turner Microphones 
Rider Manuals VI - VII - VIII - IX 
X - Xl 
Write us for hard to get tubes 

The POCKETSCOPE -A pocket -size com- 
plete cathode ray oscilloscope. Weighs only 
La's lbs. $55.00 less 2'.£. 

RADIO ELECTRIC 
PRODUCTS, INC. 

677 Michigan Ave., CL.6457, Buffalo 3, N.Y. 

NEViI 
INYPOCKETSIZE 

Slips In your pocket or purse? 
w-r. ONLY t,' Ib.! Complete 
READY TO PeLAY shown 
wits 1f contained phone for 
personal 

use. Beautiful black 
silver plastic nee. Has patent - 
id Card CRYSTAL -SLIDE TUN- 
ING DIAL! NO TUBES. BAT. 
TERTES OR ELECTRIC PLUG 
IN REQUIRED. USUALLY RE. 
CEIVF.S LOCAL BROADCASTS 
without outside aerial wires. 

when connected 
WORK dD Td 
used ac- 

cording 
homes. ornees. hotel.. 

cabins. bins. in bed after hours, etc. 
Send Only =100 fppaoo ñ.trm áá:nñ ñiús áelkúe::drM 

arrival send $a.99 for postpaid delivery. IDEAI. 
GtIFT FOR 

or 
OR ADULTS ALIKE! Get your 

RADIO NOW for real enloymenL (Foreign 
eders $5.00 U.S. Cash.) 

PaKetto Electric Co.. Dept. RC -1R. Kearney, Nebraska 

PEN -OSCIL -LITE 
Extremely convenient tents oscillator for all radio 
servicing; alignment all as Self 
poweredgqaa Range from 700 elesa audio to over 

0Ó1.0w in oat Used sword 
from 

Writeb for 
information. 

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT 
38 Argyle Ave. Buffalo 9, N. Y. 
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BIG ANNIVERSARY NUMBER 
Watch for the double -size January de Forest 40th anniversary issue. 
In addition to many important and historic articles on the birth of 
the vacuum tube and the inventions of Dr. Lee de Forest, there will 
be a collection of the articles readers have been waiting for. Con- 
structing an electronic organ will be one of these. Another will be 

on the building of a sound -on -light -beam transmitter and receiver. 
First of the series "Building o Televiser" and "Sound- Recording 
Laboratory" will appear in this issue, and a number of other vital 
and important stories. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
INDUCTANCE CALCULATIONS, 
Working Formulas and Tables, by 
Frederick W. Grover, Ph.D. (Professor 
of Electrical Engineering, Union Col- 
lege; formerly consulting physicist, Na- 
tional Bureau of Standards.) Published 
by D. Van Nostrand Co. Stiff cloth cov- 
ers, 6%x9% inches, 286 pages. Price 
$5.75. 

This work brings together a collec- 
tion of usable inductance formulas for 
all types of coils and for inductors not 
including circular elements. It is in the 
latter subject that it differs most from 
many books which deal with inductance 
formulas. Part I of the book, consisting 
of five chapters, is devoted entirely to 
circuits with straight elements, includ- 
ing transmission lines, polygons of 
straight wires, single -wire lines, mutual 
inductance of wires at an angle to each 
other, and single -layer coils on rec- 
tangular forms. 

Coils and other circuits composed of 
circular elements are dealt with in 13 
chapters. All types of air -core inductors 
likely to be met with in the most ex- 
tended practice are covered. 

While the aim is to present the en- 
gineer with the simplest formula cov- 
ering the given case, accuracy is never 
sacrificed for simplicity. According to 
the preface, an accuracy of one part in 
one thousand is the general aim, but 
greater precision is often possible. 

COYNE ELECTRICAL, RADIO, ELEC- 
TRONICS DICTIONARY and DATA 
BOOK, by the Technical Staff, Coyne 
Electrical School. Published by Coyne 
Electrical School. Flexible leatherette 
covers, 3 x 6 inches, 304 pages. Price 
$1.50. 

This book is vest -pocket size. It is a 
dictionary of 3350 words, terms and 
expressions used in the fields of 
electricity, radio and electronics. Listed 
under the terms "atomic energy" and 
"radar" are all words and phrases com- 
mon in those fields. 

The data section of the book includes 
a number of charts, diagrams, tables, 
equations and formulae that may prove 
helpful to many students, engineers and 
experimenters.- R.F.S. 

IYIIIINIIIIIIIIIIHI IIIIIQI1IIIBIIIIIIIL 

UNDERSTANDING MICROWAVES, 
by Victor J. Young (Senior Project En- 
gineer, Sperry Gyroscope Co.). Pub- 
lished by John F. Rider. Stiff cloth cov- 
ers, size 6 x 8% inches, 385 pages. 
Price $6.00. 

Cutting loose from traditions of older 
texts, even the introductory chapters of 
this book deal with electrostatics and 
magnetostatics in terms of electrostatic 
and electromagnetic fields. Other stand- 
ard subjects of a radio text are handled 
in the same fashion. Even a direct cur- 
rent circuit is calculated on a basis 
of fields, and the student finds it pos- 
sible to compute the wattage dissipated 
in a circuit consisting of a 6 -volt bat- 
tery, two large flat conductors and a 3- 
ohm resistor without any of the fa- 
miliar formulas. 

Poynting's Vector and Maxwell's 
equations are explained as far as possi- 
ble, and while such explanation is neces- 
sarily incomplete, it is extremely help- 
ful, as well as being unique in an ele- 
mentary text. 

Waveguides, transmission lines, and 
resonant cavities are covered very 
thoroughly, with the aid of concepts 
built up earlier in the book. The chapter 
on antennas is much shorter than might 
have been expected. 

All subjects are treated non- mathe- 
matically in the text, but footnotes at 
the end of each chapter contain mathe- 
matical material for the interested 
student. 

INVENTING FOR PROFIT, by Louis 
Chayka. Published by Bruce Humphries, 
Inc. Stiff cloth covers, 51/2x8 inches, 205 
pages plus two -page index. Price $2.50. 

A popularly- written text for the 
would -be inventor. Describes "for the 
average man" the process of conceiving 
an invention, how to find out if it has 
been invented before, and how to secure 
patent protection for it. 

The style is interesting, and the book 
is interspersed with anecdotes. It is 
written for the beginner in invention, 
and most of its contents are already 
known to the person who has had even 
slight experience in that field. 

RADIO TERM ILLUSTRATED 

"A Good Resistor" 

Suggested by 
Joe W. Baker, 
011ie, Mon- 
tana 
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RADIO - ELECTRONICS 

LEARN AT HOME 
A complete. easy to under- 
stand, referente -i netruction 

book. 

"Cyclopedia of Radio 

and Electronics" 

Standards EDITION NI 
frC- 

queuey and UHF, public ad- 
dress und sound. television. 
Phototabes. dustrial elec- 
tronic tubes. and pplica 
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BOOK CLUB FREE 
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ce uiRFRGEATmn, tEOND 
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LITERATURE. please specify subject. 
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,Carry 3000 
RADIO FACTS 

IN YOUR POCKET! 

6 

RADIOMAN'S 
HANDBOOK 
Helps You On the Jobl 
The handiest radio reference 

book on t he market... a library 
fit, of 3,000 facts. wiringdia- 
ND , grams, formulas.charte,ta- 

bles,rules- condensedintoone 
pocket -size 45íx 7' volume. Take it 

ith you on the job -have the answers 
todaily problems always onhand.3avea 
time -helps you earn more. Flexible 
leatherette cover wi t hat ands hard us- 
age. Get this book on free trial noel 

GET THIS ROOK 
FREE! . FOR 7 DAYS .. 

TRY IT ON THE .1011- mellow 

time eit eavesrefer you. Then, if you are 
not eatinfied, return It to us. If you 

keep the book, AFTER 7 days, you pr-y only L7.25. 
EduoOonaleook 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL paemnmx lnyls,an 
500 S. Pauline Street. Dept. 96 -T I. Chicago 12, III. 

350 PAGES 
cira sits 
Reactances and 

Energy 
c ild ng 
Met 

Measurements 
ResCouplÌ od 

M 
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thousands 

lotberiu,ts. 

'FREE TRIAL CO'UIPON 
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Please send Radiomans Handbook an 7 days FREE TRIAL If 
moaned after 

a 
ar 7 days. I will p you 1E.25 -if nut. 1 will return 

book 
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City .zam.___sWL__ -_ 
CHECK here if you want to my postman {.9.26 on delivery. I 

Same 7 days' trial arrangement and money -back guar. tee. 
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OYER 

125 
TITLES 

IN STOCK 

SAME -DAY SHIPMENT ON 91% OF ALL MAIL ORDERS. 
Books of nearly all radio publishers. If you don't Ono- 
send deposit and we'll Alp C.O.D. 

:ór 'r "Me so EDITORS AND ENGINEERS, Ltd. 
1305 Kenwood Road Santa Barbara, California 
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RADIO SCHOOL ; ° DIRECTORY 

PREPARE NOW FOR SKILLED JOBS IN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS 

INTENSIVE COURSES -Thorough, technical 
education for progressive men and women. 

Licensed by the State of New York 

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE, 
45 West 45th St., New York 19, N. Y. 
GENTLEMEN: R C 

Send me FREE information about 
your school. 

Name 

Address 

0 1. RADIO TECHNICIAN -The MRI General 
Course. Includes F.M. 8, Television. Prepares 
For FCC Broadcast licenses. 

b2. RADIO IL' TELEVISION SERVICING -Pre. 
pores for employment os Repairman on Stand. 
and Broadcast, F.M. & Television Receivers. 
3. RADIO COMMUNICATIONS -Prepares for 

E> 
FCC Operators License. leads to position as 
Merchant Marine or Flight Radio ORcer;Com- 
mercial Operator. 
4. FUNDAMENTAL RADIO MATHEMATICS-. 
The MRI Preparatory Course. Required pre - 
training for students lacking o basic mathe- 
maticol background. 

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE 
45 W. 45th Sf., N. Y. 19, BR 9 -5080 

, "74a Radio School Mawoyad S Radio M «" 

RADIO COURSES 
Servicing, Broadcast Engineering, 
Commercial Operating, Television 

Individual Laboratory Work: 
Learn by Doing! 

Day and Evening Classes 
Approved by the Maryland State 
Department of Education and the 
Veterans' Administration. 

Free to Vets - Textbooks, Tools, Test 
Set. 

Write for Sullotin 

Baltimore Technical Institute 
1425 EUTAW PLACE - DEPT. C. 

BALTIMORE 17. MARYLAND 

11 RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 
Offer thorough training 

courses in all technical phases of 

Radio and Television 
DAYS -EVENINGS WEEKLY RATES 

VETERANS: RCA Institutes i 

s 

approved 
under G. I. Bill of RIVAS 

For Free Catalog Write °set. KC -46 

RCA INSTITUTES, Ism. 
A Radio Corporation of America Service 

75 VARICK STREET NEW YORK 13. N. Y. 

VETERANS can complete work 
bere in shortest possible time. 
Courses also in Civil, Electrical. 
Mechanical, Chemical, Aeronautical Engineering: 
Business Administration. Accounting, Secretarial 
Science. 63rd year. Enter Jan., Mar., June, Sept. 
School now filled to capacity. No applications can 
be accepted until further notice. 

TM -STATE COLLEGE 3.126 Coll to 11DIfA1eaA 

COMMERCIAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
A radio training center for 

twenty-six years. 
4f 

RESIDENT COURSES ONLY 
Broadcast, Service, Aeronautical. Television and Marine 
telegraphy classes now forming. Literature upon request. 
Veteran training. Classes now forming foe mid-year 
term. Feb. 1st. Entrance exam. Jan. 13. 

Dept. C, 38 West Biddle St.. Baltimore 1, Md. 

RADIO 
RADIO Technician and Radio Communications course*. 
Register now for new classes starting first MONDAY 
of each month. Day and Evening Classes. 

AMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE 
tot West 63rd St.. New York 23. N. Y. 
APPROVED UNDER DI BILL OF RIGHTS. 

Be 'Isar' man. Learn bow to sena and 

a,áisradio e °CCommerce`° :eds thousands 
r for Wobe Gogo "Pay. adventure. 

interesting work. Learn at home quick. 
1 through famous Candler System. 
Write for FREE BOOK. 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
Dept. 3 -0, Boa 928. Denver 1. Colo.. V.S.A. 

Correspondence Courses Jn 

RADIO and £L£ RIFAI ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING o,;ftr i ;;: 

futurlied. Prepare ',o, self. I.i i:,- Clint. for e 
e. .luderi, ilned. ou at 

n understand auleklve. 

RADIO ENGINEERINGFki . ran 
ln dia. n h 

Trains y'u to be n 
vice photo. vacuum t be 

cchnic,. needed hadiv. Di,tomaen nnie 
l.on. Tut ion 325. either course. Deferred u ent elan. 

FREE met conies school ternes. tuden 
aCasines. combine details. SEND NOW 

LINCOLN ENGINEERING SCHOOL 'cat. 

LEARN 
RADIO- TELEVISION -FM 

Complete r sls in all phase, given in both 
day uII shining classes. 

Veterans accepted under G.I. hill 

United Radio Television Institute 
225 Halsey Street Newark 2. N. J. 

ELECTRONICS 
ll.l.dify for 

lialo ,lf.,,lllln Unirnti. gl Il',,lillnercialur( 05: rulnent Li- 
cense); Radio Repair Service ; or he an Industrial 
Electronic Technician. Register now for new classes 
starting every tour weeks. approved under (1. 1. Bili 
of Rights. Residence day and evening school. Write to 

ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE, INC. 
21 HENRY. DETROIT I. MICH. 

i 

DE FOREST 40TH ANNIVERSARY NUMBER 
Don't miss the January issue of RADIO- CRAFT. It will have twice the number of pages 
and will be of historical import. January marks the 10th Anniversary of the birth 
of the vacuum tube. 

72 Printed In the U.S.A. 

NAMES FOR WAVEBANDS 
(Continued front page 63) 

NAME 
WAVE- 

LENGTH 
(meters) 

ERE- 
QUENCY 

(megacycles) 

AB- 
BRE- 
VIA 
TION 

Kilometer waves above 1,000 0.03 to 0.3 me km 
Hectometer waves 1.000 to 100 0.3 to 3.0 me bin 
Dekameter waves 100 to 10 3.0 to 30 me dam 
Meter waves 10 to 1 30 to 300 me m 
Decimeter waves I to 0.1 300t03.000 me dm 

3.000 to 
Centimeter waves 0.1 to 0.01 30.000 mc cm 

30.000 to 
Millimeter waves 0.01 to 0.001 300.000 me mm 

The advantages of the proposed 
classification are numerous and for the 
most part evident: 

1. Some classifications have been ac- 
cepted spontaneously because they are 
so characteristic. (We speak regularly 
of centimeter and decimeter waves.) 

2. The kilometric and hectometric 
waves correspond rather closely to 
those we have been in the habit of call- 
ing long and medium waves. 

3. The physical properties -and par- 
ticularly those of propagation -of the 
various ranges change approximately 
at their limits. Kilometric waves are 
very little affected by fading and pre- 
sent only slight daylight and seasonal 
variations. Hectometric waves present 
almost the opposite characteristics. 
Dekametric waves are characterized by 
their great range and irregularities in 
propagation. Metric and shorter waves 
obey laws w:lich approach closer and 
closer those of optics. 

4. The intervals, when measured 
logarithmically, are equal to each other, 
in wavelengths as well as frequencies. 

5. No effort is required to remember 
the system, for it is identified with the 
familiar metric scale. 

Let us add, to cut short all objections, 
that there is no intention whatever to 
attempt to substitute this system for 
that of expressing the exact values of 
radio waves in frequencies. That is the 
most practical method and the one best 
adapted to all forms of calculation. But 
since the habit of expressing the vari- 
ous ranges in wavelengths does exist 
(particularly in Eurc ie- Editor) the 
proposed metric system brings to it all 
the clarity required. 

Further, at hyperfrequencies, terms 
in frequency lose a little of their force. 
A "3- centimeter wave" is more expres- 
sive than a "frequency of 10,000,000 
kc," or even "10,000 mc." And, at these - 

frequencies, the physical existence of 
wavelength is manifested by the dimen- 
sions of apparatus, such as wave -guides, 
horns, antennas, reflectors, etc., which 
depend closely on the wavelength of the 
signals handled. 

By agreement with our fellow -pub- 
lishers, this suggestion will be pub- 
lished simultaneously in France, Eng- 
land, the United States and Argentina. 
We should be glad to know what the 
radiotechnicians of these countries 
think of it. 

In the interests of full discussion, permission 
is granted for reproduction of all or part of 
this article. Plenne credit E. Aisberg of Paris, 
France. 
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT! 
Please place your order with your regular radio parts jobber. If your local jobber cannot supply you, kindly 
write for a list of jobbers in your state who do distribute our instruments or send your order directly to us. 

The Model CA -l1 comes housed in 
a beautiful hand -rubbed wooden cab- 
inet. Complete with Probe, test leads 
and instructions Net price 

Nadel e>49_,/ 

SIGNAL TRACER 
Simple to operate ... because signal intensity 

readings are indicated directly on the meter! 

Essentially "Signal Tracing" means following the signal in a radio 
receiver and using the signal itself as a basis of measurement and as 
a means of locating the cause of trouble. In the CA -11 the Detector 
Probe is used to follow the signal from the antenna to the speaker 
-with relative signal intensity readings available on the scale of 
the meter which is calibrated to permit constant comparison of signal 
intensity as the probe is moved to follow the signal through the 
various stages. 

15 

Features: 
* SIMPLE TO OPERATE - only 1 connecting cable - 

NO TUNING CONTROLS. 
* HIGHLY SENSITIVE - uses an improved Vacuum Tube 

Voltmeter circuit. 
* Tube and resistor -capacity network are built into tho 

Detector Probe. 
COMPLETELY PORTABLE - weighs S lbs. and meas- 
ures 5" x 6" x 7 ". 

Comparative Signal Intensity readings are indicated 
directly on the meter as the Detector Probe is moved to 
follow the Signal from Antenna to Speaker. 

* Provision is made for insertion of phones. 

* 

72e4, %/(Odee 450 
TUBE TESTER 

SPEEDY OPERATION 
assured by newly designed ro- 
tary selector switch which re- 
places the usual snap, toggle, 

or lever action switches. 
The model 450 comes complete 
with all operating in,tructins. 
Size 13"x12"x6 ". 

3 9 O Net weight 8 lbs. 
Our Net Price..._.. 

Specifications: 
Tests all tubes up to 117 Volts 
including 4, 5, 6, 7, 7L, Oc- 
tals, Loctals, Bantam Junior, 
Peanut, Television, Magic Eye, 
Hearing Aid, Thyratrons, 
Single Ended, Floating Fila- 
ment, Mercury Vapor Recti- 
fiers, etc. Also Pilot Lights. 
Tests by the well -established 
emission method for tube qual- 
ity, directly read on the scale 
of the meter. 
Tests shorts and leakages up 
to 3 Megohms in all tubes. 
Tests individual sections such 
as diodes, triodes, pentodes, 
etc., in multi -purpose tubes. 
New type line voltage adjuster. 
NOISE TEST: Tip jacks on 
front panel for plugging in 
either phones or external am- 
plifier will detect microphonic 
tubes or noise due to faulty 
elements and loose internal 
connections. 
Works on 90 to 125 Volts 60 
Cycles A.C. 

lha /fiew Il ade! 670» 

SUPER -METER 
A Combination Volt -Ohm Milliammeter plus Capacity 
Reactance Inductance and Decibel Measurements. 

Soeeifeatloos 
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750 / 
1.500/7.500 Volts. 
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15 30/150/300/1.500 / 
3.000 Volts. 
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/ 
1.500/3.000 Volts. 
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15 /150 Ma 0 
to 1.5 Amperes. 
RESISTANCE: 0 to 500/100.000 ohms; 0 
to 10 Megohms. 
CAPACITY: .001 to .2 NW.. .1 to 4 Mid. 
(Quality test for electrolytic). 
REACTANCE: 700 to 27.000 Ohms. 13.000 
Ohms to 3 Megohms. 
INDUCTANCE: 1.75 to 70 Henries; 35 to 
8.000 Henries. 
+30 to +58. 
DECIBELS: -10 to +18: +10 to +38: 

Added Feature: 
The Model 670P includes a special 
GOOD -BAD scale for checking 
the quality of electrolytic con- 
densers at a test potential of 150 
volts. 

The Model 670P is housed be a 
hand -rubbed. portable oak cabi- 
net complete with cover. test 

leads and all 
$1 

operating in - $35.75 
slructions. i 

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO. 
Dept. RC 227 FULTON ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

Nr! 



When this Bel1 Laboratories chemist 
turns tA atop -cock he roles a cllama 
of mercury to trap micro -sample of 
gas *solves from a 'postman of cop- 
per. Later he VIII analyse the sample 
by micro -techniques. 

Trapping poisons by micro -chemistry 

Touch of a finger- tip -or even the dust in apparently clean 

air -can carry enough contamination to ruin an electron 

tube. Bell System scientists found this out through micro - 

gas analysis using new and original techniques. 

They determined what could destroy the tube cathode's 

power to give off electrons, and how much -to the millionth 

of a gram. Then, with Western Electric, they developed 

a manufacturing technique to keep these destroyers out of 

the tubes. ... Bell Telephone Laboratories scientists estab- 

lished the world's first industrial micro -chemical laboratory 
more than 16 years ago for the Bell System. 

Today micro -chemistry is constantly at work, helping 

to raise still higher the standards of telephone service 

and performance. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 

EXPLORING. INVENTING, DEVISING AND PERFECTING FOR CONTINUED IMPROVEMENTS AND ECONOMIES IN TELEPHONE SERVICE 


